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Chapter 1

SODIUM COOLED FAST REACTORS

INTRODUCTION

The development of fast neutron reactors is continuing on a consolidated basis, especially
in Europe. This can be illustrated by the following events.

- The conclusions of the International Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) programme confirmed the
advantages of fast breeders as compared to other reactor systems, not only with regard to
the use of energy resources, but also because of lower potential detrimental environmental
effects from fuel cycle operations. The risks related to safeguards and diversion of
special nuclear materials were considered to be no different from those associated with
thermal reactor fuel cycles.

- The Council of Europe adopted a resolution in favour of further development of fast
breeder reactors.

- New power stations have been put into operation. The Fast Flux Test Facility [400 Mw(th) ]
at Hanford (USA) went critical on 9th February 1980, but full power operation has been
delayed. The BN 600 [600 MW(e)] station at Bjelojarsk (USSR) was started up and is being
operated, with enriched uranium, at 60 % of nominal power. The MASliRCA facility went crit-
ical on 24th March 1980 for the RACINE programme, on the study of heterogeneous cores.

- Specific problems encountered during operation of present prototype or research facilities
have been intensively studied. Corrective actions have been taken and have led to design
improvements for future plants. In this respect, one can mention the gas entrainment in
the KNK II reactor, leaks in the PFR steam generators, very small leaks in the cold leg of
the primary sodium circuit of the Rapsodie reactor.

- In the FRG, the "Enquete-Kommission Zukünftige Energiepolitik", set up by the Federal
Parliament, fully endorsed the construction of SNR 300 and the associated R&D work.

- Other plants are in construction in various countries and will be operational within the
coming years : Superphenix in France (1983), PEC in Italy (1985) and MONJU in Japan
(1987).

- Increased attention is being paid to the fast reactor fuel cycle and in particular to the
reprocessing of spent LMFBR fuel. To this end, facilities are being operated or con-
structed in France (TOR for Phenix fuel and PURR for fuel from the Superphenix reactor)
and in the U.K. (at Dounreay for PFR fuel). In the DeBeNe project, S.C.K./C.E.N. has
started the design and construction of the HERMES facility, aimed at the study of the dis-
solution of LMFBR fuel on a 10 kg scale.

- Agreements for collaboration are becoming effective e.g. in the field of exchange of R&D
results and design data between the DeBeNe and French projects and in the field of large
safety experiments such as Post-Accident Heat Removal, PAHR, co-ordinated by the C.E.C.

Belgium, and particularly S.C.K./C.E.N., is actively involved in fast breeder development,
through its participation in the DeBeNe project. As reported hereafter, its activities are
concentrated in the following areas :

- development of fuel fabrication techniques and support to irradiation experiments for the
design of fuel elements;

- development of dispersion-strengthened ferritic steel as an improved cladding material;
- participation in international programmes on reactor physics;
- safety studies and specific safety experiments in the BR2 reactor;
- sodium technology studies.

These projects are being carried out in collaboration with the DeBeNe partners, in particu-
lar with KfK (Karlsruhe), Interatom (Bergisch-Gladbach) and Belgonucleaire.
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1.1. MIXED OXIDE FUEL

Within the framework of the DeBeNe SNR project and the collaboration with France, S.C.K./
C.E.N. and Belgonucleaire continued their joint activities on the development and fabrica-
tion of mixed oxide fuel elements for fast reactors-

At the Belgonucleaire mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant in Dessel, the fabrication of low
density fuel for the first core of the SNR 300 reactor was continued, using the reference

process developed earlier. This process is based on mixing and milling UO2 and IH1O2 powders,
of appropriate characteristics, and the recycling of scraps to meet the low density specifi-
cations. By the end of 1980, about 4000 fuel pins were Manufactured without any major prob-
lems.

For future reloads of the SNR 300 reactor, more emphasis will be put on the solubility of
the irradiated fuel, with the aim to maximize recovery of plutonium, with existing tech-
niques. It is envisaged to increase the density, taking into account the experience gained
in France with such type of fuel. To that end, improved fuel fabrication methods, based on
additional powder conditioning steps (milling, precompaction, granulation), are being inves-
tigated.

Long-term development work on fabrication of mixed oxide fuel is oriented towards a wet
process (COGEPEL), based on the co-conversion of (U,Pu) mixed nitrates and external gela-
tion, followed by pelletizing of the resulting kernels. Such processes are expected to im-
prove further the solubility of the fuel (at least before irradiation) and to allow remote
operations and thus reduce the occupational radiation exposure which might result from depo-
sition of dust and aerosols in the case of dry methods.

S.C.K./C.E.N.'s contribution to the joint programme with Belgonucleaire included parametric
studies for the COGEPEL-process, general development work on mixed oxide fuel fabrication
and specific services for irradiation experiments.

For the COGEPEL-process, development work on UO2, using the operating conditions proposed by
SNAM (Italy), indicated the possibility of producing pellets of good quality, with a bulk
density of 95 % TD.

Experiments with plutonium indicated the need to apply azeotropic distillation for drying
the kernels in order to reach high densities. Processing conditions proposed by KFA for its
EGU-process (External Gelation Uranium) and tested on a pilot scale, led to acceptable

pellets of high density. Extrapolation towards (U,Pu)02 is being prepared and will be inves-
tigated in 1981.

General development work using X-ray fluorescence to determine the U/U+Pu ratio and resis-
tance welding of fuel pins was continued.

Specific services for irradiation experiments included fuel fabrication for CFC (compatibil-
ity between fuel and cladding material), FARFADEL (fuel behaviour at the beginning of irra-
diation) and post-irradiation work for the Rapsodie I, Rapsodie II, DFR 455 and MOL 7D ex-
periments.

1.1.1. FUEL FABRICATION STUDIES and methods similar to those of the EGU
(A.J. Flipot, H. Pauwels*, A. Smol- (External Gelation Uranium) process de-
ders, R. Gilissen, J. Sleurs) veloped for U02 kernels by KFA (Jiilich).

SNAM-like process
1.1.1.1. Experiments with U-bearing mate-

rials The influence of the feed composition on
the pellet quality has been investigated.

- The study of gel-precipitation methods The quantity of modifier to be added de-
has been continued, using both the opera- pends on the uranium concentration of the
tion conditions developed by SNAM (Italy) feed solution. Addition of 10 % alcohol

into solutions with uranium concentra-
tions ranging from 120 to 220 g/1 gives

* Belgonucleaire microspheres of good quality. A large U
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excess gives hollow spheres (Christmas
balls), while a large decrease in U con-
tent lowers their mechanical strength.
The appropriate thickener content also
depends on the concentration of the other
constituents.

After being aged for several hours at
room temperature, the microspheres are
washed in an aqueous ammonia solution.

EGU-like process

This process is being investigated as a
long-term alternative, because it is po-
tentially better suited to industrial
production. The experiments have been
carried out on the semi-pilot gelation
installation, which was delivered by KFA
and which was described in the 1979 an-
nual report. The composition of the feed
solution is characterized by a total ab-
sence of any inflammable component and by
a very low thickener content.

The parameters of the wet process section
which were considered included :

- the heavy metal concentration;
- the urea to uranium ratio;
- the ammonium nitrate concentration;
- the type and concentration of the

thickener;
- the nozzle diameter;
- the ammonia concentration in the gela-

tion column;
- the gel aging temperature;
- the gel aging time.

The following drying methods have been
tested on both types of ADU microspheres,
in order to explore their ability to pro-
duce pelletizable UO2 kernels :

- air drying of monolayers of micros-
pheres on sieves with and without for-
ced ventilation; this was mainly in-
tended as a simulation of the process
conditions existing in an industrial
belt drier;

- azeotropic distillation;
- drying in a microwave furnace.

The exploratory tests in a microwave fur-
nace did not give satisfactory results.
Both azeotropic distillation and thermal
drying allowed very high pellet densities
(more than 95 % T.D.) to be obtained. The
sintered product shows good physical ap-
pearance and strength.

• The study of the calcination and reduc-
tion of ADU kernels has been continued.
Moreover, the thermal decomposition of
the Cogepel kernels has been studied by
thertnogravimetry, thermal differential
analysis and analysis of the gas evolved.
These combined techniques allowed a qua-

litative interpretation to be done of the
behaviour of the products as a function
of their composition and calcination con-
ditions.

The most important results obtained up to
now have been on the following :

- the calcination behaviour and the cha-
racteristics of the calcined spheres;
these have been shown to depend very
much on the drying conditions of the
kernels;

- the calcination atmosphere; this has a
marked effect on the compressibility
and deformability of both air- and ni-
trogen-dried kernels;

- the calcination atmosphere; its effect
on the sintered density is most import-
ant at temperatures below 375CC;

- air calcination between 650 and 700°C;
this gives microspheres of low apparent
density and good compressibility. Lower
oxygen potentials, neutral or reducing
atmospheres result in harder spheres
with higher apparent density and poor
compaction behaviour.

As far as pelletizing and sintering are
concerned, it appeared that the lubrica-
tion method has no marked effect on the
density of the sintered product. Addition
of a very small quantity of zinc stearate
to the spheres is sufficient for lubrica-
tion purposes.

1.1.1.2. Experiments with U-Pu bearing ma-
terials

U-Pu experiments have been carried out in
order to start, as soon as possible, the
fabrication of the fuel for the FARFADEL
irradiation experiment. The SNAM-like pro-
cess which was better known and more ad-
vanced at that time, was therefore chosen,
even though it is not fully suited for fu-
ture industrial fabrication. The feed pre-
paration, drop formation and gelation steps
did not give any difficulties. A minor
problem occurred, due to poor ventilation
inside the glove-box. Ammonia progressively
contaminated the box atmosphere and caused
the nozzle to become blocked. The problem,
however, was easily solved by mounting a
small chamber around the nozzle, in order
to protect it with pure nitrogen. Although
a similar behaviour of U-Pu and U feeds was
expected, it soon became evident that the
addition of 30 wt. % Pu into the feed dras-
tically lowered the sintered density of the
pellets : instead of obtaining 95 % D.T. as
for U0? pellets, the densities ranged from
70 to 80 % T.D. The problem could be solved
by replacing the air drying by azeotropic
drying. This phenomenon is not yet ex-
plained but indicates that the results ob-
tained on uranium bearing material are not
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necessarily valid for uranium and plutonium
bearing materials.

As already mentioned earlier, the calcina-
tion treatment oust be carried out in air
if high sintered densities are requested.
This requires additional safety studies to
be made because of possible explosion risks
for some NH3 - O2 gas mixtures. In the pre-
sent calcination conditions, whilst the NH3
concentration in the exhaust gases of the
furnace always remains more than six times
below the explosion limits of NH3~air mix-
tures at room temperature, extra precau-
tions have been taken :

- the furnace was installed in a glove-box
under flowing nitrogen;

- the furnace has been equipped with an
automatic gas flow measuring device and
an electromagnetic valve so that the fur-
nace is flushed with nitrogen if the air
flow should drop below the safety limit.

The reduced kernels are very reactive and
therefore very sensitive to oxygen. They
must therefore be exposed to humid argon-
hydrogen at the end of the reduction step.

Comparison of the sintering of reference

pellets (UO2+PUO2 mixtures) and Cogepel
pellets indicated that the Cogepel pro-
ducts :

- begin to sinter at higher temperatures
(845°C instead of 820°C);

- have a much higher shrinkage rate (4.4.
MWmin compared to 2.2. nm/min);

- reach their final density as soon as the
maximum sintering temperature is reached.

In contrast, the free flowing UOj pellet
is still shrinking after 4 h at 1600°C.

Pellets made from various types of Cogepel
spheres have been sintered in a dilatome-
ter. This revealed two types of porosities,
namely :

- fine pores, comparable with those found
in pellets made from ceramic materials;

- large pores resulting from stacking voids
between kernels.

(U,Pu)C>2 spheres, which have been thermally
dried and pellei:ized, sinter to a high den-
sity but give pellets with low densities.
The use of azeotropically dried spheres
gives pellets with a high density. In these
pellets, some large pores are still present
together with fine pores. The amount of
these fine pores can be decreased by de-
creasing the sintering rate.

1.1.1.3. Fuel characterization
(P. Diels, R. Lecocq, F. Luyckx,
J. Sleurs)

- The X-ray fluorescence method, developed
1.4

in the past for the determination of the
Pu/U+Pu ratio in heterogeneous pellets
(SNR fabrication), has been further
tested. A calibration curve and working
procedures, with respect to sample pre-
paration, have been established and the
method is now routinely applied. Up to
now, 3 fabrication batches have been ana-
lysed. The results are in good agreement
with the results obtained by chemical an-
alysis .

The tests with respect to Pu recovery
from X-ray samples by burning the binder
material, have been completed successful-
ly.

Free acid determinations on U and Pu so-
lutions, with metal concentrations up to
570 g U/l and 450 g Pu/1, have been com-
pleted. A preliminary working procedure
has been elaborated for (U, Pu) solutions
and applied. The automatic titrator,
which was purchased to facilitate free
acid determinations, has been installed
and is now operational, under Pu condi-
tions. The facility is being tested and
the existing procedures will be adapted
according to the results of these tests.

1.1.1.4. Development of resistance welding
and helium testing
(S. de Burbure)

- More than 2,000 welds have been made in
the framework of an irradiation experi-
ment. Only minor changes needed to be
made to the welding machine which was
found to work reliably throughout the ex-
periment. In particular, nearby 1,000
welds were made with the same chuck. No
refacing was necessary, which shows that
this type of chuck might be suitable for
production runs.

- The fabrication of collet chucks has been
improved so that they give no tube defor-
mation and that they can be re-machined,
if required.

- Most of the production welds were carried
out in a period of about 3 weeks, at an
average rate of 40 capsules per day. This
included very accurate purging and pres-
surizing for the second weld of each cap-
sule. The average time for a first end
cap weld was 2 minutes.

- A special device, for halium testing of
capsules at high temperature, has been
built and found to be very effective.
More than 200 capsules could be tested in
one day. The principle is to use a sepa-
rately pumped barrel-type loading cham-
ber, in which the specimens can be left
to cool after the test. There are 12 po-
sitions in the barrel and each test takes
about 15 minutes per barrel.



1.1.2. MIXED OXIDE FUEL IRRADIATIONS

1.1.2.1. Fabrication of the fuel for the
irradiation experiment FARFADEL
(A. Smolders, J. Sleurs, L. Ga-
ler*)

Feed solutions, prepared last year from
liquid discarded materials and wastes, have
been adapted to the final specifications of
the FARFADEL experiments (Fast Reactor Fuel
Analysis and Design Test of Cogepel Fuel)
in BR2. The aim was to investigate the fuel
behaviour at the beginning of its life.

Batches of enriched uranium nitrate and
plutonium nitrate have been prepared and
analysed. These batches are fairly well
contaminated with barium, iron and ameri-
cium from the original, discarded solu-
tions. Trials have shown that these impuri-
ties do not aff'ect the quality of the mi-
crospheres and the pellets. The first
batches of microspheres have already been
prepared.

1.1.2.2. Fuel cladding compatibility
(A. Delbrassine, M. Vandecruys*,
J. Sleurs, P. Diels)

The objective of the C.F.C. 06 and r F.C.
08 experiments is the comparison of the in-
ner clad corrosion of some advanced alloys,
such as the ferritic steels, DT 2906 and
2203 DY 05, WN 1.4970, WN 1.A980 (A.286),
WN 1.4864, PE 16 nimonic, Inconel 706 and
WN 1.4876 (Incoloy 800). The nickel content
has been chosen as the main variable para-
meter (from 0 to 60 % ) , and the chromium
content ranges from 12 to 20 %. All the
tubes, except the Inconel 706 tubes, come
from batches used for the fabrication of
the PFR-M2 experiment, which have been sup-
plied by the CEA (France) and which have
been drawn and heat-treated by S.C.K./
C.E.N.

The UO2-PUO2 pellets, fabricated last year,
have been tested and accepted. Except for
Inconel 706, all structural materials are
already available and have passed their
acceptance tests.

Most of the capsules have been filled and
welded by resistance welding.

As indicated by previous experiments, a
Cs/Te ratio of about 1-5 gives the maximum
corrosion depth and has therefore been
chosen for most of the pins.

Moreover, Csl was introduced into one of
the pins, in order to investigate the con-

Belgonucleaire

tribution of iodine to the inner corrosion
kinetics. Cesium only was added in one of
the pins in order to confirm that no cor-
rosion occurs, in the absence of Te. In
this pin, the UO2 blanket was replaced by a
ThO2 pellet to avoid any reaction between
cesium and the blanket material.

1.1.2.3. Rapsodie I experiment
(J. Van de Velde, C. Van Loon)

The biaxial creep tests In the cladding
samples (WN 1.4970) have been completed,
including dimensional measurements and
metallographic examinations, by a series of
tests at 700°C and 150 bar internal pres-
sure. The results were made available for
the calibration of design codes with parti-
cular regard to thermal creep of irradiated
cladding materials.

1.1.2.4. Rapsodie II monitor pin
(J. Van de Velde, A. Gijs, C. Van
Loon, J. Ketels, D. Huys, R. Bo-
den, P. De Regge)

One monitor pin (M151) of the Rapsodie II
experiment was unloaded, after burn-up of
about 10 at.%, and submitted to non-des-
tructive post-irradiation examinations at
LMA, in 1979. Destructive analyses were
carried out in 1980.

Metallographic examinations confirmed ear-
lier indications, by eddy current measure-
ments, on slight internal cladding cor-
rosion in the upper part of the fuel stack.
This showed appreciable restructuring and
radial relocation, including formation of a
central hole.

Nevertheless, inner clad corrosion was
rather limited : the maximum decrease of
wall thickness found was about 6 um; al-
though at one particular pellet-pellet
interface, at the top of the fuel pin, ln-
tergranular attack to about 60 um has been

observed.

Microprobe analyses indicated extensive Pu
redistribution, depending on the local lin-
ear power rating.

The Mo concentration at the edge of the
central hole of 31-34 %, is typical for a
fuel having an initial 0/M ratio between
1.97 and 1.98.

In the region of maximum linear power ra-
ting and lower clad temperature, the fuel-
clad interaction zone contains CS2M0O4,
Cs2Tc and Fe-Ni-Pd precipitates. At the hot
fuel end, the large radial fuel cracks are
filled with the volatile fission products
Ag,Cd,Pd,Sn,Sb,In, while the gap between
fuel and cladding contains a phase con-
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sisting of Fe-Ni and Cr-Pd-Cd.

The fuel burn-up has been determined on a
sample irradiated at the reactor mid-plane
position. The mean value for the measure-
ments was 8.95 at.% fission per initial
heavy metal atom (FIMA). Migration of 137Cs
and precipitation of 106Ru-Rh during dis-
solution, resulted in unreliable values for
these isotopes. The value obtained for
^ C e , corrected for its decay, was 8.82
at.%.

1.1.2.5. DFR-455 experiment
(J. Van de Velde, C. Van Loon, A.
Gijs, J. Ketels)

The post-irradiation ' examinations were
continued in an attempt to find the cause
for the post-irradiation fuel pin failures.

Destructive examinations were carried out
on 7 fuel pins and included :

- metallographic examination of the clad-
ding, in order to obtain statistical in-
formation on the number, position and
shape of the cracks, and to calibrate the
results from the eddy current measure-
ments;

- electron raicroprobe analyses;
- mechanical tests on the cladding (to de-

termine the ductility);
- analysis of the carbon content in the

cladding;
- analysis of the cracked surface, with the

scanning electron microscope.

On a second batch of 10 fuel pins, detailed
stereo-visual control and eddy current (ec)
examinations were carried out.

In the high linear power zone, eddy current
data could not be related to inner clad
corrosion although it might be related to
other phenomena, which will need further
investigation. To this end, mechanical
tests have been started.

Annular clad sections were submitted to
tensile tests at room temperature. The
fracture surface was investigated, to de-
termine the fracture mode. Neither NaK nor
any fission products were detected.

Microprobe examination showed radial redis-
tribution of plutonium, which is typical of
a near stoichiometric fuel (O/M = 1.974).

The concentration gradient of the fission
products Mo,Tc,Ru,Rh,Pd, present in the
form of metallic inclusions, was deter-
mined.

The samples submitted to high internal clad
temperatures (> 600°C), showed a corrosion
layer consisting of the clad components
Fe,Ni,Cr,Mn,Mo and the fission products
Cs.I.Te.

In the specimens with lower clad tempera-
tures, the volatile fission products Pd,
Ag,Cd and Cs.I.Te were found, but did not
give rise to any corrosion.

The cladding cracks were initiated at the
outer surface and were, in most cases,
found to extend completely through the
cladding wall. In one sample (CT12), a cor-
rosion product containing Fe.Ni,Mn,Cu,Co
but no Cr was detected at the outside sur-
face near a cladding crack. In the cladding
crack, chlorine has also been detected.

Cracks were observed, by ec testing, on
three fuel pins of WN. 1.4988 annealed
material. These cracks were observed in a
zone from 250 mm to about 360 mm from the
lower end plug, i.e. in the high linear
power region. The temperature during irra-
diation was about 500°C-55O°C.

Metallographic examination confirmed these
defects (intergranular cracking). For the
other fuel pins, ec examination indicates
inner cladding corrosion, especially at the
pellet-pellet interfaces in the lower re-
gion of the fuel stack, i.e. the high tem-
perature zone.

Metallographic examination again confirmed
this inner clad corrosion for WN. 1.4988
(annealed) and 1.4981 (cold worked) clad
pins. Based on the ec information, much
less corrosion is expected for the WN.
1.4981 solution annealed types; this will
be checked metallographically on fuel pin
1B38.

1.1.2.6. MOL 7 D Project
(A. Verwimp, J. Van de Velde)

From mid-1975 to October 1976, the MOL 7 D
irradiation experiment with a bundle of 19
mixed oxide fuel pins in an in-pile sodium
loop, was carried out in BR2, in collabora-
tion with KfK-Karlsruhe. A special feature
of the assembly was the new pin spacing
concept consisting of pins integrated in
the cladding. The maximum burn-up, accumu-
lated during the irradiation campaign of
304 days, was approximately 75,000 MWd.f1.
The linear power was about 480 W.crn""*. Tem-
peratures at bundle inlet and outlet were
335°C and 500°C, respectively. The irradia-
tion was terminated without any pin fail-
ures.

In 1980, the in-pile loop was dismantled-
After draining the sodium, the bundle was
successively cleaned in ethanol, a mixture
of ethanol and water and finally in water.
The bundle was subsequently dismantled
without difficulty-
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Three pins were sent to the hot labora-
tories of KfK, nine are stored in the BR2
canal and seven pins are presently being
examined at S.C.K./C.E.N.

Initially, the pin straightness was mea-
sured. Deflections ranging from 1.2 mm to
3.8 mm were recorded. This was followed by
v-scanning of each pin.

Puncture tests and fission gas collection
measurements were carried out on two fuel
pins, after which sectioning and specimen
conditioning were made on four rods for
burn-up determinations (6 specimens) and
cladding analysis (16 samples). Four fuel
rod sections will be encapsulated for v-
scanning reference measurements as reported
in par. 1.3.3.2.d.

1.2. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

(J.J. Huet)

The programme is directed towards the demonstration of the ferritic steel as canning
material for fast reactors, by irradiating a full bundle assembly in a typical fast reactor.
The French CEA offered thp possibility of achieving this in Phenix. An effort was made in
contacts with different services of the CEA and with U.E.H., a potential manufacturer of the
canning tubes. An agreement was reached on the proposal of the IDEFIX irradiation experi-
ment.

Since the Rapsodie and BR2 reactors, in which the irradiation experiments were carried out,
stopped in 1979 and early 1980, no new irradiation results can be reported, but several
irradiation experiments were prepared so as to provide data on corrosion by fission prod-
ucts, impact properties and radiation-induced creep.

The "cake-pan" mill previously used was essentially a laboratory scale apparatus. From
amongst several industrial-type vibratory mills, one type of mill appears to be more effec-
tive than the "cake-pan". It was compared using simple Fe-TiO2 mixtures to the "attritor"
mill which is still more efficient but which unfortunately oxidizes the iron powder.

Several difficulties, which arose during the fabrication of tubes for the "CARAFE" experi-
ment, have been overcome. The main problem was one of grain growth during intermediate and
final heat treatment. This could be controlled using an induction coil through which the
tubes pass at a given speed.

A salt-soap dry lubricant was tested because of its ease of application and cleaning, as an
alternative to the previously used oil lubricant. The results are encouraging but the final
surface finish is still too rough and some polishing process needs to be applied. Oil lubri-
cation during the final passes seems to be the best solution.

The influence of carbon contamination on X-phase precipitation was studied,
found that a large carbon content could suppress the X-phase precipitation.

It was

Beating of the powders in a vibratory mill under argon atmosphere improves the efficiency of
the process but leads to a material which is more difficult to fabricate. This is because
less titanium metal is oxidized, giving rise to a higher amount of x-phase and also due
to a finer distribution of the oxides. It is thus necessary to optimize both the titanium
and oxide concentrations. Axial and biaxial creep tests were carried out for that purpose.

1.2.1. POWDER PREPARATION
(L. Coheur)

In order to compare the relative efficiency
of the attritor and vibratory ball mill,

experiments carried out with the former, at
U.C.L., were repeated with the vibratory
mill. Mixtures of iron powder with 0, 1, 2

and 3 % TiO2 were beaten for periods from 6

to 96 h. After this beating, oxyg"en con-
tent, microhardness and X-ray line broaden-
ing measurements were carried out on the
powders.

All increase to saturation levels, which

increase with the amount of Ti02• The trend
is similar to that previously observed for
the attritor but it has been observed that
the microhardness obtained with the vibra-
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tory ball mill is appreciably lower than
that obtained with the attritor. Moreover
the attritor gives rise to a higher degree
of disorder in the Fe lattice.

The powders beaten in the vibratory mill
were consolidated by hot pressing, followed
by hot extrusion. Tensile tests were car-
ried out at room temperature on the ex-
truded rods. The attritor mill yields pro-
ducts having higher strength but the dif-
ference is not as large as expected from
the differences in the powder characteris-
tics. The difference in tensile properties
is particularly large in the case of iron
powder without TIO2 addition. The greater
resistance of the iron rods, made in the
attritor, may be due to the oxidation oc-
curring in this mill : 0.44 % total O2
after 96 h in the attritor compared to

0.22 1 O2 (i.e. the level of the starting
powder)after the same time in the vibra-
tory mill.

No satisfactory correlation has yet been
found between the characteristics of the
powder and the mechanical properties of the
extruded rods.

Although it can be concluded that the at-
tritor is more energetic and therefore de-
forms the powders to a larger extent, the
mechanical properties at room temperature,
of the rods extruded from Fe-TiOj mixtures
in a vibratory mill, are only slightly in-
ferior. On the other hand, the attritor
oxidizes the powders. As a function of the
beating time, the strength (YS and UTS) of
the material increases both at room temper-
ature and at 500°C with the beating time,
regardless of the treatment applied to the
rod.

Heat treating the rods results in a de-
crease in strength but the evolution of
strength with beating time remains practi-
cally unchanged. This decrease is more pro-
nounced after heat treating at the highest
temperatures.

The strength of Fe + 1 % TiO2 is always
higher than that of Fe alone. The relation-
ship between strength and beating time are
different for Fe and for Fe + 1 % TiO2 • In
the case of Fe without TiÜ2, an incubation
period up to 24 h can be observed before
rising. In the case of Fe + 1 % TiO2, the
strength increases from the very beginning
but tends to level off for long beating
times.

These tests do not show the reasons for the
absence of a plateau in the mechanical
properties when the beating time increases.
A larger effect due to high temperature
heat treating was also expected, since dis-
locations should have been annealed out.
Electron microscopy studies are now in pro-
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gress to investigate this further.
DT2906 and DT2202Y005 mixtures have been
prepared in the vibratory ball mill for
periods of 48 h, the same milling time as
used in the cake-pan mill. After hot com-
paction (at 95O°C), a considerably higher
hardness has been observed for both alloys,
when compared to mixtures prepared in the
cake-pan mill. Subsequent hot extrusion at
1100°C into tube hollows or bars, results
in a decrease in hardness for DT2906 where-
as the alloy DT22O3Y0O5 is not softened.
For the latter alloy, a thermal treatment
of 1 h at 1300° - 135O°C is needed to ob-
tain the same hardness as for the cake-pan
milled alloy. These observations demon-
strate the higher mechanical alloying ef-
fectiveness of the vibratory ball mill as
compared with the cake-pan mill.

1.2.2. TUBE FABRICATION
(I. De Wilde, J. Gedopt)

The correct choice of drawing lubricant is
of prime importance if a high efficiency in
industrial cold drawing of tubes is to be
achieved. Up to now, small-scale drawing of
rather short-length ferritic steel tubes
has been carried out, using commercial oil
lubricants. For longer tubes, a plastic
surface coating was applied together with
the oil lubricant, to avoid direct contact
between the steel tube and the drawing
tools if a break-up of the oil film should
occur. This plastic-oil combination gave
excellent results as far as lubrication
performance and surface finish were con-
cerned. One drawback of the plastic coat-
ing, however, is that it must be renewed
after only a few drawing passes. Further-
more, before intermediate annealing, the
plastic coating must be removed by tri-
chlorethylene, which is a rather hazardous
product.

Drawing tests were carried out with an al-
ternative lubrication, consisting of a salt
coating combined with a dry soap lubricant.
Both products can be easily applied on the
inner and outer tube surfaces. The salt
coating needs not to be removed after a
limited number of passes. Furthermore, the
salt and soap layer can be easily removed,
by simple hot water rinsing, before inter-
mediate annealing. A disadvantage of the
salt-soap combination is that it leaves a
dullish surface, whereas, after drawing
with the oil lubricant, the surface is left
in a shiny condition. Comparative rugosity
measurements and scanning electron micro-
scopy have been carried out on tube speci-
mens, fabricated with different lubrication
and/or mechanical polishing of the tube
surfaces. The normally applied specifica-
tion for cladding tubes requires Ra values



lower than 1 Jim. This is not satisfied for
tubes drawn to final dimensions with salt-
soap lubrication alone. Final mechanical
polishing improves the surface and the
rugosity falls within the specifications.
Internal polishing remains difficult but
its necessity in practice is at least ques-
tionnable. Application of an oil lubricant
for the final cold drawing passes seems to
be the best solution for achieving the
rugosity specifications.

Vibratory ball mills are a potential sub-
stitute for the laboratory scale "cake-pan"
mill used up to now for beating the powder
mixtures. During the past period, vibratory
ball milling has been applied on DT2906
(Fe - 13 Cr - 1.7 Ti - 1.5 Mo - 1.8 Ti2O3)
and DT22O3YOO5 (Fe - 13 Cr - 1.6 Ti - 1.5
Mo - 0.9 Ti2O3 - 0.5 Y 2O 3). The milling
time was fixed at 48 h, as formerly used in
cake-pan milling. These mixtures have been
cold and hot compacted and hot extruded
into bars and tube hollows. After hot com-
paction, an unexpectedly high hardness for
both compositions was observed during
turning and drilling of the extrusion
billet. For DT2906, annealing, at 1050°C
for 1 h, yields almost the same hardness
values for alleys prepared in vibratory or
cake-pan mills. Nevertheless, the hardness
of the vibratory ball milled DT2203YO05 is

much higher than alloys processed in the
cake-pan mill, which have hardnesses in the
range of 250 to 290 in the extruded or
extruded and annealed conditions. Alloy
1303 prepared in the vibratory ball mill
and extruded into a 18 mm diameter rod has
a hardness of 405 after extrusion. The high
hardness values persist even after thermal
treatments up to 1200°C. The hardness drops
gradually at higher temperatures but values
comparable to that of the cake-pan mill
processed alloys are only reached at a

temperature of 135O°C. These observations
indicate that the thermal release of stored
energy, introduced by beating, occurs more
easily for cake-pan processed DT22O3YOO5
alloys. Optical microscopy does not show
any obvious difference in the structure of
the hard or soft conditions. Electron
microscopy studies are in progress, in
order to investigate the substructure and
dislocation distribution.

The sensitivity of ultrasonic quality con-
trol is greatly influenced by the final
grain size of the tube material. The detec-
tion of internal defects, especially, re-
quires a fine grained structure. To achieve
this, a new induction heating furnace has
been built and put in operation. It is
intended to use it for all intermediate
and final heat treatments of dispersion-
strengthened ferritic steel tubes in order
to maintain a small grain size throughout
the fabrication process. Calibration tests
are in progress, in order to optimize the

heating parameters as a function of the
quality and size of the tubes to be
treated. Fig.1.2.1 and 1.2.2 compare the
microstructures of two tubes with the same
composition (DT 2906) and fabrication his-
tory with the exception of the final an-
nealing, which was done either in a resis-
tance furnace or in the new induction faci-
lity.

At the request of KfK, extrusion and cold
drawing of about 80 m of ferritic steel WN
4981 has been carried out. Oil lubrication
has been applied in cold drawing without
any substantial fabrication problems
arising. The final heat treatment had,
however, to be optimized, in order to im-
prove the straightening of the tubes,'which
is inhibited by the formation of a marten-

sitic structure, after annealing and air
cooling. Non-destructive testing on the
final product revealed only a few tubes
with unacceptable defects.

1.2.3. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
(W. Vandermeulen - W. Hendrix)

The tensile properties, between room tem-
perature and 700°C, of four alloys con-
taining Y2O3 have been determined in order
to study :

a) the influence of Y2O3 content at fixed
free Ti concentrations;

b) the influence of Ti content at fixed
Y2O3 concentrations;

c) the influence of a mixture of Ti2O3 and
Y2O3 dispersed oxides.

It was found that increasing the amount of
free titanium in the alloys containing 1 X
Y2O3, has a pronounced effect particularly
at low temperatures, whereas increasing
the amount of Y2O3 from 0.5 to 1 % in the
DT3503 matrix has only a small effect on
strength and a small negative effect on
ductility.

The UTS values below 400°C of all alloys
except DT22O3YO1 are subject to a large
scatter due to their rather low ductility.
In these alloys, rupture occurs before a
real maximum in the tensile curves is
reached and UTS can be influenced scrongly
by surface defects and structural inhomoge-
neities. For the same reasons, a real' uni-
form elongation is not reached In these
alloys at low temperatures. Alloys without
intended addition of titanium oxide always
contain in any case some Ti2O3, due to the
oxidation of titanium by oxygen present in
the starting powders. The differences,
however, appear to be small, indicating
that increasing the amount of Ti2O3 in
alloys containing Y2O3 has little effect.
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Fig. 1.2.1. Alloy tube DT2906 at final
dimensions; final annealing
carried out in a resistance
furnace.

Fig. 1.2.2. Alloy tube DT2906 at final
dimensions; final annealing
carried out in an induction
furnace.

Ductility is mainly influenced by the free
titanium content and much less by the
amount of oxide. The effects are more pro-
nounced at lower temperatures. Addition of

TiC>2 slightly decreases the ductility. This
is probably due to a larger number of crack
initiation sites present.

Axial creep tests have been made at 600
and 700°C, on a DT2906 alloy tube (batch
1179D11 - 7.6 x 6.6 mm <J>). Comparison is
made with DT3911 (batch 956). At 600°C,
DT2906 is slightly stronger than DT3911 as
the rupture times differ by a factor two.
At 700°C, the difference is more pronounced
as the rupture times differ by a factor
between seven and ten. The minimum creep
rates show the same relative behaviour.

Biaxial creep tests have been made at 500,
600 and 700°C on these tubes. At 600°C,
creep data for both alloys were about the
same. At 500°C, the DT3911 rupture time was
twice that of DT2906 but, on the contrary,
at 700°C the rupture time of DT2906 was
four to ten times higher than that of

DT3911. The capsule length appears to have
a small influence on the rupture times.

Comparing diameter increases after rupture
with those of DT3911, no difference can be
established at 600°C. The ductility of
DT2906 is, however, lower at 700°C. The
same observations can be made for the axial
creep tests, as can been made for the ten-
sile elongation tests. When comparing both
alloys, it was noted that while they should
both contain nominally 1.7 % free titanium,
chemical analysis reveals this not to be
true. Indeed, DT2906 contains as much as
1.8 % free titanium compared with 1.2 % for
the DT3911. Bearing in mind that, in gener-
al, above a certain limit, the oxide con-
tent should have little influence on the
mechanical properties, it is probable that
the observed differences are in fact due
largely to the differences in free titanium
contents.

The tensile and creep properties of two
parts of the same tube in alloy DT3308
(batch 1177) were determined. Part A was
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defect free and part B had external trans-
versal defects. Ultrasonic testing classi-
fied them as "unacceptable". The tube was
solution treated and aged. The tensile pro-
perties, from room temperature to 700°C,
showed that the strength was not influenced
by the defects but that the elongation de-
creased mainly at lower temperatures. No
effect was found with internal pressure
testing at 700°C and 500cC. This was due to
the fact that the main stress component was
probably parallel to the notch, formed by
the defect.

1.2.A. CHEMICAL STABILITY OF THE ALLOYS
(F.Casteels, K. Myada*)

In order to study the effect of carbon or
the X-phase precipitation, seven al-
loys were prepared containing increasing
amounts of carbon. The "effective" oxygen
content varied from 1.26 to 2.11 %. In some
alloys, part of the oxygen was replaced by
carbon but the "effective" oxygen content
was kept constant. All the alloys were hot
and cold swaged (20 % CW) in the form of
rods of 7.0 mm diam. The alloys were solu-
tion annealed at 1050°C for 7 h and air
cooled and aged at temperatures from 700 to
900 °C. The ageing treatment was carried
out in a salt bath for ageing times smaller
than 30 min. The aged samples were quenched
in water.

The presence or absence of X-phase
precipitation, as a function of ageing time
and temperature, show that the nose of the
TTT curves for X-phase precipitation
is around 800°C; it shifts to shorter age-
ing times with increasing carbon content
and it narrows for the same ageing time.
The dimensions of the X-phase precipi-
tates, after ageing at 700 and 800°C, in-
crease with increasing carbon content in
the alloy.

1.2.5. IRRADIATION BEHAVIOUR
(A. De Bremaecker)

CARAFE (UO2-PUO2 pins with ferritlc cans)

The Rapsodie reactor restarted at the end
of July 1980 at about 60 X of its nominal
power (i.e. 23 MW instead of 40 MW) and at
a sodium temperature reduced from 651°C to
635°C. The 50th run of Rapsodie, which
started in May 1979, was completed in No-
vember 1980, giving a total burn-up of 1.6%
corresponding to 55 EFPD. The 51th run

Trainee

began mid-December under the same condi-
tions.

The austenitic "lunules" will be replaced
by the ferritic ones, which were in the SNR
IV monitor experiment, after the 52nd

run of the reactor and will be dimensional-
ly measured in the hot cells before final
unloading.

RIPCEX II (pressurized capsules for in-pile
creep testing)

The capsule was reloaded in March 1980,
during the operations on Rapsodie, and re-
ceived only 35 EFPD in the 50th cycle
of the reactor. At the end of this, the to-
tal dose was about 30 dpaF. The irradiation
proceeded during the 51st run and the
next intermediate examination is planned
after the 52nd run.

PFR-M2 (pressurized capsules)

All the IA, KfK, CEA and S.C.K./C.E.N.
samples have been pressurized with an ar-
gon-2% helium mixture and resistance welded
by S.C.K./C.E.N. All samples are made in
duplicate. One set will be irradiated
whilst the other will be kept as a spare
and for parallel out-of-pile tests. The
stresses of the S.C.K./C.E.N. capsules have
been chosen in such a way that they are
identical with these of RIPCEX II, at the
same temperature. Although the geometry is
the same, the calculations were further
refined so as to take into account the
linear thermal expansion of the steels, the
gas compressibility factors of argon and
helium and the shortening of the capsule
during welding. The loading is scheduled
for December 1981. As the samples are not
irradiated simultaneously, the last cap-
sules will be unloaded by the end of 1987.

ISIS (impact specimens)

In the ISIS experiment, it is intended to
irradiate 10 capsules in the BR2. Each of
the capsules contains 18 samples packed
against each other. In all, 90 S.C.K./
C.E.N. samples (50 EM12, 20 DT3911 and 20
DT2203Y005) will be irradiated. A similar
number of samples will be held in reserve
or for parallel tests. All the fabricated
samples have been supplied to the Technolo-
gy Department for assembly in the capsule
"Disp 06" rig. Temperatures ranging from
25O°C to 407°C have been estimated from
those of the "Disp 04" experiment. Irradia-
tion in the BR2 will start with cycle 04/81
or 05/81.

OASIS (pressurized capsules at high temper-

ature)

Completion of this experiment in BR2 is
both important and urgent since the CEA has
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requested more information about irradia-
tion and thermal creep of ferritic steels
in the high temperature range. This should
provide support to "Dossier 2" of the
"IDEFIX" experiment in Phenix (see below).
A new design is now being elaborated in
which it is suggested to use two devices
with pressurized tube samples. These will
be irradiated at 540, 580 ar.d 620°C.

KNK II - ZE - 1.33

10 tensile and 13 Charpy samples, in EM12,
have been manufactured by S.C.K./C.E.N.
These have been sent to KfK to be irra-
diated, with other ferritic (WN 1.4914 and
austenitic WN 1.4970..) steels and some
nickel alloys, in the central element of
the KNK reactor. The irradiation conditions
and the loading plan have been defined and
supporting tubes are now being welded. For
this experiment, one envelope tube and one
supporting tube of EM12 and WN 1.4914 res-
pectively were also made by S.C.K./C.E.N.

IDEFIX

IDEFIX (Irradiation DE Ferritique dans
PhenIX) is a joint CEA-DEBENE project on
the behaviour of a full, 217 pins, assembly
with ferritic steel cladding, in a realis-
tic LMFBR environment. The temperature
range will be the same as of Phenix (400 -
62O°C). The fast flux is about 6xlO15

n/cm.s and the target fast neutron dose is
1.5 to 2.2 x 1023n/cm2. These values depend
on the nature of the wrapper tube (aus-
tenitic 316 Ti CW steel or ferritic EM12).

Les Usines Emile Henricot (U.E.H.) have
been asked to provide about 1000 of DT and
DY tubes. The manufacture of these tubes
will be shared between Henricot and S.C.K./
C.E.N. The latter will be involved when
large specialized equipment is necessary
(extrusion press, non-destructive testing).
The pins will be manufactured in Cadarache.
The irradiation is planned to begin at the
end of 1983.

1.2.6. POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION
(W. Vandermeulen)

Five tnicrocreep type samples, of DTO2, have
been irradiated in the RIPCEX 1 experiment.
The samples received an estimated dose of
40 to 50 dpa (NRT) at temperatures ranging
from 410 to 480°C. Similar samples were
kept at this range of temperatures for the
same period of time but out of the pile, in
order to separate the influence of heat
from the irradiation effect.

Fig. 1.2.3 shows the results of tensile
tests made on the irradiated, as-received

and out-of-pile heat treated samples. In
this figure, no correction has been made
for the dose differences received by the
different samples. The tensile tests were
carried out at the irradiation temperature
or at the heat treatment temperature, at a
rate of l O ^ 1
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Fig. 1.2.3. Ripaex I. Tensile properties.

As has been already observed, the heat
treatment alone considerably increased the
yield and tensile strengths. A further in-
crease in strength has been observed due to
the irradiation. It is intended to examine
these samples in greater detail by electron
microscopy. However, since the discs cut
from the head of the samples, are too ra-
dioactive to be examined directly, a chemi-
cal pre-thinning method is being examined.

Heat treatment is found to decrease the
ductility of the alloy and irradiation
causes a further decrease. The behaviour of
the samples at 460°C is of particular in-
terest. It was found that at this tempera-
ture, the maximum of strength and minimum
of ductility, in the heat-treated state,
corresponded to a minimum of strength and a
maximum in ductility, in the irradiated
state. The reasons for this are not entire-
ly clear.
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As mentioned earlier, for each of the tubes
used in RIPCEX II experiment, a similar
sample was used in a parallel heat experi-
ment. One group of these samples was sub-
jected to the same temperature history as
those in the reactor. To achieve this, a
programme unit, which commands three fur-
naces representing three levels of tempera-
ture, has been constructed by the Electro-
nics Service. The programme units are fed
with information provided by the CEA. Up to
the present time, samples have been suc-
cessfully used to follow the temperature
history of the first two cycles of RIPCEX
II.

1.2.7. SWELLING SIMULATION BY IRRADIATION
IN A HIGH VOLTAGE NEUTRON MICRO-
SCOPE(HVEM)
(M. Snykers)

The influence of helium concentrations,
from zero to 40 appm, on the void swelling
behaviour of a DT02 alloy, is investigated
by irradiation in the HVEM of RUCA. The
results show that the effect of helium is
non-linear. At A50°C, swelling increases
with helium concentrations, increasing from
0 to 10 appm. For higher concentrations,
the swelling decreases. This effect can be
explained by void nucleation and growth
theory.

During helium implantation in the VEC,
point defects are created and subsequently

stable helium-vacancy pairs are formed.

These pairs can act as void nuclei, at the
irradiation temperatures considered here.
The density of void nuclei increases with
increasing helium concentration and this
causes an increase in the void swelling for
low helium concentrations. At the same
time, the void action radius decreases,
causing a decrease of the void size, and
for still higher helium concentrations, an
inhibition of void growth. At this stage,
only voids at preferential sites, such as
sessile dislocations, will continue to
grow. This consequently causes the decrease
of swelling for higher helium concentra-
tions.

The swelling versus dose results show the
strong influence of helium concentrations
on the initial swelling rate. The effect of
helium not only stabilizes the void nuclei
but also assists in the growth of the void,
up to a diameter of about 10 nm. For the
same temperature, the total swelling is
increased by the presence of helium. The
steady state swelling rate, however, is
found to be nearly independent of the
helium concentration. Compared with other
candidate canning materials, DT02 alloy has
a very low swelling rate of 10~2%/dpa. In
contrast with the results obtained on DT02
milled in air, for the alloys prepared from
powders milled in argon atmosphere, voids
and bubbles are observed at all tem-
peratures, at the matrix-inclusion inter-
faces. These are probably composed of ar-
gon bubbles. Only at temperatures near
400°C are voids observed in the matrix.

1.3. FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

(J. Debrue)

The experimental part of the neutronic study of commercial size breeders in DeBeNe is car-
ried out in collaboration with France, in the framework of the RACINE programme. A mock-up
of a large core has been loaded in the zero power reactor MASURCA (Cadarache) and the ex-
periments were started in March 1980. The S.C.K./ C.E.N. contribution concerns the gamma
heating measurements.

Besides the implementation of computation codes and the investigation of nuclear data for
fast reactors, the preparation of the SNR-300 start-up programme was continued (foil meas-
urements), whereas a large amount of experimental results have been obtained from high flux
reactors : neutron dosimetry in the prototype fast reactor EBR II (now completed), post-
irradiation examination of the MOL 7D loop irradiated in BR2 (under way) and development of
advanced dosimeters. More particularly, a significant progress was made in the utilization
of niobium, as a long-term fluence monitor, on the basis of an interlaboratory comparison
organized by S.C.K./C.E.N. On request of the ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materi-
als), a standard procedure is being worked out.
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1.3.1. WORK IN SUPPORT OF THE DESIGN OF
LARGE SIZE BREEDERS

1.3.1.1. RACINE programme
(G. Minsart, N. Maene, R. Menil)

A joint experiment is being carried out in
the MASURCA critical facility, in the
framework of co-operation between DeBeNe
and CI1A Cadarache - CNEN (Italy). The expe-
rimental programme, named RACINE, started
in March 1980. Its aim is to investigate
the characteristics of large size hetero-
geneous configurations. This is in support
of the design of heterogeneous concepts for
SNR-2 and SUPERPHEN'IX. Improved breeding
and safety properties are expected to re-
sult from such configurations.

Whilst the BIZET programme, previously con-
ducted in ZEBRA with UKAEA Winfrith, in-
vestigated the impact of fertile "islands"
in the core, the RACINE programme is fo-
cused on fertile "rings" in the fissile
zone. The positions of such rings, their
number and their thicknesses, are the main
parameters of the study. For several confi-
gurations, the core power distribution, the
control rod worths and the reactivity coef-
ficients are being measured.

S.C.K./C.E.N. participated in gamma energy
deposition measurements in the RACINE 1A
configuration. The contribution of gamma
heating to the power generated in the fer-
tile zones of a heterogeneous reactor is
relatively important and hence plays an
important role in the cooling strategy. The
gamma measurements have been carried out to
validate the corresponding theoretical cal-
culations. RACINE 1A is used as the refe-
rence configuration, with one central fer-
tile zone and one fertile annular zone in
the fissile region (Fig. 1.3.1.). Due to
its simplicity, a better understanding of
discrepancies between theory and experiment
should result from such studies.

Radial and axial distributions of the gamma
dose, inside the fuel subassemblies, were
determined with pure LiF thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLD). In the so-called radial
channel, which is a square hole crossing
the subassemblies along the east-west axis,
LiF and also AI2O3 and CaSO4 dosimeters

were irradiated. The results from these
will be compared with those from an ioniza-
tion chamber. The thermoluminescent dosime-
ters were loaded in steel holders, included
those exposed, for calibration purposes, in
the wooden dosimetry tower in Mol. By so
doing, the determination of the energy de-
position in steel is facilitated. Particu-
lar care has been taken in the following
areas :

- to select one uniform set of TLD's, to be
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used for the measurements in MASURCA, as
well as for the simultaneous calibrations
in the wooden dosimetry tower; for this
purpose, eight irradiations of 322 7LiF
dosimeters have been carried out prior to
the measurements;

- to standardize the readout of the dosime-
ters at S.C.K./C.E.N.;

- to check the 60Co gamma field at the
wooden tower with a calibrated ionization
chamber.

| | FISSILE ZONE

FERTILE ZONE

Fig. 1.3.1. Scherratiaa.1 view of the refer-
ence heterogeneous configura-
tion, RACINE 1A, in t-LASURCA.

The 'liF readings were found to be the most
reproducible among the different types of
TLD's tested. The tests showed that the
statistical dispersion on these readings
was better than 2 %.
The analysis of the measurements is now
almost completed. This will be followed by
an Intercomparison with the Cadarache re-
sults.

The application of the TLD technique, in
ZEBRA, had previously shown a noticeable
discrepancy between the Harwell and Mol
results, as to their absolute scale. In
order to resolve this discrepancy, dosime-
ters irradiated with °°Co were exchanged
and measured at each laboratory; the Mol/
Harwell ratio has been found equal to 1.06
i 0.03 according to the Mol readings and
0.89 t 0.02 according to the UK readings.



The ionizacion chambers used on both sides
to determine the reference °°Co gamma
fields were then compared directly at Har-
well. The exposure dose rate, at a set of
positions, was found to agree to within
1 %. On the same occasion, Mol dosimeters
were irradiated at both Mol and Harwell-
Readings at Mol subsequently gave a Mol/
Harwell ratio of 1.03 ± 0.03.

The intercomparison at Harwell showed ap-
parently that good reproducibility can be
attained when the experiments are performed
under carefully controlled conditions. This
should lead to higher confidence levels in
the MASURCA results.

1.3.1.2. Computation codes and nuclear data
(G. Minsart, G. De Leeuw-Gierts,
S. De Leeuw)

The work has been continued along different
paths, in order to extend the capability
and improve the accuracy of calculations,
made for assessing the neutronic charac-
teristics of reactors and irradiation de-
vices. New cross-section sets and additio-
nal computer codes have been implemented.
Computational procedures were validated and
spectrometry measurements were performed in
the spherical cavity facility (located in
the vertical thermal column of the BR1 re-
actor) and were compared to spectra com-
puted by different laboratories with dif-
ferent cross-section libraries and codes.

- Cross-section sets

• The 171-group set, DLC41B/VITAMIN-C,
based on ENDF/B IV, has been extensively
used.

• The 208-group set, DLC43B/CSRL is opera-
tional and mainly used for thermal reac-
tor analyses.

• The ENDF/B V dosimetry file, received
from the NBS has been loaded on disk and
is now in routine use for the analysis of
dosimetry measurements.

• The ENDF/3 V files, presently available
at the NEA Data Bank, were received.

- Computer codes

• Extensive use was made of the code sys-
tems MARS and AMPX-II A, for processing
the U.S. cross-section libraries. In
particular, the procedure for producing
transport cross-sections with DLC43B/CSRL
has been set up and is now operational.

• The KfK version of the ORIGEN code (X0RI-
GEN) has been implemented; it calculates
the build-up of heavy elements and fis-
sion products during fuel irradiation,

and their decay after irradiation.

• A new version of the DETAN code (DETAN
80) has been provided by the NBS. It will
be used for the analysis of dosimetry
measurements.

• The two-dimensional transport programme,
DOT IV, has been received in the frame-
work of the DeBeNe-France-USA collabora-
tion on fast breeders. It has been made
operational on the CTI computer (IBM
370/168) at Brussels. The tests of spe-
cial options are still to be carried
out.

• The programme MERCURE-4, used for compu-
tation of Y fluxes, heating, doses and
energy deposition in complex geometries,
has been received from the NEA Data Bank
(Saclay). It has been made operational
both on the S.C.K./C.E.N. computer at
Mol and on the large CTI computer at
Brussels.

• A comparison has been made between flux
maps provided by the 1-D transport codes
DTF IV (S.C.K./C.E.N. version) and ANISN,
and those resulting from DOT 3.5 and DOT
IV runs with different quadrature sets.
All runs used the same cross-sections and
geometrical model. The DOT cases simu-
lated 1-D model by three meshes along the
second co-ordinate, with reflective boun-
daries. This study gave good agreement
between the codes when the quadrature
sets, provided with DOT IV, are used.

- Nuclear data

The analysis of the 238U cross-section data
was continued by the study of the theoreti-
cal and experimental neutron spectra in the
spherical one-material experiments, mounted
in BR1.

The uncertainty goals expected for the ine-
lastic scattering cross-section of 2 3 SU,
between 100 keV and 10 MeV, in relation to
the LMFBR design, is 5 %. During the last
year, measurements and theoretical studies
were carried out, leading to improved eva-
luations. These are being considered for
inclusion in the ENDF/B IV and KEDAK 3
files.

The neutron spectra, at the centre of the
natural uranium spherical shells studied in
BRl, are particularly sensitive to the 238U
scattering data. Different laboratories
have calculated the central spectrum for
the 6 cm thick Unat configuration and
it was found that the mean energy of the
calculated spectra varies from 769 to 988
keV.

At S.C.K./C.E.N., the calculations of the
6 cm Unat configuration were carried
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TABLE 1.3.1.
Theoretical and experimental mean energy (E) and group fluxes of

the central 6 cm Un neutron spectrum

Library

DLC41B
EURLIB 3
KEDAK 3
preliminary

KEDAK 3
final

Experimental

i (keV)

808
769
786

860

816

0 - Arbitrary units
(energy intervals in MeV)

0.021 - 0.100

129
127
135

128

134

0.100 - 0.800

589
609
602

562

601

0.800 - 6.5

268
248
251

299

254

out with transport codes which used four
different group cross-section sets :

- DLC41B/VITAMIN-C, 171 groups, derived
from ENDF/B IV;

- EURLIB 3, 100 groups, also derived from
ENDF/B IV;

- KEDAK 3, preliminary version, 208 groups,
derived from the corresponding KEDAK 3
data file;

- KEDAK 3, final version, 208 groups.

In Table 1.3.1., the mean energy values,
E, and the flux values, in different
energy intervals, are given, either calcu-
lated, using the cross-section sets men-
tioned above, or obtained experimentally
(Fig. 1.3.2). In both versions of KEDAK 3,
the total inelastic cross-sections are the
same but the scattering matrixes are diffe-
rent. The effect of a modification of the
matrix is clearly visible.

The analysis of other configurations, such
as varying the thickness of the uranium
shell, is in progress.

1.3.2. PHYSICS MEASUREMENT PROGRAMME
THE START-UP OF SNR 300
(L. Leenders, H. Tourwe)

FOR

S.C.K./C.E.N. continued, in collaboration
with Interatom, Belgonucleaire and KfK, the
planning and preparation of a number of
physics experiments to be carried out
during the start-up phase of the SNR 300
reactor. The measurements will be made in a
lc:.' power run on the so-called six "Mess-
elemente" (dlsmountable fuel assemblies).
Four of these assemblies will be loaded in

i I" S !<ECAX3 ortlim

" Collaosad in th« ssrr» J «J* KEEAX3 \

tntrgy grouo structure j / \ DCJ.-41B j

. . . \ E'JR'JBS

I
I

I02

NEUT5CN ENERGY U e V I

Fig. 1.3.2. Comparison of theoretical over
experimental spectral ratios in
h 6
p

the 6 am
tion.

configura-

the core region (B02, F08, H12, J13) and a
further two in the blanket region (K15,
L16).
The major objectives of this programme are:

- the determination of the power distribu-
tion in the core and the blanket;

- the determination of the breeding ratio.

To meet these objectives, two types of
measurements are planned. These are :
counting of dosimetry foils and gamma
scanning of fuel rods.
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a) Foil activation

A proposal for insertion of foils in the
fuel pins of the six "Messelemente" and the
counting of these foils after irradiation
has been elaborated and discussed. It in-
cludes the following items :

- fission foils - 238U (also used for 2 3 8U
capture measurements), 2 3 5U, 239Pu and
2<**Pu - will be irradiated in the core
and blanket "Ilesselemente" during a low
power run at 500 kWh; these foils will be

inserted in the fuel pins between the UO2
pellets;

- S.C.K./C.E.N. has been entrusted with the
filling of the measuring pins with foils
and pellets prior to the irradiation and
the extraction of the foils and pellets
after irradiation;

- S.C.K./C.E.N. and KfK will carry out the
counting of the fission foils;

- Ni and Nb foils will also be loaded in
the core and blanket region, while some B
foils will be inserted in the core re-
gion, in order to :
- measure the damage rate in the outer

core region and the blanket;
- determine the helium production rate

in the shut-down rods.

The counting of the Nb foils will be car-
ried out in collaboration with CBNM, Geel,
while the measurements of the helium pro-
duction rate in the B foils will be made in
collaboration with Rockwell International,
USA.

b) Rod scanning

The programme of rod scanning has already
been discussed in 1979 and proposals made
to INB. The overall objective is to try to
obtain a complete picture of the power
distribution in the "Messelemente". Towards
this end, rod scanning and foil activation
will provide complementary information. In
particular, the gamma heating, resulting
from neutron capture in 2 3 3U and measured
with the foils, will contribute signifi-
cantly to the power generated in the blan-
ket pins where the fission power is mea-
sured hy rod scanning. The rod scanning
measurements will be carried out under
contract with INB, while foil activation
measurements will be carried out in the
framework of the R & D programme on FBR's.

1.3.3. IN-PILE NEUTRON DOSIMETRY. FOR FUELS
AND MATERIALS

1.3.3.1. Development of advanced dosimeters
(H. Tourwe)

The effort, in Europe, to establish, an in-

dependent inventory of high quality, vana-
dium-encapsulated detectors was continued,
in co-operation with CBNM, Geel. CBNM manu-
factured 2 wt.% 23SU-V alloy wires con-
taining less than 20 ppm 2 3 5U. S.C.K./
C.E.N. determined the homogeneity of this
alloy using activation techniques. A series
of 9 mm long 238U-V wires was irradiated
under gadolinium in the channel H323 of the
BR2 reactor. The 277 keV peak of 239Np
[238U(n,Y)239U * 239Np - 239Pu] was mea-
sured. These measurements resulted in a
homogeneity value of 0.25 % (1 o). The

alloy, fabricated at CBNM, therefore meets
the requirements imposed by doslmetry ex-
perts. The next step in the fabrication of
advanced 233U dosimeters will be the encap-
sulation of the 238U-V alloy wires in vana-
dium enclosures.

l.j.3.2. Dosimetry applications in mate-
rials testing and fast reactors
(H. Tourwe, L. Leenders)

An international niobium intercomparison
was organized by S.C.K./C.E.N. in 1978. The
principal aim of this intercomparison was
to evaluate the actual state-of-the-art in
niobium dosimetry, especially ths counting
of the 9 3Nb m activity. Niobium foils were
irradiated for this purpose in the EBR II
and BR2 reactors. Seven laboratories have
participated :

- AEE, Winfrith;
- CBNM, Geel;
- C.E.N., Grenoble;
- ECN, Petten;
- GKSS Forschungszentrum, Geesthacht;
- KWU, Erlangen;
- S.C.K./C.E.N., Mol.

Results from this intercomparison are given
in Fig. 1.3.3. and show that it is possible
to measure the 9 3Nb m activities with an
accuracy of better than 5 %. The experience
gained with this intercoraparison will serve
as a basis for an ASTM procedure on niobium
dosimetry.

This niobium intercomparison programme is
part of a larger dosimetry intercomparison
programme organized by HEDL in EBR II. The
aim of the programme is to compare dosime-
try measuring techniques in a fast breeder
neutron environment and to test dosimetry
techniques which are to be applied in the
Fast Flux Test Facility. S.C.K./C.E.N. has
carried out reaction rate measurements at 5
axial positions, in the second zone of the
EBR II reactor.

The results are summarized in Table 1.3.2.
Final analysis of the results of all parti-
cipating laboratories is in progress at
HEDL.

A dosimetry proposal, for the irradiation
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1.3.3. Percentage differences between
the measured 3^bm activities
and the recommended values.

of SNR Mk-Ia fuel pins in PFR, was examined
and approved by Belgonucleaire and Intera-
tora. In order to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of locating dosimeters in the filling
pieces of a dismountable subassembly,
filling pieces, made of cold worked
WN 1.4981, were machined and welded with
dummy dosimeters at S.C.K./C.E.N.

Counting of the dosimeters, mounted in the
cadmium screened MOL 7D loop experiment in
BR2, has been started. This loop contained
19 mixed oxide fuel pins irradiated to a-
bout 75,000 MWd/t. The dosimetry work is
carried out in collaboration with HEDL and
Atomics International. Seven fuel pins were
analysed, at the BR2 hot cells, by non-des-
tructive gamma spectrometry. The objective
is to determine the burn-up of the fuel and
the neutron fluence in the cladding. Refer-
ence fuel and reference cladding samples
have been used for calibration purposes.
The fuel samples were previously irradiated
in the MOL 7B loop (burn-up range about 84
to 105 GWd/t). The cladding samples, of the
MOL 7D type (WN 1.^988), were activated in
a standard BR2 channel and monitored with
fluence dosimeters (fission fluence of
4xl021n.cm-2).

The final analysis has still to be com-
pleted. An appraisal of the consistency
between post-irradiation data and predicted
values will be made. These values, availa-
ble before the irradiation of the loop,
were based on low power measurements in
BR02 and on computation. At present, only
the gamma spectrometry results have been
compared with the predictions (Tables
1.3.3. and 1.3.4.).

From these tables, it is clear that, within
the experimental uncertainties, all the

TABLE 1.3.2.
Reaction rates in EBR II at full power [62.5 MW(th)]

Reaction

235U (n.f) I ^ R u
Ll37Cs

r 5 5 Z r
237Np (n,f) 103Ru

Ll37C s

93Nb (n,n')

5UFe (n.p)

5sNi (n.p)

Ti (n,x)

63Cu (n,a)

59Co (n.Y)

58Fe (n.Y)

Core midplane

Reaction rate (s"l)

3.290 x 10-5
3.289 x 10-9 3.333 x 10~9

3.420 x 10"5 J

1.397 x 10-5 - ,
1.394 x 10-5 1.408 x 10~9

1.480 x 10"5 J

1.062 x 10"l°

3.120 x 10-H

4.738 x 10-H

3.P10 x lO'1 2

1.792 x IO-I3

3.502 x 10-10

1.168 x 10-U

a (%)

3.7
3.8
3.6

4.7
5.0
5.8

6.7

2.5

3.4

2.2

1.9

1.6

20

Axial blanket (- 36.58 cm)

Reaction rato (s"l)

4.035 x 10-5 - ,
3.812 x 10-5 3m967 x iO-9
4.053 x 10-5 J

1.846 x 10-l°-i
1.881 x 10-1° 1.893 x 10"10

1.953 x 10-l°-l

1.037 x 10-U

1.443 x 10-12

2.650 x 10-12

1.512 x 10~13

7.205 x 10-15

8.622 x 10-1°

2.069 x 10-H

0 (%)

3.6
4.2
3.9

4.9
5.2

6.1

6.7

2.5

7.3

2.2

1.9

1.6

4.1
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TABLE 1.3.3.
Axial shape factor for the HOL 7D experiment

Origin of data

Maximum/Average
over the U02-Pu02 length

Comments

Mock-up in BRO2

1.17 + 0.02

- Start of life
- Epithermal neutrons

Low power run in BR2

1.16 ± 0.02

- Start of life
- Epithermal and fast neutrons

Gamma spectrometry
of MOL 7D fuel pins

1.13 + 0.04 (1)
1.13 ± 0.01 (2)

- Life rveraged
(1) Fast neutrons
(2) Pu fissions

TABLE 1.3.4.
Radial distributions for the MOL 7D experiment

Parameter

Origin of data

Central pin
Inner pin
Side pin
Outer pin (1)
Corner pin

Comments

(1)
Average of
side and
corner pins

Fission rate

Mock-up
in BR02
(measured)

0.81
0.87
1.04
1.08(1)
1.12

Mock-up
in BR02

(calculated)

0.83
0.88

1.0?

- Start of life
- Total fission rate

Gamma spectoraetry
of MOL 7D fuel pins

0.79
0.85
1.05
1.09(1)
1.13

- Life averaged
- Pu fissions

Fast neutron flux

Mock-up
in BR02
(measured)

1.04
1.04
0.99
0.98(1)
0.96

Mock-up
in BR02

(calculated)

1.07
1.04

0.98

- Start of life
- Fast neutrons

Gamma spectrometry
of MOL 7D fuel pins

1.06
1.07
0.98
0.96(1)
0.93

- Life averaged
- Fast neutrons



predicted results are in agreement with the
results from post-irradiation examinations,
except for the axial shape factor, the
flattening of which may be due to higher
fuel burn-up around the maximum neutron
flux.

Analysis of the results of gamma spectrome-
try measurements on the first monitor fuel
rod of the Rapsodie II experiment (an as-
sembly of 19 pins an<j 3 monitor pins), was

carried out. This rod, of the UO2-PuO2 SNR
Mk-II type, was examined in 1979, i.e. 8
months after the end of irradiation. The
axial distribution of the power (end-of-
life) and the fast neutron flux show com-
plete agreement with the results obtained
during the examination of two assemblies
irradiated earlier in the Rapsodie reactor.
The determination of the burn-up distribu-
tion was not possible due to migration of

the cesium isotopes along the UO2-Pu02 fuel
column.

I.A. FAST REACTOR SAFETY

During 1980, S.C.K./C.E.N. continued to participate in the activities of several working
groups of the CEC and more particularly in the activities of the Safety Working Group (SWG)
of the Fast Reactor Co-ordinating Committee.

A long term goal of the SWG is to prepare the harmonization of LMFBR safety criteria within
the EC.

In collaboration with the "Universite Libre de Bruxelles" (ULB), S.C.K./C.E.N. finalized
the development of CASSANDRE, a 2-dimensional (RZ) multigroup neutron diffusion unsteady
state code for the analysis of reactor core transients and accidents in the pre-disassembly
phase. This code will be included in the European Accident Code (EAC), a modular system
under development by JRC/Ispra, which includes various modules originating from EEC member
state organizations and from JRC-Ispra. It is available to Belgian organizations for LMFBR
safety studies. During 1980, CASSANDRE was also coupled to a thennohydraulic module for
allowing temperature reactivity feedback.

The fuel element behaviour under off-normal local cooling conditions and the possibility of
pin-to-pin failure propagation are of special interest for LMFBR safety. As part of a joint
MOL 7C programme, S.C.K./C.E.N. and KfK have set up related experiments, in a sodium loop
of the BR2 reactor, in order to examine the possibility of pin-to-pin failure propagation
and the cooling of a test bundle with a local porous blockage in the cooling channels of a
large part of the fuel bundle.

Another important LMFBR safety issue is to assure the long-term in-vessel coolability of a
core debris bed saturated with liquid Na, resulting possibly from a hypothetical core dis-
ruptive accident. At a CEC level, it was recognized that in-pile tests on post-accident heat
removal (PAHR) were necessary.

S.C.K./C.E.N. started in 1978, and finalized in 1980, the feasibility study of PAHR tests in
the BR2 reactor.

In collaboration with the von Karman Institute VKI, S.C.K./C.E.N. continued to develop TOR-
PEDO, a 2-dimensional (R-Z) multicomponent multiphase conductive-convective heat transfer
code for the computation of the temperature field in a porous debris bed and its supporting
structure.

In the instrumentation field, efforts have been focused on early failure detection, an im-
portant issue for LMFBR safety, and on fast data acquisition.
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1.4.1. FAST REACTOR SAFETY EVALUATION
(A. Siebertz)

1.4.1.1. Principles and standards of fast
reactor safety
(A. Siebertz)

Within the Safety Working Group, (SWG),
representatives of designers, utilities,
licensing authorities and research centres
of various member states of the EC are try-
ing tc reach a consensus of views on funda-
mental LMFBR safety aspects, in order to
develop provisional safety criteria and
guide-lines.

During 1980, the SWG finalized a document
related to subassembly cooling accidents
and which dealt with accidents outside the
reactor core such as fuel handling acci-
dents, Na-water reaction in steam genera-
tors, primary and secondary Na fires and
activity release from leakage of active
systems.

Previously, preliminary safety criteria
and guide-lines had been issued, related to
primary reactivity accidents and to general
core cooling accidents. In future studies,
the SWG will deal with accidents initiated
outside the power station such as earth-
quakes, floods, tornados, airplane or mis-
silo impacts, gas cloud explosions. This
will terminate the writing of "accident
oriented" safety criteria and guide-lines.
Ultimately, the SWG will consider safety
systems such as the shut-down systems,
residual heat removal systems, primary and
secondary containment systems, etc.

1.4.1.2. CASSANDRE, a two-dimensional (RZ)
multigroup neutron diffusion un-
steady state code for the analysis
of reactor core transients or
accidents

a) The 2D space multigroup neutron diffu-
sion kinetics module
(B. Arien, J. Devooght*, E. Mund**, A.
Siebertz)

Lengthy and tedious programme optimization
of the code was continued and has now been
completed for the dynamic module. The final
version of the code was available at the
end of 1980. It contains a large number of
options which allow a great flexibility, to
the user, in the choice of the degree of
accuracy and the particular numerical tech-
niques (error control, stepsize control,
degree of basis polynomials for the spatial
representation, etc.)- The code CASSANDRE

has also been designed to be coupled with a
thermohydraulic module (see below). Compar-
ison tests with bench-mark problems are
planned for the beginning of 1981 for its
validation.

The code CASSANDRE uses the quasi static
method with multigroup amplitude and shape
functions.

b) Heat transfer and coolant hydraulics
modules
(B. Arien, J.M. Baijot*, A. Siebertz)

Comparative calculations with two thermohy-
draulic models were carried out in both
steady state conditions and in unsteady
state conditions. Both models, based on the
single fuel pin channel approximation, con-
sider only single phase cooling and they
differ in their radial heat transfer repre-
sentation. The first one solves the heat
transfer equation for the coolant by taking
into account the radial conduction in tur-
bulent or laminar flow. The radial veloci-
ty profile is calculated by solving the
momentum equation. The second model only
considers the averaged radial temperature
and velocity at any level and represents
the radial heat transfer, by a heat convec-
tive model, using correlation formulae. The
comparison between both models showed that
the good agreement, observed in 1979, under
steady state conditions is conserved in
transient conditions, thus justifying the
use of the correlation model in the more
general condition. Typical results are il-
lustrated in Table 1.4.1. More details can
be found in {401,402 and B, Arien, C. Joly,
A. Siebertz. "A collocation method to solve
unsteady thermohydraulic problems. Compari-
son with a finite difference method". 8th
LMBWG Meeting, Mol, October 1978}.

1.4.2. MOL 7C PROJECT : IN-PILE SODIUM FLOW
DISTURBANCE TESTS IN COLLABORATION
WITH KfK (KARLSRUHE)
(G. Vanmassenhove, A. Verwimp, G.
Geboers, R. Meier**, R. Oris)

The MOL 7C loop was designed for irradia-
tion and testing of a fuel bundle with 37
pins (30 UO2 fuel rods and 7 dummy rods).
The fuel bundle contains a porous local
blockage which is additionally cooled via
the central dummy tube during preirradia-
tion. The transient phase is initiated by
interrupting this additional cooling.

The first two transient phase experiments,
MOL 7C/1 and 7C/2, with fresh fuel pins and

* U.L.Bruxelles
** FNRS/NFWO (U.L.Bruxelles)

* Trainee
** EURATOM
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TABLE 1 .4 .1 .
Loss of flow t rans ien t

Z(m)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.95

t = 2.0 s

"EXACT" MODEL

Tf(°C)

1509.7

1855.2

2098.5

2238.1

2290.3

2262.0

2149.1

1942.9

1451.6

TclCC)

415.3

457.9

504.9

554.0

602.5

647.7

686.9

781.1

746.0

<TNa> C O

409.6

449.7

495.2

543.4

591.8

637.5

678.0

711.1

742.9

"CORRELATION" MODEL

Tf(°C)

1510.9

1855.4

2098.2

2237.6

2289.8

2261.6

2148.9

1943.1

1452.4

Tcl(°C)

416.4

457.9

504.5

553.4

601.9

647.2

686.8

718.3

746.9

<TNa> C O

409.3

449.2

494.6

542.9

591.2

637.0

677.6

710.8

742.8

t = 3.0 s

"EXACT" MODEL

Tf(°C)

1515.0

1865.0

2111.0

2253.7

2308.5

2283.5

2175.4

1974.6

1491.7

Tcl(°C)

428.0

485.8

549.1

614.4

678.0

736.2

785.6

823.3

853.9

<TNa> C O

422.5

477.7

539.2

603.6

667.1

725.9

776.7

816.6

851.5

"CORRELATION" MODEL

Tf(°C)

1516.3

1865.2

2110.6

2253.1

2307.9

2283.0

2175.2

1974.8

1492.7

Tcl(°C)

429.4

486.0

548.6

613.7

677.4

735.8

785.4

823.7

855.1

<TNa> C O

422.2

477.1

538.7

603.0

666.5

725.4

776.3

816.3

851.5

<TNa>

: fuel centre temperature

: outer clad temperature

: mean radial temperature of sodium

: axial co-ordinate (m)

: linear power In fuel

= 4.38 exp [- In 2]
L 2.0 J

m/s

<T
Ma(0,t)> = 377°C

35400 cos [2.227 (z-0.45)] w/m



with a non-active local blockage of stain-
less steel spheres, were carried out in May
1977 and March 1978, respectively. They
indicated that pin-to-pin failure propaga-
tion did not occur in the test bundles,
that these bundles remained in a stable
coolable sate during a long time at full
power after incident initiation and that no
energetic interaction took place between
liquid sodium and the molten material.

A third experiment, MOL 7C/3, with fresh
fuel pins and a n active local blockage of
enriched UO2 particles was carried out in
October 1980. Post-irradiation examination
of the bundle will start in 1981.

1.4.2.1. First experiment MOL 7C/1
(30 fresh fuel pins
gas pressure in fuel pin : 20 bar
at 20°C
non-active blockage of steel
spheres)

The destructive post-irradiation examina-
tion of the test bundle was completed at
KfK in 1979. The analysis of the experimen-
tal results is still continuing.

Damage was restricted to a zone near to the
local blockage. The damage was most severe
in the upper region of the local blockage
and immediately behind it. The filling gas
of the failed fuel rods concentrated in the
wake of the blockage and provoked, by gas
blanketing, considerable damage to the 6
inner rods. The clad melted completely, the

fuel pellets were fragmented and the debris
formed a secondary porous blockage at the
first spacer grid from the local blockage.
Furthermore, 11 of the 12 fuel pins of the
second row were damaged. All the pins of
the outer row remained intact and un-
damaged.

I.A.2.2. Second experiment MOL 7C/2
(fresh fuel pins
gas pressure in fuel pins : 4 bar
at 20°C
non-active blockage of steel
spheres)

The destructive post-irradiation examina-
tion of the fuel bundle is being carried
out at KfK and is almost completed. The
analysis of the experimental results is in
progress.

The damage found was quite similar to that
in MOL 7C/1, but larger central voids in
the fuel pins and more pronounced pin
bowing have been observed. Twelve fuel pins
failed during the transient test phase (the
6 inner pins and 6 pins of the second row)
but in contrast to MOL 7C/1, no secondary
blockage was formed. All pins of the outer

row remained intact and undamaged.

Fig. 1.4.1. represents a longitudinal
cross-section through the damaged zone
which extends approximately 30 mm in the
local blockage and 45 mm behind it.

1.4.2.3. Third experiment MOL 7C/3
(fresh fuel pins
gas pressure in pins : 4 bar at
20°C
active blockage of UO2 particles)

After pre-irradiation in four short runs,
the transient phase was initiated on 29th
October, 1980.

The experimental data of the MOL 7C/3 test
have been recorded both on analog tapes and
on a disc controlled by a digital computer.
Data were stored at a rate of 3200 measure-
ments per second. It was possible to track
evolution of the most important parameters
within 30 minutes of the test.

Analysis of the recorded data has been
initiated and the destructive post-irradia-
tion examination of the fuel bundle will
start at KfK by mid-1981.

As was anticipated from calculations and
test.3 carried out in the pre-irradiation
period, sodium boiling and subsequent pin
failure evidenced by delayed neutron detec-
tors) were initiated with a bundle flow-
rate 80 % higher than in the previous ex-
periments. This was due to the use of ac-
tive heat generating U02 particles as
blockage material instead of non-active
steel spheres, as were used in the two
previous experiments. From the recorded
data, it is almost certain that the region
immediately behind the blockage is not de-
stroyed, in contrast to the results of the
first and second experiments.

The irradiation of the test bundle was con-
tinued at full bundle power for 5 days
after the incident initiation. As far as
could be observed, the test bundle remained
in the same state with no further deterio-
ration. It should, however, be noted that
in a real accident, a power reactor would
normally be shut-down immediately after an
incident such as the one simulated here,
through the automatic action induced by the
delayed neutron detection system.

1.4.2.4. MOL 7C future programme (with pre-
irradiated fuel pins)

The feasibility study, for the realization
in BR2 of in-pile experiments with a local
blockage in a pre-irradiated fuel pin bun-
dle, has been completed. This study shows
that such experiments are possible even
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when taking into consideration the fact
that the fuel bundle must be assembled
remotely in the hot cells. In the first
stage, two experiments with low burn-up
fuel (max. 17 MWd.kg"1) are planned. The
fuel pins will be taken from a defective
fuel element which was unloaded from the
KNK II reactor in April 1979. The element
is now being dismantled. It is intended to
store 80 of these pins in the BR2 canal
prior to their final qualification and re-
assembly into a smaller bundle of 30 pins.

Details of a newly designed in-pile section
and a pin loading device are presently
being worked out.

I.A.3. THE PAHR PROJECT : POST ACCIDENT
HEAT REMOVAL SAFETY EXPERIMENTS IN
THE BR2 REACTOR
(C. De Raedt, L. Fouarge, C. Joly,
A. Slebertz, M. Soenen, G. Vanmas-
senhove, C. Benoccl*, J.M. Buchlin*)

Fig. 1.4.1. Longitudinal section of the
blockage region of the MOL 7C/2
fuel bundle.

a) Feasibility study of PAHR tests in the
BR2 reactor

The feasibility study covering two kinds of
experiment in the BR2 reactor, PAHR-200 and
PAHR-400, has been completed.

PAHR-200 experiments

The PAHR-200 experiments will probably be
carried out using the existing BR2 HI chan-
nel of 203 mm. Maintaining the previous
compact integrated design in the reactor
channel as a reference (Fig. I.4.2.), the
tests will be divided into 3 successive
phases of increasing complexity, from the
Na boiling phase through the bed dry-out
phase up to the culminating phase of simul-
taneous stainless steel and fuel oxide
melting, during which violent Na vaporiz-
ation may occur. The objectives and specif-
ic working conditions of the successive
phases are as follows.

Phase I : Study of partial or total Na
dry-out of the bed. Checking of
the behaviour of the PAHR test
facility and comparison with
SANDIA experiments. Maximum
temperature < 1100°C with in-
termittent running up to 3
weeks duration.

Phase II : Study of overheating followed
by stainless steel (SS) melting

in a mixed bed of U02 + SS
and Na. Maximum temperature
<; 1800°C with continuous
running for several days.

1.24
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Phase III : Study of overheating of the
bed stepwise, from Na dry-out
to SS melting and partial U02
melting. Maximum bed tempera-
ture < 3100°C, wall temperature
of crucible < 2000° C with con-
tinuous running for some hours.

PAHR-400 experiments

In a follow-up study, the possibility of
PAHR-400 experiments has been considered in
order to achieve in-pile experiments with
the largest debris bed diameter technically
feasible. The possibility of using a large
diameter is being studied because the close
vicinity of lateral walls may increase
crust stability, modify axial coolant
transport, impede self-levelling capabili-
ties and affect radial heat transport.

It may be possible to carry out PAHR-400
experiments in BR2 by increasing the cen-
tral channel HI from 203 to 400 mm. This
can be done by replacing the central Be
pieces from the BR2 matrix by special Be

= = € = S N C E N - - ' ' = T = 5 7 5 K ~ C N = i . - R - :QC / = J i 3 E III

Fig. 1.4.2. Reference in-pile test section
FAHR-200/Fhass III.

pieces, to form a 400 mm channel. Since
such a major BR2 matrix change could only
be made once, it has been confirmed that HI
channel irradiation of standard rigs (0
up to 200 mm) are still capable of being
performed in the enlarged channel.

A schematic future reactor configuration,
with standard irradiation rigs in the en-
larged HI channel, is shown in rig. 1.4.3.
Table 1.4.2. summarizes the main charac-
teristics of the PAHR loops in BR2.

Fig. 1.4.3. BR2 configuration with standard
rigs placed in the enlarged HI
channeI.

To obtain a better understanding of the
possible causes and consequences of various
phenomena arising in the bed, the possibi-
lity of performing the post-irradiation
examinations of the FAHR capsules in the
L.M.A. of S.C.K./C.E.N. wece examined.

S.C.K./CE.N. participated in the discus-
sions of the CEC PAHR expert group, whose
purpose is to obtain a good co-ordination
of all PAHR programme proposals in the
Community.

b) Simulation of a PAHR situation

More details can be found in {403,452}

The ID code, TORNADO, and the 2D code, TOR-
PEDO, are being developed for the compu-
tation of the temperature field in the de-
bris bed and in its supporting structures.
Both codes are presently limited to single
phase liquid cooling but take into account
natural convection. TORPEDO computes 2D
natural circulation flow. 3ased on the only
rather crude data available, modelling of
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TABLE I.A.2.
Main characteristics of the PAHR loops for BR2

LOOP TYPE

BR2 central channel diameter

Maximum bed height envisaged
Bed power density
Depression of bed power density

with enriched U02

with natural U02

U02 bed loading
Stainless steel and U02 remelting
Top and bottom secondary coolant
Independent top cooling
Independent bottom cooling
Heat removal capabilities
Radial heat losses

Maximum bed temperature
Bed containment material
with U02 particles

with (U02 + SS) particles
Maximum bed diameter

with U02 particles
with (U02 + SS) particles

Number of barriers between the
bed crucible and the BR2 core

U02 particles
(U02 + SS) particles

PAIIR 200

203

PHASE I

1100

TZM or
Inconel

id.

0.150
0.150

2
2

< 1C

PHASE II

1800

A12O3 or
Cermotherm

id.

0.135
0.100 - 0.135

2
3

PAHR 400

400

0.25
> 20.106

< 10 -»• 15
> 30 -> 35

= 1375
possible

NaK
yes
yes

adequate
) % of total power deposition

PHASE III

3100

W

W + ThO2

0.100
0.095

3
3

PHASE I

1100

TZM or
Inconel

id.

= 0.300
= 0.300

2
2

PHASE II

1800

A12O3 or
Cermotherm

id.

= 0.250
= 0.200 - 0.250

2
3

PHASE III

3100

W

W + ThO2

0.210
0.200

3
3

mm

m
W/m3

%
%

kg/m2

-
-
-
-
-
—

°C

-

-

m
m

-
—



sodium boiling and bea dry-out was con-
tinued. It was felt that a better under-
standing of the PAHR phenomena and better
experimental data are necessary for a good
modelling to be made, Iherefore, a prelimi-
nary design of an out-of-pile test section
was made, using 9lmulant materials and
heating the solid particles by the high
frequency dielectric effect. This design
will be used for the visualization (laser
tomography) and the quanrification (laser
velocimetry, infra-red thermography. .) of
some fundamental phenomena such as coolant
boiling, bed dry-out and, ultimately, solid
particle melting, melting front propaga-
tion, molten material movement and re-
freezing.

1.4.4. INSTRUMENTATION
(F. Mathieu*, R. Meier*)

In addition to analogue techniques for fast
transient dat j. recording, a new high speed
data acquisition system has heen put Into
operation. With a speed of 3,200 measure-
ments per second, 32 channels can be
scanned at a frequency of 100 Hz. Data for
a period of 30 minutes can be stored on
disc before being transferred to magnetic

tape. The system is shown ou Fig. 1.4.4.

The data acquisition method allows very
rapid processing of the data so that even-
tually monitoring during operation of the
experiment should be possible. This on-line
capability is not possible now with analo-
gue recording.

1.4.5. EARLY FAILURE DETECTION
(F. Mathieu*, R. Meier*,
ton)

M. Decre-

Diagnostic studies of the hydraulic cir-
cuits by means of a controlled thermal
perturbation have been continued on a test
section connected to the H4 water loop.

Apart from the early failure detection in
single phase flows, particular attention
has been placed on boiling detection, with
reference to reactor safety analysis.

It has been possible to detect the onset of
local boiling by considering the correla-
tion function between an injected perturba-
tion and the results from acceleroneters
and thermocouples. Noise spectra have been
established for different experimental con-
ditions.

* EURATOM

Fig. 1.4.4. High speed data acquisition system

* EURATOM
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1.5. SODIUM COOLANT STUDIES

(M. Soenen)

Sodium coolant studies have been carried out using loops Na2, Na3 and ASL-1, installed in
the Technology and Energy Department of S.C.K./C.E.N.

To conclude the creep tests on structural material WN.1.4919 for SNR 300, the loop dump sys-
tem has been transformed and the sodium of the loop was replaced by a reactor grade quality.
The reason for this was to examine in more detail possible influences on the creep behaviour
of metallic elements such as Sn, Zn, Pb and Bi. A short and a long creep test have been
carried out to see such influences.

From the results obtained, it remained doubtful whether draining and refilling alone is
sufficient to obtain cleaner sodium with respect to metallic impurities or whether it is
necessary for the drained cold trap to be replaced by a new one in the course of such an
operation.

The long blank test (450 d) of the RIPCEX-2 irradiation planned to be carried out on the Na2
loop hz3 been replaced, in the short term, by an instrumentation measuring test with a per-
manent electromagnetic flowmeter. The flowrate is measured in concentric pipes, with the
central pipe filled with an iron core. In the long term, a test to study the temperature
profiles for fully developed turbulent flow is foreseen.

The Na3 loop has not been operated. The first and second test sections were reserved for
hydraulic testing of fuel assemblies. The possible use of one of these test sections for MHD
(magnetohydrodynamic) studies has been examined and magnetic fields of at least 0.1 to 1
Tesla have been recommended for the Na3 channel geometry. MHD studies in Na could be of
interest for Li-cooled fusion tokamak type reactors. The third test section can be arranged
so that tests can be made on :
- a newly designed heat exchanger, for a modified in-pile sodium loop;
- early detection of sodium boiling, with a heater of high specific capacity.

The main activity in the ASL-1 loop concerned the operation of on-line carbon meters and the
use of foil equilibration techniques, to relate the carbon flux output of the diffusion type
meter using a flame ionization detector, FID, and the voltage output of an electrochemical
meter to the carbon activity in Na. The carbon meter with FID monitor operated smoothly with
sufficiently constant readings, up to a maximum temperature of 65O°C. The millivolt output
of the galvanic-type carbon meter is directly influenced by the membrane temperature. The
low signal obtained, working at 600°C, could be increased by a factor 10, from 2 mV to 20 mV
when working with the membrane at 675°C.

1.5.1. OPERATION OF THE SODIUM LOOPS
(M. Soenen, Ja. Dekeyser, G. Ge-
boers, G. Vanmassenhove)

1.5.1.1. The Na2 loop

The short creep test with WN.1.4948 samples
has been carried out under a tension of 257
N.mm"2 and sodium temperatures of 55O°C,
for a cold trap at 110°C. Both samples
ruptured after 331 h at an elongation of
6.1 % for creep unit 1 and 6.7 % for creep
unit 2. The long creep test with WN.1.4919
samples has been carried out under a ten-
sion of 333 N.mm"2 for the same sodium con-
ditions. The load used has been calculated
for a rupture time of 1400 h. The sample in
creep unit 1 ruptured after 1630 h at an
elongation of 8.25 % whilst the sample in
creep unit 2 ruptured after 1360 h at an
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elongation of 8.67 %. Both creep tests were
carried out after replacement of the sodium
of the loop by a reactor grade quality.

Following the renewal operation a sodium
sample gave the following trace impurity
results (in ppb) : Al : 604; Ag : 97; Bi :
420; Cr : 2100; Cu : < 25; Fe : 5024; Mn :
820; Ni : 1200; Pb : 5810; Si : 700 and
Sn : 8290. From the results it remains
doubtful whether changing the sodium con-
tent by draining of the loop alone, is suf-
ficient to remove the metallic impurities
or whether the drained cold trap must also
be changed by a new one. A new cold trap
has been assembled and could be used if
necessary when further creep tests are
planned.

A long run (450 d), with 3 test sections in
series, to test ferritic cladding tubes



under pressure for comparison with the
irradiation experiment RIPCEX-2 as earlier
planned, has been cancelled. In the short
term, this test has been replaced by an
instrumentation test with a permanent elec-
tromagnetic flowmeter. Using concentric
pipes between the pole faces, the effect
ofan iron core inside the central pipe has
been evaluated. The mV output increased by
a factor 1.13 for the dimensions under
which the flowmeter has been tested.
Changing the temperature of the magnet to
300 and 400°C leads to a decrease of the
output by about -0.025 % "C"1. In the long
term, a test to study the temperature pro-
files, in fully developed turbulent flow,
is being prepared. Assembly and start-up of
this test is planned for the first quarter
of 1981.

Statistics related to the operation of the
Na2 loop during 1980 are given Table 1.5.1.

1.5.1.2. The ASL-1 loop

The main circuit of the ASL-1 loop con-
tinued to operate at temperatures close to
SNR conditions. These were 550°C for the
main hot line and 360°C for the main cold
line with the cold trap temperature set at
12O°C. The 4 hot sections and 3 cold sec-
tions were loaded as follows :

- Hot Sections (HS) :

HS 1 : galvanic type carbon meter with
Na2CO3/Li2CO3 electrolyte;

HS 2 : diffusion type carbon meter with

flame ionization detector (FID);
HS 3 : foils for chemical equilibration;
HS 4 : sodium sampler.

- Cold Sections (CS) :

CS 1 : diffusion type hydrogen meter;
CS 2 : galvanic type oxygen meter with

thoria/yttria electrolyte;
CS 3 : sodium sampler.

With this loading, the loop operated un-
der the following conditions for flow and
temperature.

- Flow conditions

In contrast to the earlier parallel
operation of the test sections, all
sections were connected in series, to
have a better control on the flow
throughput. The total flow was set to
0.2 l.s~* and the flow through each
test section, hot as well as cold, to
0.025 l.s"1.

- Temperature conditions

The hot section HS 1 operated at a
maximum of 700° C, HS 2 and HS 3 at
650°C. HS 4 was only in service at
650°C for the time necessary to obtain
a sample.

The cold sections CS 1 and CS 2 oper-
ated at 400°C, with CS 3 in service, at
360°C, only during the time of sam-
pling. In HS 1, attention must be paid
to temperature variations around 5L0°C,

TABLE 1.5.1.

WORKING HOURS LOOP Na2 - 1980

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Working hours at temperatures (°C)

0-599

_
426
744
424
96
720
744
-
47
556
720
202

600-699

_

-
-
-
-
-
-
744
-
-
-
-

700

_
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

750 800 Total per month (h)

-
426
744
424
96
720
744
744
A7
556
720
202

Total working hours 1980 : 5423
Total working hours at the end of 1980 : 99422
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which is the melting point of the elec-
trolyte. CS 2 has been provided with
its proper recuperator, to eliminate
temperature oscillations and thus avoid
temperature shocks on the thoria/yttria
electrolyte.

- Monitor operation

The carbon meter with FID monitor
worked very smoothly with reasonably
constant readings. The meter had to be
exchanged only once, not because of a
sodium leak in the membrane but to
overcome difficulties with the carrier
gas flow.

The output of the galvanic type carbon
meter is directly influenced by the
membrane temperature. The low signal,
obtained when working at 600°C, can be
increased from 2 mV to 20 mV when
working with the membrane at 675OC-

Although the signal first decreased
with a temperature increase, it there-
after increased steadily after a short
time lapse of about 10 minutes. The H2

meter operated under steady state con-
ditions without difficulties.

For the oxygen galvanic meter, only the
temperature regulating circuit with
heater and recuperator operated over a
by-pass of the meter, to check its
reliability before start-up of the
meter itself.

- Na leak

A Na leak developed in one of the bel-
lows of a valve in the hot section HS
3. The leak was detected by an alarm
from a smoke detector. Although the
leak had already caught fire before
action could be taken, the damage re-
mained localized, by direct depressuri-
zation of the loop and a Na dump. Me-
tallographical examination of the
leaking bellows indicates intergranular
and partly transgranular corrosion to
be at the origin of the leak.

Statistics related to the operation of
the ASL-1 loop during 1980 are given
in Table 1.5.2.

TABLE 1.5.2.

WORKING HOURS LOOP ASL1 - 1980

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

0-399

-
-
2
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Total working hours
Total working hour;

Working hours at

400-499

-
-
173
-
-
-
-
4
-
410
720
551

500-599

-
-
267
84
-
-
-
3
21
-
-
-

, 1980 : 5881
5 at the end of 1980

temperatures (°C)

600-699

-
-
-
636
744
720
744
713
89
-
-
-

Total per month (h)

-
-
442
720
744
720
744
720
110
410
720
551

: 40651
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Chapter 2

GAS COOLED REACTORS

(J. Planquart)

2.1. THE "GSB" EXPERIMENT

(P. Vandersr.raeten, G. Vanmassenhove, R. Orls, G. Geboers)

The aim of the GSB experiment, which is carried out in collaboration with KFA-Jülich, is to
investigate the irradiation behaviour of fuel bundles, pins and components, including the
fuel pin venting system.

Irradiation in the BR2 reactor of the UO2-PuO2 fuel element (Helm 3) was restarted on
13th November 1980, after interruption on 31st December 1978 for renewal of the BR2 reactor
matrix.

The in-pile section is located in the peripheral K^ channel of the BR2 reactor. The 96 mm 0D
in-pile section is surrounded by a cadmium screen which is an integral part of the BR2 type
210 driver fuel element. The test fuel element has 12 fuel pins of 8 mm outer diameter, with
a fissile length of 600 mm and a total length of 1218 mm.

The main irradiation specifications are :
- 450 W.cm"1 average linear power;
- 680°C maximum cladding temperature;
- 60 bar helium coolant pressure;
- 60,000 to 100,000 MWd.t"1 burn-up.

In 1980, most activities by S.C.K./C.E.N. were related to the following tasks :
- modification, testing and operation of the out-of-pile equipment;
- loading of the second in-pile section;
- inspection, reloading and operation of the UO2-PUO2 fuel element Helm 3;
- examination of irradiated probes of the first in-pile section.

At KFA Jiilich, a second in-pile section has been constructed; the examination of the irradi-
ated UO, fuel element (Helm 2) is under way.

2.1.1. U02 FUEL ELEMENT (HELM 2)

The UO2 fuel element was dismantled in the
KFA hot cells (Fig. 2.1.) and the following
tasks were carried out :

- tightness tests on the fuel element,
mainly related to the connections of the
fuel pins to the pressure equalization
system;

- disassembly of the fuel element and visu-
al inspection of the fuel pins;

- y-scanning of the fuel pins;
- preparatory work for the dimensional
measurements related to the fuel pin
cladding roughness.

The examinations carried out up to now have
not revealed any damage or anomalies on the

fuel pins or other components of the fuel
bundle.

After completion of the non-destructive
examination, the fuel element will be reas-
sembled. Some fuel pins will be replaced by
fresh pins incorporating an artificial leak
for use in a uodified Helm 2 irradiation
campaign, where the fuel element behaviour
under abnormal conditions will be investi-
gated.

2.1.2. U02-Pu02 FUEL ELEMENT (HELM 3)

After storage in the BR2 storage canal
until the end of October 1980, the Helm 3
fuel element was inspected visually in the
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BR2 hot cells.

At the beginning of November 1980, the fuel
element was loaded in the reactor and meas-
urements were carried out to determine the
hydraulic characteristics of the fuel ele-
ment and the vent connection.

Irradiation of the Helm 3 fuel element has
been continued in the BR2 reactor, with
cycle A/80, under the nominal irradiation
conditions (identical to the previous
Helm 3 irradiation conditions) :

fuel element power
loop pressure
main helium flow rate
maximum clad surface

temperature
• fuel element inlet
• fuel element outlet

285
60
225

680
250

: 300

kW
bar
g-s

°C
°C
°C
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The fuel element and loop behaviour during
the irradiation corresponded well with the
previous irradiation campaign and no anoma-
lies have been observed up to now.

Different activity measurements were car-
ried out to compare the activity release of
the fuel element with that of the previous
irradiation campaign.

It was found that :

- The noble gas activity released from the
fuel element and collected by the fission
gas adsorption system was lower than
before; the vented-to-birth ratio (V/B
values) for the main isotopes released to
spags were as follows, after the first
irradiation cycle :

133Xe : lxlO"2

135Xe : 2xl0~5

85Krm : lxlO"5

- The noble gas activity released into the
main loop was found to be lower than
before. The steady state vented-to-birth
ratio for the main isotopes released to
the main coolant were as follows :

133Xe : 3xlO~6 (compared to lxlO"5

before)
135Xe : 2.5xl0~8 (compared to 5x10~

8

before)
8 5Kr m : 2xlO~8 (compared to 4x10~

8

before).

- The results of the tritium measurements
have to be further analysed in order to
be compared with the previous results.

At the end of 1980, the total equivalent
irradiation time of Helm 3 at nominal power
(285 kW) amounted to 214 days. The corres-
ponding burn-up in the maximum flux zone,
averaged over the twelve fuel pins, a-
mounted to 33,600 MWd/t heavy metal.



2.1.3. IN-PILE SECTION
EQUIPMENT

AND OUT-OF-PILE

Within the scope of the determination of
the maximum lifetime of the in-pile sec-
tion, several samples were cut from the
irradiated in-pile section pressure tube
and examined by tensile tests, in the LMA
cells.

The fast neutron fluence (E > 0.1 MeV)
originating from the maximum flux zone, is
in the order of lxlO22 n/cm2.s.

The results indicated a considerable influ-
ence of the operation temperature during
irradiation on embrittlement under fast

neutron irradiation. For the inner pressure
tube, irradiated at 225°C, much lower val-
ues were measured for the elongation (uni-
form elongation and total elongation at
fracture) than for the outer pressure
tubes, irradiated at 90°C. A detailed ana-
lysis of the results is under way.

A second in-pile section has been built at
KFA Jülich. The installation of the in-pile
section in the reactor and connection to
the out-of-pile loop was carried out in
September 1980.

Several modifications were carried out on
the out-c' -pile equipment, which was then
intensively tested and operated, before
restart of the Helm 3 irradiation.

2.2. HELIUM LOOP Hel

(A. Falla, P. Vanderstraeten, G. Geboers, R. Oris)

The helium test facility is designed for
out-of-pile tests on materials and compo-
nents for the helium cooled reactors (HTR
and GCFR) and for the utilization of hot
helium coolant as a heat source for indus-
trial processes.

The main characteristics of the loop are :

- helium flow in the Lest section:2 g.s"1;
- helium pressure : adjustable from 15 to
68 bar;

- detectable impurities : 02, N2, CO, COj,
H2, CHU, Ne, Kr, Xe, H20;

- controllable impurity levels : from 1 to
1000 vpm 02, H2, H20, CO, C02>

In the scope of high temperature (1100°C)
tests, a test furnace was constructed and
brought into operation during 1980.

The main features of the furnace are :

- maximum

- maximum
- useful

- heated

temperature in

pressure
diameter of the

the test
cavity :

;
test
cavity :

length of the test
cavity :

1100
68

200

2000

°C
bar

mm

torn.

The following parts have been manufactured
for constructing the furnace :

- a test section with appropriate instru-

mentation and control panel;
- a molybdenum heat shield with outer ther-
mal insulation;

- water cooling circuits for the pressure
vessel and vessel penetrations.

The complete furnace consisting of the
pressure vessel and the internal parts
(test section, molybdenum heater element
and heat shield-) has been assembled and
connected to the auxiliary circuits, name-
ly : electrical supply unit of the heater
element, existing Hel loop components,
control panel and data acquisition system,
water cooling circuits.

After tightness and functional tests, the
installation was put into operation at a
low helium pressure and the temperature was
increased in steps of 50°C up to 300°C gas
temperature. Due to difficulties with the
main helium circulators of the Hel loop,
the internal furnace atmosphere could not
be intensively purified of the air released
from the insulation material. Therefore,
the operation was interrupted to avoid ex-
cessive oxidation of the molybdenum heater
element.

The main helium circulators are presently
under repair. Thereafter, operation of the
installation will be continued, to deter-
mine the thermal characteristics of the
furnace.
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CHAPTER 3

WATER COOLED REACTORS

3.1. THE BR3 REACTOR

(F. Motte)

The BR3/4B campaign that started on 22.06.79 was continued through 1980, up to 26.09.80. No
serious operation incident occurred during this period. However, towards the end of the
campaign, a sudden increase of the primary coolant activity revealed fuel damage of a lim-
ited extent.

Operation of the BR3 plant is supervised by F. Motte, A. Bastogne, P. Boonen, P. Gubel, M.
Hanquet, L. Teunckens, A. Barro, E. Bosschaert, M. Doneux, W. Engelen, L. Hus, R. Ketelers,
G. Legrain, Y. Michaux, J. Petre, V. Ravoet, J. Remade, A. Sencie, L. Tomsin, R. Van Lan-
gendonck.

The group is part of the S.C.K./C.E.N. Reactor and Energy Production Division, which is
under the direction of G. Stiennon.

3.1.1. PLANT OPERATION

The BR3/4B operation campaign started on
22.06.79, when the plant with core 4B was
first coupled to the grid. Operation con-
tinued till 26.09.80, when the reactivity
investment was exhausted. At the request of
the manufacturers of the irradiating fuel
in the 4B core, further plant operation in
the so-called "stretch-out mode" was a-
voided. The duration of the campaign was
approximately 15 months.

The load diagram for 1980 is shown on Fig.
3.1.1. and 3.1.2. The particular features
of the diagram ara numbered and are ex-
plained in Table 3.1.1. Values for typical
parameters of plant operation are given in
Table 3.1.2.

The rest of 1980 was devoted to the first
part of the refuelling programme. Among the
tasks carried out, the identification of
the leaky fuel pins and the ultrasonic
inspection of the reactor vessel, should be
mentioned in particular.

Since 11.09.80, increasing reactor coolant
activity has revealed limited fuel pin
damage. Consequently, it was decided to
carry out a wet-sipping of each fuel assem-
bly during the complete unloading of the
core, required by the reactor vessel in-
spection programme.

The wet sipping of the fuel assemblies was
started on 27.10.80 and the last assembly
was sipped on 14.11.80. The sipping re-
vealed that 4 plutonium bearing fuel assem-
blies were leaking.

All four assemblies had been loaded for the
first time in core 4B; three of them occu-
pied similar high rated positions in the
core and were part of a batch of four as-
semblies of the same composition and fabri-
cation campaign. The fourth leaking assem-
bly was situated in a different position in
the core. One fuel pin of this assembly had
been replaced by a guide tube containing a
selfpowered neutron detector. The assembly
giving the largest signal during the
sipping test was dismantled on site and two
plutonium bearing fuel pins were found
leaking.

Both leaking pins and two similar non-
leaking pins were conditioned for trai^fer
to the BR2 hot cell for further examina-
tion.

On 17.11.80, preparatory work was started
for the inspection of the reactor pressure
vessel, according to the recommendations of
the ASME XI code.

From 24.11.80 to 02.12.80, visual and ul-
trasonic examinations of the reactor pres-
sure vessel were carried out by TRC (Tek-
niska Röntgen Centralen Sweden) and Asso-
ciation Vincotte.
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TABLE 3 . 1 . 1 .
Main events in plant operation with core BR3/AB during 1980

10

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

05.01.80

08.01.80

15.01.80

28.01.80

03.02.80

29.02.80

24.03.80

31.03.80

21.04-25.04.80

30.04.80

21.05.80

03.06.80

05.06.80

09.06-13.06.80

16.06.80

25.06.80

08.09.80

26.09.80

Hot plant shut-down for repair of a steam leak on the turbine by-pass
isolation valve

Hot plant shut-down for operator training

Plant isolation from off-site electrical supplies for operator
training

Power reduction to 87.5 % Pn according to the scheduled core 4B
operation programme

Cold shut-down to allow a radiographic examination of the feedwater
nozzle/line weld

Hot plant shut-down for reactor physics tests

Hot plant shut-down for repair of a leaking valve on the main steam
line

Cold shut-down for repair of a leaking weld on the reactor coolant
sampling line

Training programme for Doel 3 plant operators
(Operating power : 60 % Pn)

Power increase to 92.5 % Pn according to the scheduled core 4B
operation programme

Reactor scram and group stop due to a short-circuit on a 10 kV
transformer at BR1, resulting in the loss of line LI; during the
restart procedure, difficulties with the condensor level regulator

Hot plant shut-down for repair of a leak on the feedwater regulating
valve

Power increase to 97.5 % Pn according to the scheduled core 4B
operation programme

Training programme for Doel 3 plant operators
(Operating power : 60 % Pn)

Reactor scram and group stop caused by a total loss of voltage on the
low-voltage busbars of the plant; this was due to human error during a
periodic test of the Diesel generators

Manual trip of the group on loss of condensor cooling flow, due to a
failure in the electrical feeding system of the circulating pumps

Hot plant shut-down due to a spurious "RC high temperature" signal; at
the same time, loss of one RC pump.
Both events were due to a failure on the 3 kV-breaker 2A.

End of BR3/4B core life.

Hot plant shut-down : nominal pressure and temperature maintained in the primary loop,
Cold plant shut-down : primary loop depressurized, and primary water temperature

maintained just below 100°C
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TABLE 3.1.2.
BR3/Core A B - Operation results

Gross electricity generation (MWh)
Net plant output (MWh)
Time connected to the grid (h)

Number of times uncoupled from and recoupled to the grid
(including training programmes)

Equivalent Full Power Days [Full Power : 40.9 MW(th)]

Specific thermal energy, per metric ton of fuel
(metal equivalent), MWd/t^

f number of hours on the grid -\ „
Availability ltot;ai number ot hours in the period'
Idem, excluding the 25 days cold shut-down period (in 1979) for
removal of the reactor vessel head and repair of a control rod
drive mechanism, %

1920

61,600
55,384
5,936

23

288

10,059

90

-

Core 4B

97,503
87,166
9,620

62

361

15,926

ae.
o u

91

Fig. 3.1.3. shows the automatic equipment
in position on the top of the reactor ves-
sel during the inspection.

During December, a large-scale Inspection
programme of piping (high pressure welds)
and components in the primary loop was also
carried out by Association Vlncotte.
None of these controls revealed any anoma-

3.1.2. FUTURE PROGRAMMES

On behalf of various fuel manufacturers,
testing their products in BR3, a programme
of intermediate examinations will be car-
ried out before the restart of the plant
with core BR3/4C. These intermediate exam-
inations will be carried out on site in the
plant storage well. They include the re-
moval of irradiated pins, the rearrangement
of the remaining fuel pins and the loading
of fresh pins according to a new loading
plan for the fuel assembly.

The core 4C is being designed to be oper-
ated during a period equivalent to that of
core 4B, of the order of 8,000 equivalent
full power hours.
The novelties of the core 4C fuel irradia-
tion programme are the following :

- pins with burnable poison (U02-Gd203) on
behalf of Westlnghouse and Brown Boveri
Reaktor CmbH;

- pins with a reduced diameter (0 ext.
9.15 mm instead of 9.50 mm) delivered by
the French Commissariat ä 1'Energie A-
tomique and by Framatome, pre-figuring a

3.4

Fig. 3.1.3. Equipment for the inspection of
the pressure vessel, in pos-u-
tion on the flange of the
vessel. The various examination
devices can be attached at the
lower end of the vertical mast;
this mast can be extended down
to the bottom of the vessel.



probable evolution in the fuel of the
17x17 type for French PWR power plants;
- two international programmes, both fi-
nanced by foreign sponsors :

- the HBEP (High Burn-up Effects Program-

me) conducted by Battelle North-West
Laboratories, USA;

- the TRIBULATION programme (the behav-
iour of PWR fuels during power transi-
ents) conducted by the Association
Belgonucleaire S.C.K./C.E.N.

3.2. LWR FUEL PHYSICS

(J. Debrue, L. Leenders)

Most of the work related to LWR fuel physics concerns the out-of-pile part of the fuel cy-
cle. One of the objectives is the implementation of reliable calculation methods for safety
evaluations in the following areas : fresh and spent fuel storage, fuel handling and repro-
cessing, waste disposal.

Specific work on nuclear data testing is carried out in the VENUS critical facility. A
further objective is the development of non-destructive examination techniques for irradi-
ated fuel rods in the BR2 hot cells and for irradiated fuel assemblies in storage pools. The
equipment for gamma spectrometry measurements under water has been tested and is ready for
use in the BR2 and BR3 installations. One particular aspect of the research work with this
equipment is the identification of failed fuel rods.

Finally, improvements to the neutron radiography techniques as applied at BR1 and BR2 should
be mentioned.

3.2.1. VENUS CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
(L. Leenders, G. Minsart)

The variation of the reactivity of PuO2-UO2
fuel configurations over long periods of
time of the order of 10 years was investi-
gated. This variation is due to the 2l4lAm
build-up resulting from the natural decay
of 2 M P u (half-life : 14.4 years). The ob-
servation of the 24lAm reactivity effect
provides an integral test of the 241Am
capture cross-section, a knowledge of which
is of importance for spent fuel handling
and transport problems.

The theoretical analysis was carried out
with the DLC 43B/CSRL cross-section library
(218 groups) based on ENDF/B IV. The code
packages AMPX-II A and MARS were used to
produce 68 group cross-section sets which
allowed a calculation, by means of ANISN,
of the weighting spectra in the different
regions of the loadings.

Collapsing to 7 groups was made to perform
2-dimensional XY calculations with DOT 3.5.
Comparing the calculated k ^c to ex-
perimental values, obtained from 1969 to
1980 for near-critical configurations (ad-
justment is made by adding peripheral
rods), indicates that the neutron capture
in 24^Am may be overestimated by about 10
to 20 %. This assumes, however, that the

effect of the 241Pu decay is exactly cal-
culated i.e. that the 2l<1Pu cross-sections
in the thermal and resonance energy range
are correct in ENDF/B IV.

According to the recent 2t*^Pu capture
cross-section measurement by Weston and
Todd [Nucl. S C and Eng., 65, 454-463,
1978], the resonance capture for this iso-
tope is significantly underestimated in
ENDF/B IV. Taking into account the Weston
and Todd data, the calculations agree with
the criticality measurements in VENUS with-
in the experimental error margin.

For future experiments in VENUS, 1200 Zir-

caloy clad UO2 fuel rods and a new set of
grids have been received and commissioned.
These materials will allow specific prob-
lems related to spent fuel examinations
(see par. 3.2.3.) and fuel storage to be
studied.

3.2.2. OUT-OF-PILE FUEL CYCLE
(Ch. De Raedt, L. Fouarge, G. Min-
sart)

Various problems arising from handling and
testing of fuel assemblies, before or after
irradiation in power reactors, were inves-
tigated.
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The first of these problems concerns the
storage of fresh fuel assemblies. The main
storage facility at a power station is a
large room with concrete walls. This room
contains several hundred assemblies ar-
ranged in a square array. Flooding by water
of the storage is practically impossible.
Nevertheless, the safety criteria require-
ments demand an evaluation of the risk of
criticality in water at nominal and reduced
density. The multiplication factor
keff must therefore be calculated as a
function of the water (or steam) density p;
it has been observed that an optimal mode-
ration exists which corresponds to a value
of p in the range of approximately 5 to 15
% (see Fig. 3.2.I.). k e f f must be
lower than 0.98 under these conditions and
lower than 0.95 for water at nominal densi-
ty-
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Fig. 3.2.1. Criticality evaluation for
storage of FJR fuel assemblies.

The main parameters are the pitch of the
array of assemblies and the thickness of
the steel casing around each assembly. The
casing, when present, plays an important
role at low water density. It is also im-
portant to correctly calculate the neutron
leakage and reflection from the concrete
walls.

Calculations were performed to evaluate the
sensitivity of keff to different para-
meters and to validate calculation proce-
dures. As no experimental results are a-
vailable at low water density, many differ-
ent methods, including sophisticated ones,
must be compared in order to finally be
able to adopt rather simple methods for
usual applications.

Another subject of investigation is the
radiation produced by irradiated fuel ele-
ments. Fission product decay data from
different origins and various calculation
methods were considered to evaluate the
gamma heating and the radiation field a-
round PWR fuel assemblies during storage
and manipulations. This is required to
calculate the gamma dose received by boron
carbide sheets in compact fuel storage

racks, the gamma heating in structural
materials of a sipping test installation
and the biological dose in the vicinity of
fuel transport casks during transfer of the
assemblies from a storage pool to the cask.

In particular, transport calculation meth-
ods were compared with a Monte Carlo code
based on straight-line attenuation point
kernels for the determination of the gamma
propagation in different media. An experi-
mental arrangement has also been set up to
examine the gamma ray reflection at con-
crete walls. In some of the fuel handling
conditions studied, the main contribution
to the biological dose is, in fact, due to
reflected gamma rays. ,

Finally, the heat produced in fission prod-
uct waste was calculated for different
cooling periods in support of the research
on the geological disposal of waste. The
KORIGEN code, elaborated at KfK, is used
for these evaluations; in specific cases,
the results are compared with those of
ORIGEN, developed at ORNL.

3.2.3. DEVELOPMENT OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE FUEL
EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES

3.2.3.1. Gamma spectrometry technique
(J.-L. Genicot, L. Leenders, E.
Musyck, V. Willekens)

Measuring devices

The design of a new gamma scanning device
for the BR2 hot cells was completed. The
main objectives were to increase the length
of the fuel rods which can be examined and
to install a storage system allowing the
continuous examination of a series of rods
without the intervention of the cell oper-
ators.

For under water examination of PWR fuel
assemblies and of BR2 irradiation devices,
the BATHYSCAN is now ready for use in the
BR2 channel. All the mechanical pares have
been delivered. The system has been tested
in the BR1 hall and commissioned. The tools
necessary for the examination of the MOL
7C/3 loop have been designed.

Automation

Optimal operation of the gamma spectrometry
equipment requires the availability of a
central control unit. A simplified block
diagram of the system is presented on Fig.
3.2.2. Motor-driven displacements of the
mechanical parts of the device and gamma
measurements occur according to the input
programme. Collection of the data is taken
to obtain measurement signals, geometrical
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Fig. 3.2.2. Simplified block diagram illustrating the procedure for full automatior of fuel
examinations by gamma spectrometry.

co-ordinates and the time sequence. This is
stored on flexible floppy disks for further
analysis by computer and for the printing
of the results.

The microcomputers necessary to this opera-
tion have been delivered and tested; the
clocks and the serializers are presently
under construction. A prototype of a con-
trol unit is being buili; this is the main
hardware interface between the mechanism
and the operator or the microcomputer.

Data handling

For measurements on fuel assemblies by
means of the BATHYSCAN, a computer program-
me, ASSHIEL has been written in order to
calculate gamma self-shielding effects
within the assembly in the collimated meas-
urement conditions. ThiS programme makes
use of the RODSHIELD programme, mainly
developed for fuel rods, as a module.

BURNOTHEQUE

The 3URNOTHEQUE is a collection of irradi-
ated fuel and cladding samples which have
been calibrated in terms of their burn-up
or neutron fluence and are used in routine
for the gamma spectrometry measurements. In
1980, seven new rod samples, from different
fuels (1 PWR, 1 BWR, 5 FBR) were incorpor-
ated in BURNOTHEQUE.

Continuing the work previously undertaken
to improve the knowledge of 15LfEu as a
burn-up monitor, and in particular to
reduce the uncertainty margin on the 15itEu
half-life (about 5 years), measurements at

regular intervals of the 154Eu/l37Cs activ-
ity ratio have been performed on a fuel rod
sample.

3.2.3.2. Neutron radiography technique
(L. Leenders, J. Hermans, H. Tour-
we)

The machining of new components for the BR2
neutron radiography installation was com-
pleted. The components have been designed
to improve the image quality by reducing
parasitic neutrons. The examination of fuel
rods with burnable poisons, irradiated in
BR3, is planned.

The image quality of neutron radiographs
made at the BR1 installation, which is
mainly used for the quality control of PWR
fuel rods before their irradiation in BR3,
was determined using the ASTM E 545-75
standard. This standard has been developed
by the American Society for Testing Materi-
als in order to compare different installa-
tions and in order to determine the suita-
bility of an installation for the examina-
tion of a given type of object.

Based on this standard, the image quality
is represented as N C-S-R. C and S are
respectively the thermal and scattered
neutron concent, while R represents an
indication for the detection sensitivity
level (R = 16 is the highest sensitivity
value; R = 1 the lowest value). The BR1
installation, when using a Gd converter
screen and a D4 or D7 film, can be repres-
ented by N 55-10-7.
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3.2.4. APPLICATION OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXA-
MINATION TECHNIQUES
(J.-L. Genicot, L. Leenders, V. Wil-
lekens)

In this paragraph, typical examples are
given for the application of the techniques
under development, pointing out practical
problems to be solved and requirements to
be met.

P8 experiment in BR2

The P8 basket, containing a mixed U-Pu
oxide fuel rod irradiated previously in the
IF 70 assembly in BR3, was examined by gam-
ma spectrometry after irradiation in BR2.
All the rods of the IF 70 assembly were ex-
amined in 1973; several of them were ana-
lysed by destructive methods. Samples for
the BURNOTHEQUE were therefore available. A
synthesis of all the non-destructive meas-
urements is given on Fig. 3.2.3., showing
the burn-up levels after the irradiations
in BR3 and in 3R2 respectively. Two meas-
urements carried out in 1977 and 1979
showed good agreement and confirm the theo-
retical estimate of the final burn-up.

PWC BN1 experiment in BR2

The objective of this experiment was to
submit a UO2 rod of the PWR 17 x 17 stand-
ard design to power ramps, after a pre-
irradiation up to about 10,000 MWd/tM.
Before the transients, the rod was sub-
mitted to non-destructive examinations one
and seventeen months respectively after the
pre-irradiation. The first examination al-
lowed a detailed power distribution from
the lli0La activity to be obtained while the
second one provided burn-up values, by com-
parison with BURNOTHEQUE samples, on the
basis of the 137Cs activities. The burn-up
at the maximum level was 11,000 + 350 MWd/
tM.

P17 and P20 experiments in BR2

The P17 and P20 basket experiments were de-
voted to the in-pile densificatibn study of
BWR and PWR fuels, respectively. The densi-
fication is analysed by neutron radiography
on the basis of the dimensional changes of
the fuel column at intermediate stages of
the irradiation. The corresponding burn-up
values are determined on a relative scale,
by means of cobalt wire monitors located in
the baskets. A basket to be examined is
transferred in the hot cell and the 60Co
activity is measured directly by means of
gamma spectrometry. Comparison with a
reference calibrated basket also provides
absolute neutron fluence values. The final
burn-ups will be determined by measuring
the fuel rods themselves. In 1980, meas-
urements have been carried out on P17/5, 6,

IC1 MW« 1 IN
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Fig. 3.2.3. Burn-up follow-up by non-des-
tructive examination in the BR2
hot cells. Gamma spestromet^y
results on a fuel rod success-
ively ivvadi-ated in BR3 (IF 70
assembly) and in BR2 (P8 ex-
periment) .

7, 9 and P20/4, 5, 6 according to the des-
cribed procedure which is less time con-
suming than the classical method, based on
fission product activity measurements.

BR3/G54 assembly

The G54 assembly is a Pu-assembly of the
"all Zircaloy" type. It has been irradiated
successively in BR3/3A, 3B and 4A, up to an
assembly averaged burn-up of 38,600 MWd/tM.
Analysis of the gamma spectrometry measure-
ments has been continued and the follow-up
data have been made available by Belgonu-
cleaire. The final analysis has however
been delayed until a new version of the
FUPAC programme, including the analysis of
15l<Eu has been tested. For this assembly,
due to the high peak burn-up (~60,000 MWd/
tM) and to the high peak power rate (~ 600
W/cm), the effect of the migration of the
classical burn-up monitors is too pro-
nounced to be able to deduce reliable pin-
t.o-pin results from non-destructive exami-
nation.

BR3/B101 assembly

B101 is a dismountable assembly with the
following characteristics : PWR 17 x 17
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lattice, without shroud and with Zircaloy
spacer grids. It contains U-, Gd- and Pu-
rods and has been irradiated in the BR3/4A
core up to an assembly average burn-up of
34,000 MWd/tM.
After dismantling and some rearrangement
on-site, it was transported to the BR2 hot
cells for examination. Of the 28 fuel rods,
16 were examined non-destructively. Special
attention was paid to the 8 uranium rods,
as they form part of the TRIBULATION pro-
gramme (see par. 3.1.).

The gamma spectrometry measurements were
aimed at characterizing the rods which were
to be further irradiated. The results so
far show good symmetry in the fission pro-
duct activities. This is as expected for
this assembly, which was loaded in the
central position of the BR3.

MOL 7D experiment in BR2

The results are reported in par. 1.3.3. In
this case, which concerns the irradiation
of fast reactor fuel pins, a particular
problem was the determination of the fast

neutron irradiation dose in the cladding
material. This was done by means of gamma
spectrometry.

BR2 control rod guiding tubes

An extension to the application of LWR post
irradiation fuel examination methods al-
lowed an analysis of the aluminium guiding
tubes of the control mechanisms, in use In
BR2 since the start-up of the reactor. The
under water Ge(Li) gamma spectrometry e-
quipment had to be used as the tubes were
stored in the BR2 channel. The objective
was to determine the neutron exposure for
each guide tube, in order to define an ex-
posure limit for new guide tubes. This is
related to their embrittlement measured
through destructive mechanical testing. Two
activation products, 60Co and 65Zn, were
detected. Relative neutron fluences could
be deduced assuming that a progressive
contamination of the tube surface with
cobalt occurred, followed by neutron acti-
vation. S5Zn is produced by neutron acti-
vation of zinc, present as an impurity in
the aluminium.

3.3. LWR FUEL IRRADIATION PROGRAMME

(A. Demildt, J. Van de Velde, C. Van Loon, A. Gijs, J. Vandersteene, C. Van Loon,
P. De Regge, D. Huys, R. Boden)

S.C.K./C.E.N. supports the Belgonucleairs programme, on testing the irradiation behaviour of
LWR fuels of advanced design (including the recycling of plutonium), by various services
such as development of new irradiation cevices and irradiation campaigns in BR2 and post-
irradiation work on fuels irradiated in BR2, BR3 and other power stations. The most
important post-irradiation services can be summarized as follows.

- BR3/3G54 and 3G55 fuel assemblies

The examinations on 3G54 were completed
by 3H measurements in the fuel and the
cladding.

A second group of 3 fuel rods of the 3G55
fuel element was submitted to puncture
tests, fission gas analyses and eddy cur-
rent examinations. Destructive analyses
started in June 1980 and included metallo-
graphic and microprobe analyses, residual
fission gas and burn-up determinations and
mechanical tests of cladding samples.

- BR3/4A-B101 fuel assembly

Non-destructive tests started and included
stereo-visual and eddy current inspection
of 18 fuel rods.

- BR3/Z0B100 fuel assembly

Additional mechanical tests (axial and
transversal tensile tests, axial creep and
burst tests) are being carried out.

- P2 experiment

The post-irradiation work, has been com-
pleted by fissioii gas analyses and tritium
determinations in the fuel, the cladding
and the filling gas.

- P7 and P8 experiments

Samples have been conditioned for residual
fission gas analyses, metallography and
burn-up determinations.

- CEB 9 experiments

The post-irradiation work included punc-
turing and fission gas analyses, metallo-
graphy and microprobe examinations, burn-up
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and residual fission gas analyses.

- PWC/BN 1 experiment

A detailed visual inspection and non-des-
tructive tests were carried out to detect
possible anomalies prior to further irradi-
ation in BR2.

- SENA-getter experiment

Post-irradiation analyses (hydrogen and
tritium analyses) were completed and re-
ported on the getter alloys tested in the
SENA-reaclor.

- Dodewaard fuel

Most post-irradiation analyses, including
fuel dissolution tests, have been completed
OT a first series of 12 fuel pins. Some
fission gas, radiochemical and mass spec-
trometric analyses remain to be done.
Post-irradiation work started on a second
series of 7 fuel pins.

- Zircaloy spacer grids

In support of the design of an "all zir-
conium fuel assembly", post-irradiation
tests were carried out on Zircaloy spacer
grids and springs from fuel elements irra-
diated in BR3.

3.4. HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL TESTS OF LIGHT WATER REACTOR FUEL ASSEMBLIES

(A. Falla, R. Oris, J. Parent)

3.4.1. HYDRAULIC TESTS IN
MENTAL TEST LOOP"

THE "ENVIRON-

The "Environmental Test Loop" (ETL) is
designed for out-of-pile hydraulic and
thermal tests on dummy fuel assemblies for
Pressurized and Boiling Water Reactors in
representative conditions of temperature,
pressure and water chemistry. The main
characteristics of the high-pressure demin-
eralized water testing circuit are as fol-
lows :

- pressure : design 172 bar
operation max. 162 bar

- temperature : design 343°C
operation max. 330°C

- primary flow through the test section at
310°C :
at maximum flow conditions : 750 ti^.h"1

for a pressure head of 2 bar.
at maximum pressure head conditions : (6

bar) : 100 m 3^" 1.

In 1980, no tests have been carried out on
LWR fuel assemblies, but the facility has
been mainly operated for critical heat flux
tests in forced convection (see 5.4.2.).

3.4.2. MECHANICAL TESTS ON FUEL ASSEMBLIES

- Tools designed by Belgonucleaire have
been tested in order to demonstrate the
feasibility of remote replacement of ir-
radiated fuel rods in an all-Zircaloy PWR
fuel assembly RCC 14 x 14, type Doel 1.
The fuel assembly previously tested in

1979 in the "Environmental Test Loop" has
been used for this purpose.

The mechanical vibration tests in air of
several dummy rods, in the horizontal
position, have been continued, to evalu-
ate the damping ratio of the rod in the
actual grid structure. Several parameters
have been investigated as the damping
depends on the working conditions, the
mass of the pellets, the gap between the
pellets and the clad and the support
features.

It was seen that, in the same working
conditions, a smaller gap results in a
smaller damping. However, a gap decrease
creates a slight increase in the natural
frequency. It can be concluded that the
pellet geometry has an effect on the
mass, the damping, the rigidity and the
stiffness of the fuel rods.

Before starting with the vibration test
programme on the RCC 14 x 14 fuel assem-
bly, an adequate support was constructed.
By the end of 1980, the fuel assembly
instrumentation was completed and the
vibration tests should start shortly.

Shock resistance tests on grids have
started with a preliminary test programme
on small 5 x 5 test grids. Measurements
have been made with a fast Fourier ana-
lyser system.

The parameters investigated are :

- the velocity of the impact mass;
- the reaction at the opposite side of

the grid;
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the backward acceleration of the im-
pact mass after the shock;
the total time of the impact;
the static and dynamic squash.

As the test mechanism was not quite reli-
able, some measurements did not give
satisfactory results. Therefore, by the
end of 1980, a study was started for
modification of the test mechanism.

3.5. PRESSURE VESSEL STUDIES

3.5.1. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DOSIMETRY -
METALLURGY PROGRAMME
(A. Fabry, J. Debrue, G. De Leeuw-
Gierts, S. De Lepuw, P. Gubel, G.
Minsart, H. Toulwe, Ph. Van As-
broeck)

The major programme objectives were :

- to improve LWR pressure vessel surveil-
lance methods;

- to validate projected in-vessel neutron
embrittlement behaviour for a reference
steel (COCKERILL type A 508 cl. 3).

The work is being carried out in close co-
operation with the USNRC-sponsored LWR
Pressure Vessel Surveillance Improvement
programme, and with similar programmes in
European countries.

Validation of transport theory methods

The transport theory "blind test", aimed at
realistically assessing neutronic surveil-
lance lead factor uncertainties, has not
yet been terminated, by the confrontation,
at a May 1980 international workshop, of
experimentalists and analysts concerned
with the ORNL Pool Critical Assembly (PCA)
LWR pressure vessel benchmark "exercise"
(see 1979 annual report). Previous uncer-
tainty limits in excess of 100 % for ana-
lytical in-vessel neutronic projections
have now been reduced to the 15 - 25 %
level for the radial, deep-penetration
component of the lead factor. This applies
both to the calculations submitted by reac-
tor vendors as well as to national, R&D
oriented establishments. The general and
unexplained trend towards a safety non-
conservative bias (too low in-vessel
fluxes), even if not larger than 25 %, as
indicated by the comparatively simple PCA
benchmark, called for follow-on analytical
and experimental work. For the S.C.K./
C.E.N. contribution, the progress made to-
date can be summarized as follows.

One- and two-dimensional transport theory
codes, in this case ANISN and DOT 3.5, have
been intercompared more closely by simu-
lating with DOT the one-dimensional PCA
representation to which ANISN is limited.

As a result, optimal deep-penetration angu-
lar flux approximations, and a variety of
sources of errors, have been identified and
a corresponding reduction by approximately
10 % of the in-vessel biases achieved.
Vertical neutron leakage corrections by
first order, space-dependent, buckling
approximations, have also been validated
for in-vessel application (especially use-
ful for smaller plants as BR3).

In parallel with this work, highly detailed
absolute fission flux traverses have been
measured for four activation sensors ex-
posed throughout the PCA core and in the
water gaps between core, thermal shield and
pressure vessel. The final calculated-to-
experimental ratios are displayed on Fig.
3.5.1. as a function of the distance to the
reactor core centre for the PCA 12/13 con-
figuration. Four orders of magnitude are
encompassed in the absolute flux attenua-
tion from core centre to vessel outer
edge.

This work has definitively validated the
normalization of absolute fluxes to the
absolute core power and has established
that the dominant cause of the residual PCA
blind test biases can be traced to inad-
equacies of iron non-elastic cross-sections
and of their angular distributions. These
biases also affect current power plant
calculations, but are acceptable (~10 %) in
terms of uncertainty requirements for
radial, damage exposure parameter ($>1 MeV,
dpa,..) predictions. Still to be investi-
gated are neutronic uncertainties related
to lead factor azlmuthal variations and to
the assessment of power reactor fuel rating
for the core edge subassemblies, to which
in-vessel peak damage rates are highly
sensitive.

Neutron spectrometry measurements in PCA
and in the M0L iron shell benchmark concur
with the previous conclusions; they em-
phasize the uncertainties of iron cross-
section data in evaluated files and the
complexity involved in correctly calcu-
lating in-vessel neutron spectral shapes,
especially at high energy (>3-A MeV).

The next step in the validation of the com-
putation codes, after their improvement,
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core source strength in the LWR Pressure Vessel Benchmark (PCA configuration
12/13).

based on the PCA programme, consists in
calculating power plants where detailed
neutron flux measurements can be carried
out, inside and outside the reactor vessel.
Efforts were -started to make such measure-
ments in the Belgian power plants. Experi-
mental results inside the vessel are al-
ready available at the locations of the
surveillance capsules.

In order to collect information at the out-
side of the vessel, neutron dosimeters were
mounted just outside the pressure vessel
wall of the TIHANGE power plant at four
azimuthal positions and over the height of
the reactor core. The dosimeters will be
irradiated during one reactor cycle. Simi-
lar efforts will be started in 1981 for the
DOEL power plants.

Status of steel irradiations

Steel samples are being irradiated in vari-
ous reactors to observe neutron damage
effects on the mechanical properties of
steel in different neutron spectra (more
particularly in surveillance positions and
inside the vessel wall) and at different
flux and fluence levels. In the U.S. pro-
gramme, neutron damage sensitive steels are
selected to enhance these effects whereas
the Belgian programme is aimed at providing
a complete set of data for the A 508 cl. 3
steel type used by COCKERILL for the fabri-
cation of integrated reactor vessels.

Since the end of 1979, all testing samples
have been irradiated together in the Pool
Side Facility (PSF) at the Oak Ridge Re-

search reactor. Other irradiations in-
cluding reference samples from the HSST
programme, followed by mechanical tests,
have been conducted in the Bulk Shielding
Reactor (Oak Ridge) , FRJ-2 (Jiilich) and BR3
(Mol). The first results will be available
in 1981.

Validation and calibration of LWR dosimetry
methods

S.C.K./C.E.N. dosimetry techniques applied
in LWR reactors need to be validated by
irradiations in so-called benchmark fields
(well characterized neutron environments)
or through intercomparisons with other
qualified laboratories.

The following intercomparisons were con-
tinued or started in 1980.

- Intercomparisons in the BR3/4B in collab-
oration with General Electric (GE), Han-
ford Engineering and Development Labora-
tory (HEDL) and Rockwell International
(RI). The first dosimeters of the exper-
iment were unloaded in the BR1 hot cells
at the end of 1980. It is planned to
compare the measurements with theoretical
calculations.

- Intercomparisons in a core and reflector
position of the FRJ-2 reactor at Julien
in collaboration with KFA-Jülich, HEDL
and RI. The dosimetry countings have been
completed and the interpretation of the
measurements started.

- Intercomparisons in the PSF facility
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(4/12 configuration) at Oak Ridge in
collaboration with 4 European and 2 U.S.
laboratories. A preliminary comparison
was made between S.C.K./C.E.N. and E.C.N.
Petten : the measured activities for most
detector materials agree within 2-3 %.

- Intercomparisons in the Browns Ferry unit
3 nuclear power plant in collaboration
with General Electric. Results of this
intercomparison are shown in Table 3.5.1.
The agreement between the S.C.K./C.E.N.
and GE reaction rate measurements of non-
fission dosimeters is better than 2 %,
except for l°9Ag(n,-y). For the reaction
rates of the fission dosimeters the a-
greement is better than 10 %.

It is planned to continue these efforts
during the next years. Some results will be
published on the 4th ASTM-EURATOM sympo-
sium, that will be held in spring 1982.

3.5.2. PRESSURE VESSEL SURVEILLANCE OF BEL-
GIAN POWER PLANTS
(Ph. Van Asbroeck, F. Casteels, P.
De Regge, P. Gubel, J. Pelsmaekers,
T. Rymen, H. Tas, H. Tourwe, J. Van
de Velde)

Services rendered on behalf of reactor ope-
rators in pressure vessel surveillance
programmes for Belgian power plants include
the following items : unloading of con-
tainers and dismantling of capsules in the
hot cell, mechanical testing (impact, ten-

sile, fracture mechanics), metallographical
examinations, measurements on fluence tem-
perature monitors and chemical analyses.

Impact specimens were tested on a Tinius-
Olsen 300 J machine, the temperature being
jccurate to within 3°C. The tensile tests
were carried out in an argon atmosphere on
an Instron TTDM-L machine.

A new hot cell facility is under construc-
tion in order to carry out instrumented
impact tests and W.O.L. fracture mechanics
test. A new procedure has been developed
for the chemical analysis (e.g. arsenicum,
copper, nickel, phosphorus) of irradiated
pressure vessel steels using spark source
mass spectrometry.

DOEL 1.2.

After dismantling the second surveillance
capsule' of the Doel 1 plant, specimens,
neutron dosimeters and temperature monitors
were identified and visually examined.
Charpy-V tests were carried out at differ-
ent temperatures. Fast fluence (5LtMn) and
chemical analyses were carried out.

The results on temperature and neutron dose
monitors and on transition temperature
shifts will be reported in 1981.

DOEL II-1

Chemical analyses of pressure vessel weld
samples have been carried out. The results
on irradiation temperature, neutron dose,
chemical composition, impact properties,

TABLE 3.5.1.

Comparison of S.C.K./C.E.N. and General Electric reaction rates measured
in the Browns Ferry unit 3 nuclear power plant

Reaction

235U(n,f) (1)
238U(n,f) (1)
237U(n,f) (2)
2 3 2 Th(n , f ) i ^2)

58Fe(n',Y)59Fe
51|Fe(n,p)5l*Mn
58Ni(n,p)58Co
^ T i ( n , p ) ^ S c
59Co(n,Y)60Co
63Cu(n,o)60Co

S.C.K./C.E.N.

Reaction rate

A.72 lO-l5

2.84 10-l?

2.27 10-I6

7.76 10-18
7.55 10-16

1.57 10-16

5.92 10-18
8.13 10-18
1.44 10-18
1.18 IO-I5

1.13 IO-I9

a(%)

2.4
1.8
1.9
3.6
2.0
2.7

2.9
1.9
2.6
l.A
1.4

General Electric

Reaction rate

4.92 10"15

2.66 10"17

2.19 10"16

7.46 10"18

7.01 10"16

1.54 10~15

1.61 10"17

6.00 10"18

3.24 lO"18

1.45 10"18

1.20 10"15

1.14 IO-I9

a(%)

2.0
2.5
2.2
6.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
2.5
2.5
3.5
3
3.5

Ratio

S.CK./C.E.N.-GE

0.96
1.07
1.04
1.04
1.08
1.02

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99

(1) Results based on the measurements of 3 to 5 fission products
(2) Results based on the measurements of 1 to 3 fission products
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tensile properties and neutron embrittle- Tihange 1-1
ment were reported and discussed with rep-
resentatives of Cockerill, EBES and Trac- The irradiation temperature, neutron dosis,
tionel. chemical composition, impact properties and
A specific metallurgical study was made on neutron embrittlement measurements were
chemical and volume control tubing. completed, reported and discussed with rep-

resentatives of Electrobel and Semo.
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Chapter 4

REPROCESSING, WASTE TREATMENT, FUSION ANT) SAFEGUARDS

4.1. REPROCESSING

(L.H. Baetsle)

Research and development work on the reprocessing of fast fuel and Pu recycle fuel and or.
head-end operations was continued along the same lines, as those developed in previous
years. There included the chopping of fuel pins, UO2-PUO2 dissolution, treatment of insol-
ubles, treatment of hulls and gas purification. In addition to these activities, a study has
begun, in co-operation with Eurochemic, on the liquid-liquid extraction of dissolved fuel,
with the view to extending the current studies on the HERMES project to a complete fuel
reprocessing pilot scheme.

Official contacts between representatives of DWK, KfK and S.C.K./C.E.N. have been estab-
lished, to evaluate the possibilities and the extent of interest of the German partners to a
collaboration programme with Belgium on the construction of a full-size pilot facility,
where studies on mixed oxide and fast fuel reprocessing can be made. This enlarged HERMES
plant would be constructed alongside the LHMA building on the nuclear site of S.C.K./C.E.N.
The technical partners KfK and DWK have given positive support to the BMFT for this project
to be continued on a joint-venture basis.

Solubility tests on 400 and 600 g fuel from the DFR 455 experiment, have been carried out in
the SPC hot cells of LHMA. Depending on the dissolution conditions, insoluble fractions
ranging from 2 to 4 % of the initial Pu02 were left as residues after clarification of the
dissolver solution. The need for a super-disso1ver is clearly demonstrated by these experi-
ments.

Technological research on off-gas purification was continued in the 25 m3.h~^ GAS-TON loop.
Particular attention was devoted to the long-term behaviour of the cryogenic distillation
technique for d^Kr removal from head-end off-gases. Uninterrupted tests during 12,000 h have
shown that a mean decontamination factor exceeding 1000 can be guaranteed even in incidental
circumstances e.g. power failure, pressure deregulation, etc. The cryogenic distillation
technique is now ready for incorporation in an active reprocessing plant. A sustained effort
was devoted to the continued construction of the HERMES facility and to the design and
testing of equipment therein.

The heavy concrete walls of the HERMES cells have been cast and erection of the lead walls
inside the cell is proceeding, together with the design and construction of the alpha cham-
bers. A gas-tight pin chopper has been ordered, the delivery of which is expected for early
1982. All the vessels to be installed in the dissolver cells have been ordered. They are
fabricated from Incoloy 825 which is capable of withstanding the very corrosive liquids used
in dissolution of UO2-PUO2 fuel.

Studies on the clarification of dissolver liquids by centrifugal filtration have started
with the aid of an ultracentrifuge developed in the U.K. A mechanical vibration rig for
mechanically separating hulls from oxide powder has been delivered and will be tested under
representative conditions in the near future.

In the field of reprocessing waste treatment, three areas are being intensively investi-
gated : the separation of tritium from aqueous effluents, the conditioning of iodine from
the MERCUREX process and the filtration of Ru contaminated off-gases from an HLW vitrifica-
tion furnace.

In the framework of the indirect CEC programme on waste management, the tritium separation
process, called ELEX, was developed in previous years. It is based on a combination of elec-
trolysis and chemical exchange in a hydrophobic catalyst column. The Improvement of the
hydrophobic catalyst and of the hydrophilic packing resulted in the reduction of the column
length by a factor 7. Based on this outstanding achievement, the decision was taken to build
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an 80 kW prototype detriation unit with a total tritium hold-up of 1000 Ci, in order to test
the target performance of concentrating 90 % of the tritium in 1 % of the volume. The elec-
trolyser has been ordered and was delivered at the end of the year.

A salt-free conditioning process of iodine-containing intermediate level liquid effluents,
from the MERCUREX process, has reached bench-scale maturity. By this process, the mercury is
recycled in the MERCUREX process and the resulting effluent is transformed into an insoluble
copper iodide solid and low-level liquid effluents.

An agreement between DWK and S.C.K./C.E.N. was signed in the framework of the PAMELA project
for studies on the Ru filtration from vitrification off-gasas. A laboratory test unit has
been operated, in which a small glass melting furnace generates Ru loaded off-gases. By use
of radioactive Ru tracers, the efficiency of selected adsorbents is being investigated. An
engineering test loop of 10 Nm 3^" 1 is in the design phase.

4.1.1. HEAD-END STUDIES

4.1.1.1. Solubility of irradiated UO2"PuO2
fuel
(D. Huys, R. 3oden, P. De Regge,
A. Daniels)

Two dissolution tests have been carried
out, on the scale of 0.5 kg mixed oxide
fuel irradiated to a burn-up of 5.3 at. %
in DFR. In the first tests, the fuel chops
were placed in an iron can and introduced
into the dissolver in a stainless steel
basket. A first dissolution step lasted
19 h in 1.7 1 10 K nitric acid. The sol-
ution was withdrawn and filtered, leaving
the hulls and residues in the dissolver.
These were attacked by a second dissolution
step lasting 4.5 h in 600 ml of 10 M nitric
acid. Both solutions were filtered by a
centrifugal filter cartridge with a pore
size of 3 um. The second solution was fil-
tered, in addition, by a 1.1 p.m paper fil-
ter. During both dissolution steps, a con-
densate of about 250 ml was collected. The
hulls and residues were washed with nitric
acid and water. The insoluble residue at
the bottom of the dissolver and deposited
on the hulls was flushed yielding a fine
black powder after drying. The hulls were
cleaned ultrasonically in 1 M nitric acid
and the residue collected. The dissolution
liquors were transferred into a critical-
safe storage vessel. After a few months,
this solution was homogenized by sparging.
About 190 ml of the darkly coloured suspen-
sion was withdrawn and filtered through a
0.4 um pore size polycarbonate membrane
filter. A clear dark green solution was
obtained, apparently free of suspended
particles.

In the first dissolver solution, 99 Z of
the uranium and 95.8 % of the plutonium
were found. In the second solution, an
additional 0.88 % U and 1.50 % Pu were
dissolved. The main residue including the
quantity removed from the hulls by ultra-
sonic cleaning contains 0.55 % of the U and

2.40 % of the Pu.

This accounts for all of the expected ura-
nium and 99.6 % of the expected Pu. Other
wash liquors and residues contained about
0.15 % of the Pu which completes the ma-
terial balance for U and Pu well within the
experimental and analytical errors.

In the second dissolution experiment, the
iron container was not dissolved (it con-
sumed about 3 moles of nitric acid). In
addition, the reaction time was reduced to
7 h and the molarity of the nitric acid was
reduced to 8. The quantity of fissile ma-
terial was about 1.4 time larger and a-
mounted to 661.5 g of mixed oxide. From the
data available, the results of the first
dissolution experiment have been confirmed
although the first solution contains barely
more th.in 90 % of the expected quantity of
Pu. This may be due to the high metal con-
centration or the reduced reaction time.
The total residue after both dissolution
steps amounts to 4.2 % of the initial fuel,
on a weight basis. Dissolution of the hulls
is less pronounced and amounts to 4.2 % of
the 16.3 % found in the first experiment.
The radiochemical measurements on fission
product and fissile material distribution
are being continued. Volatilization of Ru
or other semi-volatile compounds has not
been observed. The dissolver residue con-
tains one third of the 106Ru and more than
10 % of the 125Sb. The correlation between
luuCe and Pu seems to be less pronounced
than in earlier dissolution experiments.

4.1.1.2. Development of a super dissolver
concept
(L. Vandavelde)

Five fresh mixed oxide fuel samples have
been submitted to reference solubility
tests, in order to determine the influence
of the fabrication parameters on the solu-
bility of the fuel in nitric acid.

For reprocessing, the use of HF to dissolve
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the residues which are insoluble in HNO3 ,
appears to be unavoidable. After the dis-
solution of the residues, the fluoride must
be extracted before any other treatment is
carried out, to avoid corrosion problems.

Since preliminary tests indicated that S102
seemed to be a good candidate material for
this purpose, further experiments have been
carried out to optimize the extraction
conditions.

Among various SiO2 based materials, the
hydrated forms proved to be the most effi-
cient ones. Commercial silicagel (exsiccant
for optics), finely milled, has been chosen
for both its efficiency and its availabil-
ity.

The-best working conditions for the extrac-
tion of fluoride from an acid mixture con-
taining 10 M HNO3 and 0.1 K Hf have been
determined on laboratory scale-

Contact of the acid solution during 15 to
30 oin, at room temperature and under con-
stant stirring, with 75 g.l"1 silicagel,
yields a fluoride extraction of about 97 %.
Increasing the temperature or the reaction
time does not improve the extraction but
leads to evaporation of

The reaction seems to proceed in two steps.
During the first step, fluoride reacts with
the silicagel to form a complex which re-
mains absorbed on the solid phase. The sec-
ond step, which is much slower, consists of
the evaporation of the silica fluorine com-
plex. After being separated from the solu-
tion by filtration or centrifugation, the
silicagel can be regenerated by hydrolysis.

A patent for this procedure has been ap-
plied for.

4.1.2. PURIFICATION OF REPROCESSING OFF-
GASES
(W.R.A. Goossens, G. Collard, L.
Geens, C. Parmentier, J. Vaesen)

Further research on off-gas treatment was
focused on the technological development of
the techniques tested in the 25 m3 .h~* gas
purification demonstration loop GAS-TON and
on the conditioning methods of the result-
ing effluents. The wet section of this dem-
onstration loop consists of a batch-type
dissolver wich scrubber and iodine trapping
devices. In a second section, the off-gases
are adapted for cryogenic working condi-
tions by eliminating nitrous oxides, oxygen
and water vapour. The third and final sec-
tion operates at cryogenic temperatures and
traps noble gases in one distillation col-
umn and separates krypton and xenon in a
second.

4.1.2.1. Results obtained in the wet sec-
tion

The ageing tests on the silvered products,
considered for the final iodine and CH3I
trapping, have been stopped due to delays
in delivery of safety filters.

The experimental work was confined to the
laboratory development of a final condi-
tioning process for saturated Mercurex
solutions, used as scrubbing liquor for
iodine washing columns.

Various processes and process steps were
tested on a laboratory scale. Finally, a
promising salt-free process, based on the
use of hydrazine, has been tested under
simulated bench-scale conditions. This
process allows a quantitative recovery of
the mercury and suitable conversion of the
iodine into less soluble copper iodide. The
only effluents in this process are the
normally found liquid and gaseous repro-
cessing-type streams. Further investigation
on a technical scale is being prepared.

4.1.2.2. Results obtained in the condi-
tioning section

The denitro unit, where nitrous vapours are
catalytically destroyed by ammonia, has
been commissioned after a detailed cb<ack of
the instrumentation. During tests with air
and nitrogen oxide from the wet section,
the temperature profile of r.he catalyst and
the gas temperatures at various critical
points have been continuously monitored
during the destruction of 5,000 ppm NO2
with 7,500 ppm NH3. Experimental investiga-
tions into the working conditions of this
denitro unit and the lifetime of its cata-
lyst have been postponed, since preparatory
work, for the reception of the deoxo units
and its electrolyser had higher priority.

In the deoxo unit, oxygen is destroyed by
catalytical reaction with a stoichiometri-
cally dosed hydrogen stream. The hydrogen
needed is produced on-line by an industrial
type electrolyser of 80 kW. The incorpor-
ation of the deoxo unit and electrolyser in
the GAS-TON loop will be carried out in
1981.

4.1.2.3. Results obtained in the cryogenic
section

The second extended campaign in the cryoge-
nic section, which started in November
1978, was stopped in April 1980. This cam-
paign lasted 12,346 h with a cumulative
outage of only 83.87 h. The main outage of
51 h was caused by a short-circuit in the
liquid nitrogen feeding line between the
liquid nitrogen vessel and its separator.
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Another important part of the outage was
due to the experimental nature of the can-
paign aimed at investigating the perform-
ance under exceptionally severe operational
conditions. The corresponding availability
factor was nevertheless higher than 99 %.

The indications from this long-duration
campaign are that it is feasible to work at
a pressure of 0.8 MPa in the first distil-
lation column. Quantitative engineering in-
formation was obtained on the xenon behav-
iour, at concentrations up to 7,200 ppm, in
the inlet stream, in the heat exchanger and
near the entrance of the first distillation
column. Estimates, made on the basis of
ideal theoretical modelling, showed that a
packing height of 15 cm should be suffi-
cient to achieve a krypton decontamination
factor of 1000, in the upper part of the
first cryogenic distillation column. How-
ever, in practice, heat transfer phenomena
and liquid flow variations inside the pack-
ing will reduce this estimate. Experimental
data showed that a krypton decontamination
factor greater than 500 is obtainable with
a packing height of 20 cm. This is
achieved, however, only by a close control
of the cooling system, keeping the fluctu-
ations of the cooling power within a 10 %
range of the specified value.

Two shore experimental runs were carried
out to acquire preliminary information
on the effect of traces of oxygen (up to
100 vpm) in the inlet gas. No disturbing
phenomena have been observed.

4.1.3. HERMES PROJECT
(L.H. Baetsle, G. Collard)

Official negotiations were initiated with
German organizations and in particular KfK
and DWK, in order to set up a joint German-
Belgian venture which could be capable of
constructing and operating a pilot-size R&D
plant for reprocessing of plutonium bearing
fuels. The preliminary studies have been
extended to the liquid extraction cycles up
to the point where extrapolation to an
industrial plant is feasible.

4.1.3.1. Design and 'construction of hot
cells for the HERMES (head-end)
facilities
(F. Gorle, R. Harnie, E. Collig-
non)

The HERMES facilities for head-end studies
include the following cells :

CQ : Chopper cell;
C^ : Mechanical cell (Vibratom, com-

paction of hulls,...);
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Chemical cell (dissolution);
C3 : Recirculation cell;
C14 : Temporary storage cell;
C5 : Liquid sampling cell;

Liquid analysis cell;

Gas sampling and analysis cell.

The concrete casting of the movable walls
and roofs of cells Cl and C2 is practically
finished.

Mounting of the lead walls of cell C4 has
been started in the basement. All the lead
pieces for the transfer locks and the two
storage pits inside cell Cl are in the pro-
cess of being constructed or have already
been delivered.

Construction of the alpha-box C4 has
started. Alpha-boxes C3 and C2 are under
studv.

4.1.3.2. General flow sheets
(L.G. Geens*, J.J. Mertens*)

A detailed flow sheet of the co-decontami-
nation c/cle of the PUREX liquid extraction
process has been completed. The peripheral
units, such as fission product concentra-
tion, acid recovery, solvent recovery, re-
work and liquid waste storage have also
been designed. A detailed lay-out of the
LLEX equipment, in an extension of the LHMA
building, has been worked out.

Simplified flow sheets and lay-out drawings
have also been proposed for the second and
third uranium and plutonium extraction
cycles.

4.1.3.3. Mechanical operations
(F. Gorle, T. Van Ransbeeck)

The second prototype chopper has been de-
signed in such a way that it can cut two
pins at the sane time. The loading chamber,
which can hold 50 pins, has also been de-
signed. Both chopper and chamber have been
ordered and are under construction.

The diverter, to be used for distribution
of chops between cells Cl and C2, has been
designed. The "Vibratom" vibrating grinder
has been constructed and has been submitted
to tests with simulated fuel chops. Its
delivery is expected early in 1981.

A monitor which will be used for the meas-
urement of residual fuel on leached hulls
has been designed.

A market survey led to the choice of a

* Eurochemic



press type in the framework of the CKC
study of conditioning hulls by embedment in
a lead matrix. A technical study of this
press is under way.

4.1.3.4. Cold tests
(L.P. Geens, J. Vaesen, W.R.A.
Goossens)

Acceptance tests were performed on sampling
pumps, flowmeters and other parts of the
analytical equipment of C8. Furthermore,
vacuum liquid ring pumps, to be used for
liquid sampling and in the main process
off-gases circuit, as well as compressors
of the secondary gas purification loop,
have been delivered and tested. Miscel-
laneous prototype equipment has also been
tested e.g. the centrifuge for clarifica-
tion of the dissolver solution, thorex
systems for solution sampling inside hot
cells, separation pots for air lift trans-
fer, an ultrasonic generator for separation
of leached hulls and insoluble particles. A
microcomputer, to be used in the control
rooms of the HERMES facility, is being made
operational.

4.1.3.5. Lay-out
(R. Harnie, A. Daniels)

The lay-out study of the mechanical equip-
ment of cell Cl is in its preliminary
phase.

The lay-out design of the chemical equip-
ment of cell C2 has been finished, in-
cluding the positioning of piping in and
around the alpha-box. A mock-up cell has
been constructed at full scale in order to
test the mounting operations and the ma-
nipulation sequences with the aid of mas-
ter-slave manipulators.

The feasibility lay-out of pumps and sur-
rounding pipe- and valves in cells C3' and
C3" led to the suppression of the separ-
ation wall between these cells. A new lay-
out has now been proposed in the C3 cell.

The arrangement of the equipment in storage
cell C4 is finished. The positioning of
peripheral cells and auxiliary equipment is
continuing but, in general, is 'nfluenced
by the possible extension of the pioject to
the LLEX steps.

4.1.3.6. Instrumentation
(F. Ven, J. Vaesen)

The study of the in-cell electrical instru-
mentation and its lay-out is finished for
cell C4. A similar study has begun for
cells C2 and C3.
Acceptance tests have been carried out on

all equipment related to the gas sampling
and analysis box C8.

Technical specifications have been drafted
for the instrumentation of the cells C2 and
C4. Satisfactory solutions have been ob-
tained for the instrumentation of cell C4,
in co-operation with various manufacturers.

The remote sonar measurement technique for
measuring liquid levels in shielded tanks
has been further optimized and the design
of the electronic equipment has been com-
pleted.

The alarm and control units have been de-
signed and their processing, by the HERMES
data logger, has been programmed.

4.1.3.7. Process and cell ventilation
(G. Collard, W.R.A. Goossens, R.
Harnie, C. Parmentier, J. Vaesen)

Mounting of the primary double loop venti-
lation of cells Cl and C2 was started in
the basement of the HERMES complex. The
work has been delayed due to the defects
found in stainless steel piping. Work re-
sumed in December. Most of the equipment
such as the heaters, condensors and scrub-
ber have been installed and are now being
connected to the hot cell ventilation ducts
(Fig. 4.1.1.).

The process-gas purification system, called
secondary ventilation, has received de-
tailed study, with the exception of the
krypton removal unit. Lay-out and construc-
tional drawings have been completed for the
drying and the secondary iodine removal
unit. All the components of the latter have
been ordered.. The deoxo unit has been de-
livered and is currently being prepared for
cold tests. All the process compressors and
gas circulation pumps have been delivered,
except for the emergency loop compressor.
The delivered units have been partially
tested in the gas purification loop, GAS-
TON.

The computer, to be used for the control of
the gas purification loop, has been deliv-
ered and has already been programmed to run
the deoxo unit.

4.1.4. SEPARATION OF TRITIUM FROM AQUEOUS
EFFLUENTS
(A. Bruggeman, W. Doyen, W.R.A.
Goossens, R. Leysen, L. Meynen-
donckx, M. Monsecour)

In the framework of the indirect research
programme of the CEC, the separation of
tritium from aqueous effluents was Investi-
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Fig. 4.1.1. Hot cell Ventilation ducts for the HERMES facility.

Sated by applying the electrolysis and iso-
topic exchange process ELEX. The parametric
study of the electrolysis step, using a
sma]l-scale (1.4 kW) industrial type elec-
trolyser with suitable conditioning of
electrolyte and gases, has been finished
(Fig. 4.I.2.). This electrolyser, which was
designed for the electrolysis of 25 wt.%
KOH solutions, demonstrated, for all oper-
ating conditions, a tritium separation
factor in excess of 10. After one year
operation, the electrolyser displayed se-
vere damage and had to be repaired. After
repair, the electrolyser was again mounted
in the laboratory rig and integrated in the
bench-scale detritiation unit.

The fabrication of hydrophobic Pt-C-PTFE
catalysts, for tritium exchange between
hydrogen and liquid water, was optimized.
The porosity of the catalyst was increased
such that a higher specific platinum sur-
face was obtained in spite of a lower total
platinum content. Screening tests of dif-
ferent materials were performed in a bub-
bling tritiated water column, flushed with
hydrogen.

The catalytic isotopic exchange step was
investigated using a trickle bed reactor.
Here, water drips downwards through a fixed
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bed of hydrophobic catalyst particles,
while hydrogen gas moves upwards through
the same catalyst packing. From hydrodynam-
ical considerations, this hydrophobic
packing must be diluted vith hydrophilic
inert material. Recently, the quality of
the hydrophobic packing material has been
considerably improved to such an extent
that the height of an over-all exchange
transfer unit can be decreased from to
70 cm to practical values of 10 cm. This
is at 40°C and with a gas flowrate of
3 mol.s"1 .m~2. To meet the target of the
project, which is to concentrate 90 % of
the initial tritium in the aqueous effluent
into 1 % of its original volume, an iso-
topic exchange column now requires a total
column height of only one metre instead of
the previous seven metres.

The integration of both steps of the ELEX
process has been completed using a design
which incorporates as much as possible of
the equipment used previously in the separ-
ate study of each step. An oxidation/ad-
sorption unit, (as final recombiner for the
hydrogen stream) has been connected to the
ELEX unit. In this integrated bench-scale
installation, representative amounts of up
to 100 Ci of tritium will be used. For this
reason, the installation has been installed
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Fig. 4.1.2. Bench scale ELEK installation for the study on the separation of tritium from
aqueous effluents : electvolyser (left) and trickle bed reactor for isotopic
exchange (right).

under specially ventilated walk-in proces-
sing hoods. These are provided with gloves
for maintenance and sampling purposes. Jhe
commissioning of this bench-scale ELKX
installation has started.

Finally, an 80 kW pilot installation for
the ELEX has been designed and will be
constructed in the ventilation building of
the BR1 reactor. A total inventory of
1000 Ci of tritium has been foreseen in the
design consideration of this pilot rig.

4.1.5. FILTRATION AND CAPTURE OF SEMI-VOLA-
TILE NUCLIDES
(M. Klein, C. Weyers, W.R.A. Goos-
sens)

The capture of semi-volatile ruthenium
compounds was further investigated in the
framework of the PAMELA project for the
development of a vitrification process for
high-level liquid waste, sponsored by DWK.

The earlier studies on the trapping of RuOi,

vapours were continued, using 1übRu as a
tracer. Screening tests with air containing
0.7 % water vapour, were carried our on 5 g
batches of adsorbants (silicagel and mol-
ecular sieves) at a temperature of 100°C
and on catalytic-type materials at tempera-
tures of 200 and 300°C. The catalytically
active materials consisted of a porous
support matrix to which metal oxides such
as tin dioxide, zirconium oxide and chromic
oxide are added. The data obtained for
silicagel are in contradiction with the ex-
tensive literature on the use of silicagel
as a trapping material for ruthenium spe-
cies volatilized during HLLW calcination.

In order to clarify this discrepancy, a
laboratory unit was assembled to experimen-
tally investigate the conditions under
which differently generated volatile ruth-
enium species can be trapped on solid ma-
terials. The data obtained during this
programme clearly indicated that the pres-
ence of NO in the carrier gas plays an
important role in the adsorption of the Ru-
species and during the catalytic reduction
of RuOi, . As an example, the retention of
RuOi, in the absence of any NO is not
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comparable with the retention of ruthenium,
when either R11O4 is mixed with N0 x or"
when ruthenia-, I« v n l a t l l i z e d by Cl,lcinn-
tion of nitrosyl nitrate complexes. It is
interesting to note that the ruthenium

retention in the case of R11O4 + NO^ mix-
tures occurs in a similar, although not
identical, manner to the retention of ruth-
enium in the case of calcined nitrosyl
nitrate complexes.

Further screening tests indicated that
nitric acid solutions containing tagged
ruthenium nitrosyl nitrate, silicagel and
the molecular sieve zeolon 900 H, appeared
to be the best adsorbants at 100°C although

the capture of ruthenium is reversible in
an air stream. The potpntially best cata-
lyst type at 300°C seemed to be n Cr^0_-
based material.

A liquid fed laboratory vitrification fur-
nace with batch capacity of 1 kg has been
assembled. Simulated LEWC solutions tagged
Ru will be fed to this furnace. The behav-
iour of ruthenium in the off-gas line will
be determined by specific measurements in
the various parts of the off-gas line. The
Ru trapping system consists of a miniature
sized-packed bed scrubber, an ejector ven-
turi, a Ru-retention fixed bed and a con-
densor (Fig. 4.I.3.).

Fig. 4.1.3. The laboratory experimental set-up for studies on Ru trapping.

U.I. WASTE CONDITIONING AND DISPOSAL

4.2.1. GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE
WASTE
(R. Heremans)

The R & D-work during 1980 in connection

with geological disposal or conditioned
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radioactive waste, proceeded in collabor-
ation with various Belgian research insti-
tutes and commercial companies. The CEC
confirmed its intention to continue finan-
cial support to these activities, by nego-
tiating contracts in the framework of its
new five-year programme on radioactive



waste nanagement and disposal.

The main activities of the programme were
the following :
* the detailed preparation of regional
hydrogeological measurement campaigns in
order to model the groundwater flow sys-
tem, and the start of the associated
fieldwork;

* continued in situ heat transfer and cor-
rosion experiments in the clay pit at
Terhagen; the heat output of the simu-
lated high-level waste canister was in-
creased to 1.5 kW and 5 different "in
situ" corrosion loops are now in oper-
ation;

* the detailed investigation, on a labora-
tory scale, of the interaction between
the geologic medium and the waste (clay
characterization, corrosion and diffusion
tests);

* the start of the construction of the
220 m deep underground laboratory in the
Boom clay; by the end of 1980, the shaft
was dug to a depth of 55 m;

* various studies in connection with heat
load, migration of radionuclides, risk,
analysis and safety assessment.

4.2.1.1. Investigations on the geology and
hydrogeology of the Mol site and
the Mol area
(A. Bonne, J. Par.ijn, P. Manfroy,
B. Neerdael)

The practical aspects of a hydrogeological
measurement campaign were worked out. This
resulted in the decision to install obser-
vation wells at 16 locations. A total of
4,500 m of drilling is scheduled and the
installation of about 50 filters in differ-
ent aquifers is planned. A drilling company
has been entrusted with the drilling and
the installation of the piezometric wells.
The prospected area will cover the basin of
the "Kleine Neet" and extends from Lommel-
Postel (east of Mol) to Herentals (west of
Mol). The most northern well will be drill-
ed at Arendonk and the most southern one at
Balen. At some places, the drillings will
be up to 350 m deep, reaching the aquifer
under the Rupelian.

Bore-hole logging is planned in the deepest
well of each drilling location and core
samples from between well-defined litho-
stratigraphic levels, will be taken in some
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Fig. 4.2.1. Drilling locations and limits of the hvdrogeological model.
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places- The main objectives are to identify
and locate, at each drilling site, the
geological sequence encountered and to
correlate the results obtained with those
previously recorded during both the borings
and the local seismic prospection campaign
on the Mol site. Fieldwork started in early
November and it is planned that the piezo-
tnetric network will be in operation by the
end of 1981. Fig. 4.2.1. shows the geo-
graphical position of the wells.

Automatic recording of the data will be
developed at a later date, but first tests
have already started at the S.C.K./C.E.N.
site, with a small data logger connected to
five observation wells, in order to monitor
the water level fluctuations. Regular meas-
urements of the water levels in these wells
continue.

At the S.C.K./C.E.N. site, where the shaft
digging work started early in 1980, one of
the freezing pipe drillings was logged
throughout and cored between 185 m and
220 m down. This allowed a detailed local
stratigraphic log to be set up, giving the
precise location and soil composition of
the basis of the Antwerpian sands, the
transition zone and the top of the pure
Boom clay.

The Belgian Geological Survey contributed
in all these studies.

4.2.1.2. Heat transfer studies
(P. Manfroy, M. Buyens, M. Put, J.
Hanse*, M. Monsecour, A. Bonne)

The heat transfer experiment, with a mock-
up of a high-level solidified waste (HLSW)
canister, buried in a clay pit at Terhagen,
was continued. It started in June 1979 at a
heat output of 1 kW, which was maintained
for 12 months. After this year of opera-
tion without failure, the heat output has
again increased to 1.5 kW and will proceed
for a further 6 months. Data collection
from more than 30 temperature probes has
given no trouble and it has been possible
to obtain a good correlation between the
measured temperatures and a modified mathe-
matical heat transfer model. Under the
present experimental conditions, the heat
conductivity is found to be 1.69 W.m-1.°C~1

and the heat diffusivity 18.8 nr^.y"1. At
the beginning of December 1980, the heat
supply to the canister was cut. The inten-
tion is to follow the decrease in tempera-
ture of the surrounding clay over a period
of several weeks. Following this, a new
start, at a heat output of 3 to 5 kW, is
planned. It is expected that information
concerning the dynamics of heat transfer

* Tractionel
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and dissipation will be gathered in this
way.

In the framework of another contract with
the CEC, an evaluation study was undertaken
on the heat impact of high-level waste dis-
posal on a plastic clay formation.

4.2.1.3. Characterization of Boom clay
(P.M. Henrion, W. Claes, P. Man-
froy, B. Neerdael, J. Patijn)

To better understand the interactions be-
tween the waste and the geological medium,
several laboratory experiments and analyses
were carried out.

The chemical alteration of clay, after
exposure to air, was studied. It appeared
that the pH of the clay varies quite rapid-
ly from a value of 10 for a fresh sample to
values from 8 to 3 for samples several
years old.

Laboratory investigations were carried out
to evaluate the implications of this find-
ing. The tests and analyses carried out for
that purpose will involve the identifica-
tion of various components such as sul-
phides, sulphates, carbonates, bicarbo-
nates, etc. and the variations of their
physicochemical equilibria in solution. The
results are incomplete at this time and so
it is too early to draw conclusions. A cor-
rect interpretation of all phenomena should
lead to the better understanding of the ion
exchange capacity and corrosion data.

The variations of geotechnical properties
of Boom clay were studied as a function of
temperature and pressure cycling. Special
laboratory instrumentation was developed by
the "Rijksinstituut voor Grondmekanika" in
Gent for this purpose. First results indi-
cate that at -25°C, the shear strength is
about 10 times higher than at room tempera-
ture and at -5°C it is 3 times better, the
influence of consolidation pressure being
small.

Other geomechanical investigations included
the characterization of the transition zone
between the Antwerpian sands and the pure
Boom clay by making Atterberg limits deter-
minations and sieving tests on the soil
samples.

4.2.1.4. Studies on the migration of par-
ticular radionuclides
(A. Bonne, P.N. Henrion, M. Monse-
cour, P. De Regge, M. Voet, M.
Put)

The objective of the laboratory research
was to simulate real underground diffusion
conditions. To achieve this, three triaxial



reconsol dation cells were equipped for
experiments with tracer solutions on the
top of consolidated clay samples. These
cells could be used at temperatures up to
90°C.

The main part of the instrumentation, which
is now operational, is shown in Fig.'4.2.2.
Taking into account that reconsolidation of
clay to the pressure conditions of 220 m
takes about 5 weeks and that diffusion is a
slow phenomenon for most radionuclides, the
total time needed for one experiment is ex-
pected to take more than 2 months. Prelimi-
nary results are expected for the beginning
of 1981.

Fig. 4-2.2. Instrumentation for the studies
on migration of particular
radionuclides.

Simplified diffusion tests on non-recon-
solidated clay samples were continued,
especially with tritlated water and pluto-
nium. As no sorption of tritiated water
into the clay can occur, these experiments
allow the slowdown effect due to the tor-
tuosity of the diffusion pathways in the
clay to be determined. The diffusion coef-
ficients obtained range from 2 to 4 x 10~6

cnr .s"1 , which are similar to those previ-
ously found for iodine. The diffusion coef-
ficient values obtained for plutonlum ions
are in the range of 10~y cm2.s"1.

The leaching of plutoniura and americium
from glass and their behaviour in an aque-
ous phase with high sulphate content, in
and not in the presence of clay, was
studied. Although a lot of experimental
data were collected, final interpretation
of the results is not yet completed.

With regard to migration modelling, a sen--
sitivity study on the tridimensional migra-

tion model, previously developed at S.C.K./
C.E.N. was undertaken. The parameters in-
vestigated concerned specific data for the
site, the host rock and the radionuclides
1 Cs, Sr, Eu, Pu 'and Pu. The
analysis demonstrated that the migration is
most sensitive to the D/R ratio (D = dif-
fusion constant, R = 1+rK» where r is the
ratio between the rock bulk density and the
rock porosity, and KD the distribution
coefficient).

4.2.1.5. Corrosion studies
(F. Casteels, H. Tas, K.A. Sha-
hid*, M. Brabers**, G. Jordens**)

The corrosion resistance of canister and
bore-hole casing candidate material has
been evaluated after corrosion tests were
carried out in direct contact with clay, in
humid clay atmosphere, in interstitial clay
water, in Antwerpian groundwater and "in
situ" flt Terhagen.

Most corrosion analyses of candidate canis-
ter materials, tested in direct contact
with clay at-25°C, 100°C, 150°C and 300°C,
revealed that the corrosion mechanism of
the alloys exposed to clay is determined by
two corrosive species, i.e. oxygen (from
water and water vapour) and sulphur. The
reaction layers, after corrosion tests at
300°C, are built up of two sublayers : the
reaction layer in direct contact with the
material consists of an oxlsulphide or a
mixture of sulphides and oxides; the outer
reaction layer is a sulphide layer. The
degree of resistance against localized
forms of attack decreases as follows : Ti
and its alloys, Hastelloy C, Inconel 625,
UHB 904 L (a 20 Cr 25 Ni 5 Mo austenitlc
steel), AISI 316 and the ferritic stainless
steels.

The possibility of using a single-wall
canister depends on the resistance of can-
didate canister materials against stress
corrosion under the intermediate and final
storage per-iod conditions. Therefore,
stressed specimens (bent beam, U bends,
small-si.'.ed canister) of selected candidate
canister materials LAISI 304, 304 L, 316,
UHB 904L, 1803 Mol (a 18 Cr 3 Mo low inter-
stitial ferritic grade), Inconel 625, Has-
telloy C, IMI-115 (commercial purity)] have
been exposed in both the as-received and
heat-treated conditions (time-temperature
dependence determined by the French AVM
process for the vitrification of HLW) in
the following environments : humid "clay"
atmosphere at 50°C, Antwerpian groundwater
and Interstitial clay water at 98°C.

* Trainee Pakistan Atomic Energy Commis-
sion

** K.U.Leuven
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The total time duration for the stress cor-
rosion experiments in the humid atmosphere
at 50°C reached 8,900 h. Crack initiation
was noted in a heat treated AISI 304 U-bend
sample after 4,500 h of exposure.

The minimum exposure time reached in the
interstitial clay water environment was
6,700 h. No traces of crack initiation have
been found.

In Antwerpian groundwater, only AISI 316
tested in the as-received condition showed
initiation of stress corrosion, after
1,050 h of exposure. In all conditions,
heat treated and stressed specimens showed
the greatest susceptibility to corrosion
attack. Out of the eight alloys tested, the
austenitic steels AISI 304, 304L and 315
and the ferritic steel 1803 MoT are found
to be the most susceptible to both general
and localized attack.

The corrosion rate In the humid atmosphere
depends also on the orientation of the
samples in the test conditions. The cor-
rosion rate is much greater in a vertical
position than in a horizontal orientation.

The high attack on specimens held in a ver-
tical orientation appears to be due to the
greater amount of deposits so formed; t'nis
is the result of periodic drying relatc-d to
the downward flow of the moisture.

The higher corrosion rate observed on heat
treated and welded specimens is probably
due to their higher sensitivity to local-
ized forms of attack in their heat treated
and welded zones.

In-situ corrosion tests are being carried
out in closed and open systems in open clay
quarry bore-holes at Terhagen-Boom. In the
open system, corrosion rates have been
obtained on selected candidate canister
materials in the as-received and heat
treated condition for three temperatures,
i.e. 13°C, 50°C and 150°C. The corrosion
rates obtained at 13°C are much higher than
at 50°C. This phenomenon is due to the
strong influence of the relative humidity
on the over-all corrosion rate. The corro-
sive products released from the clay under
the influence of temperature increase are
SO2, C02 and PC

1- The amount of moisture
escaping from the clay and condensed at
+ 8°C and - 8°C has been measured as a
function of clay temperature and exposure
time. The amount of moisture diminishes
with exposure time.

The moisture present in closed holes is of
a neutral to slightly alkaline character.
The main corrosive products present in the

water are Cl~, , F~ and

Corrosion loops for the study of the cor-
rosion of candidate canister materials in a
humid clay atmosphere and in direct contact
with the type of clay to be used in the
underground experimental room have been
designed.

4.2.1.6. Construction of an underground
laboratory
(P. Manfroy, B. Neerdael, M. Buy-
ens, R. Vanhaelewyn, A. Bonne, M.
Mayence*)

The objectives and the main characteristics
of this facility were already presented in
the previous annual report. The site prep-
aration started in late 1979, but the real
construction activities only started in
February 1980.

In order to allow the digging of a large
diameter shaft through aquiferous sands,
the soil freezing technique was applied.
Thirty-two freezing pipes, some of them up
to a depth of 240 m, were to be installed
in two concentric circles. This represents
more than 7000 m oT drilling. The job was
completed at the beginning of September,
although the first crown, of 16 freezing
pipes, was already in operation by August
14. For the freezing, three cooling ma-
chines, each of 180,000 K frigories/h ca-
pacity, arrived on the site in June and
were immediately mounted, connected to the
existing pipes, tested and put into oper-
ation. At the beginning of October, the
ground temperature was below 0°C and the
thermoprobes installed indicated that the
frozen wall was nearly completed so the
digging works could start. A first hole of
4 m diameter and about 10 m deep was dug
and lined. Following this, the working
platform and derrick were installed and
excavation works started on a routine base.
By the end of 1980, the shaft reached a
depth of 55 m. Fig. 4.2.3. shows the sur-
face installations and Fig. 4.2.4. is a
view taken in the shaft.

The experimental research programme to be
carried out in the underground laboratory
was also initiated. In close collaboration
with the "Universite Catholique de Louvain"
and the engineering office "Tractionel",
the installation of a set of geotechnical
testing devices at different depths in the
clay formation was planned. Part of the
scientific instrumentation has already been
ordered.

* Engineering Office TRACTIONEL-COURTOY-
S.A. FORAKY
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Fig. 4.2.5. Surface installations for construction of the shaft to an underground laboratory.

4.2.4. View taken in the shaft.
A . 1 3



A.2.1.7. Studies on backfilling and sealing
materials
(P. Manfroy, B. Neerdael, M. Buy-
ens)

After an underground repository has been
completely filled with conditioned wastes,
decommissioning operations can start. These
include the backfilling of the horizontal
galleries, plugging and sealing of the
vertical access holes to the underground
facility to avoid preferential radionuclide
migration pathways to the biosphere-
Some preliminary conceptual work was
carried out in 1980; a first field experi-
ment was discussed and laboratory investi-
gations started late in the year. Several
mixtures of Boom clay with other inorganic
materials such as cement and anhydrite in
various ratios were prepared and are now
being tested for their mechanical prop-
erties. Properties such as Sorption capa-
city, heat conductivity, etc. will be
measured later on. The "Institut National
pour les Industries Extractives" contrib-
utes to this research.

A.2.1.8. Safety analysis
(A. Bonne, M. D'Alessandro*)

The application of the Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA) to the conceptual safety analysis of
the waste disposal system in the Boom clay
formation situated on the Mol site was
continued. The geological barrier was
treated as a binary system which can only
be in a functional or in a failed state.
Because of the obvious uncertainties exist-
ing in geology predictive capabilities, a
probability band has been derived for the
most important events. Faulting phenomena
are among the main mechanisms having the
potential to cause release to groundwater,
while direct releases to land surface may
be linked to various glacial phenomena. In
the short term, different kinds of human
activities may be of importance. The over-
all failure probabilities appear to be suf-
ficiently low to offer a good safety margin
(Fig. A.2.5.). A final report on this first
approach of probabilistic assessment to
geological barrier failure is now ready for
publication. A study on the consequences of
release of radioactivity for man and his
environment was started in late 1980.

10'
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4.2.2. HIGH-TEMPERATURE INCINERATION OF
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
(N. Van de Voorde, A. Taeymans, W.
Balleux, G. Geenen, J. Gijbels)

In the framework of a contract with the
CEC, a high-temperature incinerator has
been built and is being adapted by S.C.K./
C.E.N. for the incineration of a-ß-y
wastes. This process allows maximum volume
reduction, appropriate melting and insolu-
bilization of uncombustible components and
appropriate treatment of the off-gases.
Fig. A.2.6. shows a general view of the
facility.

A. 2.2.1. Construction and equipment OJ* the
FLK incinerator

Pretreatment of solid waste

The weighing device and other parts of the
sorting installation have been adjusted.
The windows were tightened and glove-rings
installed. Various minor improvements were
carried out.

Fig. 4.2.5. Over-all
bands.

failure probability

Pretreatment of sludge

Ventilated caps will be placed around the
liquid separators. The two feed tanks of

* JRC, Ispra
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Fig. 4.?..6. Hi(]h-lem[)er'alur>e incinerator1.

1 m capacity Cor the thickened sludge are
now installed on their supports with their
weighing devices placed iv masonry bunkers.
A tank of 2 mJ capacity will collect the
separated water prior to its recycling in
the water treatment plant.

Each sludge tank is equipped with 2 adjust-
able flow-rate pumps for transfer of the
sludge to the mixing tanks.

Mixing of waste

The mixing tanks are connected with the
postcorabustlon chamber through spark ai—
restor filters.

Incineration furnace

The primary and the secondary cooling loops
of the main combustion chamber are now
complete. It Is Intended to aircool the

auxiliary combustion chamber and the post-
combustion chamber through a double-
jacketed wall.

Slag collection

the granulator material Is ready for use.
It has been connected with the postcombus-
tlon chamber and equipped with a system for
the air-tight connection of drums.

Off-gas purification

The earlier air and water coolers have now
been replaced by their final devices. The
eight spray nozzles together with their
piping have been mounted and the control
Instrumentation has been connected. New
high pressure pumps (20 bar) will be used
for the first four nozzles.

The primary washwater circuit for" the "ven-
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turl and the scrubber has been mounted with
steel piping. This will be replaced later
by PVDF piping. The washwater collecting
tank (12 m') has been installed.

The secondary cooling circuit with the 980
kW-cooling tower is ready.

The washable prefilters used with j-y waste
will be replaced by two bag filters, which
will be connected between the water cooler
and the venturi. The off-gases will then
leave the alpha-hall through the so-called
active absolute filters.

Two HEPA filter batteries, each consisting
of two parallel lines with a prefilter and
two HEPA filters in series, have been in-
stalled in the ventilation building.

Building

A new room was built above the ventilation
building for installing of radiation moni-
toring equipment.

The separation between the highly radio-
active area and the alpha-hall will be mod-
ified to allow intervention by frogmen on
the shredder.

Auxiliary equipment and utilities

Monitoring and control circuits for the
furnace and gas purification installation,
and also for both the primary and the sec-
ondary cooling circuits, are operational.
Monitoring operations are carried out with
the help of microprocessors installed in
the control room.

Instrumentation for use on the pretreatment
line, including nitrogen blanketing, has
been ordered. The TV network and the inter-
phone installation are ready. Gas analysis
and radiation monitoring equipment is being
installed. The building ventilation has
been completed and tested.

A manually operated blanketing installation
of the solid waste pretreatment line has
been mounted : it comprises a nitrogen
tank, a vaporizer piping and control sys-
tems.

The main equipment, the instrumentation,
the ventilation and the lighting have all
been connected to the electricity network.
The 250 KVA emergency generator is in place
and ready for use.

Combustion air fans have been placed be-
neath an antinoise screen.

A safety report has been completed for the
installation. Inactive operation started at
the end of November; active operation is
expected to begin by early 1981.
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4.2.2.2. Experimental work

Heating tests

In October, the new air cooler and water
injection were submitted to heating tests.

Incineration runs

During November, several 24 h test runs
were made with a feed containing little
non-burnable constituents. The quality of
the granules was improved by recycling 10 %
of them in the feed. Several test runs were
also made in the framework of a contract
with EG ft G (U.S.A.). The composition shown
in Table 4.2 (referred to as TSA-22) was
tested. This led to granules of good qual-
ity, but low production rates due to the
high melting point. The maximum temperature
reached in the incinerator was 1520°C.

Following this, the incinerator had to be
shut down due to problems with the burner
and to non-conformity of the extraction fan
with its specifications. The plant should
be operational again early in 1981.

TABLE 4 . 2 .
Composition of TSA-22

simulated waste

Burnable Not burnable

Material

Cloth
Graphite
Oil
Paper
Plastic
Wood
Coke

TOTAL

1

2.9
0.4
4.4
19.7
2.8
7.3
5.2

42.7

Material

Cement
Iron
Steel
Lead
Copper
Aluminium
Oxides
Sludge
Soil

TOTAL

%

3.1
19.2
6.8
0.3
0.5
0.5
4.1
17.4
5.4

57.3

4 . 2 . 3 . STUDY OF GLASSY FORMS FOR WASTE DIS-
POSAL
(P. Van Iseghem, W. Timmermans, P.
Perdleus*, R. De Batist**, S. Izu-
hara***, H.W. Li****)

The c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n behaviour of some sim-

* K.U.Leuven
** Also R.U.C.Antwerpen

*** Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Develop-
ment Corporation, Tokai-Mura, Japan

**** I n s t i t u t e of Nuclear Energy Research,
Taiwan



pie four-component glasses was studied in
order to investigate the relative influence
of the different alkali oxides.

The glass containing Li 0 was found to
crystallize much faster than those contain-
ing Na^O, K;0 or KzO-Li^O. The crystals
formed were of the M(A1,Fe)-Si20b type
(M = Li, Na, K). Other studies, investi-
gating the crystallization behaviour of
more complex glasses, are in progress.

The chemical stability of the glasses was
tested by two types of experiments. The
first one - the Soxhlet test - is a stan-
dard corrosion test, and is carried out in
continuously renewed distilled water at
100°C. This type of test currently lasts 30
days and is used to characterize the cor-
rosivity of the glass. This is done by con-
sidering the specimen weight loss, the
chemical composition of the leachant and
the microscopic topography (by SEM) of the
corroded glass surface. Special attention
has been paid on the reproducibility of the
experiment.

Silicate glasses, consisting of (mol.%)
74 SiO,>, 10 Fe2Oj and 16 (M20+M0)

+, exhibit
a Soxhlet corrosion rate (taken after 1A
days) of 10 to 20xl0~b g.cnr2^-1. Re-
placing Fe^03 by ^(Al2Ü3 + Fe2Ü3) or by
^(Al2Ü3 + 2Fe0) yields an improvement in
the corrosion rate by a factor 10. SEM

studies show that the Fe203~containing
glasses generate an iron-rich flaky surface
(Fig. 4.2.7.), while the FeO-containing
glasses do not yield flakes under the pre-
sent experimental conditions. It is con-
ceivable that these flakes are caused by
reprecipitation of the nearly insoluble
Fe(OH)j complexes.

On the other hand, the identity of the M0-
group appears to have no influence on the

corrosivity of the 10 mol.% (Fe0x+A1^03)
glasses.

More complex glasses have been prepared to
investigate the role of UO2 , CuO and minor
additions relevant for the ceramics re-
sulting from high-temperature incineration
of waste e.g. in the FLK. Additions of

10 mol.% CuO and 2 mol.% UO2 yielded an in-
crease in the corrosion rate of less than a
factor 2. Chemical analyses of the leachant
were carried out in order to elucidate the
corrosion mechanisms. Usually, the leached
amount Q of a specific glass component is
expressed by the following law : Q = at
where a = ^ for diffusion-controlled cor-
rosion and 1 for matrix dissolution-con-
trolled corrosion. In a (log Q, log t)

M^0 = alkaline oxides (Li^O, Na20, K20)
MO = alkaline-earth oxides (MgO, CaO,

BaO)

Fig. 4.2.7. Corroded 10 mol.% FÖ2C>3 glass
sample
a) SEM-piature shooing flakes
b) EDAX analysis of glass
a) EDAX analysis of flakes
Comparison of b) and c) clearly
shows differences in chemical
composition.
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diagram, a slope - j is representative of
a diffusion mechanism, while a zero slope
is equivalent to matrix dissolution. From
the diagram (Fig. A.2.8.), which represents
the results from chemical analysis of a
glass with composition (mol.%) 67 S102,
10 (A1^03 + Fe203), 16 (M2O + M0)+, 2 UO2
and 5 CuO, and from results from other sim-
ilar glasses, the following conclusions can
be drawn (the amount of leached Si could
not yet be accurately determined).

1. The leach rates for the alkali (Li, Na,
K) and the alkaline-earth (Mg, Ca, Ba)
metals are nearly the same, and corres-
pond closely to the bulk corrosion rate,
determined by weight loss. In some
cases, their leaching is diffusion-con-
trolled, and is indicative of the forma-
tion of a surface layer. In other cases,
the leach rate is constant, suggesting
matrix dissolution as the rate control-
ling mechanism. However, in most cases,
the leaching mechanism is found to be
rather complex.

2. The leach rates for Fe, U and Cu are
well below the bulk corrosion rate. As a
consequence, there should be an enrich-
ment of these elements in the glass sur-
face, or a reprecipitatlon of these ele-
ments on the glass surface. Investiga-
tion using SEM-EDAX supports the latter
hypothesis.

3. For the 30-day corrosion periods under
consideration, there appears not yet to
be any convergence between the different
leach rates. Nevertheless, it should not
be concluded from this that a homogene-
ous matrix dissolution will ever be
reached.

In addition to the Soxhlet corrosion tests,
experiments have been conducted in station-
ary conditions. In this way, corrosion un-
der different conditions of medium, tem-
perature and pressure relevant for disposal
of waste in clay can be investigated. Cor-
rosion tests are under way, using samples
with a ratio of surface area to volume of
2, at t = 95°C and p = 1 atm in distilled
water. These samples are silicate glasses
containing (in mol.%) 10 (FeOx + A1^03),
16 or 24 (M2O + MO) and 2 UO2• After three
months, the corrosion rate based on the
weight loss is found to be negative in many
cases, and always < lO-^g.cm"2.d"1. These
values are well below those obtained under
dynamic conditions. The pH evolution during
stationary leach tests indicated the high-
est pH-values (9 to 10) for the 10 mol.%

Fe2Ü3 glasses. In addition, autoclave cor-
rosion experiments were carried out for 30
days in stationary distilled water at
t = 250°C, p = 50 atm, with different sili-
cate glasses, as well as with hot pressed
FLK granules. The results expressed as
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Fig. 4.2.8. Leachability at 100°C in die-
tilled water using a Soxhlet
type . set-up and a glass with
composition (mol.%) 67 SiC>2> T-0
(AI2O3 + Fe2O-i), 16 (M20 + MO),
2 UO2 and 5 CuO. Leach rates in
g.cm-2.d~l are based on weight
loss measurements (AG) or on
the leached amounts of the spe-
cific elements (Li, K, Ca, Ba,
Al, Fe, Cu, U).

percent weight loss or as corrosion rate
are rather divergent, ranging from weight
increase to weight losses of a few percent,
depending upon the glass composition. Fur-
thermore, autoclave conditions sometimes
lead to a pronounced formation of a surface
layer on the glass, showing some crystalli-
zation.

Some simulated borosilicate glasses, refer-
ring to different processes for the condi-
tioning of the high-level liquid waste con-
centrates, were also investigated. The
Soxhlet corrosion rate (after 14 days)
ranged between 10~3 and 10~1(g.cm~2.d~1.

The leach behaviour in disposal media [clay
dispersed in water (pH 8.05) and intersti-
tial clay water (pH 7.8)J was tested at
95°C, 1 atm, in stationary conditions. The
corrosion rate, based on the weight loss,
is_ 5 x 10-bg.cm~2.d~1 after 20 days, and
~ 0.5 x 10-bg.cm~2.d~1 after 200 days.



The preparation and characterization (mi-
crostructure, corrosion stability) of Pu-
containing silicate and borosilicate glass-
es have started. Using autoradiography and
microprobe analysis (resolution ~ 1 i-m),
the Pu appears to be dissolved in the
glasses. Special attention is paid to the
means of improving homogeneity in the
glasses. Up to now, sufficiently good homo-
geneity for the silicate glasses has not
yet been reached, mainly due to practical
difficulties. However, in parallel with
this, non-active experiments with Ce simu-
lating Pu have been carried out to investi-
gate the range of melting parameters which
might be expected to improve the homogene-
ity.

4.2.4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FLK 60-GRAN-
ULES
(P. Van Iseghem, W. Timmermans, R.
De Batist*, N. Van de Voorde)

The inactive FLK batch 79/2 was character-
ized. The results regarding microstructure
and corrosion stability confirm those ob-
tained for other batches, which were re-
ported in the previous Annual Report.
Chemical analysis of the granules using
optical emission spectrometry was improved,
giving an accuracy of 10 to 20 %.

As remelting of the FLK granules was con-
sidered to be a possible way (as is also
hot pressing) for further volume reduction,
some laboratory-scale experiments have been
carried out. Obtaining a completely homo-
geneous glass was found to be very diffi-
cult, because the corrosive behaviour of
the granules reduced the melting time and
the difficulty in oxidizing and dissolving
all of the metallic inclusions, yielding
agglomerations.

4.2.5. CONDITIONING OF CLADDING WASTE
(J. Broothaerts, L. De Wilde, F.
Casteels, J. Vandersteene, P. De
Regge, M. Monsecour, H. Van Brabant)

Experimental and conceptual studies have
been continued under contract with the Com-
mission of the European Community, for the
development of a conditioning process for
cladding waste. The process is based on
press compaction and lead matrix formation.
The sample surfaces were examined by metal-
lograpic and microprobe techniques, after
corrosion tests were completed using proto-
type embedment alloys containing Pb, Pb-Sb,

* Also R.U.C.Antwerpen

Pb-Te, Pb-Sn, Pb-Ag and Pb-Sn-Ca. The main
reaction products, after exposure for 16
months to demineralized water and Antwer-
pian ground water, were PbO (tetragonal),
PbO (orthorhombic), PbCO3 and Pb3(CO3)2
(0H2). It was found that these Pb alloys
are continuously attacked in demineralized
water conditions, whereas stable protection
layers are formed in them in ground water
conditions.

Examination of specimens, after corrosion
tests were completed, cut from compacted
Zircaloy hulls, embedded in Pb-1.5 Sb, re-
vealed a penetrating corrosion attack along
the Zircaloy-lead alloy interface in the
case of demineralized water exposure. A
localized attack was observed on samples
exposed to ground water, but has been at-
tributed to the creation of a crevice dur-
ing sample preparation. Among the materials
tested, the Pb-1.5 Sb-alloy and pure Pb
generally gave the best corrosion resis-
tance. In ground water, the corrosion rate
is in the range of 0.1 to 1 ̂ m per year. In
demineralized water it is about 100 Mn.y"1•
In a humid atmosphere, simulating the ter-
minal storage conditions in the clay forma-
tion, it is of the order of 2 rja.y~

i.

The wetting behaviour of the waste mate-
rials with respect to the embedment alloys
has also been examined. A soldering effect
is obtained at the surface of the stainless
steel and inconel components. Although, in
general, a good wetting between Zircaloy
and the alloy is possible, these interac-
tions only occur at temperatures beyond
823 K.

With regard to the compatibility of candi-
date canister materials, and in particular
to stainless steel AISI 304 L, it has been
found that the embrittling effect, observed
previously, was due to the pressure of im-
purities such as Ag, Cd, Cu, Zn in the em-
bedment alloy.

Preliminary leach tests have been carried
out with active samples. As no compaction
equipment was available in the hot cells,
the hulls (from BR3 ZOB-100 fuel rods) were
simply placed in vertical positions in a
sample holder and filled with molten Pb-1.5
Sb-alloy, following the normal procedure.
Afterwards, the top layer of the sample was
removed and polished so as to expose ring-
like sections of the hulls. Due to the
large relative amount of embedment alloy
present in these samples, the differential
contraction was more pronounced than with
compacted material, so that gaps, 70 to
120 |im wide, formed around the hulls. The
results from leaching indicated as much as
20 % release of the fission products. As a
consequence, this must be considered as a
representative value for cladding waste
exposed the clay water without satisfactory
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protection. Realistic product quality in-
vestigations will only be possible there-
fore when a suitable compaction unit is
installed in one of the hot cells of LMA.

Additional compaction and embedment tests
were made with unirradiated Zircaloy chops
of 50 mm length instead of 25 mm used in
the previous experiments. At a compaction
pressure of 225 MPa, the density obtained
was 70.2 to 71.5 % TD. These data fit very
well to a compaction curve previously de-
termined.

A test was made with the hulls contained in
a thin-walled steel can, which was perfor-
ated with 2 rows of 5 mm holes at its upper
side and fitted with a loose cover. After
compaction at 230 MPa to 68 % TD, the com-
pact was embedded in Pb-1.5 Sb. The rest-
porosity obtained in this test was 3.3 %,
which is equivalent to that achieved when
the hulls are packed in a 8 mm-mesh stee]
basket. As the can wall appears to crack
during the compaction, the preliminary
perforations are probably not needed.

To complete this first contract with the
CEC, conceptual work has been carried out
on the industrial application of the condi-
tioning process. Engineering and through-
put considerations indicate that a process
lay-out, based on a compaction diameter of
340 mm, would be appropriate for the wastes
arising from medium- to large-capacity
reprocessing plants. With an installed
press of force 15 MN, the waste material
would be compacted to 60 % TD, corre-
sponding to a volume reduction factor of
about 4.4. Referring to a volume of 0.32 m
of cladding waste per ton of uranium, a
100 tU.y"1 plant would thus produce 66
canisters (of 0.36 m diameter; 1.5 m
height) per year.

With the assistance of the engineering
office, ESS-Antwerpen, and of the press

manufacturer, LVD-Gullegera, the design of a
15 MN-press, adapted for remote operation
and maintenance, has been developed. A
functional lay-out of the process cells and
equipment required has been made.

Cost evaluations indicate that the condi-
tioning would amount to 80,000 3F/tU in
300 tU.y~' plant. At constant investment
costs, this would increase to 180,000 BF/tU
for a 100 tU.y-1 plant. Taking into con-
sideration the savings that would result in
transport and in the intermediate and ter-
minal storage, brought about by the volume
reduction, the application of this condi-
tioning process would be highly beneficial
in the overall cladding waste-management
costs.

Through a further contract with CEC, the
axial tritium distribution in 3 BR3 ZOB-100
fuel rods -ind its distribution among the
fuel, the hulls and the plenum gas, have
been determined. Negligible amounts of
tritium were found in the gas.

In general, the axial distribution, in the
Zircaloy hull material and in the fuel,
closely follows the burn-up profile; with
the high concentrations in the central part
gradually decreasing towards the ends of
the fuel column. High concentrations are
also found in the plenum walls. The major
fraction of the tritium was found in the
hull material : in rod PC12, this was
61.8 % and in rod PC11, 57 % of the total
tritium activity.

These results, confirmed in other recent
studies elsewhere, are important for the
management of the aqueous and gaseous waste
streams in the reprocessing and for the
conditioning of cladding waste. Up to now,
it was thought that about 85 % of the tri-
tium, generated during the irradiation of
the fuel, would go into the dissolver sol-
ution. This has been shown to be only about
40 to 50 %.

4.3. FUSION RESEARCH

(J. Nihoul, M. Snykers)

The Belgian fusion technology research programmes are focused on two main lines
technology and radiation damage.

lithium

Lithium is an essential element in a fusion reactor for breeding tritium. Compared with
solid breeders, liquid lithium has the advantage of a high breeding level and a good per-
formance for cyclic tritium extraction. It may be used as a coolant as well. A third test
circuit, the Li-2 loop is being installed, mainly for testing on-line monitoring of the
impurities, for studying heat transfer and, in a later stage, for evaluating magnetohydro-
dynamic effects.
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The radiation danage experiments will be extended to in-pile fatigue experiments in BR2.
This is an essential part of the overall fusion materials technology programme because of
the severe cyclic loading conditions of the first wall of a fusion reactor. The BR2 reactor
is especially suited for this kind of tests. The programme will be supported by the CEC and
is part of an Implementing Agreement on radiation damage experiments between the U.S.A,
Jaoan and the EC.

4.3.1. LITHIUM TECHNOLOGY AND CORROSION
STUDIES
(M. Soenen, Ja. Dekeyser, G. Vannas-

senhove, N.A. Rumbaut*)

4.3.1.1. Operation of the Li-1 loop

The Li-1 loop is a small sizs forced flew
convection loop with a capacity of 40 1 Li.
Operational experience and experimental
campaigns can be summarized as follows.

- "Colmonoy", a Ni based wear and friction
•aterial in use on a centrifugal sodium
punp at S.C.K./C.E.N. , is being tested
and has been exposed to lithium up to
50Ö0 h. Its corrosion behaviour is simi-
lar to the behaviour of stainless steel,
also resulting in the formation of a po-
rous subsurface layer.

- A special tank has been assembled and
used to prepurify the lithium below the
100 ppm nitrogen level during 10 day-cam-
paigns, at temperatures up to 700°C, with
about 1 kg Ti-sponge per 7 kg Li.

- Corrosion tests with prepurified lithium
are being carried out on ferritic steel
WN 1.4922, special Mn steels from JRC-
Ispra (Mitronic 40 and 33, Carpenter 18-
13 plus and AMCR 13-8 plus), T1-6A1-4V
and V-20 % Ti alloys. Working conditions
of the loop for this test are as follows:

temperature : hot sections ~ 390°C
cold sections ~ 337°C
cold trap 190°C

flow : main circuit 0.2 l.s";
test section 0.1 l.s"1.

In the hot sections of the loop, the so-
diua velocity is about 1.8 m.s"1; it is
about 0.1 a.s"1 in the cold sections of
the loop. The first test (16th run) with
nitrogen impurity of 220 ppm lasted 960 h
for the samples in the low velocity cold
section, and 500 h for the samples in the
high velocity hot section. The second
test (17th run), with 52 ppm nitrogen,
lasted 833 h for both sections.

Statist!-•- related to the operation of
the Li-i loop during 1930 are shown in
Table 4.3.1.

TAELE 4.3.1.
Working hours loop Li-i 1980

iion t n

January
February
March
ADril
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Working hours at temperatures
°C

0-399

1

105

400-
499

638
298
5̂ 8
340
265
537

539

500-
599

1

30

Total working hours 1980
Total working hours at tht
27,306

600-
699

744
696
774
720
105

Total per
month (h)

744
696
774
720
744
298
548
340
296
537
105
539

6,311
; end of 1980 :

* Trainee K.U.Leuven

4.3.1.2. The Li-01 stand

The Li-01 stand is a natural convection
stand with a capacity of 10 1 lithiun.
Operational experience and experiaental
campaigns can be summarized as follows.
- Two screening tests to compare stainless
steel foils with refractory metal foils
of Ti, Ta, Mo, Nb and w have been carried
out. Before start-up, 4 identical holders
have been placed in the cover gas of the
Li-01 expansion tank. Each week, one of
the holders has been lowered in the Li,
so that the total test lasted 4 weeks.
One test has been carried out at 700°C,
the other at 650°C. Other tests are
planned to be carried out at 600°C and
650°C. The tests are carried out at a
nitrogen impurity level of 175 : 10 ppm.

- Three tests on Mo-N'b and V-Cr alloys as
chemical equilibriuri foils have been car-
ried out at 700°C and lasted 10 days. The
nitrogen impurity level for the test was
175, 640 and 5200 pea, respectively.

- During the holiday period, a long time
screening test with stainless steel, V,
y!h, Mo, W, a V-Cr alloy and different Mo-
Nb alloys lasted 931 h at 7003C with a



nitrogen icpurity level of 330 ppn.
Difficulties have been encountered to
maintain the lithium flew by natural con-
vection and to dunp the stand. Therefore,
the dump valve and the lower part of the
stand hava bean cut and replaced by a
dunptank without valve. Li samples which
are not only analysed for nitrogen, but
also for metallic impurities, indicated
heavy contanination of Cr, Fe, Mo, Ni,
Si and V, so that possibly the physical
properties of the lithium (viscosity
and density) changed in such a way that
circulation by natural convection and
dumping of the lithium became impossible.
After dumping of the lithium, at least
the hot and cold legs will be renewed and
examined metallurgically and the Li-01
stand will be refilled with fresh lithiun
from the purification tank.

4.3.1.3. The Li-2 loop

Mechanical assembly of the loop, together
with vacuum and pressure circuits, has been
completed. Some welds of the loop have been
radiographed and a leak test with the He
nass spectrometer has been carried out.
Three T pieces showing cracks have been
repaired or replaced. Electricity supply of
the control panel has been connected and
further mounting of the instrumentation,
fixing of the preheating cables and thermo-
couples proceeded. Start-up of the loop is
scheduled for 1931. An MHD section might be
installed later but this has not been de-
cided yet.

4.3.I.A. Tests for on-line monitoring on
small tanks

Three small tanks have been assembled to
test some on-line nonitorir.g equipment. One
tank will be used with an EMK carbon moni-
tor of the same design as those being used
on an S.C.K./C.E.N. sodium loop. The ocher
two tanks are intended for diffusion type
monitors : one with an a Fe membrane, the
other with a N'b membrane. Both will be con-
nected to the quadrupole mass spectrometer,
the ion gauge and/or the ion getter pump.

The tank for diffusion type monitoring with
a Fe membrane has been assembled and will
be tested in 1981.

As a first trial to weld NTD to stainless
steel by laser welding did not succeed,
electron bean welding had to be applied for
assembling the Mb membrane. A schematic
diagram of the Li diffusion type monitor
testing apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.3.i.

Fig. 4.3.1- Siher.e of the Li iiffusion ~y?e
i

4.3.1.5. Lithium fires

Fire tests with small (0.6 kg) quantities
of lithium have been carried out, in order
to test the efficiency of different extin-
guishers.

A special graphite powder was shown to be
by far the best extinguisher. A special
powder for Na fires had an activating rath-
er than an extinguishing action on the Li
fire. Another graphite powder is inert to
Li, but does not swell in contact with the
hot metal. Sand and CaCOs tend to react
with lithium by first contact and are only
effective when used in large quantities.

4.3.1.6. Mass transfer and corrosion stud-
ies
(F. Casteels, >J. Rumbaut*, H. Tas)

The nitrogen activity in dynamic lithium
plays an important r31e in the corrosion of
austenitic stainless steels and nickel
alloys. A thin foil monitor technique is
being tested for the measurement of the
nitrogen activity. Using Mo-N"b foils, a
relationship between the corrosion and the
nitrogen content of the lithium has been
established.

The corrosion rate and mechanism of the
refractory metals (W, Ta, Nb, Mo), titanium
and AI5I 304 has been studied at 650°C and
700°C for exposure times up to 672 h.
Whereas Mo and Ti present a weight gain,
W, Ta, Kb and AISI 304 show considerable
weight losses. These observations have been
explained in terms of pick-up of inter-
stitial and substitutional elements.

* Trainee K.U.Leuver.
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A purification system, operated during
10,960 h at a maximum temperature of 600°C,
has been examined by metallographic tech-
niques. The morphology, structure and
thickness of deposition and corrosion lay-
ers has been studied in upstream and down-
stream positions. The porous ferritic cor-
rosion layer reached a thickness of 450 „n
at 600°C. In downstream position at 500°C,
the thickness of the corrosion layer was
about 325 L.m. The coalescense of pores in
the ferritic zone adjacent to the steel -
lithium interface results in the formation
of layered structures« This layered struc-
ture is very sensitive to erosion.

A parametric study related to the corrosion
behaviour of Mn alloyed austenitic stain-
less steel (Carpenter 18/18 plus, Nitronic
40, Nitronic 33) and reference materials
for fusion reactors (ferritic steel WN
1.4922, T1-6V-4A1, V 20 % Ti and TZM) in
dynamic I'.thium has been started in the
Li-1 loop (par. 4.4.1.1.).

At 400°C, with a lithium velocity
a nitrogen content

of
1.785 m.s"1 and a nitrogen content of
200 ppm, the corrosion rate was about 67 to
85 L D . V " ^ for the austenitic steels to
0.5 fini.y"1 for the titanium alloy and
60 um.y~! for the ferritic alloy.

The thickness of the zone in which prefer-
ential depletion of or, Ni, Mn and Si was
observed in the austenitic steels remains
limited to about 5 LIB for a total exposure
time of 500 h.

4.3.1.7. LITHIUM CHEMISTRY
(F. Lievens)

Off-line chemical characterization of
lithium samples from the Li-1 and Li-01
facilities has been carried out for ni-
tride, carbide, carbonyl and for metallic
impurities. N'itride concentrations exceed-
ing 1 % to as low as 50 ppm have been ob-
served. Metallic impurities were determined
by emission spectrometry. An alternative
method using Spark Source Mass Spectrometry
to analyse sub ppm levels of impurities is
being investigated.

For on-line determination of hydrogen, a
neter has been constructed. The same type
of meter is working properly for about two
years on the ASL loop.

4.3.2. FIRST WALL MATERIALS RESEARCH

4.3.2.1. Swelling siraul.-itior of irradiaMon
in a hign voltage electron micro-
scope (HVEM)
(F. Biermans, J. Cornelia, E. Ru-
edl*, M. Snykers, W. Timnermans,
J. Van Landuyt**)

Manganese-chromium
steels
(Joint S.C.K./C.E.N.
programme |469;J

austenitic stainless

(Mol) - JRC (Ispra)

Manganese-chromium austenitic stainless
steels are proposed by JRC Ispra as poten-
tial alternative first wall materials for
the more common nickel-chromium austenitic
stainless steels. In order to obtain rapid-
ly information concerning the swelling be-
haviour of this type of steels, HVEM irra-
diations are carried out at R.U.C.Antwerpen
on a helium-free steel with the trade name
AMCR, delivered by Creusot-Loire. The con-
position of the steel is Fe-17.5Mn-10Cr-

O.67N1-O.2C-57O ppm N - 40 ppm 02. The
specimens are irradiated in the teraperatur"
range 400-650°C at an irradiation dose rate
of about 5 x 10~3 dpa.s . The maximum to-
ta' dose is 40 dpa (NRT).

The void diameter, void density and swel-
ling are measured as a function of dose and
tenperature. Swelling increases with in-
creasing dose and increasing temperature.
The peak swelling temperature is not
reached at 650°C. At 600°C, the swelling
reaches 8 % for a dose of 20 dpa.

The overall swelling results are similar to
those obtained by HVEM irradiations of AISI
316 type stainless steel with the same car-
bon content as the AMCR steel.

The AMCR is structurally unstable under
high voltage electron irradiations at tem-
peratures > 500°C. A second phase forms in
the irradiated areas.

The thermal phase stability was investi-
gated by differential thermal analysis
(DTA) and by resistivity measurements.
Peaks have been observed at 325°C and 600
- 6203C, but not near 500°C. This suggest:;

* Joint Research Centre, Ispra (Italy)

** R.U.C.Antwerpen and U.I.Antwerpen
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that the observed phase instability is due
to irradiation and/or a thin foil effect.

Fern tic steels 111, 445

Ferritic steels are candidate first wall
materials for fusion reactors because of
their low swelling, low irradiation era-
brittle.-aent and good thermal properties.
The helium produced after irradiation in a
fusion reactor environment is high compared
with irradiation in a fast reactor. Since
helium may have a strong influence on void
nucleation and stabilization, DTO2 speci-
mens are doped to helium concentrations
ranging from 0 - 4 0 appm at the VEC of the
University of Louvain-la-Neuve and irr 'i-
ated consequently in the HVEM üt R.Ü.C.
Antwerpen. The swelling results 'irom irra-
diations at 450°C are shown in F.'.g. 4.3.2.
Maximum swelling is observed for a concen-
tration of 10 appm He. The increase of
swelling with helium concentrations up to
10 appm is due to the stimulating effect of
helium on void nucleation. The decrease for
higher helium concentrations is due to the
inhibition of void growth caused by the
excess of void nuclei.

The presence of helium causes a fast swel-
ling rate at the onset of swelling. It does
not have a great influence on the steady
state swelling rate reached after a few
dpa.

4.3.2.2. Model calculations and assessment
of defect properties

Point defect calculations
(F. Brosens*, J. Devreese**, J. Cornells,
J. lv'ihoul)

The quantitative study of the dynamics of
defects in metals requires the knowledge of
the interatomic potential between the
atoms. Because of the complexity of first
principle calculations, especially for
describing transition metals and noble
netals, one often uses empirical potentials
and determines the paraneters involved on
the basis of physical quantities like e.g.
elastic constants. The elasticity proper-
ties of metals, however, are only related
to the phonon spectrum at small wave vec-
tor. But the phonon spectrum at all wave
vectors contains much more information on
the details of the interatomic potential.
Two methods were developed to make use of
this redundant and accurate information,
with satisfactory results. The first method
derives a centrosynmetric interatomic po-
tential of relatively short range from the
experimental phonon spectrum. In the second

40
CKe(appn)

Fig. 4.3.2. Void spelling S, diameter of
the mean void volume d~
and void density as a function
of helium concentration.
Irradiation ternsraiure 4S0°C,
does 10 dpa.
Material : dispersion-
strengthened ferritic alloy
with nominal composition Fe~
1ZCr-Z.5Ti-l.0Mo-2Ti02•

method, the same experimental information
is used to directly determine the energy-
wave-number characteristic 160,' , which is
essentially the interatomic potential re-
ciprocal space. Apart from the question
whether a simple interatomic potential on
the energy-wave-number characteristic ex-
i s t s in transition metals, both procedures
reveal the intriguing problem that, math-
ematically, the phonons do not uniquely de-
termine dll necessary information on the
potential. The physical assumptions to cir-
cumvent this uniqueness problem have been
examined {60}.

Point defect migration
(L. De Schepper*, G. Knuyt*, L. Stals*, J.
Cornells, J. Mihoul)

A controversial problem in the study of de-
fects in aetals is the problem of the va-
cancy migration in u-iron. Position life-
time experiments point to vacancy migration
in the stage III range at about 220 K.

* R.U.C.Antwerpen
** U.I.Antwerpen and R.U.C.Antwerpen
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However, the corresponding vacancy migra-
tion energy of 0.6 aV is in contradiction
with the value derived from other experi-
ments e.g. self-diffusion and high voltage
electron microscope irradiation experi-
ments. A review of the published data on
this problem has been cade with some sug-
gestions for further research \ 11].

Point defect nucleation
(J. Cornells, J.P. De Cock, J. Nihoul)

Russell's model for the homogeneous void
nucleation has been used to calculate the
void nucleation in AISI 316. The influence
of dose rate, dislocation density and trap-
ping of vacancies at impurities has been
evaluated.

4.3.2.3. In-pile far.igue-creep tests in BR2
- FAFUMA
(F. Moons, M. Snykers, W. Vander-
meulen)

Fusion reactor first wall materials will be

subjected to creep-fatigue in an irradi-
ation environment which causes high helium
concentrations by (n-a) reactions. In order
to study the simultaneous effect of mechan-
ical deformation and of irradiation, tests
have to be carried out in existing irradia-
tion facilities. The ratio of helium con-
centrations to the atomic displacement
produced in the 3R2 reactor and a fusion
reactor are quite similar. Furthermore,
since BR2 has a high total neutron flux and
allows well instrumented and monitored in-
pile experiments, creep-fatigue experiments
in BR2 are being envisaged. These tests are
supported by the fusion programme of the
European Community and from a contribution
to the International Energy Agency Imple-
menting Agreement on Radiation Damage in
fusion materials. The design of the proto-
type test modules is finished.

4.3.2.4. Thermal stock experiments

See par. 5.1.3.

4.4. SAFEGUARDS PROJECT

(C. Beets, P. Bemelmans, J. Challe, F. Franssen)

4.4.1. INTERNATIONAL CO-ORDINATION

S.C.K./C.E.M.'s research activities in the
field of safeguards are carried out in
collaboration with IAEA or within ESARDA
which is the Association of European Nu-
clear Research Organizations and Author-
ities set up to promote and harmonize re-
search and development for safeguards on
the European scene. This Association has
now been opened to plant operators, to
provide a forum for the exchange of infor-
mation on the implementation of safeguards
regulations.

4.4.1.1. IAEA Advisory Groups

S.C.K./C.E.N. is a member of the following
IAEA safeguards advisory groups :
- Safeguarding Fuel Fabrication Plants

(A.G.244);
- Development of Containment/Surveillance
Measures and Surveillance Instrumentation
and Techniques for IAEA Safeguards
(A.G.190);

- Development of NDA Instrumentation and
Techniques for IAEA Safeguards (A.G.187);

- Methods and Techniques for NDA Safeguards
Measurement of Power Reactor Spent Fuel
(A.G.ll);

- Evaluation of the Quality of Safeguards
Non—Destructive Assay Measurement Data
(A.G.246).

In 1980, meetings were held for A.G.246 and
A.G.187.

4.4.1.2. ESARDA Working Groups

S.C.K./C.E.N. participated in the five
working groups operating within the ESARDA.
Two of these [Techniques and Standards for
Non-Destructive Assay (NDA) and Destructive
Assay (DA)j, are oriented towards the study
of measurement techniques. The Isotopic
Correlation and Reprocessing Input Analysis
(ICT) and Containment and Surveillance
(C/S) Working Groups consider the relevant
techniques, as well as the way they can be
integrated into different parts of the fuel
cycle. One working group is oriented to-
wards the study of the overall safeguard
aspects at specific plants (LEU Reconver-
sion and Fuel Fabrication Plants).

The frequency of these Working Group meet-
ings is usually twice a year.
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4.4.1.3. Topic group.-; and sub-groups of
IWG-RPS

In June 1978, the IAEA set up an Advisory
Group to examine questions related to the
safeguarding of reprocessing plants. In
order to undertake this study, the Director
General of the IAEA established the Inter-
national Working Group on Reprocessing
Plant Safeguards (IWG-RPS) in November
1978, to operate for a period of two years.

The IWG-RPS initially formed various topic
groups headed by rapporteurs who asked for
and received contributions from members in
order r> prepare reports for consideration
by the ..UG-RPS.

The Sub-groups organized 13 meetings, which
have been attended by approximately one
hundred different participants, repre-
senting 33 organizations from eight coun-
tries. Both IAEA and EURATOM participated
in all these meetings. A report to the
Director General of the IAEA will be for-
warded in 1981.

4.4.1.4. Symposia

For the 21--.h Annual Meeting of the Insti-
tute of Nuclear Management, held in Palm
Beach, Florida 30th June - 2nd July 1980,
S.C.K./C.E.N. chaired the session "Safe-
guards in ESARDA" dealing with :

- Trends of R and D activities in Interna-
tional Safeguard;

- International Safeguards Verification
Capabilities and Constraints in LEU Fab-
rication Plants;

- ESARDA Working Group on Safeguarding Low
Enriched Uranium Convetsion/Fabrication
Plants;

- ESARDA Working Group on Containment and
Surveillance;

- Recent Implementation of NDA Techniques
for Materials Measurement, Control or
Verification, Relevant to Safeguards.

4.4.2. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

4.4.2.1. Optimization of NDA measurements
in field conditions for safeguards
purposes

This IAEA contract RB/2274 includes the
measurements listed in Table 4.4.1.

4.4.2.2. Isotopic correlation technique

One of the purposes of the "Isotope Corre-
lation Experiment, ICE" was to evaluate the
benefits to be gained from an application
of isotopic correlation techniques in safe-
guards activities at a reprocessing plant.
The experiment was based on 10 dissolution

TABLE 4.4.1.
Measurements for the IAEA safeguards contract RB/2274

Instrumentation Techniques Parameter measured

a. High-level neutron coincid-
ence counter (HLNCC)

b. High-resolution intrinsic Ge
detector with portable SILENA
MCA

c. Segmented gamma scanner with
high-resolution intrinsic Ge
detector

d. Passive and active neutron
counting collar with AmLj
source and 4He detectors

e. Calorimeters
- 1st type : small Pu s.'.mple
- 2nd type : 2 kg PuO2 cans
- 3rd type : LWR rods

Passive neutron coincidence

Gamma spectrometry trans-
mission

Gamma spectrometry trans-
mission

Neutron from spontaneous
fissions and from induced
fission by fast neutrons

Calorinietry
Gamma spectrometry

2 (. A

Pu equivalent of Pu in
bulk

Pu Isotopic ratios of Pu in
bulk

Pu amount in waste

238U content and 235U enrich-
ment verification in LWR
reactor fuel assembly

Pu total from isotopic com-
positions

Results were obtained during two measurement campaigns for tasks under prints a, b, d and e
1st type.
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batches of a campaign of reprocessing con-
ducted at the WAX, Karlsruhe, FRG, on fuel
from the OBRIGHEIM reactor.

S.C.K./C.E.N. specifically contributed to
this safeguards exercise by an on-site
evaluation of a fissile material balance
for the head-end operations.

4.4.2.3. System analysis

A parametric study has been undertaken to
investigate r.he sensitivity of detection of
a diversion over a material balance period

of one year in a representative mixed oxide
fuel fabrication process.

A model flow diagram of the nrocess has
been drawn up and the standard deviation of
the MUF derived by JAECH's procedure for
several values of the throughput.

The results have been compared to current
technical criteria to assess the maximum
throughput compatible with a single annual
physical inventory. For higher throughputs,
a higher false alarm rate can be tolerated.
Furthermore, theoretical considerations on
the frequency of physical inventories are
being studied.
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Chapter 5

ORIENTED BASIC RESEARCH

5.1. MATERIALS SCIENCE

(J. Jlihoul)

Apart from applied research projects reported elsewhere, the Materials Science Department
continued underlying research in the field of structural and physical properties of various
solid materials.

Electron microscopy studies vere focused on defect structures in tungsten carbide, twin
boundary structures in body-centred-cubic metals, phase transformations and superlattlce
structures in binary and ternary metallic systems, coincident site lattice investigations
and ordering effects.

Neutron diffraction activities were further directed to the structure and crystal dynamic
behaviour of Li^ND and to magnetic properties of nickel and cobalt chromates.

Physical property studies involved the electronic transport mechanisms in amorphous î emi-
conductors (Ge-Se-Bi, Ge-Se-As and Ge-Te-Se-Bi-glasses), internal friction in cold-vorked
zirconium, thermally stimulated depolarization effects in PVDF and magnetic susceptibility
in La-Gd-PO3-glasses.

Theoretical support was further given in the field of diffraction physics and of the quantum
theory of electronic structure in solids.

These programmes were carried out in close co-operation with Belgian or foreign laboratories
and largely within the framework of associations with K.U.L., L.U.C., R.U.C.A., U.L.B.-
I.R.E., V.U.B. and University de Caen.

5.1.1. STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONS IN MATE-
RIALS

5.1.1.1. Neutron diffraction
(E. Legrand, S. Hautecler, L. Tie-
lemans*, L. Van Gerven**)

The measurements on Li2ND> performed ear-
lier at the Hahn Meitner Institute in Ber-
lin with a wave-length of 2.5 A, were re-
peated in Mol with a shorter wave-length of
1.337 Ä and with the powder in a vanadium
sample holder. Small parasitic peaks ap-
peared in the diffraction spectra which
were not apparent in the earlier measure-
ments. These measurements, however, in-
cluded peaks from higher order wave-lengths
and also from the aluminium sample holder.
Since not all the spurious peaks could be
accounted for from obvious impurities, a

* K.U.Leuven (IIKW/IISN)
** K.U.Leuven

new sample was prepared using the non-ab-
sorbing 7Li isotope. The diffraction pat-
terns of this sample showed similar spuri-
ous peaks. Measurements at liquid nitrogen
temperatures show identical patterns as
those taken at room temperature. This in-
dicates that U.2ND already possesses a
stable structure at room temperature with
the only motion of the atoms being of vi-
brational nature. Quasi-elastic scattering
experiments, performed on the IN5 spectro-
meter at Grenoble, confirm these conclu-
sions. An analysis of the structure, which
makes allowance for a symmetry lower than
cubic and which takes account of the spuri-
ous peaks, is in progress.

To continue the study of the magnetic pro-
perties of compounds with CrVO^-type struc-
ture (sulphates and selenates), two chro-
mates (NiCrOi, and CoCrO^) have been pre-
pared. For the former compound preliminary

measurements have been carried out, but the
magnetic structure has not yet been deter-
mined.
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[•1.1.2- Electron microscopy
(P. Delavignetre, P. Airo*, S. A-
melinckx**, J.G. Antonopoulos***,
A. Art4*, D. Bartzokas***, G.L.
Bleris***, J.L. Chermantb*, D. Co-
laitis1"*, R. De Ridder7*, M. Ghod-
si*1*, S. Kagege"0*, Th. Karakos-
tas***, C. Manolikas***, G. Nou-
etb*. F. Osterstock3*, D. Van
Dyck7*, J. Van Landuyt"*, M. Van
Sande7*, G. Van Tendeloo7*, J.
Vicensb*, R. Wolf7*)

Thf tungsten carbide phase of composite
VC -Co forms a quasi-continuous phase in
the Co matrix of f.c.c. structure and con-
tains numerous stacking faults. The defect
structure of the carbide phase has been
extensively studied _: stacking faults of
the type i 11123J (1100) are the most fre-

6
quent found but stacking faults of the type
i[0110] (1123) are also observed (435).

The latter comes about through a synchro-

shear mechanism {400}. Extended disloca-

tion nodes have been observed with Burgers

vectors b = 2.<1123>.
6

The geometrical configuration of the grain
boundaries in tungsten carbide {87} has
also been studied.

The twin boundary structure of a b.c.c.
metal has been studied for incoherent
boundary orientations varying in the region
of {llO} and J32l}. Fringes of the a-type
revealed the occurrence of a rearrangement
translation. The translation vectors have
been determined. They are compatible with a
rigid body translation based on a hard
spheres model {104}.

Mimetic twinning has been observed and
fully analysed for two phases of the V-N
system. The first is observed for the V&N
phase and a mechanism is proposed based on
a b.c.c. to b.c.t. transformation. The
second is observed for the pseudo-orthor-
hombic new phase V4N, which is isomorphous
to the monoclinic Ta^N phase. A satisfacto-
ry model for this transformation has been
proposed {105}.

A formal approach to the identification of
a bicrystal, with possible approximate

* university of Turku, Finland
** Also R.U.C.Antwerpen
*** university of Thessaloniki, Greece
*•* U.L.Bruxelles
5* UniversitS de Caen, France
6* CNRS, Meudon Bellevue, France
7* R.U.C.Antwerpen
ö* R.U.C.Antwerpen and U.I.Antwerpen

coincident site lattices (CSL), has been
reported, using the rotation matrix des-
cription of a bicrystal. In that approach,
the matrix product of the bicrystal des-
cription and its approximate CSL descrip-
tion (with a rotation angle of 180°) is
ex-pressed by a small angle rotation ma-
trix. This is easily interpreted in terms
of grain boundary dislocations {434;. The
appropriate CSL description has been ob-
tained from existing tables {342} .

A new formulation for the generation of CSL
in the cubic system has been proposed. It
enables a rapid establishment of extended
tables of CSL. Moreover, this new formula-
tion allows a full demonstration of the
well-known Ranganathan's formula {399} . A
similar description has been developed for
the hexagonal system. It has been applied
to the hexagonal phase WC and permits a de-
tailed analysis of particular grain bound-
aries such as I = 2, which is a possible
CSL since in this case c/a = 1 {87}. A more
general method has been established for
hexagonal systems with c/a ratios taking
any value {425} .

Electron diffraction studies revealed "in-
commensurate" superlattice reflections in
the system Cu3_xTe2 {67} which are
similar to those previously observed in
Ni3_xTe2 {435} . They have been inter-
preted in terms of shear structures, taking
into account the occurrence of a mixture of
spacings between shear planes, as is con-
firmed by lattice imaging. Superstructures
have also been observed in the system PbS-
Bi2S3 {355}.

The microstructure of digenite, a materi-
al with potential superionic conduction
properties, was analysed in terms of its
particular diffraction aspects. The ap-
plication of the cluster theory (section
5.1.4.1.) enabled a detailed structure mod-
el to be proposed in agreement with the
most recent observations {105,342,434}.
High resolution techniques were also used
to analyse the polytypic phases observed in
CdIn2Sei,.

Another group of research subjects concerns
the study of phase transitions in metallic
and non-metallic systems. Review papers
concerning the use of E.M. and diffraction
illustrate its potentialities {80,107,109,
110} .

The phase transition in a-MnSe which was
precluded from magnetic measurements and
Mössbauer studies, was characterized by
microscopy and diffraction to be associated
with a shear transformation, whereby the
anomalous presence of Mn-ions in trigonal
srismatic co-ordination could be explainedprisi

{61}
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A number of materials with phase .transi-
tions of ferroelasric origin were also
studied and the crystallography of tb.<2 ac-
companying defects analysed : BiVO^, Pb3
(V0H)2 {64,113,116/.

For the study of phase changes in alloys,
mainly high resolution techniques were
applied. In the Au-Mg system, a hitherto
unknown phase could be characterized for
composition as well as structure (Auj^Mg)
{114,117}.

Also the work on the Au-Mn system was con-
tinued. A new phase in the composition
range Au^Mni, was identified {115}. In
AujiMn^, the final stage i.e. the transi-
tion from monoclinic to the ordered Au^Mn^
structure was studied {78}.

In the ternary system Cu7bSnxAl25-x

with 0 < x < 15, the coexistence was found
of a body-centred, face-centred and primi-
tive 7-phases {79,106}.

In a number of alloys (Aui«Mn, Cu3Pd and
Nil,Mo), the effect of radiation on the or-
dering process has been studied as a func-
tion of temperature, dose, voltage etc.
Radiation ordering processes could be fol-
lowed in the high voltage electron micro-
scope and analysed by electron diffraction
in terms of ordering degree.

5.1.2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

5.1.2.1. Electronic transport in amorphous
semiconductors
(P. Nagels*, S. Vikhrov**, P.K.
Bhat***)

Glasses of types (GeSe3 _5) 1 0 o - x
B i

x

(x=0-16) and Ge 2 0
 T e 1 0 i) - x S e

x
B i 1 0

(x=55-70) were prepared by quenching from
the melt. The homogeneity of the materials
was examined by microprobe analysis,
scanning electron microscopy and differen-
tial thermal analysis. Freshly prepared
glasses did not show any microphase separa-
tion. However, on heating to about 150°C, a
process of phase separation occurs, leading
to a microheterogeneous amorphous struc-
ture. Beyond 250°C, growth of crystalline
phases is observed. Measurements of dc
electrical conductivity, thermopower and
Hall effect were carried out on these mate-
rials as a function of temperatm a. The
thermopower measurements showed a change of
conduction from p to n type in the Ge-Se-Bi

glasses.

The tellurium containing glasses are all n-
type semiconductors. The sign of the Hall
coefficient is also negative. The appear-
ance of n-type conduction is a unique
feature for this class of chalcogenide
glasses. Tne role of the Bi can be under-
stood on the basis of the "charged dangling
bond" model. This model assumes that miss-
ing chalcogen atoms leave positively and
negatively charged dangling bonds on other
atoms, giving rise to states of localized
nature near the middle of the gap. The in-
corporation of negatively charged Bi atoms
produces a change in the relative con-
centration of positively and negatively
charged dangling bonds. As a consequence,
a shift of the Fermi level towards the
mobility edge of the conduction band takes
place.

The temperature dependence of the conduc-
tivity, thermopower and Hall mobility is
explained, for the band structure of an
amorphous semiconductor with the help of
the Mott-Davis model, by taking into ac-
count a bipolar transport mechanism.

The contributions in this two-channel model
arise from conduction of electrons and
holes in the extended states of the conduc-
tion and valence bands.

The influence of crystalline precipitates
on the dc electrical conductivity 0 and the
thermopower S, in a Gei5Teg1AsM glass, was
investigated. Alloys of the type GeTeg in
which As is substituted for Te are the
standard materials for memory switches.
They cryst-illize relatively easily under
heat treatment consequently into two
phases : GeTe and Te. It was found that the
thermopower is very sensitive to sample
inhomogeneity. In a partly crystallized
sample, the magnitude of the thermopower is
drastically reduced, whereas the conductiv-
ity is only slightly altered. In the amor-
phous samples, the thermopower exhibits a
temperature dependence similar to that of-
ten encountered in chalcogenide glasses,
i.e. a linear decrease of S with decreasing
reciprocal temperature. In contrast to
this, the thermopower of the partly cry-
stallized samples increases with increasing
temperature. In the crystalline samples,
the behaviour of S resembles that of a
metal.

Bulk glasses of the Ge
h l 5 b

type

* Also R.U.C.Antwerpen
'<* Ryazan Radio Engineering Institute,

Ryazan, U.S.S.R.
*** Institut fUr Angewandte Physik,

Technische Universität Wien, Austria

Bulk glasses of the Ge Tej.jj type,
with x close to 0.15, can be prepared by
quenching the melt after small quantities
of one or two elements of group III A or V
A are added. A study was carried out into
an examination of the glass-forming region
of the Ge-Te-In system and the dependence
of the electrical transport coefficients on
the composition of these glasses. It was
found that the conductivity increases grad-
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•jally with increasing Te content. This in--
;rfase in conductivity is mainly due to a
corresponding decrease in the activation
energy. The incorporation of larger amounts
of In also increases the conductivity, when
the Te content is kept constant. However,
the effect of In on the conductivity is
less pronounced than that of Te. Further-
more, the transport coefficients clearly
show the features characteristic of the
chalcogenide glasses, namely, a discrepancy
between the activation energies of the con-
ductivity and the thermopower and thermally
activated Hall mobility.

5.1.2.2. Internal friction in zirconium
(L.T. Miyada*, R. De Batist**,
L. Eersels)

Internal friction in pure (99.99 %) zir-
conium was studied after low temperature
deformation. The specimens were initially
annealed by Joule heating for 30 min at
1300°C under vacuum conditions better than
2 x 10"^ Torr, followed by slow cooling.
The deformation was carried out at 80 K in
the torsion pendulum by means of a gear
mechanism. The measurements were started
immediately after deformation occurred. The
ir.itial heat treatment eliminated any peaks
due to internal friction caused by previous
deformation. After low temperature deforma-
tion, a broad peak appeared which was cen-
tred at ~150 K (0.5 Hz). This peak is at-
tributed to dislocation movement. Higher
temperature peaks, attributed to the inter-
action between dislocations and point de-
fects, were difficult to detect in these
specimens. Moreover, it was impossible to
verify Pare's condition pertaining to the
additivity of external and internal stress,
for the broad peak that was detected. Elec-
tron microscopy studies on specimens an-
nealed under the conditions described above
revealed the presence of hydrides. It is
conceivable that the presence of hydrides
in the material contributes in some way to
the unpredictable appearance of some of the
internal friction peaks.

5.1.2.3. Thermally stimulated depolariza-
tion measurements on polyvinylide-
ne fluoride (IIKW/IISN project
carried out in the framework of
the association S.C.K./C.E.N. -
R.U.C.A.).

(K. De Moor***, L. Eersels, R. De
Batist**)

Measurements were carried out to test the

* Inst i tuto de Energia Atomlca (IEA), Sao
Paulo, Brazil

*' Also R.U.C.Antwerpen
*** R.U.C.Antwerpen (IIKW/IISN)
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relationship between the maximum of the
depolarization current related to the glass
transition, and the polarization field,
respectively the heating rate. The theoret-
ically predicted linear relationship was
confirmed experimentally and used to pro-
vide a realistic estimate of ̂ , the dipole
moment of a monomer unit.

To establish the influence of the specimen
microstructure on the TSD spectrum, a num-
ber of experiments, using different speci-
mens, were carried out under identical con-
ditions. It was established that whilst the
shape and multiplicity of the spectrum is
independent of the specimen, the intensity
of the various components making up the
spectrum, varies from specimen to specimen.

5.1.2.4. Magnetic susceptibility
(A. Van Den Bosch)

Static magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments have been carried out on samples of
La 1_ xGd (P0 3 ) 3 glasses, obtained
from N.B.S. (U.S.A.) for x<0.01. The data
indicate that the magnetic behaviour of
this dilute system is exceptionally close
to that predicted from theoretical consid-
erations. This is based on a Brillouln
function, for non-interacting paramagnetic
centres with j = 7/2 and g = 2, as expected
for isolated Gd3+ ions.

5.1.3. INSTRUMENTATION

5.1.3.1. Thermomechanical and thermophysi-
cal properties
(R. De Coninck)

The characteristics of the apparatus have
been improved. The current delivered by the
electron gun at 5-5 kV, has been increased
to 0.5 A. Moreover, the cross-section area
of the beam, at the target, can be varied
between approximately 15 mm2 and 5 cm2.
This enables the diffusivity measurements
and the thermal shock tests to be extended.

Several thermal conductivity measurements
and thermal shock tests were carried out or
are under way for various industrial compa-
nies.

The computer code used to calculate the
results from the diffusivity or conductiv-
ity measurements has been compared with a
completely different procedure used at the
Transuranium Institute in Karlsruhe. Both
methods were shown to generate exactly the
same results. An intercomparison of the
measuring methods and apparatus is under
way.



5.1.3.2. Internal friction
(L. Eersels, R. De Batist*)

A helium cryostat modified with a built-in
torsion pendulum has been installed and
tested. It will be used in internal fric-
tion experiments on polymers in the temper-
ature range 4.2 K - 300 K.

The liquid nitrogen cooling system of the
torsion pendulum has been altered to reduce
the temperature gradient along the speci-
men.

Plotting programmes have been written for
a new digital plotter connected to a mi-
crocomputer, so that data handling and
plotting of internal friction experiments
can be made.

5.1.3.3. Electron microscopy
(P. Delavignette)

A new conventional type electron microscope
has been installed. Accelerating voltages
between 80 kV and 200 kV can be chosen. The
higher voltages allow greater penetration
of the specimen, reduced damage of electron
sensitive materials and better observation
of insulating materials. The specimen con-
tamination rate is reduced due to improved
vacuum conditions of the order of lO"*1 pa.
Resolving powers of 0.14 nm (line resolu-
tion) and 0.35 nm (point resolution) have
been obtained. No special ancillary equip-
ment has been provided as yet.

5.1.4. THEORETICAL STUDIES

5.1.4.1. Diffraction physics and imaging
(S. Amelinckx*, R. Gevers**, R.
De Ridder*'-, M. David**, W. Herre-
mans**, D. Van Dyck**, J. Van Lan-
duyt***)

Contrast effects are nowadays a widely used
tool for the analysis of defects. However,
still some particular situations prevail
where the known theories fail.

The situation whereby a planar defect is
parallel with the electron beam presents
such a case. Two categories of image con-
trasts are expected : long-range effects
associated with a possible phase shift in
the crystal potential as felt by the elec-
trons, and short-range effects due to the
perturbation of the perfect crystal wave
functions by the presence of electrons

* Also R.U.C.Antwerpen
** R.U.C.Antwerpen

*** R.U.C.Antwerpen and U.I.Antwerpen

which cross several times the defect plane
{60,72,77}.

Numerical calculations on the basis of a
particular approximation of Schr'odinger
equation are being carried out.

As a continuation of the cluster theory de-
veloped earlier (see the 1979 Annual Re-
port) , for deriving ordering characteris-
tics from particular diffraction effects,
applications were made of the following
ordering processes :

- metal atoms intercalated in the Van der
Waals gap of transition metaldichalco-
genides 180,110,445);

- vacancies in digenite (Cu2-xS) {342,
434);

- spinel structures (Cun jltiv 5 St, )
|469).

A new method was developed for deriving the
existency region of the order parameters of
binary substitutional systems. The method
allowed the derivation to be made of possi-
ble ground states (ordering state with
minimal internal energy) for a given lat-
tice (b.c.c, f.c.c, p.c. etc.).

5.1.4.2. Quantum theory and electron struc-
ture of solids
(J. Devreese*, F. Brosens**, J.
De Sitter***, L. Kahn1**, L. Lem-
mens***, M. Marien5*, F. Pee-
ters6*, G.A. Ringwood'*, J. Ru-
valds"*, P. Van Camp***, V. Van
Doren***, J. Van Royen**)

Within the mathematical aspects of quantum
theory, particular attention has been paid
to the solutions of the so-called classical
polaron problem {107,109} and the harmonic
behaviour of a hydrogen atom in four dimen-
sions {110}.

The dielectric response of an electron gas
using the exchange decoupling approach has
been investigated {62,80} . The frequency
dependence of the local field factor of
this dielectric response has been calcu-
lated {63} and the relations between vari-
ous dynamical local field corrections of
the dielectric function { 64} have been com-
pared. The plasmon spectra of one-dimen-
sional systems have been calculated taking
exchange into account { 6l}•

* U.I.Antwerpen and R.U.C.Antwerpen
** U.I.Antwerpen
*** R.U.C.Antwerpen
*•* University of Virginia, U.S.A.
5* U.I.Antwerpen (UIA - IW0NL)
6* U.I.Antwerpen (UIA - FNW0)
7* University of Durham, U.K. and U.I.

Antwerpen
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A general theory of vibrational spectra of
molecules using the Hartree-Fock dielectric
screening approach {113,116) has been de-
veloped. As an example the frequency of

the vibrational mode of the K? molecule has
been calculated. It is found that the cal-
culated frequency of 1.348 x 101** Hz com-
pares well with the experimental result of
1.319 x lO1"* Hz. The moment expansion,
which can be used to determine the dielec-
tric response matrix in a calculation of
the vibrational frequencies of molecules
and solids, eliminates the unoccupied
states from the calculation scheme and is
therefore a crucial step in the solution of
the problem {84,85}. A microscopic theory
of the Phillips average band gap has been
developed. It has been used to calculate
such band gaps for 6 semiconductors having
the zinc-blende structure {82,83,117}. A
first principle calculation of the phonon
dispersion in Si has been made taking the
exchange corrections of the dielectric re-
sponse matrix into account {114,115}.

In polaron theory, special attention has
been given to the transport problem {78}.
The streaming motion of hot polarons in
silver halides has been investigated {79}.
In Fig. 5.1.1., the average steady state
electron velocity in AgCl is given (calcu-
lation : full line) and compared with the
experimental data of S. Komiyama, T. Masumi
and K. Kajita [Phys. Rev. B20_, 5192 (1979)].

Furthermore, the ground state energy of a
polaron in a magnetic field using path in-
tegrals has been calculated variationally
{106,108;. The energy of the excited states
of bound polarons has been calculated for
polar semiconductors (81).

10

E(V/cm)

Fig. 5.1.1. Experimental (•) and theoreti-
cal results from the study on
the streaming motion of hot
polarons in AgCl.
Tue full line gives the average
steady state velocity for AgCl
(calculated from the critical
circle model). The dashed line
gives the theoretical results
of the Schockey "saw tooth"
model.

5.2. NUCLEAR AND NEUTRON PHYSICS

In the field of nuclear physics, the overall amount of effort and the close association with
a number of Belgian and foreign universities, international institutes such as CBNM (JRC
Euratom, Geel) and foreign scientists were maintained.

An important part of the programme was devoted to topics of direct relevance to applied pur-
poses. In the field of neutron spectrometry, the analysis of the neutron resonances of the
separated isotopes of Pd was completed, the analysis of the neutron capture cross-section of
21(1 Am was continued, and a measurement of the total cross-section of chromium samples en-
riched in 5üCr, 52Cr and 53Cr was started on the 400 m time-of-flight station of the CBNM
linear accelerator. A programme on (n,a) and (n,p) cross-section measurements was commenced
in the neutron energy region from thermal up to some 100 keV. The programme on fission phys-
ics included a detailed study on the 21|2Pu fissioning system, namely spontaneous fission of
a 2l(2Pu target and fission induced by neutron absorption in a 2tf*Pu target. A comparison of
the two results allows important conclusions to be drawn concerning the effect of the ex-
citation energy on some important fission parameters, such as the mass distribution of the
fragments. Ternary fission studies on 2 3 3U, 237Np and 239Pu were also performed. These
seemingly esoteric measurements help improving the knowledge of the amount of tritium to be
expected in case of fuel leakage in nuclear power reactors and in the dissolution process of
irradiated fuel in nuclear reprocessing plants.

Tn the field of laser isotope separation, the study of the dissociation of CF3Br and CF3CI
induced by CO2 laser pulses was continued. These two molecular compounds are interesting
potential candidates for the production of enriched *3C by the laser method.

More fundamental research was continued together with various universities. Experimental
nuclear spectroscopic studies were performed in close association with the K.U.Leuven and
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U.L.Bruxelles. They included additionnal gamma spectrometry of i52Gd, lb3Gd and lb70s target
nuclei and of various charged particle reactions leading to ̂ Pd. As to the theoretical
nuclear physics programme, it was carried out in association with the LUC, Hasselt and the
R.U.C. Antwerpen. It included the study of the dependence of the magnetic moment of **B on
the two-body interaction within the shell-model framework.

5.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR PHYSICS 19 MeV.
ress.

Analysis of the data is in prog-

5.2.1.1. Neutron spectrometry

The major part of the measurements was
carried out in the framework of the joint
S.C.K./C.E.N.-CBNM-RUCA-VUB neutron cross-
section programme.

Resonance 'parameters of Pd isotopes
(P. Staveloz***, E. Cornelis**, L. Mewis-
sen, F. Poortmans, G. Rohr*, R. Shelley*,
T. Van Der Veen*)

Palladium appears as one of the fission
products of uranium, thus a good knowledge
of the neutron cross-section of the various
Pd isotopes is important for reactor phys-
ics studies.

The analysis of the data obtained from
transmission, elastic scattering and cap-
ture experiments on 10«.. 105, 106, 106,110pdt
on loan from Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
has been completed. Resonance parameters
including the resonance energy, neutron
width, capture width and in certain cases
the parity of the resonant state, have been
deduced up to 20 keV for the even isotopes
and up to 2 keV for 105Pd. A final report
on this work is in preparation.

Total neutron cross-section measure-
ments on blfFe, 5 6 Fe and 5 7Fe
(E. Cornells**, C.R. Jungmann*, L. Mewis-
sen, F. Poortmans)

Iron is an important structural material
for fast reactors, thus an improvement of
the neutron cross-section data of the Fe
isotopes in the fast-neutron energy range
is very useful for fast-reactor physics
studies.

Information about the analysis of our ex-
periments on samples of separated isotopes
of Fe, on loan from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, was given in the 1979 Annual
Report. We have performed a second series
of transmission experiments on 5**Fe and
56Fe using a 400 m flight path and an un-
moderated neutron beam. The measurements
cover the energy range between 250 keV and

Total neutron cross-section measure-
ments on 5 ü C r , S 2Cr and - 3Cr
(F. Poortmans, C.R. Jungmann*, L. Mewls-
sen)

Interest in the neutron measurements of
chromium is analogous to that of the iron
measurements given above.

Two series of transmission experiments were
carried out on the Cr isotopes (on loan
from Oak Ridge National Laboratory). A
first seriec of measurements was made using
the 200 m flight path of the Gelina facili-
ty and a moderated neutron beam, covering
the energy range from 50 keV up to 1 MeV.
Another set of data, in the energy range
from 250 keV up to 19 MeV, was taken on a
400 m flight path, using the unmoderated
neutron beam from the uranium neutron-pro-
ducing target. In both experiments, the
burst width and time-of-flight channel
width were 4 nsec. The analysis of the data
will be commenced shortly.

Neutron capture c ros s - sec t i on of
Am

(G. Vanpraet**, E. Cornelis**, L. Mewissen,
S. Raman***, H. Wartena*)

Americium 241 is an important heavy element
appearing in power reactors through multi-
ple neutron capture in the fuel.

Analysis has been continued on the second
set of our absorption cross-sectior data
for 21**Am. The 1.7 g metallic " ^ A m sample
was obtained from O.R.N.L. Capture events
were weighted to obtain a detector output
proportional to the gamma-ray energy re-
leased in the capture event. The energy
spectrum of the neutron flux was measured
with an avalanche detector using 1 UB and
2:'5u.
Background fitting was obtained by means of
the black resonance technique using S, Na,
Co and Au. After determining a suitable
function to describe the neutron flux in
the energy range from 5 eV to 100 keV, the
shape of the 2 4 1Am (n,y) cross-section
versus energy will be derived.

* CBNM Geel
** R.U.C.Antwerpen
*** IWONL/IRSIA bursar

* CBNM Geel
** R.U.C.Antwerpen
*** O.R.N.L., Tennessee, U.S.A.
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High resolution transmission experi-
ments on sulphur
(C.R. Jungmann*, E. Cornelis**, L. Mewis-
sen, F. Poortmans, H. Weigmann*)

Analysis of the data up to 1.5 MeV has been
completed. A final report of the results
will be produced afcer completion of the
analysis of the elastic scattering data
reported below.

Differential elastic scattering ex-
periments on sulphur
(C.R. Jungmann*, E. Cornelis**, F. Poort-
tnans, H. Weigmann*)

The aim of these experiments is to deter-
mine the spin and parity of the resonant
states of 3<;S.

A first series of experiments was completed
on a 100 m flight path using the moderated
neutron beam of the Gelina facility. These
covered the energy range from 50 keV up to
2 MeV.

The experimental equipment consists of six
plastic detectors (NE 110), 5 cm diameter
and 2.5 cm thick, mounted around a sample
which is placed in a vacuum chamber. A
Monte-Carlo computer code has been written
to correct the data for the effect of mul-
tiple interactions of the neutrons in the
sample and surrounding vacuum tube.

A second series of experiments, using the
same equipment, is in progress, using the
unmoderated neutron beam on a 400 m flight
path.

Both experiments were carried out with a
burst width and time-of-flight width of
4 nsec. The 100 m experiments were car-
ried out for 11 different scattering angles
between 26° and 154° (lab angle) and the
400 m experiments for 6 scattering angles
between 30° and 150°.

Data a c q u i s i t i o n programmes f o r
c r o s s - s e c t i o n measurements
(L. Mewissen)

For the data acquisition in the time-of-
flight experiments, a 16 bit Hewlett Pac-
kard 2113E processor was employed. It is
equipped with a 104K-word core memory, a
2635 A lineprinter, a 7970 B magnetic tape
drive and a CAMAC branch for the transfer
of the digi tal time information.

Several analyser codes in HP Assembler
language have been implemented for the
various experiments described above, such
•~s the high resolution transmission meas-

urements, the six detector differential
scattering experiments and the -""> *Am cap-
ture cross-section measurements using the
total energy detector.

Thermal neutron induced (n,c) and
(n,p) rea ctions
(C. Wagemans*, F. D'Hondt**, E. Allaert***,
A. De Clercq**, A. Emsallem''*, G. Bar-
reau5*, A. Deruytter0*)

Very little is known about these reactions,
which, in the case of the actinides, have
some importance for reactor physics stud-
ies.

Those measurements were carried out at the
intense thermal neutron beam facility of
the Grenoble High Flux Reactor. The unique
experimental conditions available there* are
ideally suited to these measurements.

For the b0V(nth,p) reaction, a proton
peak was observed at 2.918 MeV with a
cross-section of 0.40 mb. From the experi-
mental Q -value, the 5(JV-5üTi mass-dif-
ference *as determined to be 0.002358 i
0.000016 amu. Measurements on the l b3Gd-
(nth,a )

l2°Sm reaction yielded a Qa -
value of 9.79 + 0,03 MeV, which is 0.21 MeV
larger than the value calculated from the
tables of Wapstra and Bos (At. Data &
Nucl. Data Tables _19_, 1977). The cross-
section for the ground-state transition

(nth>ao) w a s determined to be 29 _mb.
Two transitions to excited states in 15üSm
were observed with a cross-section of 8 and
4 mb respectively.

In the act in ide region, the (n
1 5cross-section was determined to be 1.5 z

0,5 |ib for the 2 3faU(n ,,a)2 3 5Th reac-
tion and a value of 235.04751 i 0.00006 amu
was obtained for the 235Th mass. For the
2 3 3U and 235U (n

t n ,<O cross-sec t ions ,
upper limits of 0.3 and 0.1 mb respectively
were determined.

Resonance neutron induced ( n , c ) and
(n ,p) r e a c t i o n s
(H. Weigmann7*, C. Wagemans*)

The 4UK(n,a)37Cl and **üK(n,p) "°Ar reaction
cross-sections were measured at GELINA in
the neutron energy region from 0.02 eV to
70 keV. The protons and a-particles were
detected with a large surface barrier de-
tector, and the neutron energy was measured

* CBNM Geel
** R.U.C.Antwerpen
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by time-of-flight. The reaction cross-sec-
tions show a pronounced resonance struc-
ture. A comparison of the density of s- and
p-wave resonances (compound spins between
5/2 and 11/2) in UOK + n to the density of
spin 1/2 compound states observed as reso-
nances in the reaction 1<cAr + p by Keyworth
et al. (Nucl. Phys. 89_, 1966, 590), allows
a direct determination of the spin cut-off
parameter of the level density.

Preliminary measurements on the 33S(n,a)
reaction in the same energy region have
commenced.

5.2.1.2. Fission physics and chemistry

Any improvement in the neutron data of
fissionable isotopes and in our under-
standing of the fission phenomenon i s obvi-
ously of direct or indirect interest for
reactor nhysics studies. Even apparently
esoteric measurements can be important,
e.g. ternary fission studies which help
improve our knowledge of the amount of
tritium to be expected in nuclear repro-
cessing plants.

J o i n t S.C.K./C.E.N.-CBNM-R.U.Gent
programme on f i s s i o n phys ics and
s tandards

K i n e t i c energy- and m a s s - d i s t r i b u -
t i o n s for the f i s s i o n i n g sys tem
2 " 2 Pu
(E. Allaert*, C. Wagemans**, G. Wegener-
Penning***, A. Deruytter1**)

Measurements were carried out using an 8 m
flight path at the Gelina installation to
study the fission fragment mass- and en-
ergy-distributions for 2l)1Pu-2i42Pu (n,f) as
a function of the neutron energy. A com-
bined 2t|1Pu-2l|2Pu layer on a transparent
backing was mounted in a vacuum chamber and
bombarded with neutrons with energies from
2 x 10~2 oV up to about 106 eV. The pulse-
height spectra of coincident fission frag-
ments were measured with cooled surface
barrier detectors.

With the mass- and momentum-conservation
relations and using the Schmitt-Neiler
calibration method to convert the measured
pulse-heights into energy, fission fragment
mass- and energy-distributions and mass-
energy correlations were obtained as a
function of neutron energy. Part of the
data reduction was carried out on-line with
a HP-1000 computer. With the same appar-
atus, the spontaneous fission of Pu was
also measured. Preliminary results indicate

a very different mass-distribution for the
spontaneous fission of ̂''•'Pu as compared to
the thermal neutron induced fission of

Pu. Furthermore, the average pre-neu-
tron emission total kinetic energy is
higher in the case of the spontaneous fis-
sion. These measurements are being contin-
ued.

2 3 3U(n,f) and 2i4lPu(n,f) measure-
ments
(C. Wagemans*)

A new series of fission cross-section meas-
urements are being conducted at GELINA,
using surface barrier detectors, back-to-
back fissile foils and 10B foils. The aim
of these measurements is to cover the neu-
tron energy region from thermal up to
100 keV in one single measurement. Sub-
stantial progress has been made in this re-
spect, and inital results are being ana-
lysed.

Joint S.C.K./C.E.N.-R.U.Gent-I.L.L.
Grenoble programme on fission phys-
ics

Ternary fission studies
(P. D'Hondt**, C. Wagemans*, E. Allaert***,
A. De Clercq**, A. Deruytter''*, G. Bar-
reau5*)

The energy distribution and the absolute
yields of the main charged light particles
emitted during the thermal neutron induced
ternary fission of 235U were studied using
a very pure neutron beam of the Grenoble
High Flux Reactor. A detailed report on
these measurements has been published.

In addition, the energy distributions of
the ternary alpha particles emitted during
the thermal neutron induced fission of
2 3 3U, 237Np and 239Pu were determined with
the aid of a surface barrier AE-E telescope
detector. The low-energy part of these
distributions deviates sligh'.ly from a
Gaussian shape as already observed for
2 3 5 U ( n t h , f ) . We also determined the
ternary alpha emission probabilities B/LRA.
Relative to B/LRA = 5 8 9 + 9 for 2 3 bU-
(nth,f) we obtained B/LRA -- A61 ± 15;
493 ± 20 and 450 ± 15 for 2 3 3U, 237Np and
229Pu(nthJf) respectively.

Fission fragment mass- and energy
dis tributions
(C. Wagemans*, E. Allaert***, P. D'Hondt**,
F. Caltucoli5*, P. Perrin5*)

The fission fragment mass- and energy dis-

* IWONL/IRSIA, R.U.Gent and S.C.K./C.E.N.
"• NFWO/FNRS, R.U.Gent and S.C.K./C.E.N.
*** S.C.K./C.E.N. Guest scientist
4* CB1IM Geel and R.U.Gent

* NFWO/FNRS, R.U.Gent, and S.C.K./C.E.N.
** R.U.Gent
*** IWONL/IRSIA, R.U.Gent and S.C.K./C.E.N.
*•* CBNM, Geel and R.U.Gent
5* ILL, Grenoble, France
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tributions were studied for r the thermal
neutron induced fission of ii0Th, 2 3 3U,
237Np and 2lilPu. The pulse heights of
coincident fragments were recorded with
collinear silicon surface barrier detectors
which were calibrated using the Schmitt-
Neiler method. In addition, the time-of-
flight difference between both fission
fragments was also recorded. This allowed
the rejection of bad quality events to be
made.

The results obtained for ^33^ w e r e consis-
tent with the available data. For 23üTh and
2t|iPu, partial measurements were carried
out which are currently being analysed. The
present results for 237Np (nth,f) are
in agreement with those obtained using the
catcher-foil technique.

5.2.1.3. Nuclear spectroscopy

The experimental programme in this field is
mainly based on the two (n,v) spectrometers
located along the T2 - T5 and Rl beams of
the BR2 reactor. These neutron capture
facilities are unique in Belgium and can be
utilized to provide useful contributions to
certain fundamental aspects of nuclear
spectroscopy.

This programme is carried out in the frame-
work of associations with K.U.Leuven and
U-L.Bruxelles.

Bent-crystal gamma diffraction spec-
t rometer
(L. Jacobs*, G. Vandenput*, P. Van Assche)

The existing angle measuring device, which
consists of a Michelson type of interfero-
meter built around a two-frequency laser,
has been completely readjusted by means of
autocollimator techniques. The remaining
problems around the zero position with
respect to the y-beam heve been investi-
gated. In order to reduce the net effect of
interferometer reading drifts, a digital
pressure transducer was interfaced to the
computer. In addition, the compatibility
between Kennedy-unit generated data tapes
and the central IBM 370 computer was estab-
lished.

Simultaneously with the upgrading of the
existing interferometer system, a new type
has been designed. The major difference is
the complete symmetry of the optical beams,
resulting in drastically reduced barometric
effects on the interferometer readings, as
well as improved overall precision. All the
required optical components have been or-
dered.

Finally, a submicron precision measuring
table and a grinding machine for crystal
clamping blocks were completed, so that
blocks for the zero crystal could be
lapped. Another pair of blocks has been
prepared in the same way on behalf of the
diffraction spectrometer group at KFA, Jti-
lich.

Thermal-neutron capture in ^'Gd and
1 5 3 Gd
(A. Spits**, L. Jacobs*, P. Van Assche)

The fact that the li2Gd (n,y) reaction Q-
value was ~240 keV low (R.C. Greenwood,
priv. comm.) as compared to the Wapstra
value [A.H. Wapstra and K. Bos, Nucl. Data
_19_ (1977) 175] was confirmed by the analy-
sis of the 1:s^»1:>3Gd(n,7) pair spectrum.

From the same spectrum it followed that the
iä3Gd(n,y) reaction Q-value had to be in-
creased by ~2A0 keV (a consequence of the
fact that Wapstra used the correct B(2n)
value for 1St|Gd). After this change, a very
satisfactory interpretation of the spectrum
was possible, leading to i53Gd and i3llGd
level schemes with about 70 and 90 levels,
respectively. An attempt has been made to
interpret the 153Gd level scheme by means
of particle-rotor models using various de-
formation and potential parameters. As for
the 1^i'Gd level scheme, up to now some 18
bands were observed to be populated via the
(n,y) reaction. The analysis is continuing.

Precision X-ray and y-ray energies
(L. Jacobs*)

As a further outcome of the collaboration
with NBS, Washington (R. Deslattes, E.
Kessler, W. Schwitz), a joint study on the
mass of the Kaon was completed. Considera-
tion was given to a more detailed study of
the possibility of bringing over the NBS
double flat crystal spectrometer to the
high flux reactor at ILL, Grenoble.

Nuclear structure of transitional
nuclei
(G. Vandenput*)

Continued attention was devoted to new de-
velopments regarding the nuclear structure
of transitional nuclei at the light mass
end of the deformed region. Two nuclei of
particular interest and with similar struc-
tural features have been treated in paral-
lel. These are the N = 89 isotopes 15iSm
and *53Gd. There has been a new approach
lately towards fixing the strength parame-
ters of the spin-orbit and centrifugal
terms that are present in a modified Nils-
son Hamilton!an.

* IIKW/IISN, K.U.Leuven
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Traditionally, these parameters are chosen
in such a way as to yield single particle
energies, in overall agreement with experi-
ment, throughout the region of strongly
deformed nuclei. Alternatively, one uses
values which in the spherical limit repro-
duce single particle levels resulting from
interpolation between spherical regions.

We have performed a comparative study of
multiband Coriolis mixing based on these
two different Nilsson schemes.

Furthermore, mixed wave functions are used
to calculate branching and multipole mixing
ratios.

The results indicate severe differences in
the composition of the respective wave
functions. Consequently, surprisingly large
shifts in the collective character of cer-
tain electromagnetic transitions are evi-
dent. As an example, the E2/M1 mixing ratio
of the ground state transition from the
4.82 keV first excited state has been cal-
culated to be either 62 = 2.5 x 10~\ or
62 = 4.5 x 10~3. A new evaluation of pre-
vious experimental results yields 6'i = (5i;2)
x 10-3.

Neutron capture y~ r ay measurements
with Ge(Li)-detectors : f~Y coinci-
dences
(J.C. Dehaes*, P. Fettweis, L. Jacobs**)

A triple y-y fast-slow coincidence circuit
using two Ge(Li) detectors has been added
to the (n,Y) spectrometer located at the Rl
beam channel of BR2. The events Ey1 x
Ey2 x T (Eyi and Ey 2 r e p r e -
senting the energy and T the time informa-
tion) are written event by event on magnet-
ic tape via a HP-21MX 32K ]6bit computer.
During the measurements, 4 projected spec-
tra of 4096 channels can be visualized
allowing complete control of the experi-
ment. The off-line analysis employs FORTRAN
programmes written for the central IBM370-
148 computer of S.C.K./C.E.N.

In order to make a realistic over-all test
of the installation, the complete coinci-
dence spectrum of the 35Cl(n,y)36C1 reac-
tion has been recorded and analysed showing
that the instrumentation and the analysing
programmes are operational.

A spectroscopic study of the transitional
1880s nucleus was initiated by means of the
187Os(n,y) reaction. In order to gain as
much information as possible, the measure-
ment of coincidence spectra has been
started. Since an external neutron beam is
used in this experiment, the enriched iso-

tope can easily be re-used later as an
internal source for the BCD spectrometer.

Study of the excited levels of 9 7Pd
(P. del Marmol, P. Fettweis, J. Vanhoren-
beeck*)

The study of the decay of a7Pd has been
completed. Current interest is now directed
to the levels populated directly by the
20 MeV 3He-particle induced reactions on
96Ru. This is in order to identify the
high-spin excited levels. Special interest
is devoted to 7Pd obtained by coupling a d
5/2 neutron to the half-magic nucleus

For this reason prompt ("in beam") and
delayed' ("out-bean?") direct and coincidence
y-spectra have been taken. The following
reactions are expected to occur :

96Ru(3He,n)9bPd*, 96Ru(3He,p)SbRh ,
96Ru(3He,2n)97Pd*. 96Ru(3He,np)s7Rh ,
9faRu(3He,2p)97Ru, 96Ru(^He,3n)96Pd*,
96Ru(3He,2np)9t:iRh, 96Ru(3He,n2p)96Ru,
9faRu(3He,3p)9CTc*, 9bRu(3He,a)y5Ru*,
96Ru(3He,an)9t*Ru*, 96Ru( 3He,ap)9uTc

In addition to elastic scattering pro-
cesses, reaction products marked by an "*"
can give rise to direct transitions ob-
served only "in beam". Comparison with
experiments carried out by bombarding 96Ru
with deuterons allows discrimination be-
tween reactions leading to Pd-isotopes from
those leading to lower Z isotopes. The
analysis of the numerous coincidence spec-
tra is in progress.

5.2.2. THEORETICAL PHYSICS

This research programme makes use of the
unique computing facilities available at
S.C.K./C.E.N. and is carried out within
the framework of Associations with "Lim-
burgs Universitair Centrum" (L.U.C., Ras-
selt) and the "Rijksuniversitair Centrum,
Antwerpen" (R.U.C.A.)

Intermediate coupling calculations
for light nuclei in a PHF basis
(M.C. Bouten, M. Bouten** and E. Flerac-
kers***)

An important discrepancy between the re-
sults of intermediate coupling calculations
in light nuclei and experimental data is
the magnetic moment of the ground state of
n B (see Annual Report 1979). To solve this
problem, we have investigated the depen-

* U.L.Bruxelles
** IIKW/IISN, K.U.Leuven

* IIKW/IISN, U.L.Bruxelles
** LUC Hasselt and S.C.K./C.E.N.
*** LUC Hasselt
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dence of the magnetic moment u on the two-
body interaction within the shell-model
framework. It is found that u strongly de-
pends on the singlet-triplet splitting of
the two-body matrix elements with orbital
angular momentum L = 0 and L = 2. When the
singlet-triplet splitting of the L = 0 ma-
trix element is larger than the splitting
of the L = 2 matrix element, as is the case
for all conventional shell-model interac-
tions, the calculated magnetic moment in
•^B will always be much too small, unless
one is satisfied with an unreasonable ener-
gy spectrum* An acceptable energy spectrum
together with a good value for u requires a
singlet-triplet splitting of the L = 0
matrix element smaller than the splitting
of the L = 2 matrix element. It is remark-
able that the (8 - 16) POT interaction of
Cohen and Kiirath has such a spin depen-
dence.

It is not possible to add such a spin-de-
pendence to the existing Volkov interac-
tions. This would yield a set of two-body
matrix elements which are inacceptable as a
whole. Therefore, a new central interac-
tion, which satisfies Volkov's saturation
requirements (radius and binding energy in
^He and IO0) has been constructed. Further-
more, it resembles the (8 - 16) POT matrix
elements of Cohen and Kurath in the op
shell. Like the Volkov forces, the new in-
teraction consists of a sum of Gaussians,
but these no longer have the same range in
the different partial waves.

The Sp(2R)-tnodel
(F. Arickx*, J. Broeckhove*, E. Deumens*,
P. Van Leuven**)

Completely converged spectra of 12C and "*He
have been calculated within the oblate and
monopole Sp-subspaces, respectively. The
connection with the Hyperspherical Harmo-
nics Method has been established. This con-
nection is based on group-theoretical com-
plementarity and indicates that the Sp-
alternative is technically more advanta-
geous. Phase-shifts for the a-a scattering
have been obtained assuming that the a-par-
t ic les deform during the scattering pro-
cess. This deformation was described in
terms of the Sp(2R)-model. The results
agree well with an R-matrix analysis. Fi-
nally Sp(2R) has been investigated as a
sub-model of Sp(6R) and found to be rel-
evant.

Generator Co-ordinate Method (GCM)
(F. Arickx*, J. Broeckhove*, E. Deumens*,
P. Van Leuven**)

"Variational Discretization", a new algo-

rithm for the solution of the GCM-equation,
has been developed and tested on the hydro-
gen atom.

GCM and nor . -adiabat ic e f f ec t s in
molecules
(L. Lathouwers*, P> Van Leuven**)

The GCM description of molecular dynamics
hat been put in a broader perspective. A
review paper has been written and an inter-
national symposium on this subject organ-
ized {393-396}.

5.2.3. LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION
(P. del Marmol, M. Neve de Miverg-
nies)

The aim of this programme is to search for
new laser-induced photochemical processes,
applicable to the enrichment of certain
light isotopes of possible practical inter-
est.

CF3Br

Excitation of the vj stretching mode of
CF3 Br around 1089 cm"

1 with a TEA-CO2 la-
ser is known to induce selective dissocia-
tion with respect to the carbon isotopes
1 2 ) 1 3 C . No selective effect on the bro-
mine isotopes 7 9 > 8 1Br is expected, be-
cause the evaluated isotopic shift is very
small (Av i 1.8 cm"1).

A weak effect of the Br isotopes was ob-
served, however, in the present study. The
P-branch of the Vj band of 12Cf3Br was
excited in the 1070-1085 cm"1 range. The
experimental conditions were : CF3Br pres-
sure, 66 Pa; 200 Pa 02 also Pa added to
scavenge the CF3 radicals; focused beam
geometry, f = 6.3 cm; total gas volume
180 cm3 . The dissociation rate and the
enrichment factors ß(7SBr/dlBr) and p(13C/
12C) were measured in the residual CF3Br
aftei 1000 pulses of 1.5 J energy, where ß
is the ratio of the final to the initial
isotopic ratio. The selectivities S(falBr/
79Br) and S(12C/13C) (i.e. the ratio of the
dissociation probabilities of the two res-
pective isotopes) were deduced from these
results.

They can be compared with two similar cases
reported previously, CF2C12 and CH3NO2.

In the "quasi-continuum" range of the ex-
cited level spectrum of a polyatomic mole-
cule in a strong IR field, the level densi-
ty N(E) per unit frequency for heavier

* R.U.C.A.
** R.U.C.A. and S.C.K./C.E.N.
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molecules is somewhat higher than that for
lighter ones. This might explain the ob-
served effects, as the dissociation rate is
proporional to N(E).

The ratio of the vibrational level densi-
ties N(E) (CF3=1Br)/N(E)(CF37&Br) was cal-
culated using the Whitten-Rabinovitch ap-
proximation. A ratio of 1.006 was obtained,
too low to explain fully our results {334}.

CF3CI

The multiphoton dissociation of CF3Cl in-
duced by TEA-CO2 laser pulses has been
studied in a focused beam geometry ar-
rangement. The R(10) [00°l-02°0] (v =
1071.9 cm"1) laser line was used to prefer-
entially dissociate the minor isotopic
component °CF3C1. The isotopic selectivi-
ty, S, and the dissociation probability per
pulse, u, were measured in the pressure
range 32 to 1040 Pa. With short laser
pulses (90 ns FWHM), S is found to increase
slightly with gas pressure up to 260 Pa,
whilst 0; increases almost linearly over the
whole pressure range studied. A schematic
model has been developed based on coupled
differential rate-equations. It explains
satisfactorily the experimental results if
the transition rates across the energy
level spectrum of the CF3CI molecules are
assumed to increase vith gas pressure.

A report on this work is being prepared for
publication.

5.2.4. NEUTRON INELASTIC SCATTERING BY CON-
DENSED MATTER

This programme is mainly based on the two
neutron spectrometers located along the R2
and R4 beams of the BR2 reactor. These
facilities are unique in Belgium, and pro-
vide information on the dynamical proper-
ties of condensed matter, which is of im-
portance for the understanding of certain
macroscopic properties of materials of
practical interest.

The major part of the programme is carried
out in association with K.U.L., Leuven and
U.I.A., Antwerpen.

Crystal field splitting in CeC2
(W. Wegener, A. Furrer*, W. BUhrer*, S.
Hautecler)

Additional measurements below the Ne"el
point have been carried out. From an ana-
lysis of the data, a unique level scheme

for the ground state splitting has been ob-
tained. The crystal field parameters have
been derived from fits to the neutron spec-
tra in the paramagnetic as well as in the
ordered state. Using the molecular field
constant obtained, the temperature depen-
dence of the zero field magnetization in
the antiferromagnetic state has been calcu-
lated in a self consistent manner. The
curve ^(T)/n(0) = f(T/TN) agrees well
with experimental data ootained from neu-
tron diffraction studies. The calculated
value of TN deviates by 20 % from the
experimental value due to the molecular
field approximation used.

Magnetic interactions in anhydrous
sulphates and selenates of 3d tran-
sition metals
(W. Wegener, S. Hautecler, G. Will*)

The various magnetic structures compatible
with the crystallographic symmetry in the
anhydrous sulphates and selenates of the 3d
transition metals have been determined
using the matrix method of Bertaut. The
stability conditions and the minimum range
of the magnetic interactions needed to
stabilize the different configurations have
been derived.

Several 3-parameter analyses have been
carried out on ß-FeSOi,, a-FeS0M, a-NiSO^
and a-MnS0H by selecting the exchange in-
teractions among the set (Jj, J21 J3 > Ji,)-
These compounds disclose different spin
configurations. Experimental values for
TN,x(TN) and the second moments of the
energy distributions of neutrons scattered
by polycrystalline samples in their para-
magnectic state were used as input data. It
was possible to determine the significant
parameters and to conclude that in this
series of compounds, the interactions ex-
tend up to the fourth neighbours. The rela-
tive importance of the various parameters,
however, depends strongly on the ordering
type.

Tris-sarcosine calcium chloride
(TSCC)
(T. Kröber**, W. Wegener, S. Hautecler)

TSCC, CaCl2 .3(CH3NH2
hCH2CO0~), exhibits

ferroelectric behaviour below 127 K. Time-
of-flight neutron scattering spectra have
been measured at 95 K, 188 K and 300 K. Up
to 9 peaks are visible in the inelastic
region, but their positions for the differ-
ent temperatures do not differ significant-
ly. Thus the phase transition is not re-
flected in the neutron spectra. An assign-
ment of the peaks to particular types of
hydrogen motions requires additional infor-

ETH Zurich, Institut für Reaktortechnik
(WUrenlingen)

* Universität Bonn
** Karl-Marx-Universität, Leipzig
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mation to separate the contr ibut ions of the
three di f ferent types of hydrogen atoms in
the TSCC molecule.

5 . 2 . 5 . INSTRUMENTATION

5 . 2 . 5 . 1 . Electronics and data handling
(P. D'Hooghe, E. Mies)

Neutron spectrometry

A new HP2117F computer equipped with a
128 K word memory and high speed floating
point capability has been installed for the
neutron time-of-flight experiments at the
GELINA. The HP2117F computer is a 20 Mbyte
disc-based system and incorporates the
powerful new RTE-IVB operating system. The
system consists of a 2645A Terminal with
dual mini-cartridge as system console and
a 2631A data matrix printer.

Nuclear spectroscopy

The instrumentation for writing the triple
coincidences (E-y, j - E - ^ - t ) event by
event on magnetic tape nas been installed
at the Ge(Li) spectrometer located at the
Rl-beam hole of BR2 reactor.

In addition, a 16 K word memory module has
been added to the existing memory.

F i s s ion

A fully equipped HP 1000E computer has been
installed on a neutron time-of-flight spec-
trometer at GELINA. With this installation
it is possible to record 3 coincident para-
meters of fission fragments, Ej and E2 up
to 1024 channels each and TOF up to 4096
channels. The 3 one-dimensional histograms
can be displayed separately.

This system has been constructed using
CAMAC modules driven by a CAMAC crate con-
troller.

Technical support to the HP pro-
grammes

An HP 21O9E computer was tested for the
development of Assembler programme. The
system includes a memory of 32 K words, a
display station with dual mini-cartridge
tape transport which serves as the system
console and a flexible disc subsystem for
storage of programmes.

For programme development a study of the
RTE-M system has commenced. RTE-M is a
memory base operating system including
software drivers for more than 18 different

instruments.

For future systems design a 1000-L is being
studied. This L-series is a new product
based on processors using silicon on sap-
phire (SOS) technology and allows the same
instruction set as the other M-E and F Com-
puters.

5.2.5.2. Electromechanical instrumentation
(L. Vansteelandt)

Nuclear spectroscopy

The fast neutr in background in and around
the Rl beam at BR2 has been significantly
reduced by adding two 20 cm long quartz-
filters in the beam channel and by modi-
fying the neutron absorbers into the outer
collimator. The result is a very apprecia-
ble improvement of the operating conditions
of the Ge(Li) (n,y) spectrometer.

In addition, the components needed for the
automatic angular positioning of the Ge(Li)
detectors on this spectrometer have been
prepared.

Neutron inelastic scattering

Work on the time-of-flight spectrometer for
the Orphee reactor (Saclay) has proceeded.

The monochromator part of the spectrometer
includes a 10 m flight path of straight
neutron guide tubes, six synchronized chop-
pers for pulsing the neutron beam, a beam
shutter, supporting and levelling mecha-
nisms and radiation shielding around the
flight path. The chopper rotors and the
neutron guide tubes were ordered in 1979
and detailed study of the other components
was started this year.

The other main part of the spectrometer is
the analysing unit. It consists of a sample
table, a flight path with detectors and
neutron shielding. The sample table which
has an upper rotating table of 0.95 m dia-
meter for supporting various sample-holding
apparatus (e.g. ovens, cryostats, etc.) has
been assembled. An automatic elevator lifts
and holds the table on three different
heights.

The construction of helium filled enclo-
sure, within which are located the flight
paths of the scattered neutrons, is almost
completed. The enclosure is of a welded
steel construction, 3.5 m radius and 1.4 m
high, with a sector shape of 160° opening
angle. The He-counters may be positioned
vertically or horizontally at pre-selected
scattering angles. A prototype of such a
detector holder has been assembled.
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5.3. RADIOBIOLOGY

The main aims of the research carried out by the Radiobiology Department are to study and to
evaluate the risks from ionizing radiations. These include improved knowledge of the scien-
tific and technical bases for the determination of radioprotection standards to ensure ef-
fective protection of people working with radioactivity and of the population as a whole.

This will provide a better evaluation of the biological and ecological consequences of the
development of nuclear energy.

The Department also carries out research into heavy metal and chemical mutagen toxlcity and
fundamental biological research related to the behaviour and expression of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) in living, organisms.

The radiobiology programme is composed of the following major projects :
- somatic effects of ionizing radiation;
- genetic effects of ionizing radiation and chemical mutagens;
- metabolism and biological effects of radionuclides in mammals;
- effects of radioactive pollutants OP ecosystems and associated toxicologic studies;
- behaviour and expression of exogenous DNA in living organisms.

As part of these major projects, special attention has been paid to : the pathogenesis of
radioinduced leukemia; the pathogenesis of non-neoplastic late effects in irradiated lung
and brain; the relative biological effectiveness of 50 MeV neutrons and gamma rays for leu-
kemia and cancer induction in mice; factors determining the relative radiosensitivity of
chromosomes in different mammalian species; the decorporation by alginate of radium-226 in-
corporated in the bones of mice; the behaviour of tritium in an agriculture environment; the
biological availability of americium-214 by a freshwater invertebrate; the toxicity of cad-
mium, selenium, lead and zinc; the toxicity of some chemical mutangens; the study of inte-
gration, replication and biological expression of foreign DNA administered to different
organisms.

Since this year, the Radiobiology Department has also put at the disposal of industry its
scientific and technical knowledge and its equipment in order to realize acute and chronic
toxicological studies in the possible genetic and somatic effects of chemical and pharmaceu-
tical products. These studies on the toxicity of chemical products must in principle answer
to a real need of the Belgian chemical industry. Indeed, legislation is in preparation for
the countries of the Common Market which will oblige the chemical industry to carry out
toxicological tests on every new product.

In order to carry out this programme, the Radiobiology Department receives financial sup-
port, mainly from the Ministry of Economic Affairs. In addition, the Department receives
some financial help from the Ministry of Public Health and from certain national and inter-
national organizations such as the National Foundation for Scientific Medical Research
(FRSM), EURATOM, the European Communities, the Fonds National de la Recherche Scientifique
(FNRS) and the C.E.C., the European Late Effects Project Group (EULEP), NATO and the Deut-
sche Schutzkommission of the German Federal Republic. The programme is being carried out in
close collaboration with Belgian and foreign laboratories.
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5.3.1. SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADI-
ATION

5.3.1.1. Morphogenesis in normal and X-ir-
radiated Eatophora oerstedii
(S. Bonotto, A. Lüttke*, D. Hour-
siangou-Neubrun**, S. Puiseux-
Dao**, R. Kirchmann)

Radiobiological investigations have re-
vealed that X-ray doses between 0 and
150 kR interfere with the morphogenesis of
Batophora by delaying, but not arresting,
the formation of sporangia. This shows that
the morphological differentiation of Bato-
phora is extremely radioresistant. X-rays,
however, induce in Batophora several types
of morphological anomalies :
- degeneration of the third-order and even
of the second-order articles;

- reduction of the number of sporangia for
the dose range 5-50 kR;

- increase of the number of whorls with
sporangia (mostly sterile) for the dose
range 50-150 kR;

- formation of irregularly shaped sporangia
in the stalk or even in the rhizoid;

- development of one or more pedunculated
sporangia along the first- or second-or-
der articles instead of at their tip;

- enlargement of the first-order articles;
- enlargement of the apical region of the

stalk;
- frequent cyst formation in the first- or

in the second-order articles;
- sporangia degeneration, especially at the
highest doses (100-150 kR);

- formation of abnormal cysts, suggesting
that in the sporangia of irradiated
cells, large portions of cytoplasm have
lost the capability of a normal comparti-
tion.

5.3.1.2. Chloroplast DNA of Acetabularia
acetabulum : heterogeneous distri-
bution and morphology
(A. Lüttke*, S. Bonotto)

Using the DNA-specific fluorochrome DAPI
(4'6-diamidino-2-phenylindole), only in 47-
49 % of the chloroplasts isolated from
cells grown under normal culture conditions
could DNA be detected before cap formation.
Counts made on preparations from selected
parts of the cell revealed chloroplast DNA
unevenly distributed in the total popula-
tion along an apico-basal gradient. This
wat noticed in 64 %, 46 %, 35 % and 36 % of
the plastids from the apical, subapical,
middle and basal part of the cell fluores-
cence.

5.3.1.3. A minicircular component of Ace-
tabularia acetabulum chloroplast
DNA replicating by the rolling
circle
(A. Masza*, A. Casale*, P. Sas-
sone-Corsi*, S. Bonotto)

Recent results show that a population of
covalently closed minicircles, 0.1 to
1.5 \nn long, represent, on a DNA length
basis, approximately 0.5 % of the total
chloroplast genome of Acetabularia ace-
tabulum (= A. mediterranea).

With a frequency of about 50 %, minicircles
appear to be subject to DNA replication
following the rolling circle model.

5-3.1.4. Multi-element determination in
Acetabularia cells grown in labor-
atory or collected in the Mediter-
ranean Sea
(F. Bodard**, G. Carraro***, S.
Bonotto)

Laboratory grown cells (A. peniculus) have
been found to contain the following ele-
ments : U, Ti, Br, Ca, Sr, Sn, Zn, Ni, Zr,
I, Mg, Na, Se, Mn, Rb, W, Si, K and Fe. In
calcified cells (A. mediterranea) from the
sea, the above elements have also been de-
tected, with the exception of Ti and Sn.
Calcified cells possess large amounts of Ca
and Sr : 54.82 % and 1.18 % respectively of
the dry weight. In cultivated cells (A.
peniculus), the amounts of Ca and Sr are
much lower : 1.21 % and 0.20 % respectively
of dry weight.

5.3.1.5. Rapid method for the detection of
small amounts of DNA in CsCl gra-
dients with ethidium bromide
(A. Lüttke1**, P.F. Lurquin, S. Bo-
notto)

A rapid and sensitive method for the detec-
tion of DNA in CsCl gradients has been de-
veloped, which is based on the complex for-
mation between DNA and the intercalating
dye ethidium bromide, after fractionation
of density gradients. Since no dye is used
in the original sample/CsCl mixture, disad-
vantages such as dialysis, shaking with n-
butanol and/or separation through a Dowex
column can be avoided. Due to its sensi-
tivity for nucleic acids (0.02 ng for DNA
and 0.10 ng for RNA), this technique is

* S.C.K./C.E.N. bursar
** Laboratoire de Biologie Cellulaire Vgge-

tale, Universite" de Paris VII

* International Institute of Genetics and
Biophysics, Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche, Napoli

** Laboratoire d'Analyses par Reactions
NuclSaires, Namur

*** CBNM, Geel
4* S.C.K./C.E.N. bursar
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particularly useful for small amounts of
DNA, which are difficult to detect with a
normal recording system or if a recording
system is not available.

5.3.1.6. Action of radiation on blood flow
and blood pressure in the irradi-
ated rat
(R. Timraermans, G.B. Gerber*)

Contract with the Deutsche Schutzkommission

The influence of an infusion of biogenic
amines was studied following radiation
doses in the midlfithal range. Effects simu-
lar to those observed after a 2 krad dose
were found, although less pronounced indi-
cating that the alpha receptor activity is
modified.

The influence of radiation on vascular per-
meability and blood flow of the intestine
was also followed by infecting 153Gd la-
belled microspheres, which indicate blood
flow, and 1 3 1I labelled antipyrine, which
diffuses into the extravascular space.

5.3.1.7. The in vitro radiosensitivity of
hemopoietic stem cells from con-
trol and preirradiated infant mice
(G.B. Gerber*, J. Maes)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

The radiosensitivity of hemopoietic stem
cells isolated from infant mice (6, 9 or
20 days of life), of embryonal liver of in-
fant preirradiated mice (exposed to 126 rad
on day 6 and assayed at day 9 of life) and
of adult C57/B1 mice were assayed on the
basis of their capacity to form spleen col-
onies and to incorporate iododeoxyuridine
in heavily irradiated hosts. Stem cells
isolated from spleen and bone marrow of in-
fant non-irradiated mice have a DO of 115
rad compared to 72 rad for adult mice,
whereas the DO of preirradiated infant mice
is reduced to 80 rad.

5.3.2. LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIA-
TIONS

5.3.2.1. Radioleukemia

5.3.2.1.1. Viral etiology of radiogenic
C57BL lymphomas
(M. Janowski, J.M. Nuyten)

Contracts : FRMS.EULEP and EURATOM 241-77-1
BIO B

* EURATOM

The spontaneous leukemogenesis in AKR mice
is associated with the appearance of a new
provirus in tumor DNA, as a result of ge-
netic recombination between endogenous,
nonleukemogenic AKR viruses. The overt
expression of the recombinant provirus
leads to production of leukemogenic virus
and to the subsequent appearance of thymic
lymphomas. Irradiated C57BL mice develop
thymic lymphomas in the absence of overt
virus expression. We undertook restriction
enzyme analysis of control and radiogenic
tumor C57BL DNA, in order to test the pos-
sibility that a recombinational provirus
might appear in association with leuke-
mogenesis, although not expressed as com-
plete virus particles. We did not observe
the occurrence of a new provirus, which
means either that radiation induced leuke-
mogenic virus is not involved in the leuke-
mogenic process, either that leukemcgenesis
is associated with the action of a preex-
isting provirus, or that the possible ap-
pearance of a recombinant provirus is
masked by the polyclonality of the event.

5.3.2.1.2. Multiple target cells for infec-
tion by RadLV (Rs)
(A. Sassen, M. Janowski, A. Leo-
nard, J.R. Maisin, F. Vander
Plaetse)

Contracts : FRSM.EULEP and EURATOM 2A1-77-1
BIO B

In order to determine which cell type is
susceptible to RadLV (Rs) infection, cell
suspensions from different tissues were
cultured in diffusion chambers (DC) in the
presence of viral extracts and subsequently
in vivo for a leukemogenic activity. Sev-
eral experiments have clearly shown that
neither passive entrapment of the virus nor
spontaneous cell transformation occurred to
any significant extent in the DC. This was
demonstrated not only with RadLV (Rs) but
also with Rauscher leukemia (RLV).
Whereas spleen, bone marrow and thymus cell
suspensions were susceptible to RadLV (Rs)
infection in DC, only spleen and bone mar-
row were infected by RLV.

In the case of RadLV (Rs), cell suspensions
devoided of T derived lymphocytes or de-
prived of surface immunoglobulins (Ig)
remained able to propagate the disease.
Moreover, the sera of the recipient mice
injected with DC cultured cells contained
increased concentrations of IgGj, IgG2a,
IgG2i3, IgA and IgM. This indicates a
polyclonal stimulation of B derived lympho-
cytes similar to that which occurs after
the in vivo administration of acellular
extracts. The cells infected in DC with
RadLV (Rs) were tumorigenic in the recipi-
ent mouse not by their own multiplication
but by virus production. This was demon-
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strated by :

- syncitia formation of XC cells by direct
cocultivation with DC cells;

- leukemia induction by cell free extracts
prepared from the DC content;

- absence of multiplication of DC infected
cells from C57B1/Rb (6;15)1 Aid mice (38
chromosomes) after injection in 40 chro-
mosome recipients.

5.3.2.1.3. Biology of megakaryocyte in re-
lation to leukemia induced by
the RadLV(Rs) derived BL/F viral
extract
(L. de Saint-Georges, M. Janow-
ski, L. Baugnet-Mahieu, J.R.
Maisin, G. Mattelin)

Contracts : FRSM and EULEP 201-76-1-BIO C

Two types of leukemias, Slow (SL) and Early
(EL) are induced by the RadLV(Rs) derived
BL/F (SL) and BL/F (EL) viral populations
respectively.

As early as eight days after intraperito-
neal injection, both types of physical
viral particles are present in high amounts
in the bone marrow and spleen megakaryo-
cytes, at the demarcation membranes of fu-
ture blood platelets. Total blood platelets
in the EL leukemia show a rapid decrease in
correlation with the splenic tumor develop-
ment. In the SL leukemia, variation of
total blood platelets does not reveal cor-
relation between viral colonization of the
megakaryocytes and platelet production. For
some rats, a platelet decrease may suddenly
appear in the ultimate thymoma development
at the sublethal stage. As controls, Balb/c
mice, injected with Rauscher virus (Ery-
throleukemia) showed the same platelet
evolution as in the EL type of rat leukemia
and their amount was found to be inversely
correlated with the spleen weight. Our re-
sults show that viral particles do not
appear to affect platelet metabolism which
may, however, be significantly modified by
the development of the tumor and its re-
lated phenomena (necrosis etc.). The pas-
sive or active character of viral accumu-
lation in megakaryocytes was also examined.
After intraperitoneal injection small num-
bers of budding virus appear on the mega-
karyocyte membrane. Exceptionally high
amounts of budding virus suggest that a
short period of intensive production may
exist. Passive accumulation may not be ex-
cluded as shown by concentration of late
particles of the viral size (0.109 um) in
in vitro megakaryocytes from rat bone mar-
row.

5.3.2.I.A. Ultrastructural examination of
BL/F viral envelop characteris-
tics
(L. de Saint-Georges, M. Janow-
ski, L. Baugnet-Mahieu, J.R.
Maisin)

Contracts FRSM and EULEP 201-76-1-BIO B

The ultrastructural organization of BL/F
was not found to differ significantly from
that of other murine leukemia viruses for
which detailed models exist. An exception
was observed at the envelop level where the
surface knobs are not easily seen in the
BL/F viral mature particles.

Surface knobs are more easily identified on
immature and budding particles at the cell
surface. A 70,000 dalton viral glycoproteln
is present on the virus producing cell sur-
face as demonstrated by immunocytocherais-
try, using rabbit anti gp70 antiserum. The
lack of evidence of surface knobs on most
of the particles isolated from serum sug-
gests that serum protein may adsorb onto
the surface of rat virions, thereby masking
surface knobs. A second possibility is that
the gp70 of BL/F may display unique confor-
tnational properties resulting perhaps in a
reduced globularity such as to make it less.5

easily contrasted by usual staining methods.

5.3.2.1.5. Multiplicity of leukemogenic
viruses in the rat-propagated
RadLV(Rs) complex
(M. Janowski, J. Merregaert)

Contracts : FRSM, EULEP and EURATOM
241-77-1-BIO B

Experiments were continued in order to de-
termine whether the multiple pathogenicity
of BL/F could be attributed or not to the
presence of distinct viral entities in the
complex. BL/F, a rat-propagated derivative
of the leukemogenic, splenotropic RadLV-Rs
complex, was derived from a radiogenic tu-
mor of the C57BL mouse.

Obtention of clonal isolates

Clonal isolates were obtained from BL/F.
The first was obtained on Balb/3T3 cells
and was responsible for the development of
thymic lymphomas after a long latency pe-
riod of 6 months. The second grew preferen-
tially on rat embryo fibroblasts and in-
duced a high proportion of reticulum cell
sarcomas also after a long latency period.
Together they constitute the bulk of the
BL/F virions. A third hypothetical virus
responsible for a rapidly developing gen-
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eralized malignant lymphoma could not be
cloned because of its low concentration in
BL/F.

Serology of the clonal isolates

The clonal isolates obtained from BL/F
possessed the serological specificities of
genetic recombinants between endogenous
viruses of the C57BL mouse, belonging to
both the NIH-MuLV and a B-tropic MuLV type,
where the p30 protein was concerned. The
pl2 protein was of Balb virus 2 type and
the gp70 of a unique type. The two isolates
could be distinguished from each other only
at the level of the antigenic determinant
responsible for their B- and NB-tropi-
cities. However, important differences were
observed between their RNase TI-generated
oligonucleotide fingerprints showing that
important differences in their genomes,
other than those investigated at the pl2,
p30 and gp70 levels, were associated with
the diversity in their leukemogenic effect.

Restriction enzyme analysis of the
BL/F proviruses

The DNA's from thymic lymphomas (TL), gen-
eralized malignant lymphomas (EL) and pro-
ductively infected REF cells were submitted
to digestion with the Eco RI restriction
enzyme, which cleaves into the cellular DNA
sequences adjacent to proviral sequences.
The fragments generated were separated by
electrophoresis and submitted to molecular
hybridization with BL/F-specific 32P-DNA,
according to the so-called "Southern blot-
ting" technique. In all three cases, we
observed that many integration sites for
provirus occurred in the cellular DNA's
examined. Bam HI, cleaving into the pro-
viral sequences, generated internal pro-
viral fragments, constituting markers for
each type of provirus. The DNA's frgm EL,
TL and REF each yielded a specific profile
of proviral sequence-containing fragments,
iemonstrating the occurrence of at least as
many provirus types as leukemia types in-
duced. Since none of these fragments cor-
iesponded to those yielded upon digestion
of C57BL DNA, it is concluded that the
Lversity of leukemogenic viruses in the

"!L/F complex was due to recombinational e-
-•nts during rat propagation of RadLV(Rs).

5.3.2.1.6. Control mechanisms of gene ex-
pression in normal and neoplas-
tic tissues
(L. Baugnet-Mahieu, W. Baeyens)

FRSM contract

The studies dealing with the modifications
of structural and functional properties of
chromosomal proteins in the lymphoid tis-

sues of leukemic mice and rats have been
continued.

Nuclear phosphoproteins

The phosphorylation of chromosomal proteins
has been correlated with the activation of
transcription associated with numerous bio-
logical processes e.g. stimulation of cel-
lular proliferation, development, trans-
formation by oncogenic viruses.

Analysis, by electrophoresis and autoradio-
graphy, of phosphoproteins prepared from
normal and leukemic rat lymphoid tissues
has been carried out in our laboratory.

After in vitro labelling of nuclei with
ATP-y-32P, the overall specific activity of
phosphorylated nuclear proteins is higher
in leukemic thymus and spleen than in the
controls.

In the slowly growing thymic lymphoma
(BL/F (SL)j, the nonhistone protein frac-
tion contains two polypeptides (125,000 and
50,000 daltons) the phosphorylation of
which is significantly higher than in the
control thymus. On the contrary, a poly-
peptide of 80,000 daltons is consistently
less phosphorylated in the leukemic frac-
tion. In the spleen of rats bearing an ear-
ly generalized lymphoma (BL/F (EL)), two
polypeptides (130,000 and 19,000 daltons)
show an increased specific phosphorylation.

Nuclear membrane proteins and proteins
associated with the nuclear pore complex
play an important role in the nucleocyto-
plasmic exchange of macromolecules. Modi-
fications of the nuclear membrane protein
phosphorylation have been observed in the
tissues of whole-body irradiated rats as
well as in neopLxstic rat tissues.

More selective extraction procedures are
presently carried out in order to localize
more precisely the nuclear components res-
ponsible for those membrane phosphoprotein
alterations.

DNn-binding proteins

Proteins which bind specifically to DNA are
present in different subcellular fractions
as well as in mammalian serum and ascites
fluid.

At least two human serum DNA-binding pro-
teins are considered as potential biochemi-
cal markers of malignant transformation :
they are present at elevated levels in the
sera of individuals with malignant diseases
and some correlation exists between their
concentration and the tumor response to
chemotherapy. Some quantitative differences
have also been observed in the polypeptide
patterns of DNA-binding proteins origi-
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nating from the serum of normal or RadLV
(Rs)-bearing mice. However, at first sight,
no polypeptide can be considered as an ear-
ly "biochemical marker of leukemogenesis".

Recently, we have developed a technique of
protein transfer on nitrocellulose mem-
branes, followed by hybridization in pres-
ence of 3iP-DNA from normal or leukemic
tissues, which greatly improves the binding
specificity of serum proteins for the DNA.
Preliminary results indicate in the mol-
ecular weight range of 50,000 to 60,000
daltons at least one polypeptide heavily
labelled in the controls that is undetect-
able in the sera of leukemic origin.

Nuclear DN'A-binding proteins are found in
the "loosely bound" and in the "tightly
bound" chromosomal protein fractions. Cell
differentiation and chemical carcinogenesis
have been reported to induce alterations in
certain of these proteins. The relative
affinity of nuclear DNA-binding proteins
from normal and neoplastic tissues for
homologous and heterologous DNA is under
investigation.

Nuclear receptors for thyroid hor-
mones (in collaboration with M. Le-
maire*)

Thyroid hormones have an influence on
growth and development and regulate the
metabolic activity of most mammalian tis-
sues. Their receptors, at the nuclear
level, are non-histone chromosomal pro-
teins. Recent investigations have raised
the possibility of a correlation existing
between the growth of a variety of experi-
mental tumors and the concentration and
binding capacity of the nuclear thyroid
hormone receptors.

The relative affinity of the nuclear recep-
tors for tri-iodothyronine is lower in ex-
perimental rat hepatoma than in the liver
of the tumor-bearing animal. The concentra-
tion amounts of endogenous hormone in both
tissues needs still to be evaluated.

5.3.2.2. Influence of dose fractionation on
life shortening and causes of
death in mice exposed to ionizing
radiation
(J.R. Maisin, A. Wambersie**, M.
Lambiet-Collier, G. Mattelin, J.
Gueulette**)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-B1O B

Male mice of the BALB/c strain, 12 weeks
old, were exposed to y-rays in two modes,

* Universite de Liege
** U.C.Louvain

single exposure and 10 daily fractions at a
dose rate of 1A0 rad/min, in order to as-
sess the amount of non-reparable and rep-
arable lesions. In order to obtain dose-ef-
fect relationships, different groups of
animals were irradiated with increasing
doses of >-rays, from 25 to 600 rads. The
animals were inspected daily for their en-
tire lifespans. Deaths were recorded when
they occurred naturally, and the lifespan
of each of the different groups of mice
determined. Dead mice were autopsied and
the causes of death determined.

Our preliminary data do not reveal any
life-shortening by small gamma doses. At
doses of A00 and 600 rads, life-shortening
was less pronounced after fractionation
than after single exposure. Leukemia and
cancer tended to be less frequent after
fractionation of small doses but increased
after large doses compared to a single one.
In the latter case, leukemias and cancers
increase mainly because the animals lived
longer. These experiments are still in
progress and these results have to be con-
firmed when all data are available.

5.3.2.3. Late effects in irradiated brain

5.3.2.3.1. Ultrastructural changes in the
central nervous system after
focal X-ray irradiation
(H. Reyners, E. Gianfelici de
Reyners, J.R. Maisin, L. Reg-
niers)

EULEP contract 201-76-1-BIO C

The principal aim of these studies is to
describe and understand the sequence of
events taking place in the brain after
irradiation with a broad range of RX doses.
The first clearly observable phenomena were
found 7 h after irradiation with a dose as
low as 14.5 Gy (1A50 rad). They were char-
acterized by the presence in the cerebral
cortex of a small number of dead glial and
nerve cells. This cellular necrosis de-
creases afterwards and is rarely found at
1 week after irradiation, except for doses
larger than A0 Gy or A000 rad.

Nevertheless, the glial cell populations
remain certainly depleted for at least
3 months. A certain type of astrocytes,
often found in close vicinity to the
neurons and to the small blood vessels,
completely disappears from the cerebral
cortex of the rats 24 h after X-ray irra-
diation at levels in excess of 1A.5 Gy.
The relevance of such finding for the
understanding of the later sequence of e-
vents and the onset of the so-called "late
effects of irradiation" is currently under
study. This very radioresponsive astroglia,
revealed in these studies, seems to belong
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to a multipotential reserve cell line the
presence of which in the brain has always
remained controversial up to now.

In the long term, the oligodeiidrocyte cell
line also appears to be subject to degener-
ative processes at least in the cerebral
cortex. These glial cells are the main a-
gents responsible for the production of
white matter in the brain and the depletion
involved here is possibly one of the causes
of the demyelination processes often re-
ported in radionecrotic nervous tissues.

Large focal necrosis associated with te-
langiectatic changes in the small blood
vessels have recently been shown in deeper
regions of the brain (e.g. Hippocampi gyrus
dentatus). We now intend to focus our in-
terest on such high risk zones in order to
elucidate the factors at work there and to
reveal the possible correlations between
this kind of tissular reaction and that
which was found previously in the cortex.

5.3.2.3.2. Studies on late effects in ir-
radiated brain
(G.B. Gerber*, J. Deroo)

Contracts : EURATOM 232-76-1-EIO B and EU-
LEP 201-76-1-BIO C

Endothelial fragments in brains were
studied for alkaline phosphatase, glutamate
transpeptidase (two characteristic enzymes
of endothelial cells) as well as uptake of
methyl d glucose, from 1 to 12 months fol-
lowing a local exposure to 3 or 4 krad.
Short-term effects, up to one week, were
investigated in brain exposed to 10 or
15 krad of X-rays. The techniqu-i of meas-
uring in the same animal in-vivo blood flow
and extravascular space, by injecting per-
technetate and iodoantipyrine, local blood
flow by the microsphere technique, and
vascular architecture by infusing a latex
resin, was applied to a series of animals.

5.3.2.4. Late effects in irradiated lung
(G.B. Gerber*, J. Deroo, P. Depre-
ter**)

Contracts : EURATOM 232-76-1-BIO B and
EULEP 201-76-1-BIO C

The studies on the mechanisms by which
fibrosis arises in irradiated lung have
continued along three lines :
- in vivo synthesis of collagen after in-

jection of 11(C-proline and in vitro syn-
thesis in the presence of 3H-proline
after isolation of the different types of

collagen by means of acrylamide electro-
phoresis. Endothelial functions in iso-
lated perfused lung by determining angio-
tensin conversion;

- degradation and uptake of the biogenic
amines serotonin and histamine;

- the deficiency in plasminogen activator
and of related factors involved in blood
clotting and removal of fibrin in irrad-
iated lung.

5.3.3. GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION IN
MAMMALS

5.3.3.1. Radiosensitivity and lifespan of
dog peripheral blood lymphocytes
(A. Leonard, G. Decat, T.E«
Fritz*)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

The value of dog lymphocytes as a material
for cytogenetic studies in long-term exper-
iments has been estimated by studying the
cell kinetics of peripheral blood lympho-
cytes stimulated in vitro by PHA, the ra-
diosensitivity of dog lymphocytes exposed
in vitro to ionizing radiations and the
mean survival time of lymphocytes carrying
unstable chromomose aberrations in whole-
body irradiated dogs. After 48 h of incu-
bation, the usual cultivation time used for
human lymphocytes, only 42 % of the cells
are still in first division whereas 47 %
are already in second and 10 % in third
mitosis. Providing cells are examined in
first mitosis there is no significant dif-
ference between dog and human lymphocytes
with respect to the yield of radiation-
induced chromosome dicentrics. The mean
survival time of lymphocytes carrying un-
stable chromosome aberrations is less than
30 days.

5.3.3.2. Lymphocyte lifetime in the rabbit
measured by the decline in radi-
ation-induced chromosome damage
(G. Decat, A. Leonard)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

The lifespan of rabbit lymphocytes carrying
radiation-induced chromosome aberrations
has been studied by following the decline
in aberration frequency as a function of
the time after irradiation. Female rabbits
were given a whole-body X-ray dose of
300 rad. Blood samples were taken from a
marginal ear vein of each animal the day
before exposure and after 2 h, 14, 28, 42,

* EURATOM
** Deutsche Schutzkonnnission

* Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,
U.S.A.
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56, 84, 140, 250 and 500 days. A plot of
log abnormalities against time suggests an
exponential decline for dicentrics and
fragments up to 140 days, the half-time for
dicentrics and fragments being 70 and 46
days respectively. The results of the pres-
ent investigation thus demonstrate that
because of their shorter lifespan, in vivo
observations on aberrations in rabbit
lymphocytes are not suitable for extrapola-
tion of information on chronic exposure to
man.

5.3.3.3. Chromosome aberrations induced by
X-rays in gorilla lymphocytes
(G. Decat, A. Leonard, W. de Meu-
richy*)

Using the harlequin-staining technique to
distinguish the first from later mitotic
divisions, we have studied the frequency of
spontaneous and radiation-induced sister
chromatid exchanges and chromosome aberra-
tions in peripheral blood lymphocytes from
gorilla. The results have been compared
with the previous findings on man. In spite
of the fact that the karyotypes of the two
species are similar, the incidence of ra-
diation-induced chromosome aberrations was
much higher in gorilla than in man. The
mean number of sister chroraatid exchanges
was not modified by exposure to X-irradia-
tion and was almost the same in the two
species.

5.3.3.4. Stimulation of irradiated human
lymphocytes by different mitogens
(Gh. Deknudt, A. Leonard)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

During the last few years, plant lectins
displaying mitogenic properties have been
described, e.g. concanavalin A (ConA) iso-
lated from Canavalia ensiformis, lentil
lectin from Lens culinaris, pokeweed mito-
gen (PWM) from Phytolacca americana and
Wistaria floribunda extracts. Some of these
mitogens stimulate the T lymphocytes, oth-
ers activate the B lymphocytes or both
types of cells.

Our experiments demonstrate that lympho-
cytes stimulated with ConA and PHA have
virtually the same cell cycle duration and
a similar radiosensitivity. There exist,
however, marked differences between donors
with respect to cell proliferation rates
and minor differences with respect to the
radiation response. From our observations
we conclude that 42 h represents the cul-
ture time most appropriate to avoid inter-

donor variability in the cell cycle. Pro-
vided that cells are harvested at this
time, it does not seem to matter whether
PHA or ConA is used as the stimulant.

5.3.3.5. Evidence of threshold X-ray dose
for sensitizing stem-cell sperma-
togonia of the mouse to the induc-
tion of chromosomal translocations
by a second larger dose
(P.P.W. van Buul*, A. Leonard)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

The effect of different small conditioning
doses of X-rays on the production of reci-
procal translocations in stem-cell sperma
to-gonia of the mouse (scored in spermato-
cytes) by a second larger dose have been
examined. Fractionation regimes of 25 +
975 R, 50 + 950 R, 72 + 925 R and 100 +
900 R, all with 24 h between the fractions,
were applied. The size of the first frac-
tion strongly affected the frequency of
induced translocations by the second one,
and a kind of threshold dose, somewhere
between 75 and 100 R was noticed for condi-
tioning the spermatogonial populations :
the translocation yield after 25 + 975 R
was 3.3 % after 50 + 950 R, 5.0 % and after
75 + 925 R, 5.1 %; whereas 100 + 900 R
resulted in 16.1 % translocations. It is
difficult to explain this observed thresh-
old effect in terms of known biological
processes so far held responsible for the
conditioning effect.

5.3.3-6. The cell kinetics of pig lympho-
cytes and their radiosensitivity
compared with man
(M. Rosenthal**)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

The harlequin staining of chromosomes,
which could be applied by the BrdU-la-
belling method, was employed to scrutinize
the kinetics of cultured pig lymphocytes.

After a cultivation time of 26 h, meta-
phases of second mitosis (M2) were fre-
quently found in each of the three individ-
ual blood samples.

The time interval between second and third
mitoses has been estimated at 8 h. This
results in a more than twofold higher divi-
sion speed than that of human lymphocytes.

The Gü-radiosensitivity of pig and human
lymphocytes at different fixation times has
been investigated for different doses of X-

* Koninklijke Maatschappij voor Dierkunde
van Antwerpen

* Universiteit van Leiden, The Netherlands
** CEC bursar
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rays by scoring chromosome type of aberra-
tions in metaphases of first (Ml) and sec-
ond (M2) post-irradiation mitoses sepa-
rately.

Ko significant differences were found be-
tween dose-dependent aberration frequencies
in early and late appearing metaphases in
the same mitosis.

Furthermore, the results of these experi-
ments show that there exists no difference
in the radiosensitivity of pig and human
lymphocytes in vitro.

In spite of the large discrepancy in their
cell kinetics and stimulation features,
both, pig and human lymphocytes show the
same dose response.

5.3.4. RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT

5.3.4.1. Incorporation of 3H and of other
radionuclides by several marine
algae and animals
(S. Bonotto, G. Carraro*, S.
Strack**, A. Lüttke**, J. Colard,
G. Koch, R. Kirchmann)

IAEA contract 2579/RB

Several marine plants and animals have been
investigated for their capability of incor-
porating the main radionuclides present in
selected effluents. Accumulation factors
have been determined for 3H, 1 3 4Cs, 136Cs,
1 3 7Cs, 5bCo, 6&Co, 54Mn, 1 3 1 I , 226Ra and
12i*Sb. Marine algae, which are involved in
food chains leading to man, show the
highest accumulation factors. The preferen-
tial accumulation of particular radionu-
clides by marine organisms suggests that
they may have a significant role in the
turnover rate of elements in the marine
environment.

5.3.4.2. Tritium metabolism in young pigs
after exposure of the mothers to
tritium oxide during pregnancy
(R. Kirchmann, R. Van Bruwaene,
G.B. Gerber***, J. Vankerkom)

EURATOM contract 236-77-1-BIO B

Pregnant sows were given tritiated water
during their entire pregnancy and for 43
days thereafter. Some young pigs were left
with their mother; others were exchanged

with uncontaminated new-borns in order to
follow tritium oxide and organic tritium in
different organs with respect to the con-
tinuing uptake after birth, uptake from
milk and loss of activity after birth.

In summary, tritium oxide in continuously
exposed pigs displays two metabolic compo-
nents but the slow one appears to represent
no more than 5 % of the total. About 70 %
of the body water is derived from ingested
water, the rest originates from water in
food or formed by metabolism. This value is
about the same in adult and neonatal pigs.
No difference is found between organs with
respect to metabolism of tritium oxide.

Organically bound tritium reaches an equi-
librium value of about 11 % of that of the
tritium oxide given. Only brain has a sig-
nificantly greater specific activity (about
17 %) in agreement with observations by
other authors. Turnover of organic tritium
varies among organs : it is slowest in
brain, followed by muscular tissues and it
is most rapid in liver and intestine. Serum
proteins have about the same turnover and
the same equilibrium value as organs. From
these values, one can estimate that con-
tinuous exposure to tritium oxide during
pregnancy results in a dose from organic
tritium which in most organs is only about
one third to two thirds of that due to
tritium oxide alone. In brain, this dose
from organic tritium may, however, be as
large or even slightly exceed that from
tritium oxide.

5.3.4.3. Incorporation and turnover of
tritium in neonatal mice after
feeding tritiated thymidine during
pregnancy
(G.B. Gerber*)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

Tritiated thymidine of a concentration of
1 mCi/500 g was added to the food of preg-
nant mice during their entire pregnancy.
The radioactivity in tritium oxide, small
molecules, in DNA and in proteins was fol-
lowed for up to 68 d in the mothers and for
up to 108 d in their litters.

5.3.4.4. Radiological surveillance prog-
ramae
(R. Kirchmann, J. Lambinon**, J.
Co Hard)

Contract with the Ministry of Public Health

The radiological surveillance programme has

* CBNM, Geel
** CEC bursar
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been continued, using bio-indicators for
assessing radioactivity levels around nu-
clear power plant sites.

The aquatic mosses (Cinclidotus danubicus)
are routinely used for the detection of
-uMn, 6t/Co i3i<Cs and 1 3 7Cs, since these
plants show very high accumulation factors.
Two Species of lichens (Hypogymnia physodes
and Evernia prunastri) were used for evalu-
ating the radioactive contamination of the
air.

5.3.A.5. Radioecological study of the
Molse- and Witte Nset freshwater
ecosystems
(J. Konings*, R. Kirchmann, J.C.
Dupont*, M. Breugelmans*, J. Co-
lard, G. Koch)

A sampling campaign was organized in June
1980 at 14 locations along the Grote and
Kleine Neet as part of a survey programme.
Samples of water, sediment, fauna and flora
were collected and their radionuclide con-
tent measured using gamma spectrometry and
tritium analysis.

Preliminary results are now available for
gamma-emitters and tritium, and background
levels for the Kleine Neet were estab-
lished.

For the Grote Neet, the highest nuclide
levels in water occurred at the S.C.K./
C.E.N. release point. In the sediments, the
highest radioactivity was found at the wat-
er-mill of Geel situated 3.6 km from the
release point, where very low water flow
rates allow the smallest particles to set-
tle in considerable amounts. No definite
pattern was observed for aquatic plants.

High values for the physico-chemical para-
meters, conductivity, Cl~, SO", COJ~,
Na+, K+, Ca*4", Mg"*"4" and 226Ra were found in
the samples from station MN91. This station
is downstream of the influx of the Grote
Laak river, which transports pollutants
from the phosphate fertilizer factories of
Tessenderlo and Kwaadmechelen.

Bottom sludge from the Molse Neet is re-
moved yearly and deposited on both river
sides, at a mean rate of 1.5 to 2.0 m3 per
m. After some time, the entire sludge be-
comes covered with wild plants, mainly
grasses. The transfer of radionuclides to
the plants is studied under natural and
laboratory conditions.

5.3.4.6. Metabolism of radionuclides in
lactating dairy cows
(R. Van Bruwaene, R. Kirchmann,
G.B. Gerber*, J. Vankerkom, J.
Collard)

ICWB/CIPS contract

A mixture of Na^CrO^, 5<<MnCl2,
 bvFeCl3 ,

fc0CoCl2, UuSbCl3 was given, either orally
or by intravenous injection, to lactating
dairy cows. Excretion into faeces, urine
and milk was followed for a period of sev-
eral weeks, by determining their activ-
ities. The cows were slaughtered 102 days
after oral, and 70 days after intravenous
administration. The distribution of activ-
ity in various organs was determined.

The excretion curves were evaluated using
non-linear regression analysis. Intestinal
absorption was calculated by deconvoluting
these curves. Transfer factors into milk,
urine and tissues were calculated.

5.3.4.7. Relation between radiation res-
ponse of haemopoietic cells in
various bone marrow sites and
their absorbed radiation dose in
226Ra injected BALB/c mice
(G. Schoeters, 0. Vanderborght)

EURATOM contract 233-77-1-BI0 B

Considerable detailed information is avail-
able on dosimetry and distribution of os-
teotropic internal emitters in mammals.
Separate studies have been focused on the
long-term effects following the administra-
tion of the isotopes. The appearance of
bone tumors has mainly been studied and
these can only be detected late in time
after their induction.

There is a lack of information, however,
about the link between dosimetry and the
response of irradiated cell populations.
Our study is directed to the relation be-
tween the radiation dose absorbed in vari-
ous bone sites and the behaviour of radio-
sensitive cell populations in various bone
marrow sites, as a function of time after
contamination. A better understanding of
the relation between physical environment
and biological effects will be valuable for
meaningful extrapolations of radiotoxicity
from one animal species to another.

The development of experimental assay sys-
tems for haeraopoietic cells now allows
local investigations of long-term effects
of irradiation. Spatial and temporal as-
sessments of the number of multipotential
colony forming cells (CFU-s) and of granu-

* Trainee
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locyte committed colony forming cells (CFC-
c) after internal contamination with ''"Ha,
are used to measure radiation damage in
bone marrow. The biological damage is then
related to the physical features of con-
tamination with the a-emitter. Mice were
injected with the "standard" radionuclide
22eRa, at doses of 230 kBq 22oRa/kg and
660 kBq 226Ra/kgk. 4 h, 1, 3, 10, 24, 100
and 300 days after injection, marrow cel-
lularity and the response of CFU-s and CFU-
c was assessed in marrow sites surrounded
by trabecular bone (distal end of femur,
lumbar vertebrae, sternum) and in the
femoral shaft where axial marrow and marrow
cells near cortical bone were examined
separately. The retention of 22t3Ra was also
measured in the surrounding bone sites at
corresponding time-intervals and morpho-
metrlc analyses of the marrow sites and
their surrounding bone structure were per-
formed. This allowed calculation of the
radiation dose absorbed in the marrow sites
considered. The response of CFU-s and of
CFU-c was characteristic of each marrow
site, e.g. 300 days after injection of
660 kBq ^26Ra/kg. The number of CFU-s and
of CFU-c was reduced in comparison with the

non-contaminated controls : the reduction
factors /ere in the axial marrow of the
femoral shaft 1.8 and 1.7, in the periph-
eral marrow of the femoral shaft 5.3 and
4.0, in the distal femoral end 3.2 and 2.3,
in the lumbar vertebrae 2.6 and 2.0, and in
the sternal marrow 3.8 and 2.7, respective-
ly. These differences could be explained
by :
- differences between the marrow sites in
the percentage of marrow which absorbed
a-par tides.;

- unequal 226Ra concentrations retained in
the surrounding bone structures of the
considered marrow site, although 300 days
after injection no differences in 226Ra
concentrations were observed anymore;

- the surface area of bone per unit volume
of bone was not the same in the various
surrounding bone sites.

The first significant changes in CFU-s res-
ponse occurred in marrow sites which con-
tained a high number of mitotically active
CFU-s (femoral distal end, peripheral mar-
row of the femoral shaft). Less alterations
were noticed after injection of 230 kBq
226Ra/kg than after 660 kBq 226Ra/kg. After
230 kBq 226Ra/kg, the observed changes in
bone marrow cellularity and in the number
of CFU-s and CFU-c were oscillations above
the control levels, whereas after 660 kBq
226Ra/kg depressions below the control
level were observed.

5.3.5. NON-RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION 0? THE
ENVIRONMENT

5.3.5.1. Physico-chemistry of acid surface
waters and acidification due to
input of sulphur-rich rainwater
(J. Vangenechten, S. Van Puym-
broeck, 0. Vanderborght)

Tne physico-chemical composition of the
water in Kempen bog lakes was further moni-
tored. Most pools were extremely acid with
an average pH of 3.8. Nevertheless, total
ion content amounted to about 3 meq/1, sul-
phate was the dominant anion. Calcium con-
centration was high, compared to equally
acid bog-lakes in other geographical re-
gions of the world.

A marked deficiency in alkalinity (HCOl +
CO") with respect to the high calcium
concentrations was noticed. Indeed, non-
acidified surface waters in Northern Europe
and Canada reveal a quite different rela-
tion between calcium and alkalinity. The
calculated deficiency was related to the
excess sulphate concentration, as calcu-
lated from the natural SO"/C1~ ratio in
seawater and thus in non-polluted rainwa-
ter. This relation showed a highly signifi-
cant correlation between both parameters,
indicating that the observed deficiency in
alkalinity originates from excess sulphate
in the bog-water.

Knowing that Belgium is situated in the
very centre of the acid and sulphur-rich
precipitation region (e.g. about 30 mg/1
S 0 ~ at pH4) it is assumed that these
surface waters are subject to further acid-
ification by acid precipitation input.

5.3.5.2. The impact of high-acidity on the
mineral metabolism in freshwater
animals
(J. Vangenechten, S. Van Puym-
broeck, 0. Vanderborght)

The effect of high environmental acidity on
the chloride regulation in waterbugs (In-
secta) (Corixa dentipes Thorns, and Corixa
punctata Illig.) was studied. The chloride
exchange-uptake was highest at very acid
pH 3-4. The relationship between chloride
influx and the external chloride concentra-
tions follows enzyme saturation kinetics :
the parameters describing this relationship
depend on the external pH. At acid pH, a
very steep increase was noticed giving rise
to very high values for the maximum influx
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rate. It was concluded that chloride uptake
rate was favoured by acid pH, which is
clearly in contrast with sodium uptake.
However, chloride balance seems to be
reached an slightly acid (pH 6) as well as
at very acid pH (pH 3).

Exposure of both species of waterbugs to
low environmental pH for short time dura-
tions in the range of hours to days clearly
shows the overall independency of the chlo-
ride regulatory mechanisms with regard to
the acidity of the medium.

5.3.5.3. Ultrastructural changes in the
central nervous system induced by
heavy metals
(E. Gianfelici de Reyners, H. Rey-
ners, J.R. Maisin, L. Regniers,
P. Tachon*, A. Laschi*, G. Winne-
ke**, M. Csicsaky**)

EURATOM contract 140-72-12-ENV

A large number of experimental models of
intoxication has beer, evaluated by means of
the quantitative electron microscopic sur-
vey devised during our previous studies of
lead encephalopathy in developing rats. The
studies have progressed on :
- rats chronically intoxicated with 1 met-

al;
- rats intoxicated with 2 heavy . .tals in
interaction;

- adult and juvenile monkeys treated with
lead.

In the first experimental approach, the
animals were treated with either lead,
mercury, cadmium, thallium or zinc as inor-
ganic salts. After formaldehyde perfusion,
the cerebral cortex of the animals were
removed and screened under light and elec-
tron microscopes. Brain damage was esti-
mated by means of certain sensitive morpho-
logical parameters : capillary blood vessel
density, glial cell density and volumetry.
Cd and Tl brains presented a rather speci-
fic spectrum of induced abnormalities but
Hg and Zn behaved similarly to lead. Zinc
has been recently pointed out as a possible
antagonist to lead or cadmium action, at
least under certain conditions. Never-
theless, our studies of the Zn + Pb brains
are not in favour of a protective zinc in-
teraction.

The monkey studies revealed little change
of the brain structures as expected in
intoxicated adults. Studies using young
individuals born and raised under chronic
lead poisoning at Pasteur Institute (Lyon)
have recently begun.

5.3.5.A. Effects of long-term lead exposure
on monkey leukocyte chromosomes
(P. Jacquet, P. Tachon*)

EURATOM contract 140-72-12-ENV

Cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca irus) received
daily doses of 1 or 5 mg of lead for a pe-
riod of 12 months. Samples of venous blood
were taken at 0, 7, 9 and 12 months, and
cultured lymphocytes were analysed for the
presence of chromosome aberrations. A few
severe chromosome aberrations, such as
dicentrics or translocations, appeared in
the control animals as well as in the lead
treated ones, during the course of the
experiment. However, lead treatment in-
creased significantly the frequency of
chromosome and chromatid gaps, in agreement
with earlier results.

5.3.5.5. Transfer of radioelements to the
embryo at different times of preg-
nancy
(G.B. Gerber**)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BI0 B

The investigations dealt with :
- the uptake of radioactive and non-radio-
active lead given in the diet from con-
ception until day 7;

- the uptake and distribution of lead
(210Pb) injected into the mothers during
organogenesis (on day 12);

- the concentration of lead in the fetus,
placenta and maternal organs at day 19 of
pregnancy when dietary lead was given
from conception.

As calcium influences markedly the toxicol-
ogic effects of lead including those on the
developing organism, these investigations
were carried out on animals on a normal and
a low calcium diet.

Similar studies are now in progress to fol-
low the transfer of radioactive antimony,
chromium and nickel in pregnant mice.

5.3.5.6. Development of myeline after lead
treatment of neonatal rats
(M.C.C. Stephens***, G.B. Ger-
ber**)

EURATOM contract 232-76-1-BIO B

The effects of lead intoxication on the
process of myelination were studied on the
basis of the development of brain cerebro-
sides and sulphatides and gangliosides were

* Institut Pasteur, Lyon, France
** Universität Düsseldorf

* Institut Pasteur, Lyon, France
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followed. A reduction in the final level,
at 32 days, of the lipids characteristic of
the rcyelination process, cerebrosides and
sulphatides, was observed.

5.3.5.7. Studies on the toxic effects of
different chromium salts on cul-
tured mice embryos
(P. Jacquet, J.P. Draye*)

EURATOM contract 140-72-12-ENV

A technique of embryo-culture has been
developed to test the effects of toxics on
the embryonic development, from the egg up
to the blastocyst implantation. Hexavalent
chromium . (K2CT2O7, CaCrOi,) or trivalent
chromium 1. Cr(NOj )j .9H2 01 was added to em-
bryo culture medium at different and equiv-
alent chromium concentrations.

The main conclusion of this work is that
the trivalent salt is less to>:ic than the
hexavalent ones at high doses, but much
more toxic for the embryo at low doses,
when the duration of exposure is suffi-
ciently long.

5.3.5.8. Relation between induction of mi-
cronuclei in bone marrow cells by
chromium salts and their carcino-
genic properties
(L. Fabry)

F.URATOM contract 140-76-12-ENV

The micronucleus test has been used to
~. tudy the mutagenic activity of chromium
'erivatives and to examine the relationship
Detween their carcinogenic properties and
their ability to induce chromosomal damage.
Tt has been found that potassium dichromate

a potent mutagen increasing, for in-
.tance, the rate of micro-nucleated ery-
Li:ocytes, while calcium chromate and chro-
<\c nitrate are ineffective. From our ob-
>orvations and the data on carcinogenicity,
Lt; can be concluded that the micronucleus
' .'St cannot be used to predict the carcino-
>nic properties of chromium derivatives.

..J.5.9. Mutagenicity of aflatoxin Bl : ob-
servations in vivo and their rela-
tion to in vitro activation
(L. Fabry, M. Roberfroid*)

Aflatoxin Bl (AFB1) was shown to be clasto-
Vjriic in vivo on the basis of its capacity
, o produce micronucleated cells and chromo-
somal aberrations in mouse bone marrow
cells. On the other hand, in vitro studies
on cultured human lymphocytes suggested

U.C.Louvain

only a slight mutagenic action of AFB1. If,
however, a microsomal extract isolated from
rat liver was added together with the AFB1
(1.92 x lO-^M) to the lymphocytes before
the incubation period, the yield of chromo-
somal aberrations and of sister chromatid
exchanges (SCE) increased markedly. Tnis
indicates that AFB1 must be metabolically
converted before it can act as an active
mutagen. The use of microsomal extracts for
in vitro tests can thus considerably im-
prove the reliability of such tests of mu-
tagenicity although studies in vitro will
not be able to entirely replace those in
vivo.

5.3.6. STUDY OF THE INTFSRATION, REPLIC-
ATION AND BIOLOGICAL EXPRESSION OF
FOREIGN DNA ADMINISTERED TO DIFFER-
ENT ORGANISMS

5.3.6.1. Micro-organisms
(M. Mergeay)

Interspecific gene transfer between bac-
teria belonging to different genera can
lead to new possibilities for in vivo gen-
etic engineering. Such genet'c tools are
helpful as a complement to cne in vitro
technology based on restriction enzymes.

In this perspective, three orientations
have to be taken into account :
- the study of heterospecific recombina-
tion and the mechanisms involved therein
(5.3.6.1.1.);

- the detection of new plasmids having
economic or ecological interest
(5.3.6.1.2.);

- the use of insertosomes (transposons and
bacterlophage Mu) in various bacteria.
These insertosomes transpose genes from
one chromosome to another or to a trans-
ferable plasmid. They are the principal
tools used at present for in vivo genetic
engineering (5.3.6.1.3., h., 5.).

5.3.6.1.1. Transfer of tryptophan genes
from Escherichia coli to Salmo-
nella typhimurium
(M. Mergeay)

E. coli trp genes were transduced into

S. typhimurium using bacteriophage Pi as a
vector. Most of the hybrid transductants
came about by homologous pairing between
DNA of donors and recipients which belonged
to the same genus of bacteria and were
closely related. However, an important
fraction of hybrid transductants arose
through an illegitimate recombination pro-
cess : these hybrids have the following
properties : the E. coli trp genes are in-
serted outside the trp region of the re-
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gion. One insertion place is clearly recog-
nized since the transduction of E. coli trp
genes provoked the requirement for proline.

The Trp+ Pro" clones are extremely unsta-
ble : reversion to parental phenotype (Trp~
Pro+) occurred frequently in 20-80 % of the
cases. However, in a rec A background, the
Trp+ Pro" becomes stable. On an other hand,
the Trp+ pro" clones can also become Trp+

Pro+ and, as such, are very stable : this
process occurred at frequencies of 10""̂  and
is rec A independent. These derivates re-
main diploid for the trp region. The unex-
pected behaviour of these hybrids deserves
further investigation beginning with a
molecular analysis of the insertions of the
E. coli trp genes into the S. typhimurium
pro region.

5.3.6.1.2. Micro-organisms in the waters of
BR2
(W. Horsten*, P. Charles, M.
Mergeay, M. Dehu)

Aerobic micro-organisms harvested during
the shut-down of BR2 have been further
studied. Special attention has been paid to
their radiation resistance and other taxon-
omic properties. Among 16 different strains
of genera encountered in the water circu-
lating in the primary loop of the pool and
the storage canal of the BR2 reactor, 4
strains appear much more resistant to UV-
radiation than average micro-organisms (one
gramme-positive, two gramme-negative bac-
teria and one eucaryote : a red yeast). The
red yeast proved to be very resistant to UV
and y radiation.

The three bacteria contained a plasmid iso-
lated by electrophoresis on agarose gels.
Further studies are intended to focus on
the relationship between these plasmids and
their resistance to radiation-
Further water sampling was carried on dur-
ing the autumn of 1980 when the BR2 reactor
was in normal operation. Samples from the
pool showed approximately the same number
and the same types of bacteria as those
found during the shut-down. On another
hand, samples from the primary loop did not
contain any aerobic bacteria this time,
although some red yeast very similar to
these found before was present at the con-
centration of 10^ c.f.u. (colony forming
units) per ml. How these yeasts can survive
in the conditions of the primary loop is a
point of interest for further work.

5.3.6.1.3. Transposon nediated mutagenesis
in Salmonella typhimurium
(P. Lejeunex, M. Mergeay)

A technique to induce mutations, by insert-
ion of the Tn5 transposon (coding for re-
sistance to kanamycin), was devised as
foxlows :
An F1 plasmid was constructed which con-
tained transposon Tn5 and E. coli genes
mapping between 86 m and 91 m of the E.
coli circular linkage map. Among these
genes are the genes coding for some steps
of biosynthesis of arginine (arg ECBH) and
those coding for the li sub-unit of RICA
polymerase, normally sensitive to rifam-
picin (rpoB). The allele rpo B~ is selected
as resistant to rifampicin (Rif-R) and is
recessive.

S. typhimurium recipient argC" rpoB" re-
ceiving the F110 Tn5 became as expected
Arg+ Rif-S (sensitive to rifampicin) and
resistant to kanamycin. To induce insertion
of Tn5, the cultures of the strain con-
taining the plasmid must be plated on a
rich medium, containing both rifampicin and
kanamycin. Rif-R kan-R appeared at a fre-
quency of 10~J and are all arginine-re-
quiring, indicating both elimination of the
plasmid and transposition of Tn5 in the
genome. About 1 % of them were auxotrophs.
Up to now, 1 cys, 2 pur and 2 pyr mutants
have been found among the characterized
auxotrophs.

5.3.6.1.4. Mapping of a locus conferring
sensitivity to bacteriophage Mu
in Salmonella typhimurium
(M. Faelen**, M. Mergeay, A.
Toussaint**, N. Lefebvre**)

Bacteriophage Mu is able to transpose bac-
terial genes during its replication process
and therefore is a precious tool for in
vivo genetic engineering. Salmonella typhi-
murium which is one of the most studied
enteric bacteria, is normally unsensitive
to Mu. However, we found two derivatives of
the common laboratory strain LT̂ , which were
Mu-sensitive. In one of them, the locus of
sensitivity (called musA), was mapped near
the histidlne operon by both conjugation
and transduction.

A Hfr strain (high efficiency donor strain)
was constructed capable of easily intro-
ducing the musA character into any strain
of S. typhimurium. Transposition and other
properties of Mu were thus successfully
tested in S. typhimurium as in E. coli.

* K.U.Leuven
* IRSIA fellow
** U.L.Bruxelles
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5.3.6.1.5. Sensitivity to bacteriophage Mu
in phytopathogenic bacteria of
the genus Erwinia
(M. Faelen*, A. Toussaint*, N.
Lefebvre*, J. Gerits, R. Mey-
er**, M. Mergeay, J. Braipson-
Thiry***, G. Thiry***, L. Le-
doux)

The usefulness of bacteriophage Mu as a
genetic tool led us to look for sensitive
strains outside the classical enteric bac-
teria. Therefore, various Pseudonionas and
Alcaligenes strains and also strains of the
genus Erwinia have been tested. The genus
Erwinia is taxonomically related to enteric
bacteria but contains strains pathogenic to
plants.

No Pseudomonas or Alcaligenes (20 strains
tested) were found to be directly sensitive
to Mu. However, A Erwinia (37 strains
tested) were found sensitive to Mu. Among
them was Erwinia carotovora B374, which is
pathogenic for some vegetables such as the
carrot. In this strain, we have character-
ized various auxotrophic mutants induced by
Mu or by chemical mutagens. Erwinia caro-
tovora B37A is now available to apply Mu as
a genetic tool so that tests such as induc-
tion of mutation, mobilization of chromo-
some in various recipient strains and
transposition of genes can be carried out.

5.3.6.2. Detection of bacterial DNA in cor-
rected Arabidopsis mutants
(P. Charles, J. Remy)

Conditional lethal thiamine mutants of
Arabidopsis thaliana have been corrected,
by treatment with bacterial DNA. One of the
hypotheses used to account for these re-
sults is the integration of donor DNA frag-
ments in the plant genome. To check, this
possibility, the Southern blotting proce-
dure has been applied.

DNA prepared from wild type mutants and
corrected strains were digested with ECO Rl
endonuclease and electrophorized in 0.8 %

agarose. After denaturation and blotting,
they were hybridized with 3 2P probes, ob
tained by nick translation of bacteria]
DNA.

Autoradiographies of the blottings revealet
the presence of well-defined bands (one i'
each case, with characteristic velocity)
present in the DNA of corrected strains am.
absent in all other DNA.

In conclusion, DNA fragments homologous t<<
bacterial sequences can now be detected in
the DNA of progenies of DNA-corrected Ara-
bidopsis mutants.

5.3.6.3. Biogenesis of thiamine
bidopsis thaliana
(L. Ledoux, R. Huart)

in Ar<:

* U.L.Bruxelles
** S.C.K./CE.N. trainee
*** University de Liege

3H-2 methyl-4 amino-5 hydroxmethyl pyrimi-
dine precursor (HMP) of the pyrimidine
moiety of thiamine was prepared by IRE; it
has been used with Arabidopsis plants, the
thiamine derivatives of which were analysed
by thin-layer chromatography and radio-
activity measurements. Results showed that
in Arabidopsis, thiamine is an intermediate
to cocarboxylase, as is found in neurospora
and yeast, but not in E. coli. A stationary
state of equilibrium is found between the
different related substances participating
in the thiamine metabolism. The radio-
activity profiles obtained depend on the
plant strain (e.g. wild type, mutants,
corrected mutants).

Temperature has little effect on the pro-
file even when it affects chlorophyll con-
tent and variegations. Adding thiazole
to the medium increases the thiamine
labelling. The results suggest that th-131

mutants cannot phosphorylate HMP.

In 1018-6 mutant, the lesion appears to be
in the thiazole section of the thiamine
pathway. Attempts to tritiate the thiazole
precursor leads to modified molecules,
which is improper for thiamine synthesis.
Splitting l4C-thiamine into ^C-thiazole
and pyrimidine, leads to a labelled precur-
sor with a specific activity too low to be
useful in vivo. More sensitive methods are
now being tested.
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5.4. EXPLORATORY RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

5.<..1. RECOVERY OF URANIUM

5.4.1.1. Recovery of uranium from phos-
phoric acid
(Contract with the C.E.C.)
(R. De Fre, F. Lievens)

For the recovery of uranium from wet pro-
cess phosphoric acid (40 % ^PO^) by ion
exchange, a resin with a high affinity for
uranium is needed. To investigate this,
equilibrium distribution coefficients of
15 types of ion exchange materials were
determined in phosphoric acid of 0.03 and
5 moles/1, with a uranium concentration of
200 mg/1. It was found that the organic
anion exchangers were stronger absorbents
than the cationic and inorganic exchangers.
A stationary DEHPA-TOPO liquid phase, fixed
or. hydrophobic Kieselguhr was slightly bet-
ter than all other sorbents.

The trend for all measured equilibria was a
steep decrease of the distribution coeffi-
cient with increasing phosphoric acid con-
centration, leaving a distribution coeffi-
cient of about 10 at 5 molar H3P0^. Acidity
and chloride ion concentration both have a
negative influence on uranium adsorption.

While the above measurements were carried
out with the dissolved uranium in its most
stable (VI) valence state, a second series
was also done with U(IV). The results ob-
tained were in remarkable agreement with
those found for U(VI). Column experiments
confirmed that there is no gain in uranium
adsorption when wet process phosphoric acid
is first reduced with iron powder to con-
vert U(VI) into U(IV).

The wat process phosphoric acid from the
Rupel-Chemie plant and the precipitates
formed in it were analysed. A variety of
impurities are present, the most important
of which are : Si, Fe, Ca, Mg and sulphate.

An experiment to extract other valuable
impurities by ion exchange along with ura-
nium gave no appreciable recoveries.

Uranium elution was studied after satu-
rating resin columns with uranium in dilute
phosphoric acid. This was done in order to
obtain higher loadings. A classification of
practicable elucnts is made up as follows :

' M HN03 > 1 M HC1 > 1 M HNO3 > 1 M HjSO^ >
. M NaCl.

•Uxed eluer.ts of tb" types HCl + NaCl and

Na2S0u + Hj SO,, were also tried and found to
be satisfactory. For equal concentrations,
chloride solutions are the strongest
eluents. With a neutral chloride eluent
followed by acidic chloride, phosphoric
acid and uranium could be eluted separ-
ately.

The kinetics of uranium ion exchange were
studied in a stirred bath reactor. An in-
crease in phosphoric acid concentration,
cross linking of the resi.L, or particle
size results in a decrease of the exchange
rate.

Whilst the resin phase diifusion coeffi-
cient of uranium could be estimated from
these experiments, a unique rat»» con-
trolling step could not be indicated with
any certainty.

Exchange kinetics under column conditions
were studied by the shallow bed technique.
Mass transfer coefficients were determined
with DOWEX 1x8 and Pernnitit SK resins. The
influence of temperature atJ flov rate was
investigated. Solid phase diffusion was
recognized to be the rate determining step-
Very low rate values were found in prac-
tice.

Several prediction and upscaling methods
have been tried in order to calculate
breakthrough behaviour.

5.4.1.2. Recovery of uran Lure from solid
wastes

The Tessenderlo Cheraie phosphate plant has,
over recert years, dumped soae 2,000,000
tons of waste sludge containing between 240
and 420 ppn of uranium.

Preliminary tests on the possibility to
recover tM-; uranium were ..arried out. The
sludge was characterized physically and
chemically : 60 % consists of particles
smaller than 5 jam and the main component is
calcium fluoride (50 %).

Uranium wa:. foind to be "ii>-f-
from the oldest cesidin f .

leached

Comparing several leach solutions ot 1 mo-
lar concentration, most uranium was dis-
solved in sulphuric acid. A idition of oxi-
dizing agents increased the effect: of all
leachants. The best result obtained is
81.3% uranium dissolved in 1 M HjSO^ + 1 %
H2O2.
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5.A.2. EXPLORATORY RESEARCH IN TECHNOLOGY
(J. Planquart, W. Hebel*, F. Ma-
thieu*)

5-4.2.1. Investigations on the critical
heat flux in a stagnant water an-
nulus
(M. Decreton, W. Hebel*)

Experiments on the critical heat flux in a
stagnant water annulus have been mainly
focused on the determination of the hydro-
dynamic phenomenon responsible for the flux
limitation. Particular attention has been
paid to the nucleate boiling heat and mass
transfer between the hot and the cold wall.
Sophisticated instrumentation, involving
very rapid acting thermocouples and magnet-
ic high frequency analog recording, has
shown that the boiling phenomenon takes
place in a strong thermal gradient and is
definitely of the subcooled type. This ex-
plains the very high critical fluxes which
can be achieved with respect to theoretical
limits resulting from completely saturated
conditions.

5.A.2.2. Critical heat flux in forced water
flow (M. Decreton, W. Hebel*, W.
Detavernier)

The high pressure water loop, DNB, has been
put into operation, and a series of tests
have been satisfactorily carried out.

The first objective of the tests was to
validate the theoretical limits obtained by
a purely hydrodynamlc model, which pre-
viously had only been compared with pub-
lished experimental data. The tests were
able to complement these data to cover a
wider range of parameter values and gave a
further corroboration for the proposed
model.

The second aim of the DNB experiments was
to develop a more precise instrumentation
for the delicate two-phase flow parameter
measurements as, e.g., temperature, flow,
void fraction, phase velocity. Some prelim-
inary progress has been achieved for flow
measurement by turbine meters and for the
exact radial temperature profile at the
exit of the heated tube.

5.4.2.3. Measurement of instantaneous neu-
tron flux by Self-Powered Neutron
(SPN) detectors
(J. Dekeyser, F. Moons)

Irradiation of the special rig INF-3T in
BR2 was continued after restart of the

reactor in 1980. As before, the aim of the
irradiation remains the investigation of
parasitic phenomena perturbing the absolute
output signal from SPN detectors whicS
arise from spurious neutron and Y~rav in~
teractions in the environment of the detec-
tor.

Testing of a compensation technique, based
on the exposure of twin detectors, i.e.
with real and blank emitters, has continued
with several experimental parameters :
- different material environments (Zirca-

loy, stainless steel and aluminium);
- different exposure fields (neutron and v
ray fluxes).

Analysis of the data obtained from the
first irradiation campaign in 1978 yielded
the following preliminary results :
- the effect of the surrounding structural
materials disturbs the output signal of
the SPN detectors by 20 to 30 % for the
vanadium type and by more than 70 % for
the cobalt type;

- in most cases the compensated output of
the Co-Ni twin approximates to the theo-
retical undisturbed value of the Co de-
tector rather well, i.e. within i 10 %;

- as for the V-Zr twin, the relative devi-
ation of the compensated output from the
theoretical undisturbed V detector sig-
nal, frequently lies in the range of 15
to 20 %.

It can be concluded that, in many cases,
the twin compensation technique may improve
substantially the SPN detector output val-
ues. However, this conclusion cannot yet be
generally quantified and further irradi-
ations will be focused on the following
topics :
- collection of more and precise data (neu-

tron and Y~ray fluxes, electronic meas-
urement technique, transmission line
noise);

- investigation and test of optimized blank
emitter materials.

5.4.2.4. High temperature measurements by
noise thermometry
(M Decreton, L. Binard, Ch. Del-
rez**, W. Hebel*, W. Schubert*)

A particular approach has been chosen for
the design of a high temperature measuring
system by noise thermometry. The signal
coming from a resistive probe, which is
designed to withstand high temperatures and
provide sufficient ohraic value in a very
small volume, was measured individually as
a voltage and as a current. The noise power
was then calculated. The same amplifier was

* EURATOM
* EURATOM
** Universite de Liege
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used with a different feedback. This re-
duced, to a large extent, the complexity of
the electronic circuit and allowed the same
amplifier noise contribution for both meas-
urements to be considered. Moreover, in
order to reduce unwanted noise from the
cable and the amplifier, a comparative
measurement was made with a dummy probe,
short-circuited at its ends.

The data, obtained from both configurations
was shown to be linear with the absolute
temperature, even when tests were conducted
in a typical industrial environment.

Calibration measurements up to 850°C were
conducted at the freezing points of pure

reference substances. An error of the order
cf 0.25 % was observed.

5.4.2.5. Thermocouple behaviour
(F. Mathieu*, V. Schubert*)

The post-irradiation examination of a set
of platinum/platinum-rhodium and chromel/
alumel thermocouples has been continued.
Erasable and permanent neutron damage het-
erogeneities have been observed. Further
corroboration of the possible use of ther-
mocouples for thermoelectric neutron dosi-
metry has been obtained.

* EURATOM
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Chapter 6

NON-NUCLEAR PROGRAMMES

6.1. AIR POLLUTION STUDIES

(J.G. Kretzschmar)

6.1.]. THE BELGIAN AUTOMATIC AIR QUALITY
MONITORING NETWORK
(H. Depuydt, J.G. Kretzschmar, M.
Loos, H. Peperstraete)

Under contract with the Ministry of Public
Health, the software for the data transmis-
sion between the meteorological tower in
Mol and the National Data Processing Centre
(NDPC) in Brussels has been written and
tested. The link Mol-Brussels will become
operational in 1981.

The data already available fron the re-
gional monitoring networks in Gent and
Liege were transferred to the S.C.K./C.E.N.
Data Bank for validation of air pollution
impact models.

The S.C.K./C.E.N. also delivered S02 perme-
ation tubes for the SO2 monitors in the
national and the regional networks.

6.1.2. MEASURING CAMPAIGNS FOR GASEOUS AIR
POLLUTION
(J.G. Kretzschmar, H. Peperstraete)

Under contract with the Ministry of Public
Health, the meteorological observations
(one monitoring site), the SO2 measurements
(three sites) and the monovinylchloride and
ethane measurements (one monitoring site)
continued in Tessenderlo. The improvement
6t the air quality observed in 1979, with
respect to previous years, was maintained
in 1980.

Under contract with the Staatssekretariaat
van de Nederlandse Gemeenschap en het
Vlaamse Gewest, a mobile random campaign
was started (October 1980) at some fifty
different sampling points along and around
the Belgian-Dutch border in the vicinity of
Antwerpen. The purpose of this campaign is

to determine on an annual basis, the SO2
transport towards the Netherlands as a
function of the wind direction and the
meteorological conditions. This campaign is
being carried out in collaboration with the

Stadslaboratorium Antwerpen and the IHE-
Brussel.

6.1.3. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON GASEOUS
AIR POLLUTION
(G. Cosemans, J.G. Kretzschmar, M.
Loos, H. Peperstraete, T. Rymen, W.
Siegers)

The primary calibration unit of the Chemis-
try department was successfully used for
routine calibration of the different air
pollution monitors being used by S.C.K./
C.E.N. and different external organiza-
tions. Within the same framework, SO2 and
NO2 permeation tubes with specified charac-
teristics were delivered to outside users.
Problems with permeation devices for other
gases, such as SF6, were investigated.

The use of SF5 as a tracer in dispersion
experiments was studied on three different
levels. A comparison during field-work,
between three different methods of sam-
pling, showed that sampling in home-made
plastic bags was a sufficiently reproduci-
ble and accurate method and the most relia-
ble of the three. A correct gas Chromato-
graphie determination of SFg in these air
samples gave some problems, especially when
comparing the results with those obtained
at other laboratories. An interlaboratory
comparison between UCL, ISO and S.C.K./
C.E.N. showed comparable results, in the
range 0.1 to 100 Hg SFß/m3, for standard
SFg-air mixtures. These were prepared by
each of the participating laboratories
using either a dilution or a permeation
system. However, a similar interlaboratory
comparison on field samples showed large
deviations.
Comparisons between the S.C.K./C.E.N., KEMA
and LN-Wageningen (the Netherlands) showed
the same dispersion in the results. Incor-
rect calibration of the gas chromatographs
seems to be responsible. Further harmoni-
zation work is going on.

Within the framework of a Four Country
working Party (Belgium, FRG, Luxembourg and
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the Netherlands), S.CK./C.E.N. partici-
pated in a mobile SO2 measuring campaign in
and around Duisburg. The normal TCM method
yielded good results compared to the re-
sults from automatic monitors, used by the
other six participants.

In the field of the air pollution data
analysis and interpretation, theoretical
work on the advantages and shortcomings of
random sampling schemes, as compared to
continuous monitoring, yielded some inter-
esting results. Several checks and simula-
tions using existing complete data-sets
from continuous monitoring programmes,
showed the soundness of the theoretical
analysis and the practical applicability of
the random sampling schemes in both moni-
toring and mathematical modelling.

Within different working groups and commit-
tees of national and international organi-
zations, such as BIN, ISO, CEC and WHO,
appropriate "ad hoc" work has been carried
out.

6.1.4. PRIMARY GAS STANDARDS
(H. Peperstraete)

Within the framework of harmonization of
methods to measure N0 x > appropriate
steel and aluminium cylinders containing
nitric oxide in nitrogen at ambient levels
(200-400 ppb) have been circulated to ten
laboratories in seven EC countries. The
cylinders remained stable and an overall
accuracy of z 10 % between the different
participating laboratories was achieved.
Due to its importance from a comparability
point of view, between ambient NO levels
measured in the different countries of the
EC, this harmonization work on primary NO
standards is being continued under contract
with the Environment and Consumer Protec-
tion Service of the CEC. A similar program-
me on the applicability of SO2 calibration
gases in steel cylinders for the calibra-
tion and intercomparison of different in-
strumental S02 monitoring methods was
started too.

For the Community Bureau of References
(CBR), an interlaboratory round robin ex-
periment, for the determination of CO-CO2-
C3H8 and NO (industrial gases), was
started. The programme deals with the com-
parison of the analytical results of some
twenty participating laboratories, as well
as with the long-period stability of low-
level mixtures of these gases under
changing temperature conditions (-20°C to
+60°C).

Dynamic dilution techniques were developed

to provide higher level gaseous pollutant
standards in order to assist exhaust gas
control activities.

6.1.5. METEOROLOGICAL STUDIES
(H. Bultynck, S. Cieslik, J.G.
Kretzschmar, J. Vandervee)

Up until recently, a meteorological tower,
with temperature and windspeed measurements
at different levels, was required for the
application of the S.C.K./C .E.N. Stability
Classii ication Scheme. However, by means of
a new synoptic method, based on the time of
the year and the hourly ground-level tem-
peratures and its variations between two
successive maxima, it became possible to
obtain the same information over long
enough meteorological periods (one year at
least) with an accuracy acceptable for
impact studies.

Within the National "Environment - Air" R&D
Programme of the ICWB/CIPS (Ministry of
Science Policy), the meteorological obser-
vations in Gent (two acoustic radars and
one meteorological tower) and in Beerse
(one meteorological tower) continued. The
validated half-hourly values were trans-
ferred to the National Data Bank in Brus-
sels. Different scientific units of the
programme required specific treatment or
interpretation of these data, as a function
of their own measurements and objectives.

The validated data were also used as input
for different mathematical models as well
as for specific tracer campaigns. In Gent,
the meteorological observations were com-
bined with the corresponding data of the
automatic monitoring network of the IHE, in
order to study the local meteorology and
its variation as a function of time and
space (urban - rural).

The acoustic radars (acdars) yielded con-
tinuous information on the inversion
heights and the mixing height. During spe-
cific campaigns, these data were supple-
mented with information provided by bal-
loons (wind speed, wind direction, tempera-
ture and pressure, as a function of height
up to 1,000 m).

Routine observations on the different
levels of the 120 m high meteorological
tower in Mol continued and the results of
1979 were summarized in the annual report.
A software procedure to conr.rol the consis-
tency of the wind direction measurements at
the different levels has been developed and
checked against the data available from the
towers in Mol, Zwijndrecht and Tihange.
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6.1.6. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR THE DISPER-
SION' OK AIR POLLUTANTS
(G. Cosemans, G. De Baere, H.
Deckers, P. Govaerts, J.G. Kretzsch-
mar, I. Mertens, J. Vandervee)

The Immission Frequency Distribution Model
(IFDM) of S.C.K./C.g.N. has been used to
evaluate the impact of different alterna-
tive expansions of the M.V. Albatros on the

S02 levels in its vicinity, in the indus-
trial area of Antwerpen. A comparison be-
tween the calculated and the measured SO2
levels (Sulphur-Smoke Network - IHE, Brüs-
sel) proved that the model yields realistic
values. A similar study for BASF, Antwer-
pen, has also been carried out.

The same model, validated by means of SO2-
air pollution data sets, was used in an
impact study for routine and accidental
releases of gases and particulates at the
Tihange 2 nuclear power station.

In an international bench-mark exercise,
organized by the Committee on the Safety of
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the Nuclear
Energy Agency (NEA) of the OECD, a first
set of results for hypothetical atmospheric
releases during a reactor accident was
obtained by oceans of the IFDM code, and
compared with the corresponding results of
27 other organizations, representing 14
different OECD member countries. In general
it was noted that the results were in rea-
sonable agreement for the ground level
releases but varied for the energetic re-
leases. This was mainly due to the problem
of plume rise. The dose calculations and
the fatality calculations, showed substan-
tial deviations. This was largely due to
unwanted degrees of freedom in the problem
specification.

The Ministry of Science Policy asked
S.C.K./C.E.N. to participate in a study
evaluating the possible impact, on the
Belgian territory, of routine and acciden-
tal atmospheric releases from the four
1,300 MW(e) PWR's planned by EDF in Chooz.
Concentration as well as deposition pat-
terns and individual doses for routine
releases have been calculated and reported.

Two SF5 tracer releases were organized in
Beerse, in order to study the fugitive
emissions in a local Sb factory. Indoor and

outdoor SFg measurements carried out simul-
taneously with Sb measurements made it
possible to evaluate the unknown Sb emis-
sions, on the basis of the known SFg emis-
sions. The SFg tracer releases were used at
the same time to validate the short-term
concentrations (averaging time 30 min)
calculated by means of the IFDM code.

A large scale validation of IFDM by means

of the SO2 emission inventory, the SO2
Immission measurements and the meteorolo-
gical data in Gent, during 1978, has been
initiated. Despite the important diffi-
culties to simulate a region like the urban
centre of Gent and its industrial zone
along the Gent-Terneuzen canal, the simula-
tion yielded quite positive results. Fur-
ther work on the influence of the SO2 back-
ground, as a function of time, and the
influence of the spatial and temporal vari-
ability of the ground-level and the elev-
ated emissions, is going on.

The dispersion of heavy gases and of spills
of liquified gases is important. A review
of the available literature has therefore
been made in order to develop and eventu-
ally test appropriate simulation models.
The problems of long-range transport of
radioactive and non-radioactive air-borne
pollutants have been followed within the
meteorological experts group of the CKC.

6.1.7. AIR POLLUTION DUE TO HEAVY METALS
(G. De Baere, I. Delespaul, J.G.
Kretzschmar, F. Lievens, J. Pauwels,
J. Vandervee)

Under contract with the Ministry of Public
Health the Belgian network for the deter-
mination of heavy metals in the air con-
tinued its operation. The situation for Pb,
Zn, Cd, Ba, V, Ni, Mn, Cu, Cr and Fe-levels
during 1979 was stationary with respect to
the previous year. The network configura-
tion, operational since 1972, has been
modified at the beginning of 1980, in order
to study the distribution of the levels of
these metals over the country. Exploratory
campaigns concerning the As, Se and Sb
pollution levels on one hand and the par-
ticle size distributions of the different
metals on the other, were started. A com-
parison between the suspended particulate
determinations obtained by means of differ-
ent high- and low-volume samplers is part
of this research project.

A low pressure Cascade-impactor has been
constructed, in order to extend aerodynamic
size distributions to the range 0.5 urn to

0.1 urn.

6.1.8. ASBESTOS IN AIR AND WATER
(J.P. Dewora, J.G. Kretzschmar, J.B.

Pauwels)

In July 1980, an asbestos campaign, in the
neighbourhood of Boom, started at five
different sampling sites (daily samples).
This project, carried out in collaboration
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with the IHE Brüssel, for the Ministerie
van het Vlaanse Gewest, aims at determining
the possible impact on the environment of a
dumping site where waste-containing asbes-
tos fibres are dumped. This project will
continue for one year and will be supple-
mented with indoor measurements in the
neighbourhood of the dumping site and an
inventory of asbestos sources within the
country. If required, the campaign will be
continued and/or extended to other places
in 1981.

On different occasions, indoor as well as
outdoor samples on filter substrates were
taken and analysed in order to determine
the actual levels and the size distribu-
tions of particulates and inorganic fibres
in ambient air.

Under contract with the Ministry of Public
Health, exploratory research on the deter-
mination of the levels of asbestos fibres
in drinking water was started. The aims of
this research are firstly to work out a
complete methodology to sample drinking

water, on different critical points of its
supply system from the source to the con-
sumer and secondly to evaluate the sample
preparations and sample analyses with re-
spect to the quantitative determinaton of
asbestos fibres.

Taking into account the importance of a
proper calibration of the asbestos deter-
mination techniques, some preparatory work
in this field has been carried out.

6.1.9. EMISSION MEASUREMENTS
(J.P. Deworm, H. Peperstraete, J.3.
Pauwels)

The required know-how as well as appropri-
ate monitoring and sampling have been de-
veloped at the S.C.K../C.E.N. during the
last year. Different measurements for the
determination of particulates or gaseous
components were done, both on its own in-
stallations and on external industrial
filter installations and flue gas chimneys.

On-line off-gas sampling and instrumental
IR-analysis has been investigated on behalf
of the Pamela and FLK-incinerator projects.
The IR-spectrophotometric method was shown
to be adequate for selective analysis of
SO2, NO, NO2, CO, H20 and some specific
organic emissions with a resolution better
than 0.05 cm"1. Normal detection limits are
between 0.5 to 1 ppm, although lower limits
can be reached when applying a variable
light pathway cell. The presently installed
pathlength goes up to 20.75m.

6.2. POLLUTION ABATEMENT

(G. Spaepen)

6.2.1. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SOLID WASTE
HANDLING SECTOR
(V. Corthouts, F. Decamps, H. Hoey-
berghs, A. Joosten, G. Spaepen)

6.2.2. ANTI-POLLUTION CONSORTIUM ECOVIRON
AND RECYTEC >IV
(R. Billiau, C. De Brandt, F. De-
camps, D. De Vooght, G. Spaepen)

By the end of 1980, legal measures are
still awaited in the solid waste handling
sector. This situation led to a stagnation
of the activities of S.C.K./C.E.N. in this
sector during 1980. Efforts were continued,
however, on obtaining a suitable disposal
site for difficult wastes and on service
tasks such as analyses for industry and
advice to governmental and communal organ-
izations. The contacts with industry to
elaborate a proposal for toxic wasta treat-
ment centre did not yield sufficient infor-
mation to work on.

The demonstration facility for the recovery
of refuse-derived materials was delayed
because of administrative difficulties
about the public tender. In the meantime,
the Ecoviron consortium made a thorough
evaluation of the different applications of
refuse-derived fuel (RDF) in Belgium. Ex-
perimental work on stabilization of RDF
indicates the desirability of pelletising
the fuel. Finally, the potential of indus-
trial waste for use in the same facility
was studied. All these elements together
led to a proposal for combined heat-power
generation in an industrial complex of
about 5 MW(e). The remainder of 1980 was
devoted to negotiations with possible in-
dustrial partners for this project.
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6.3. THE STUDY-SYNDICATE FOR WATER (SVW)

(H. Hoeyberghs, G. Van Roosbroeck)

Based on the promising results of the
economic and technical study for the most
suitable system, capable of combining sea-
water desalination and LNG regasification
(SVW contract), S.CK./C.E.N. examined the
necessary conditions to set up a joint
venture to realize a pilot.plant for sea-
water desalination. Also under contract

with SVW, S.C.K./C.E.N. carried out a lit-
erature survey on the removal of trihalo-
methanes from potable water distribution
networks.

As a general task, the S..C.K. /C.E .N. co-
ordinates the different research projects
of the SVW.

6.4. HYDROGEN PROGRAMME

(H. Vandenborre, L.H. Baetsle)

R&D work on the electrolytic production of hydrogen has been continued in the framework of a
contract with the CEE for the period of 1st July 1980 - 31st December 1982. The objective of
this work is to develop and test prototype electrolysers, with an active area up to 300 cm2

(design up to 2000 cm2)". These are based on Inorganic-Membrane-Electrolyte (I.M.E.) Technol-
ogy e.g. inorganic heterogeneous membranes pressed between electrodes with high catalytical
activity. It is the aim to reach 1.65 V at 10 kAm~2 and 4 MPa, at temperatures not exceeding
120°C. A life-time of 10,000 h during continuous and discontinuous operation is envisaged
with a maximum allowable cell voltage increase of 10 %.

A direct comparison of I.M.E.-based electrolysers with industrial alkaline electrolysers is
envisaged, together with a sensitivity study and an economic evaluation of the concept.

6.4.1. TECHNICO-ECONOMICAL
HYDROGEN
(Ph. Van Asbroeck)

ASSESSMENT OF 6.4.2. ELECTROLYTIC HYDROGEN
(H. Vandenborre)

PRODUCTION

A study on the long-term Belgian hydrogen
market, carried out in the framework of an
R&D programme of the International Energy
Agency, has been published as IEA report.
Hydrogen prices have been calculated, using
the IEA price scenarios for basic energy
sources.
The study has been extended to other price
scenarios. The break-even electricity price
of competitive electrolytic hydrogen was
determined taking into account uncer-
tainties in the process cost data and in
the energy resources prices. It has been
shown that for large electrolytic hydrogen
plants (capacity of ~10,000 Nm3/h), the
mean electricity break-even prices in the
years 1985, 2000, 2020 are 0.65, 0.95, 1.25
BF (1980) kWh for base electricity and
0.35, 0.55, 0.70 BF (1980) kWh for off-peak
electricity, respectively.

The electrolytic hydrogen production pro-
gramme, which is oriented towards the dem-
onstration of a new Inorganic-Meiabrane-
Electrolyte Technology, has been continued.

The second R&D contract, with the Commis-
sion of the European Communities, ended in
June 1980. The results obtained during this
programme period (September 1977 - June
1980) demonstrated the possibility of the
electrolytic production of hydrogen at high
efficiencies (90 - 95 %) and high current
densities (up to 10 kAin~2) on circular
electrolysis cells, with diameters of 7 cm.
Operational tests were carried out over
1000 - 2000 h. On the basis of the results
obtained, a prolongation of the contract
has been obtained for the period July 1980
- December 1982. The promising results so
far obtained, must be confirmed for longer
durations (up to 10,000 h) and for higher
surface areas (diameters up to 25 cm).
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Contacts with Belgian industries, for the
realization of a 100 kW prototype electrol-
yser (hydrogen production capacity of 25
Nm3.h~^), have been started.

6.4.2.1. The Inorganic-Membrane-Electrolyte
(I.M.E.) concept
(L. Baetsle, R. Leysen, R. Proost,
G. Spaepen, H. Vanderborre, Ph.
Vermeiren)

The heterogeneous membrane under investiga-
tion has been fabricated in sizes up to 25
cm x 50 cm. The amount of inorganic materi-
al (polyantimonic acid) could be increased
from 67 wt.% approaching 80 wt.% without
any loss in the mechanical properties of
the membrane. Chemical stability in NaOH,
at temperatures below 100°C, is satisfac-
tory up to 6000 h. Membrane resistance
drops from 0.35 - 0.25 Q.cm2 at 6C°C, to
0.25 - 0.15 2.cm2, at 100°C.

As the result of a parametric investigation
on the cell components, the following
combination has been found to be the most
successful :

Cathode (H2 evolution) : perforated nickel
plates submitted to a sulphur surface
treatment resulting in a catalytic
layer of

Anode (O2 evolution) : same substrate type
as for the cathode, with a catalytic
layer of NiCo20i,; the latter has been
obtained by thermal decomposition of

and Co(N03)2xH2O;

Membrane : polyantinionic acid in powder
form (0 < 1 um), combined with
polysulphone in a 4 to 1 weight ratio,
and manufactured by a film casting
technique.

With these components, a value of 1.68 V at
10 kAm-1 and 120°C has been obtained, in-

dicating that the target value of 1.65 V is
achievable.

Further investigations must be carried out
on the reproducibility in the fabrication
of the cell components. This can be deduced
from Table 6.4.1. where the cell voltage is
given as a function of current density at
90°C for three batches of electrolysis
cells. The only difference among the three
batches was the fabrication of the com-
ponents.

Industrial electrolysers normally work at
current densities of 2 kAm" and with cell
voltages of 2.0 - 2.2 V. Comparison between
the present system and actual electrolysers
shows that the thermal efficiency can he
increased by up to 90 - 95 % when using the
I.M.E. technology. Upscaling and long—dura-
tion tests must be investigated further,
together with the construction of prototype
units of about 100 kW.

6.4.2.2. Technological development of lab-
oratory electrolysis set-up
(R. Cornelissen, R. Deknock, R.
Harnie)

Multiple experiments have been carried out
using an experimental loop (PR0WAT), which
has been designed and built at S.C.K./
C.E.N. PROWAT allows investigation on sin-
gle and dual cells, with a maximum hydrogen
production rate of 35 Nl.h"1. Endurance
tests of 1000 h and 2000 h indicate con-
stant cell voltages at 10 kAm-2 and 100°C.
Theoretical models and experimental ap-
proaches have been set up for the connec-
tion in series of the electrolysis cells in
a filter press type manner.

A loop (ESTEF), which allows parametric
investigations on single and dual cells
with diameters of 25 cm, has been designed.
This loop is planned to be operational by
mid 1981.

TABLE 6.4.1. : Cell performance at 90°C as a function of current density

I
(A)

40
36
32
28
24
20
16
12
8
4

i
(kAnf2 )

10.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

SERIES 100

1.95
1.92
1.88
1.84
1.81
1.77
1.73
1.69
1.64
1.58

SERIES 110

1.84
1.81
1.78
1.75
1.71
1.68
1.64
1.60
1.56
1.51

SERIES 120

1.80
1.77
1.75
1.72
1.68
1.65
1.62
1.59
1.55
1.49
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6.A.2.3. ELPH : Test loop for advanced
electrolytic hydrogen production
(H. Nackaerts, R. Oris, G. Ge-
boers, C. Van der Vorst)

In the period January 1980 to April 1980,
several 200 h experiments were run in order'
to optimize the operation of the loop and
the design of the electrolyser.

From May 1980 to June 1980, a dual cell
electrolyser stack (40 cm2 electrode area) ,
using PAM/PSF/80/20 type membranes and
uncatalysed electroformed Ni-Veco elec-
trodes was run for an 800 h experiment. At
80°C, the cell voltage was 2.5 V. It was
stable over the entire working period.

On 7th July, 1980, a 2000 h experiment,
using an S.C.K./C.E .N. designed elec-
trolyser stack and S.C.K./C.E.N. developed
membranes and electrodes, was started up.
The working conditions of this experiment
are given in Table 6.A.2.

Initially, cell voltages between 1.9 V and
2.0 V were measured for the catalysed cells
and 2.5 V for the non-catalysed cell. By
the end of the experiment, all cell volt-
ages were about 2.1 V.
The loop itself and all control units func-
tioned correctly. All important parameters
were measured automatically every two hours
and stored in a computer.

At the end of 1980, the ELPH loop had run
for about 3,500 h. The further programme on
this test loop will deal with the optimi-
zation of the electrolysis cell design in
order to reduce the cell voltage. Further
long-term test runs on electrolysers with
40 cm2 and 300 cm2 effective electrode area
are scheduled for 1981.

6.5.1. ELENCO FUEL CELL PROGRAMME
(H. Van den Broeck*)

As reported in the preceding annual re-
ports, S.C.K./C.E.N., Bekaert and DSM set
up the ELENCO NV Company in 1976 for the
development and the commercialization of
fuel cells. These fuel cells are of the
alkaline type, using hydrogen as fuel and
air as oxidant.

As before, ELENCO NV has subcontracted in
1980 its development work to its three
stockholders. Bekaert works mainly on the
electrode manufacturing, DSM on the stack
technology and fuel cell operation and
S.C.K./C.E.N. on further R&D work to im-
prove the electrode performance.

In general, the work has progressed as
planned. The automated pilot electrode
manufacturing plant has operated in a sat-
isfactory way. With electrodes from this
plant, a series of modules have been manu-
factured for testing in a 15 kW fuel cell
unit. This was started up at the end of
1980, in a specially equipped testing in-
stallation, in which the fuel cell can be
operated in a hybrid mode with secondary
batteries. This situation is representative
for fuel cell applications in vehicles.

If the technical work in 1981 leads to
satisfactory results, ELENCO NV will begin
prototype vehicle demonstration programmes,
in collaboration with vehicle manufac-
turers, from 1982 onwards.

* ELENCO NV

TABLE 6.4.2. : Test conditions for the first 2000 h campaign in the ELPH loop

Electrolyte

Electrolyser

Number of cells

Electrode-area

Electrolysis unit cells

Pre-electrode

Working temperature

Working time

25 wt. % NaOH

type S.C.K./C.E.N. 43,866 A

A

A0 cm2

3 cells of the series 100
1 cell was composed of uncatalysed electroformed Ni-Veco

plate electrodes and the same type of membrane
as for the other cells

nickel, type Ni-TCH-2, welded by the laser technique to
the electrodes and the bipolar plate

started at 90°C and after 1000 h increased to 100°C

2000 h
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6.5.2. ELECTRODE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
(G. Spaepen, A. Blanchart, G. Van
Bogaert, W. Adriansens, C. De
Brandt, W. Doyen, C Van dor Poor-
ten)

This work has been carried out under con-
tract with ELENCO NV. Due to its propri-
etary nature, it is impossible to present
technical details.

The goal of the work at S.C.K./C.E.N. has
been performance improvement. This, to a
great extent, is linked to the performance
of the electrodes (mainly the cathodes) .
Fuel cell performance can best be illus-
trated by a power verc-is time diagram. Fig.
6.5.1. illustrates the performance obtained
at different times during the programme and
compares it with the goal set for the end
of 1981.

Fig. 6.5.2. shows a 400-500 Watt module on
a test bench in the S.C.K./C.E.N. electro-
chemistry laboratory. „«wesof»

i

wo-
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66-

55-
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n
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"•ig. 6.5.2. A 400-500 W fuel '-ell module, on
a test bench.

t(h)

2500 5000

Fig. 6.5.1. Fuel cell module performance
(T) Target for 1 981
(a) Situation at the start of the pro-

gramme (1 976; small single cell)
(b) Best initial module performance

(1 978) b>ith same catalyst as (a)
(a) First module with zero type of

catalyst (1 979-1 980)
(d) Further improvement of (c), ob-

tained in 1980.
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6.5.3. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
MEMBRANES FOR CIILHRINE-ALKALI CELLS
(R. Leysen, R. 1'roost)

In the framework of the hydrogen project,
inorganic ion exchange membranes have been
prepared by a film casting technique. Con-
trary to water electrolysis, where a perm-
selective membrane is not needed, the abil-
ity of a membrane to conduct only one type
of ions (cations) is a key parameter in
brine electrolysis. In brine electrolysis,
chlorine is formed at the anode and caustic
soda and hydrogen at the cathode. The ano-
lyte and catholyte are usually separated by
a diaphragm or a membrane. A high yield in
making concentrated caustic soda should be
preferred. This implies that the selectiv-
ity or current efficiency must be high
(~ 80 - 90 % ) . The current efficiency can
easily be calculated by measuring the vari-
ations in NaOH concentration in the catho-
lyte compartment :

current efficiency =

measured increase(01I)~

theoretically calculated increase(OH)'
xlOO



In order to determine the current effi-
ciency for different membranes, a simple
electrolysis experiment has been set up.
The membrane sample divides two half cell
compartments which are filled with a 20 -
25 % sodium chloride solution. A pair of
platinum electrodes are used to apply a.
current of the desired magnitude on the
membrane.
The geometric surface area of the elec-
trodes and membrane equals 2.5 cm^. The
electrolysis experiment has been carried
out at room temperature, at current den-
sities between 40 - 250 mA.cm"2 and over a
period of ~ 100h.

The membranes under study were all composed
of 67 % polyantimonic acid (PAM) and 33 %
polysulphone (PSF), but were prepared in
different ways. The mode of preparation
influences the final membrane structure and
gives rise to "glassy" and "flexible" types
of membrane. Both these types have been
investigated.

The experimental results, in terms of cur-
rent efficiency, for three polyantimonic
acid-polyculphone membranes are summarized

in Table 6.5.1. The results of the PAM-PSF-
membranes have been compared with the re-
sults obtained for a Nafion (Jy membrane
("Nafion" perfluorosulphonic acid membranes
have been developed by the Du Pont Com-
pany).

From these preliminary results, two major
conclusions can be drawn. First, the cur-
rent efficiency decreases with increasing
sodium hydroxide solution, which shows
that, in solutions containing high concen-
trations of hydroxyl ions, the ability of
the membrane to prevent migration of these
highly mobile anions is still insufficient

to obtain high current efficiencies. Sec-
ondly, the performances of the "glassy"
type of PAM-PSF-membranes are superior to
the "flexible" ones. The latter observa-
tions must be linked to a distinct differ-
ence in membrane pore structure and needs
further investigation.

6.5.4. EXPLORATORY RESEARCH
(G. Van Bogaert, M.C. Kuypers*)

The electrochemical influence of 1 vol.%
and 5 vol.% CO in the H2-phase was investi-
gated on the fuel cell anode, in a 33 wt.%
KOH solution.

These electrochemical measurements were
carried out in a cell configuration over a
test period of at least 700 h.

C0-adsorption on the Pt-crystallites occurs
very fast. It is believed that the forma-
tion of HC00-ds-radicals is the po-
tential determining intermediate step, be-
fore these groups absorb to the surface,
oxidize to C02 • A non-linear H2-oxidation-
polarization-curve indicates the irrever-
sible nature of the CO-oxidation.

The use of pure H2 on the anode, after the
CO-test period, shows that :
- most of the H2 is adsorbed on the Pt-
particles very quickly;

- residual Pt-poisoning is almost zero;
- the H2-oxidation rate reaches its normal
level as though no CO was ever seen by
the electrode.

* Katholieke Industriele Hogeschool van
Limburg, Sint Truiden

TABLE 6.5.1. : Current efficiency vs~hydroxide concentration for different PAM-PSF-
membranes and Nafionvjy

(NaOH)

(molarity)

0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

Current efficiency (%)

"Glassy"
thickness :
0.022 cm

94
88
80
72.5
67
61

PAM-PSF (67/33)-membrane

"Flexible"
thickness :
0.0155 cm

85
79
67.5
52.5
-
—

"Flexible"
thickness :
0.037 cm

67
52.5
42.5
39
-
—

Nafion®

Thickness :
7 mil

96
95
92
87
78
68
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6.6. SOLAR ENERGY AND HEAT STORAGE

6.6.1. THERMAL CONVERSION OF SOLAR ENERGY
(P. Vandeplas, S. Heusdains, L.
Kinnaer, L. Bayonnet)

Vacuum collectors

The first prototype vacuum collector has
been tested for about one year, in order to
check its behaviour with respect to natural
temperature cycling in an outside environ-
ment. As the absorber plate was not cooled,
the most severe conditions were experienced
by the plate, glass and frame. Various
weather conditions, such as hail and rain
following a period of sunshine, have been
encountered. Apart from some minor mechan-
ical shortcomings, which will be corrected
in the next prototype, the collector be-
haved correctly.

Nevertheless, the efficiency of this proto-
type is still insufficient, mainly through
too high an emissivity and too low an ab-
sorption of the chemically oxidized steel
plate absorber. This will be improved by
using a black chrome, selective absorber
together with water-clear glass instead of
normal glass.

Bending tests on thermally hardened glass
plates have shown them to be very reliable.
With the redesigned plexiglass supporting
points in a square pitch of 15 cm, this
glass resists a pressure of more than 3
kg/cm2. Various filling gases, which ex-
hibit low thermal conductivity and good
absorption in the infra-red region of the
spectrum, have been tested. Both of these
properties reduce the heat losses of the
collector.

An improved series, comprising eight vacuum
collectors, are under construction and will
be installed on the VENUS roof, together
with their heat removal system.

Anti-convective structure

An anti-convective structure, which remains
effective even for high plate glass tem-
perature differences (130°C), has been
designed and tested.

For the plate temperatures normally encoun-
tered, the heat transfer coefficient is
about 1 W/m2.°C. This is mainly due to
radiative transfer. The measurements have
been carried out on small sized, electri-
cally heated collectors. The main practical
problem, however, remains to realize such a
structure in an adequate transparent ma-
terial : thin, UV resistant and temperature
resistant.

Heat transfer systems

The heat transfer system, from the solar
collectors to the heat load or the storage
that yields most advantages is the evapor-
ation - condensation cycle. This technique
solves the problems of freezing and over-
heating. It also reduces the thermal in-
ertia of the collector and limits the
pumping power.
It acts as a heat pipe. The water trickles
along the inner side of the absorber plate
and evaporates under low pressure. The
water then condensates in the heat ex-
changer. The low pressure is obtained by
means of an ejector pump or a condensing
pump. As the water flow is very small in
such a system, a special water distribution
device has been developed to ensure a uni-
form flow through the whole collector
field. Such an evaporation - condensation
system has been set up and tested. It will
be installed on the VENUS building together
with the 10 m2 collector field.

Selective surfaces

The main effort in this field concerned the
measurement techniques for the determina-
tion of the selectivity characteristics.

An integral method using the 1000 W solar
simulator has been worked out and compara-
tive measurements, on identical platss,
have been carried out, using other tech-
niques at the "Faculte Polytechnique de
Mons".

To check the selectivity characteristics of
large absorber plates manufactured on r.ii
industrial scale, a simple method, deduced
from the integral method, has been used.
Using a halogen lamp, a thermocouple and an
infra-red thermometer, the absorption and
emission can be measured rapidly and ac-
curately. Such a technique can be applied
for quality control purposes on a few
plates before starting the treatment of a
large series of plates.

With this method, it was possible to deter-
mine the optimal conditions for the deposit
of black chrome on dull nickel. As very
good selectivity characteristics (a/e = 10)
have been obtained, this process will be
applied to the first series of test collec-
tors as well as to the collector field of
the European School at Mol.
The method of chemical oxidation of steel
plate has been further investigated. This
process has the advantage of being cheap,
but the absorption coefficient is rather
small (0.83). The emissivity is quite good
as values as small as 0.08 have been ob—
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tained. To increase the absorption coef-
ficient, a method of very fine pitting of
the steel plate prior to its oxidation is
being developed and the installation
necessary for this mechanical pre-treatment
of large plates has been designed and is
presently under construction.

Other processes such as deposition of a
black zinc layer on zinc and the chemical
oxidation of zinc under a.c. have been
investigated.

Although black zinc is a cheap process,
offering good corrosion protection, it does
not allow the selectivity properties of
black chrome to be obtained.

Passive systems

In the framework of a contract with the
DPWB/SPPS, the study of the passive contri-
bution of solar radiation to the heating of
buildings has been started.

A computer programme to calculate the ther-
mal behaviour of buildings has been
written. Starting from meteorological data
such as outer temperature and solar irradi-
ation, the net thermal balance is calcu-
lated taking into account all kinds of
losses - through walls, windows and by
ventilation - and gains - solar, electri-
cal, body heat - as well as the effect of
the thermal inertia of the building.

Several passive systems have been proposed.
Their evaluation consists firstly in the
calculation of the systems themselves fol-
lowed by the calculation of their contribu-
tion, when integrated in a building.

Projects

For the project installed at the European
School at Mol, which consists of a 250 m2

high efficiency collector field, the
necessary calculations of heat demand from
the buildings and the swimming pool have
been made. A final report is under prepara-
tion.

For the "Sport- en Recreatiecentrum te
Brasschaat", a pre-study has been carried
out for the installation of a 3500 m2 col-
lector field. It should be possible for
90 % of the heat from such an installation
to be used. This particularly interesting
possibility is due to the combination of
open-air and covered swimming pools,
yielding a maximum heat demand during the
summer time.

6.6.2. RESEARCH ON MATERIALS FOR CELLS FOR
DIRECT CONVERSION OF SOLAR ENERGY
(P. Nagels*, M. Rotti**, M. Denayer)

In the framework of an IIKW/IISN project
aiming at the study of the suitability of
semiconducting polymers as solar cell ma-
terials, several substituted phenylacety-
lenes were synthesized and polymerized with
the help of Ziegler-Natta catalysts. Two
types of substitutions were applied : (i)
introduction of a Cl atom or a NO2 group at
different positions in the benzene ring;
(ii) replacement of hydrogen by iodine in
the ß position. After polymerization, the
materials were characterized by chemical
analysis, molecular weight determination,
infra-red spectroscopy and differential
thermal analysis. The unsubstituted poly-
phenylacetylene has a very low electrical
conductivity of about 6 x 10~15 Q^.cm"1 at
room temperature. The incorporation of
iodine (up to 10 at.%) in the linear highly
conjugated chain, increases the conductiv-
ity by four orders of magnitude whilst
chlorine, substituted in the benzene ring,
has little effect. The incorporation of a
N02 group drastically increases the conduc-
tivity, as is evidenced by the following
values for o of 2.3x10"' Q^.cm"1 for
polyorthonitrophenylacetylene and 9.1x10"7

Q~1.cm~1 for polyparanitrophenylacetylene.
In order to get an insight into the conduc-
tion mechanism of polymeric systems, meas-
urements of dc and ac conductivity, thermo—
power and Hall effect were carried out as a
function of temperature on pure and iodine-
doped samples. For the undoped polymers,
the ac conductivity is frequency indepen-
dent and, in addition, is equal to the dc
conductivity. The latter obeys an Arrhe-
nius-type relation and exhibits an activa-
tion energy equal to that of the thermo-
power. These features indicate that the
conduction is of a band-motion type. In
contrast, the ac conductivity of the iodi-
ne-doped polymers is strongly frequency
dependent (oac

ccAws) over the entire
temperature interval (100 - 300 K) • The
conductivities for the ortho- and para-
compounds are a = 7 x 10~5 and 1.7 x 10~3

Q~^.cm~1, respectively. The thermopower is
very small and obeys a relation of the form
S/T = B + CT" 1 / n. This suggests a
variable-range hopping motion of the charge
carriers.

* Also R.U.C.Antwerpen
** R.U.C.Antwerpen (IIKW/IISN)
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The programme on the preparation and char-
acterization of amorphous silicon, commonly
considered as a good candidate for the de-
velopment of cheap cells for photovoltaic
energy conversion, was continued. Much work
was devoted to the installation of the glow
discharge and sputtering apparatus in a
dust free room. An automatic system for the
flow and pressure control of silane and
doping gases was constructed. The deposi-
tion rate of amorphous silicon in the glow
discharge and sputtering apparatus was
studied as a function of different para-
meters, including gas pressure and flow,
input power and temperature. The thickness
of the films was determined by ellipsometry
in an apparatus built at U.L.B. The a-Si
films prepared by glow discharge of silane
and by deposition from a silicon cathode
sputtered with a hydrogen-argon gas mixture
were examined for their optical trans-
mission in the visible and infra-red re-
gion. The Si-H absorption bands in the IR
spectra allow a determination of the hydro-
gen content.

6.6.3. HEAT STORAGE (Contract with DFWB/
SPPS)
(G. Blondeel, G. Malcorps)

The contract work for DTOB/SPPS has been
continued with studies of the shallow,
interseasonal storage of heat in clay with
direct recovery and without the use of a
heat pump.

A rough theoretical model has been de-
veloped and gives an order of magnitude to
the minimum size of the storage and some
rules for heat management in the storage.

The model shows that the thermal perform-
ances of the storage are mainly dependent
on the Fourier number a.t/a2, a being the
thermal diffusivity of the ground, t, the
cycling period, and a, the characteristic
dimension of Che storage.

Taking an asymptotic thermal efficiency of
75 % and considering a cylindrical storage
with a shape factor (ratio height to
radius) of 0.5, the model is able to pre-
dict the dimensions for the storage. With
a thermal diffusivity " of 0.6 x 10~6 m2/s,
one obtains a radius of 3A m and a height
of 17 m for the cylinder.

If one considers a complete system (build-
ings, solar collector, storage), some im-
portant constraints must be noted.

1. The use of an impervious ground such as
clay, suppresses thermal losses by water
motion. Construction of a water-tight
barrier in a pervious ground must be
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excluded since it increases the costs of
the storage by a factor of at least two.

2. The thickness of the impervious geologi-
cal layer must be at least A0 m, to
reduce the heat losses to an acceptable
value; such layers exist in Belgium,
near the soil surface at some places, in
the Rupelian and Ypresian formations.

3. The use of clay as storage medium limits
the maximum temperature at the centre of
the storage to 70°C. This is in order to
avoid settlement of the ground.

A. In order to increase the quantity of
recoverable heat and thus, to increase
the thermal efficiency, it is necessary
to use a heating system at low temper-
ature (25°C up to 30°C maximum for the
heating fluid).

This can be done
- by reducing the heat losses of the

building (improved thermal insulation)
and

- by using a heating system with large
heating area (floor heating, for ex-
ample) .

5. During the loading period, the tempera-
ture in the storage will vary between
30°C and 70°C; it will be necessary to
use a high efficiency solar collector to
reach such temperatures, taking into ac-
count the limited area available for the
collectors on the roof of the buildings.

6. Due to the large size of the storage,
which is needed to reach an acceptable
efficiency, the amount of recoverable
heat should not be less than 500 MWh;
consequently, the storage must be con-
nected to a large number of individual
houses (50 to 100) or to a few large
buildings.

A computer programme has been developed to
simulate the diffusion of heat inside and
outside of the storage and the thermal
behaviour of a complete system.

This programme has been used to optimize
the storage and to reduce the overall
costs.

The case studied consists of :
- a group of 3 buildings of 48 flats, ther-
mally insulated according to the norm
K70, so that the amount of heat needed
for heating of the 3 buildings during one
year reaches 790 MWh;

- the total area of high efficiency solar
collectors is 570 m2 double sided collec-
tors, located on the roof of the build-
ings and 1101 m' single sided collectors
located on the southern walls;

- a shallow storage in a clay layer of 50 m



thickness; the storage is a cylinder of
61 m diameter and 15 m height; the upper
thermal insulation has a diameter of 74 m
with a thickness of 0.60 -a at the centre,
decreasing to 0.30 m on the periphery.

The results of the simulation over several
years are summarized in Table 6.6.1. The
interseasonal thermal efficiency tends
asymptotically to 72 %; the global effi-
ciency takes into account the amount of
heat stored during the spring and the
autumn and recovered within 15 days.

The costs of construction of such a storage
range from 20 to 25 million BF (BF 1980).

Assuming a lifetime of 20 years, the speci-
fic cost (BF/KWh) due mainly to the invest-
ment, is about twice the present price of
heat delivered by fuel combustion.

Increasing the size of the storage has only
a limited effect on the thermal efficiency
and the specific investment.

At the present time, it is difficult r.o
predict the threshold energy price for
breakeven, since the costs of the heat
exchangers, thermal insulation and pipe
network - which represent about 50 % of the
costs of the storage - are quite sensitive
to energy pric '.

TABLE 6.6.1. : Summary of system and storage performance data

Results from modelling studies on the ground storage of heat in shallow clay

Year

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Net amount of heat
stored during the

summer

(MWh)

830
720
707
702

698
695
692
690

Amount of heat
recovered during

the winter

(MWh)

241
426
463
477

484
488
490
491

Interseasonal
efficiency

%

29.0
59.2
65.5
68.1

69.4
70.3
70.8
71.2

Global
efficiency

%

37.8
66.6
71.9
74.1

75.2
75.9
76.3
76.6

Amount of heat delivered
by the auxiliary heating
system, to cover the heat

requirements
(MWh)

294
66
27
13

7
3
2
1

6.7. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

(P. Dlrven, F. Casteels, G. Cocquyt, E. Neeskens, H. Tas, L. Thieren, J. Van der Auwera,
G. Van Roosbroeck)

On behalf of "GOM-Antwerpen", a study has been started on the design of a geothermal energy
plant with a distribution net for the heating of greenhouses in Hoogstraten.
The main data, in relation with the first exploration drilling, are :

depth of the well
water temperature
flow rate (estimated)

1,500 m to 2,500 m
80 to 115°C
150 to 200 o3/h

6.7.1. ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDY

The computer programme, developed earlier
to define the conditions for economic oper-

ation of the geothermal plant, has been
adopted to cover the accounting for the
exploitation of the geothermal plant and
distribution network over the expected
lifetime of 30 years.
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6.7.2. GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANT AND GREEN-
HOUSE HEATING

Theoretical approach
- Power plant and energy conservation

The amplitude of the fluctuations in energy
demand of the projected set of greenhouses,
is extremely important. The most important
component in the frequency spectrum, with
the exception of the yearly fluctuations,
corresponds to a period of 24 h. This is an
interesting situation for the application
of energy accumulation (storage) using warm
water. A study has been undertaken for the
determination of the optimal volume of the
water tanks.

- Greenhouse heating and distribution net-
work simulation

The mathematical modelling for the steady
state operation has been improved and com-
pared with the existing models. The dynamic
as well as the static behaviour of several
control principles of interest have been
analysed in order to find an optimal con-
figuration for the heating system and the
corresponding optimal control strategy. In
order to come to this results, advanced
methods for the solution of partial differ-
ential equations have been developed.

Technical approach
- Greenhouse heating

In a greenhouse of the "PROEFBEDRIJF DER
NOORDERKEMPEN" at HOOGSTRATEN, a fully in-
strumented heating infrastructure has been
built to operate within a temperature range
of 65°C (inlet) - 30°C (outlet). Three
regulating systems will be tested to obtain
a low return temperature. The installation
has been in operation during the heating
season 1980 with satisfactory results.

- Power plant

A study has been carried out of the geo-
thennal power plant, which comprises the
following components :
- Heat exchangers connected to the geo-

thermal heat sources, with a design ca-
pacity of 8,2 MW, capable of delivering
30 % of the peak power demand.

- Heat pumps, driven by natural gas or
gasoil engine so that the heat of the

cooling water and the exhaust gases can
be recovered.

- Energy accumulator consisting of three
tanks of 200 m3.
At moments of energy surplus, the energy
will be stored in the tanks and will be
used during the morning peaks.

- A power plant fired with conventional
fuel, to deliver the peak demand and to
take over the basic power in case of
failure of the geothermal plant.

- Distribution network

A study has been carried out for the dis-
tribution of warm water to existing con-
sumers and to a projected new park of
greenhouses.

6.7.3. CORROSION AND DEPOSITION PHENOMENA

Construction and instrumentation for a
deposition and corrosion test loop "PEKEL"
have been completed (Fig. 6.7.I.). The loop
contains a titanium plate heat exchanger
and a low alloy steel tubular heat ex-
changer. Fiber reinforced polyester is used
for all pipings. The on-line instrumenta-
tion will allow measurement of a number of
temperatures, pressures, the flow rate and
water characteristics such as pH, electri-
cal conductivity and oxygen content.
Provisions have been made for water and gas
sampling at different points of the loop.

A large number of test samples has been
prepared and mounted for inclusion in the
high- and low-temperature material test
sections. The samples include carbon
steels, cast iron, low-alloy steels, stain-
less steels, nickel-base and titanium al-
loys and Eternit and plastics. These are
prepared both as solid material and as
coatings.

A small diameter tubing string will be
introduced in the well during the corrosion
test, to prevent Important temperature
losses, which would normally occur for the
relatively low flow rate needed during the
operation of the corrosion loop.

Short tube sections containing samples of
candidate casing materials will be inserted
at different depths in this tubing string.
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6-7-1. Corrosion and deposition test loop "Pekel".

6.8. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION : PRESENT STATUS AND POTENTIAL

(A. Falla)

The present status and potential of the
electric power generation by magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) direct conversion have been
examined.

Intensive development work is presently
going on in both the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. on
MHD direct conversion, with the object of
better utilization of the fossil fuel
(mainly coal) resources of both countries.
These efforts should result, in 1986/1987,
in the construction of a coal-fired 150
MW(e) (2/5 by MHD cycle, 3/5 by steam
cycle) "Engineering Test Facility" in the
U.S.A. and a 500 MW(e) (1/2 by MHD cycle,
1/2 by steam cycle) power plant at Ryazan
in the U.S.S.R.

The MHD open cycle technique has, up to
now, received the most effort because it
allows the direct combustion of coal at the
inlet of the MHD power generator. However,
technological problems arise from the high

operation temperature (approaching 3000 K),
required to obtain the adequate electrical
conductivity of the combustion gases. On
the other hand, whilst the closed MHD cycle
requires a regenerative heat exchanger
array between the heat source (fossil fuel
combustor) and the MHD working fluid (inert
gas : argon, helium), the technology is
more feasible because of the lower oper-
ating temperatures (2000 K).

Recent tests related to the closed cycle in
shock tubes (U.S.A., Japan, Holland) have
indicated higher power densities and
enthalpy extraction coefficients than the
open cycle. The latest economical evalua-
tions conclude that the MHD closed cycle,
combined with a bottoming steam cycle,
would be more suitable for medium size

[300-500 MW(e) ] power plants than the open
cycle. Furthermore, the closed cycle MHD
systems allow a wider choice of fuel (coal,
oil, natural gas or gas from underground
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gasification).

Economical and technical studies in the
U.S.A. on advanced energy conversion
systems have shown that direct MI1L)
conversion combined with a bottoming steam
cycle could save up to 30 % of fossil
energy resources by increasing the overall

plant efficiency. The cost of electricity
would be comparable (or lower) to that of
the advanced baseload steam cycle coal-
fired power plants.

A proposal for R&D work at S.C.K./C.E.N'.,
directed towards closed cycle MHD systems,
is being prepared.

6.9. ENERGY CONSERVATION

(G. Spaepen)

6.9.1. THE ENERGY MEASURING TEAM
(F. De Greef, A. De Wilde, W. Goos-
sens, G. Spaepen, H. Vanbrabant, H.
Van den Bergh, J. Van der Auwera)

The initial tasks of the team consist of
assembling a complete measuring set for
routine measurements on all the different
energy fluxes in industry, of checking the
performance of the instruments and of ap-
plying the knowledge thus obtained to test
cases in industry following a standard
methodology. This work has progressed very
well. All measurements on energy flows in
industr; are now possible with the excep-
tion of on-line steam flow metering. The
results on range and performance of the
measuring instruments were collected in
topical reports which are available at the
secretariat of the National R&D programme.
Many test cases were studied during 1980,
including paper-mills, foundry workshops,
metal-working, chemical and petrochemical
units. The main body of results was ob-
tained on the paper-mill industry. The
electricity consumption was measured in
great detail in seven paper-mills. Signifi-
cant differences in energy consumption
could be detected for similar or even
identical operations. The data was compared
with the experience of the operational
staff and with the analysis of the process
by a group from U.L.B. Of particular inter-
est were the results obtained on the dif-
ferent types of heat exchangers used by the
paper-mill industry.

The second most impcrtant measurement cam-
paigns were carried out in the chemical and
petrochemical industries. In these fields,
collaboration took place with teams from
the U.Lg. and R.U.G. Both university teams
have evaluated and simulated unit opera-
tions in the chemical and petrochemical
industry with respect to energy use. Where
the simulation is hampered by lack of input
data, S.C.K./C.E.N. has been asked to carry
out the necessary measurements.

In this way, temperature and gas profile
compositions were determined in chemical
reactors and cracking units. Heat flow
across equipment walls was also determined.
The results of the campaigns were summar-
ized in topical reports on behalf of the
National Programme.

A second task of the measuring team con-
sists of data acquisition and processing.
Since there are not many industries where
the necessary number of energy sensors are
installed, this aspect of the programme has
been dealt with very little in previous
times. Aside from the obvious data handling
needed from the measurements reported
above, only one specific experiment was set
up in a chemical factory. The purpose of
the experiment is to correlate the energy
use and its fluctuation ir the overall
operation. Analysis of these data remains
to be made.

A third task is the verification of a ther-
modynamic analysis (U.Lg.) by a series of
measurements in an S.C.K./C.E.N. cryogenic
loop. The purpose of this measurement is to
gain insight into the distillation charac-
teristics of mixtures of noble gases.

In summary, it may be stated that energy
measurements in industrial operations pro-
vide an essential tool for energy conser-
vation beyond the stage of the normally
expected "good housekeeping". The range of
existing measuring equipment is satisfac-
tory. Attention must be paid to proper
methodology, calibration and in some cases,
to sufficient support from thermodynamic
and/or operational analysis. The main as-
pects which still remain to be covered are:

- steam flow measurement techniques which
could be applied in situ without inter-
rupting the process; a "plug-through"
value type instrument shows some promise;

- relatively fast and simple methods to
define the number of measuring points
necessary and the desired degree of ac-
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curacy for a given level of precision for
the energy balance; a derivation or sim-
plification of a process-synthesis tech-
nique such as used by I.C.I, may well
prove to be useful;

- the gain to be made by generalized energy
data processing.

Finally, it has become clear that whilst
energy measurement is a very promising
field, it is far too broad a subject to be
considered as a sub-task of a relatively
small group within the National R&D pro-
gramme. Clearly, it should be one of the
essential permanent tasks to be included
within the national energy conservation
activities.

6.9.2. ENERGY ACTIVITIES IN RELATION TO THE
ENERGY CONSERVATION SERVICE OF THE
MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
(R. Carchon, R. De Clercq, D. De
Vooght, J.P. Deworm, P. Dirven, L.
Kinnaer, J. Proost, W. Schietecatte,
G. Spaepen, R. Vanbrabant, H. Van
den Bergh, E. Vandeplas, J. Van der
Auwera, W. Vandermeulen, T. Van
Elsen, J. Vangeel, G. Van Roos-
broeck, G. Wouters)

Following the Energy Audit exercise, set up
on an S.C.K./C.E.N. initiative in 1979,
collaboration has started with the Energy
Conservation Service of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs. Firstly, aid was given in
preparing a national plan for energy con-
servation. Two kinds of activities were
proposed : one, immediate action involving
little supplementary expenditures; two, a
broader long-terra plan based on the sup-
posed availability of sufficient government
funding. In 1980, only the first set of
activities was approved. As a consequence,
S.C.K./C.E.N. was asked to participate in

1. Energy auditing
2. Editing an "Energy Guide for Industry"
3. Assessing the potential for energy in-

vestments in four heavy-energy indus-
trial sectors

4. Permanent assistance to the Energy Con-
servation Service.

6.9.2.1. Energy auditing

Following our experience in auditing Indus-
trial firms in 1979 and the evolution of
the EEC-contract with Canada on the Energy-
Bus system, it was decided to organize the
permanent Auditing Service according to the
Canadian system. Several advantages are
obtained by adopting this procedure, namely
the system is operational; the EEC will
keep a data-bank on results and programmes;
a common language allows the use of conser-
vation programmes developed in the Member
Countries without delay; the bus system
provides a good statistical tool for the
Government, without marring the individual
industrial confidentiality; finally, it is
hoped that the bus system is easy to oper-
ate and has a positive psychological impact
on the visited firms.

The effort in 1980 was devoted to the prac-
tical organization of the audits, the prep-
aration of infrastructure, the measuring
equipment, the computer hardware, the app-
lication programming and the training of
auditing personnel. Some 30 preliminary
audits and visits to firms were carried out
during the training period.

6.9.2.2. The Energy Guide for Industry

An essential part of any action to increase
awareness in users is to provide the right
technical information to the addressed
energy user. For industrial ageicies, this
can be "done by editing booklets on the
different topics of energy production,
distribution and use. To this end, a series
of texts were drawn up on behalf of the
Energy Conservation Service.

The booklets, "The Energy Man" and "The
economic thickness of insulation for
pipes", have been sent to at least 3500
factories and institutions. The topics
"Compressed Air" and "Steam Part 1" have
been completed, but have not yet been dis-
tributed. The texts about "Lightning",
"Liquid and Gaseous Fuels", "Heat Produc-
tion", "Steam Part 2", "Degree Days", "Cos
4>" and "Energy Accounting" are ready to be
discussed by the editorial council. An-
other fifteen topics are in preparation.
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6.10. SUPERCONDUCTORS

(A. Van den Bosch)

6.10.1. DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERCONDUCTING
MATERIALS
(R. De Batist*, L. De Wilde)

Superconductors of the A 15 type have been
prepared by applying the impregnation tech-
nique on sintered niobium with controlled
porosity, filled with either tin or alumin-
ium-germanium eutectic.

Samples of these composites have been sub-
mitted to different heat treatments to
optimize their superconducting behaviour.
The niobium aluminium germanium system is
very complex. Different phases are revealed
by the different colours which appear
during the anodic oxidation of the inter-
metallic compound. The complexity has pre-
vented, up to now, the possibilities of
assigning unequivocally each colour to one
particular phase. For the niobium tin com-
posite, a shaping technique has been de-
veloped so that, with the material avail-
able, a tape can be realized with pre-de-
termined texture and dimensions.

Using the "bronze" method, a 7225 Nb3Sn
filament superconductor (Fig. 6.10.1.) has
been fabricated by double extrusion,
starting with a bronze matrix containing 85
niobium rods. By subsequent cold drawing, a
1 mm diameter wire has been obtained.
Etching the bronze, as shown in Fig.
6.10.2., shows that the 5 um diameter fila-

* Also R.U.C.Antwerpen

ments are lengthwise continuous, as ex-
pected. A final thermal treatment of the
wire results in the formation of a Nb3Sn
layer at the bron ze/niobium interface.

6.10.2. PROPERTIES OF SUPERCONDUCTORS

6.10.2.1. Electromagnetic properties
(A. Van den Bosch, F. Biermans,
J. Cornells)

The critical currents of the S.C.K./C.E.N.-
made superconductors have been measured
resistometrically in magnetic fields of up
to 13 Tesla at a temperature of 4.3 K.
Measurements have been carried out on the
multifilament Nb3Sn superconducting wire,
made by the bronze method as described
above. At zero field, the critical current
is larger than 1000 A (the maximum meas-
uring current is limited by the constraints
on the power supply). At 13 Tesla, the
critical current is about 100 A when the
detection of 1 uV, due to sample resistivi-
ty, is handled as a criterion (see Fig.
6.10.3.). As the sample wire had a length
of 30 cm and an outer diameter of 1.0 mm,
the current density was 1.3 x 101* A/cm2 at
k.3 K and 13 T.

Some niobium tin tapes, prepared by the
powder metallurgical process, had very high
critical current densities, but scattering
in the results indicates that some of the
fabrication parameters, which are important

., vS V« % fl

Fig. 6.10.1. Superconducting wive with
outer diameter of 1 mm and
722 5 Nb^Sn filaments of
*> 5 \xm.
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Fig. 6.10.2. Superconducting filaments of
the multifilament uire after
removal of the bronze matrix
by etching.



for technological superconductors, are not
yet under control.

On small discs of heat treated niobium
aluminium germanium composites, magneti-
zation measurements revealed a maximum
critical temperature of 18.5 K. This value
can be compared to 20.7 K, reported in the

literature for Nb3 Alo . sGeO .2 i" the A
15 structure.

6.10.2.2. Mechanical properties
(R. De Batist*, L. Eersels, A.
Van den Bosch, F. Biermans, J.
Cornells)

A study has been made of an apparatus for
measuring the stress-strain behaviour at
temperatures between 300 K and 4.4 K, on
superconductors and on materials of inter-
est for cryogenic engineering in supercon-
ductor technology.
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6.10.3. RADIATION EFFECTS IN SUPERCONDUC-
TORS (IIKW/IISN PROJECT AND ASSO-
CIATION S.C.K./C.E.N.-K.U.L.)
(J. Cornells, A. Van den Bosch,
F. De Schutter**)

This programme (IIKW/IISN project 51)
studies the pinning of the flux vortices on
point defect agglomerates in superconduc-
ting materials. A series of measurements on
cold-worked and annealed vanadium have been
carried out. From these results, a substan-
tial improvement has been achieved on the
hardware of the detection system for the dc
measurements. Substantial improvement has
also been achieved in the software for
analysing these results.

As a first step for the fission fragment
irradiation programme, a series of test
irradiations have been prepared to study
the homogeneity of the distribution of the
fission product tracks.

6.10.4. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF SUPERCON-
DUCTING MAGNETS
(G. Spauwen)

Fig. 6.10.3. Test of the critical current
of the multifilament wive at
4.3 K and 1 3 Tesla.
Ia = 100 A when the detec-
tion of 1 \iV is used as a
criterion.

A study has been started in view of the
development of computer programmes to cal-
culate magnetic fields, gradients, forces
and critical currents in high-field super-
conducting magnets.

* Also R.U.C.Antwerpen
** K.U.Leuven (IIKW/IISN)
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Chapter 7

THE BR2 MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR AND ITS ASSOCIATED FACILITIES

INTRODUCTION

The BR2 reactor has been lestarted in 1980, after a shut-down of 1.5 year for renewal of its
beryllium matrix.

In 1980, the main stages of work were, in chronological order :
- loading of the new beryllium matrix;
- dimensional measurements;
- «installation of the reactor top cover and internal parts;
- hydraulic tests;
- nuclear measurements at low power.

On the 12th May 1980, BR2 went critical for the first time since the beryllium matrix re-
placement. Routine operation of the reactor was resumed on the 7th July. The power was pro-
gressively increased and the reference power level of 75 MW was reached on the 9th July. In
summary_, it can be stated that the beryllium matrix replacement operation ended successfully
without any unusual doses for the operation personnel or any problems araising from beryl-
lium toxicity.

The BR2 reactor was first put into service with an experimental loading in 1963. Since then,
it has contributed greatly to the development of many large nuclear projects within the
European Community. It has also been used for carrying out irradiations for other countries.

In 1969, an agreement came into force between S.C.K./C.E.N. and the GfK Karlsruhe (presently
KfK), according to which occupation of the reactor is shared by German research centres
(Karlsruhe, Jülich and others) and by S.C.K./C.E.N. and EURATOM. This contract forms part of
the collaboration on fast reactors between the BeNeLux countries and the Federal Republic of
Germany. Special arrangements were made for experiments which were not covered by this
agreement.

When BR2 was put back into operation in July 1980, several of the experiments which were
interrupted by the replacement of the beryllium matrix were re-initiated and new ones
started. The reactor has been used to study the behaviour of reactor fuel elements and
structural materials intended for future nuclear power stations (sodium or gas cooled fast
reactors, high temperature gas cooled reactors, light water reactors). The irradiations
mainly concern safety experiments, power cycling experiments, and, generally speaking, ir-
radiations under non-normal conditions. Irradiations for nuclear transmutation (production
of high specific activity radioisotopes), neutron radiography, use of beam tubes for physics
studies and pilot scale gamma irradiations have also been carried out. However, the reactor
was primarily used for the sodium cooled fast reactor and gas cooled reactor development
programmes.

The experimental load occupied, on average, 67 reactor channels. This may be compared to an
average of 74 in the last years before the reactor shut-down for the beryllium matrix re-
placement. Some 158 irradiation devices were loaded, not including standard isotope produc-
tion capsules and measuring equipment.

Among the new rigs loaded, t'..e following are worthy of note :
- the MOL 7C3 sodium loop; this is the third experiment for the MOL 7C programme, the aim of
which is to irradiate at 400 W/cm, under cadmium, bundles of 30 U02 pins with local
blockage of the sodium flow after steady-state irradiation;

- a new in-pile section for the GSB helium loop, in order to resume irradiation of the HELM
3 fuel assembly, a bundle of 12 GCFR UO2~PuO2 vented fuel pins;

- the MOL 11C2 and MOL 11C4 capsules, "for the irradiation of (U,Pu)C pins under cadmium
screen with fission gas pressure measurement;

- the MOL 12B4 rig, for the irradiation, in a NaK filled capsule, of a (U,Pu)C specimen with
continuous in-pile creep measurement;
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- the MOL 3B7 rig, for the irradiation of cladding and structural material tensile specimens
in a sodium filled capsule at high temperature;

- the DGR device, a water-cooled thimble for the irradiation of tubes of enriched uranium
clad by aluminium, for the production of 93Mo and 133Xe;

- four CSF capsules, for the irradiation of *̂*2Pu samples (production of •^Pu);
- an antimony rod, for the starting source of the BR3/4C reactor core.

The reactor was in operation for a total of 110.2 days; the power level varied between
74.6 MW and 99.5 MW. The number of operating incidents was relatively lower than in 1978.
Nevertheless, the operating coefficient attained in 1980 (54.4 %) was smaller than in 1978
(58.8 % ) , some routine shut-downs having been extended in order to carry out a special cam-
paign for the MOL 7C3 experiment, loading of a new in-pile section for the GSB loop, inspec-
tion of the new beryllium matrix and checking of BR2 fuel elements (fission product re-
lease) .

In spite of the fission product releases observed, the continued effort to optimize the fuel
loading according to the needs of the experiments, has enabled fuel consumption to be main-
tained at a remarkably low level. The specific fuel consumption in 1980 was 7 standard el-
ements per 1000 MWd, compared with 6 on average before shut-down of the reactor for beryl-
lium matrix remplacetuent, 12.3 in 1971 (first routine utilization of cermet type fuel el-
ements) and 23 at the beginning of reactor operation (with alloy type fuel elements).

Regular operation of the BR2 hot cells was continued. The main work carried out was related
to the dismantling of irradiation devices and fuel elements and to non-destructive measure-
ments.

Several important tasks were carried out either to improve the experimental facilities or to
increase the performance, safety and understanding of the operational characteristics of the
reactor. As examples, the following may be cited :
- construction and commissioning of the VIC device, for the irradiation of LMFBR fuel rods
under transient operating conditions (SNR-BE Transientenprogramm);

- feasibility study of MOL 7C experiments with pre-irradiated fuel pins;
- preparation of the irradiation of LWR fuel rods in reloadable pressurized water capsules
with power cycling (TRIBULATION programme);

- feasibility study of Post-Accident Heat Removal (PAHR) safety experiments in BR2;
- feasibility study of increasing the diameter of the central H 1 channel to accept larger

experiments, such as PAHR with a 21 cm diameter fuel particle bed;
- design of a PCM compact high-pressure water loop for testing the behaviour of PWR fuel
rods under severe power-cooling mismatch transients;

- in addition to the beryllium matrix replacement, maintenance of several parts of the BR2
installations and continuation of the modernization of reactor equipment;

- replacement of the reactor control rod guide tubes;
- leak test of the reactor containment building.

The BR2 reactor and its associated facilities are part of the S.C-K./C.E-N. Reactor and
Energy Production Division which is under the direction of G. STIENNON.

The operating personnel included both S.C.K./C.E.N. and EURATOM staff. On 31st December
1980, it totalled 243, of whom 94 were engaged in the preparation and operation of the
irradiation experiments. A complete irradiation service is provided, from design study to
post-irradiation.

Planning and analysis of BR2 and hot cells utilization, safety analysis of experiments,
radioisotopes production supervision and administration were carried out by J-M. BAUGNET,
J-M. GAND0LF0*, W. BOEYKENS, R. DE BIE.

Work performed in the Technology and Energy department (development, improvement and oper-
ation of irradiation devices) was supervised by J. PLANQUART, J. BRENEZ, W. HEBEL*, F. MAT-
HIEU*, G. VANMASSENHOVE, G. BLONDEEL, M. DECRET0N, J. DEKEYSER, A. FALLA, F. MOONS, H.
NACKAERTS, J. PARENT, R. PENNINCKX, M. SOENEN, P. VANDERSTRAETEN, A. VERWIMP, R. CATTEEUW,
C. DE CLOEDT, G. DECOSTER, J. DE KEYSER, W. DETAVERNIER, G. GEBOERS, J. HERMANS, J. LEHNEN,
R. MEIER*, R. ORIS, C. VANDER VORST*.

Materials testing and commissioning was carried out by G. ROTTENBERG, Cl.D. BURKH0LZ*, S.
CLAES, J. DE CLERCQ.

* EURATOM
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Work performed in the BR2 department (nuclear characteristics determination, reactor oper-
ation, dismantling of irradiation devices and post-irradiation work in the high-activity hot
cells) was supervised by F. LEONARD, H. LENDERS*, H. NOSBUSCH*, P. PALENBERG*, A. BEECKMANS
de WEST-MEERBEECK, E. KOONEN, M. VAN DEN BERG*, J.P. WANNYN, J. ARCHAMBEAU, G. BOSSI*,
N. CEURVELS, J-M. C0R3ISIER, P. DECKX, M. DEHU, J. DIERCKX, A. GEOFFROY, E. GREINER*, H.
MASSAGE, L. MORLION, M. NOEL, J. SCHUTYSER, J. STEYLEMANS, V. STULENS, M. VAN LOVEN.

7.1. DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF IRRADIATION DEVICES

Work carried out in the Technology and Energy department was supervised by J. Planquart,
J. Brenez, W. Hebel*, F. Mathieu*, G. Vanmassenhove, G. Blondeel, M. Decreton, J. Dekeyser,
A. Falla, F. Moons, H. Nackaerts, J. Parent, M. Soenen, P. Vanderstraeten, A. Verwimp, as-
sisted by J. Hermans, R. Penninckx, R. Catteeuw, C. Decloedt, J. Dekeyse , W. Detavernier,
G. Geboers, J. Leunen, R. Meier*, R. Oris, C. Van der Vorst*

7.1.1. GENERAL
(W. Hebel*, M. Decreton, J. Dekey-
ser, A. Falla, F. Moons, W. Detaver-
nier, J. Hermans)

Normal experimental irradiations were re-
sumed early in July 1980, and several test
sections of the Belgian and German pro-
grammes were reloaded, after a lapse of 1.5
year.

The development of new devices for differ-
ent reacto" development programmes and for
different experimenters has also been
pursued.

The general situation for 1980 is given in
Tables 7.1.1. to 7.1.4.

7.1.2. VIC PROJECT - IRRADIATION OF LMFBR
FUEL PINS UNDER TRANSIENT CONDITIONS
(J. Dekeyser, W. Detavernier, C. De-
cloedt, G. Geboers)

The "VIC" project for the BR2 reactor is
carried out in the scope of the SNR fuel
element "Transientenprogramm", which is
jointly supported by KfK, Interatom and
Belgonucleaire. During 1980, construction
of the complete irradiation equipment for
the first VIC 1 experiment was completed.
This was then followed by a two-month func-
tional testing campaign on the prototype
in-pile sodium loop VIC 1-A1 and the asso-
ciated out-of-pile installation.

In the following summary, the construction
of the irradiation device and the results
of the functional tests will be described.
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- Construction effort

Assembly of the first in-pile section VIC
1-A1 was completed in July 1980 with the
sodium filling. It has taken about 15
months to assemble and fully instrument
this prototype rig. This was partly related
to the smallness of the sodium loop and the
compactness of its internal instrumenta-
tion, including some newly developed com-
ponents, such as the integrated sodium
cooler and the compact Na pump.

A sodium filling procedure from "top of the
rig" was adopted. The Na containment was
rinsed 3 times with filtered hot sodium at
400°C, before entering the final sodium.

Another point to note is the special pro-
cedure used for solidification and melting
of the sodium of the rig without previous
dumping into the expansion vessel.

Construction of the out-of-pile control and
measuring equipment was finished in August
1980, after completing the internal wiring
of the electrical control panel. This panel
contains 5 standard racks, with all the
necessary equipment for commands, process
monitoring and measuring, automatic con-
trols, alarm units and safety devices.
Part of the electrical out-of-pile equip-
ment are the power supply boards, feeding
the in-pile heater circuits, the Na pump
and the control panels.

For the pneumatic supervision, 3 additional
stations are used, i.e. :
- the WLC panel for water level control of

the heat exchanger;
- the PC panel for pressure control of the
rig enveloping tube and the rig head;

- the glove-box for pressure control and
gas sampling of the sodium cover gas.

The VNS device, which, whilst not belonging
to the proper VIC 1 equipment, is essential
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for the operation of the loop in BR2, will
be connected for automatic control and
transient ramping of the test fuel pin
fission power. This is achieved by varying
the pressure of the neutron absorbing 3He
gas, contained in an annular gap around the
in-core part of the test section. Various
modifications have been brought to the
VNS 2 circuits, in order to enable rapid
power ramps, with zero delay time, at the
high power level. Relevant out-of-pile
experiments with natural He gas started at
the end of 1980.

- Out-of-pile functional testing

The VIC 1-A 1 loop and associated out-of-
pile equipment have been operated continu-
ously for 2 months in the Technology and
Energy department. Hydraulic cooling con-
ditions of the BR2 reactor were obtained by
loading the rig into the 3.5 inch test
channel of the forced circulation water
loop HA.
The sodium loop was operated at about 150°C
and at various flow-rates including the
nominal rate of 120 g/s. Tests were made on
the automatic control systems for the water
cooled heat exchanger and for the sodium
punp, the latter also being tested under
programmed temperature control.

All functional components of the out-of-
pile equipment performed correctly, in-
cluding the data acquisition system.

After final commissioning of the irradia-
tion equipment by the T & C service, the
VIC 1-A1 irradiation campaign in BR2 is
scheduled to start early in 1981.

- Data acquisition

The measuring signals from the VIC 1 loop
are recorded and processed by two distinct
digital data acquisition systems (D.A.S.).

Local D.A.S.

A low-speed desk computer has been pro-
grammed for routine measurements on the
VIC I experiments, under stationary
operating conditions. The programme carries
out continuous scanning and processing of
all in-pile measuring signals within a time
interval of 20 seconds. On-line numerical
and graphical information can be visualized
on a CRT screen and printed out. Every two
hours, the data are collected and stored on
tape. These are used later on for estab-
lishing irradiation reports after each
reactor cycle.

TABLE 7.1.1.
Irradiation devices for BR2 loaded during 1980 or ready to be loaded

1 . RELOAPFD ( a f t e r t h e s h u t - d o w n of

MOL 11 Cl
MOPS F. 12
MOPS F 13
MOPS F. 14

CEB 10
CEB 12
CEB 13

P4
P5
P9

PWC BN 1

P17 series

P20 series
INF 3 T

2 . NEWLY LOADED

HOL 7 C 3

I n - p l l e s e c t i o n r.SB

MOL 11 C 2
MOL 11 C 4

DGR

3. READY FOR LOADINC

MOL U C 5

.MOL 19 1
MOL 11 2

the BR2 r e a c t o r )

Mixed c a r b i d e - ViK - cadmium
Coated particles
Coated particles
Coated particles

Fuel oln - water - MP
Fuel ptn - unter - MP
Fuel pin - water

Fuel pin — basket
Fuel pin - tmket
Fuel pin - basket

Fuel pin - water - HP (unloaded)

Fuel pin - basket

Fuel pin - basket
Twin collectrons

Fuel assembly - flow blockage

CCFR fuel assembly

Mixed carbide - NaK - cadmium
Mixed carbide - NaK - cadmium

Device for short lrradlit lon

Mixed carbide - NaK - cadmium

Heat Insulation material
Heat Insulation material
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TABLE 7.1.2.
Irradiation devices for BR2 to be loaded in 1981 and 1982

DEVICE EXPERIMENTER TARGETS

Sodium cooled fas t renctorfl - Mater ia l s

MOI. I F3

MOL 3 L

nisr. 6

OASIS

KfK

KfK-IA

S . C . K . / C . E . H . - K f K

S . C . K . / C . E . N . - K f K

Hg monocrysta la

Flow m e t e r s , temp, probes

Notch t e s t samples

Ferrltlc samples - high temp.

Sodium cooled fast reactors - Fuel

not 7 r.t,
MOL 7 C5

VIC 1 A2
VIC 1 B3
VIJS 2

CFC 06
CFC 08

FARFADET

KfK-S.C.K./C.E.N.
KfK-S.C.K./C.E.N.

KfK
Kf<
KfK-S.C.K./C.E.N.

S.C.K./C.E.N.-(KfK)
S.C.K./C.E.N.-(KfK)

BN-S.C.K./C.E.N.

Fuel pins, flow blockade
Fuel pins, flow blockage

Fuel pin, transient conditions
Fuel pin, transient conditions
Cycling device

FIK-1 pin - Fuel/clad compatibility
Fuel pin - Ferrltlc steel

Fuel - start-up conditions

Water coo led r e a c t o r s - M a t e r i a l s

ZIG BN

Water coo led r e a c t o r s - Fuel

PWC BH1
PWC BH2
WC BN3

ccn i
CCD 2
CCD 3

BN-S.C.K./C.F..H.
RN-S.C.K./C.E.N.
BN-S.C.K./C.E.N.

S.C.K./C.E.N.
S.C.K./C.E.N.
S.C.K./C.E.N.

Zr spacer grid samples

Power Lranslents
(pre-lrradlated rods)

("TRIBULATION")

Gag cooled r e a c t o r s - (HTR & GCFR)

HELM 3

HELM 4

SP1

SP2

ART

KFA-S.C.K./C.E.N.

KFA-S.C.K./C.E.N.

KFA

KFA

KTA

Fusion r e a c t o r s

FAFUMA S.C.K./C.E.N.-CEC

Fuel bundle - CCFR

Fuel bundle - GCFR

Steel samples from CSB I.P.S.

Steel samples from GSB I.P.S.

Absorber rod material

Fatigue tost In first wall
fusion materials

TABLE 7.1.3.

Irradiation devices for gamma irradiation (in BR2 building)

DEVICE

MOL 2 0 AI
MOL 20 A2

MOL 21

MOL 22

EXPERIMENTER

KfX/IA
KfK/IA

KfX/IA

KfX/IA

TARGETS

Concre te samples
fo r SN"R

Probes for sodium impurities
control

Connectors
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TABLE 7.1.4.
Studies for new or improved irradiation devices for BR2

FAST PXACTORS

HOL 7 C N

VIC (H)

VOLGA

PAIIR

WATER REACTORS

PCM

WRS

FUSION REACTORS

FAFUMA

- f n l l o w - u p p rogrn rame o f MO1. 7 C / l / 2 / 3
feasibility study completed
programme decided

- adaptation of the ln-plle section

- similar to MOL 7 C
preliminary study completed
waitlnp, for programme decision

- feasibility study completed
waiting for programne decision

- ln-plle pressurized water loop
feasibility study completed
programme will probably be continued

- ln-plle Loop for water reactor safety experiment«*
abandoned In 1980

- feasibility study started

Medium speed D.A.S.

A real-time digital computer system has
been developed and programmed for recording
the principal data from the test instrumen-
tation during transient loop operation. A
group of 17 channels (max. 32) is scanned
and buffered on disc at a rate of 100 Hz.
The disc capacity covers 45 minutes of
recording time.

Both programmed transients and occasional
transient events, such as a reactor scram,
can be recorded. The data stored can be
plotted graphically directly after each
transient experiment.

- Following experiments

Two VIC 1 in-pile sections with fresh test
fuel pins will be built in 1981 and irra-
diated in BR2 under Cd screen during the
first half of 1982. The "SNR-Transienten-
programm" is planned to continue, at least
until the end of 1982, with the irradiation
testing of one or more pre-irradiated fuel
rods. For each experiment with a particular
fuel rod, a new VIC 1 test section must be
constructed. The development of an appro-
priate test section and associated auxi-
liary equipment allowing the testing of
various fuel pins in the same rig, did not
seem to be economically feasible.

Design and conscruction of a new sodium
filling station will start in 1981. It will
be installed in the BR2 and commonly used
for the irradiation programmes VIC and MOL
7-C, with pre-irradiated test fuel.

7.6

7.1.3. TRIBULATION
(W. Hebel*, H. Nackaerts)

TRIBULATION is a joint S.C.K./C.E.N.-BN
multination supported programme, the aim of
which is to demonstrate the capability of
PWR fuel to attain high burn-up, even when
subjected to transients of up to local
power peaks, even when those peaks are
unlikely to damage the fuel during the
transient itself.

The programme, started in 1980, will run
until 1985. It will include the irradiation
of up to 48 FWR fuel rods of standard
design, modified, however, to the BR3
length. Irradiations up to peak pellet
burn-ups of 20, 30 and 40 GWd/t will be
carried out. Fuel rods design parameters
under consideration include dished and
annular fuel pellets, different pellet
length-to-diameter ratios, cladding with
different thickness-to-diameter ratios and
various levels of rod prepressurization.

Following the initial irradiation in BR3,
some rods will be destructively examined,
others will be subjected to a transient in
BR2 and further irradiated in BR3 up to 70
GWd/t. Still other rods will be irradiated
in BR3 up to 70 GWd/t after which they will
be destructively examined. The transients
to be carried out in the BR2 reactor con-
sist of power ramps up to 130 X of initial
BR3 power level, at ramp rates up to 6 %/s.
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For these transients, the TOC, CCD and VNS
2 devices will be used. Non-destructive and
destructive exaainations on the rods at
different stages of the programme include : .

visual examinations, eddy current, profilo-
metry, gamma-scanning, neutron radiography,
fission gas release, ceranography, burn-up
determination and determination of local
residual gases.

CHARCOAL
j- + FILTER

WATER FILLING OF COOLER

x

P C M LOOP

Fig. 7.1.1. PCM Loop.
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7.1.4. THE PCM (Power Cooling Mismatch)
LOOP
(W. Hebel*, H. Mackaerts, W. De-
tavernier)

The PCM loop (Fig. 7.1.1.) is a new in-pile
test rig which is being developed for the
BR2 reactor. It is a compact test rig with
an integrated high-pressure cooling cir-
cuit, for investigating the behaviour of
PWR type fuel rods under various conditions
of disturbed and off-normal operation. The
test section includes all essential com-
ponents of a dynamic primary cooling sys-
tem, such as circulatory pump, cooler and
pressurizer. It can be both inserted into
the BR2 reactor core and unloaded as a
compact unit. The rig normally contains one
single fuel rod but may also incorporate a
small rod cluster.

During the irradiation, the main thermo-
dynamic operating conditions of the fuel
rod can be varied in order to simulate
anticipated transients and to study the
response of the fuel pin.

Power transients can be imposed by means of
a variable 3He neutron flux screen sur-
rounding the active part of the test sec-

tion. The coolant flow-rate as well as the
capacity of the built-in heat sink (cooler)
of the rig can be modified. Pressure tran-
sients can also be applied.

The operating characteristics are as
follows :

Fuel rod diameter
Active fissile length
Maximum linear rod power
Fuel enrichment
Operating pressure
Operating temperature
Heat dissipation capacity
Overpower capacity by 3He
pressure control
Rate of power transients

9 - 15 mm
600 mm
700 W/cm
up to 5 % 235U
190 bar
36O"C
50 kW
1.8 time nominal

up to 20 %/s

7 . 1 . 5 . THERMO-HYDRODYNAMICAL
DEVICES
( J . Hermans)

MEASURING

In view of a thermo-hydrodynamical meas-
urement programme in the BR2 reactor, dif-
ferent measuring probes are in the fabrica-
tion stage, after the replacement of the
reactor internals.

7.2. TESTING AND COMMISSIONING SECTION

(G. Rottenberg, Cl. D. Burkholz*, S. Claes, J. De Clercq, A. Sencie)

For the BR2 reactor, the year 1980 can be divided into two periods lasting approximately 6
months. During the first half year, the replacement of the beryllium matrix and the asso-
ciated general inspection and revision were completed. During the second half year, normal
operation of the reactor was resumed.

During the first period, priority was given to technical assistance to the BR2 department
during the replacement of the beryllium matrix, as well as general overhaul of the 3R2 com-
plex. During the second, the T&C section resumed its routine activities, namely :

- commissioning of experimental irradiation devices prior to their initial operation;
- technical assistance to experimenters and constructors during the manufacture and instal-

lation of irradiation devices;
- technical assistance to other S.C.K./C.E.N. departments in carrying out their own equip-
ment or maintenance programmes.

7.2.1. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO BR2 DEPART-
MENT

The T&C section was involved in the inspec-
tion of both the reactor pressure vessel
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and the main cooling circuits. The respon-
sibility of the inspection was in the hands
of ASSOCIATION VINCOTTE. The final step was
the production of the inspection reports
which had to be submitted to the advisory
Safety Committee, in order to obtain the
reactor operation permit for operation with
the new bervllium matrix.



7.2.2. COMMISSIONING OF
DIATION DEVICES

EXPERIMENTAL IRRA-

Table 7.2.1. reviews the main types of new
devices which went through the testing and
commissioning procedure in 1980. Irradia-
tion of some of the mentioned isotope cap-
sules did not always take place in the sane
year.
In addition, other devices were com-
missioned, such as :
- 12 beryllium assemblies for BR2 control

rods;
- 4 co-extruded aluminium-clad cadmium

tubes for BR2 control rods;
- a new in-pile section for the existing

GSB loop;
- the DGR irradiation system, comprising a
water cooled thimble and the necessary
out-of-pile equipment;

- one start-up source for BR3.

Recommissioning of existing out-of-pile
systems has been carried out in the fol-
lowing cases :
- the out-of-pile control system built for

the MOL, 12 B programme;
- the out-of-pile equipment of the GSB

loop;
- the out-of-pile control system of the
MOL 3 B programme.

7.2.3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO EXPERIMEN-
TERS DURING MANUFACTURE AND INSTAL-
LATION OF IRRADIATION DEVICES

The Testing and Commissioning section has
given an important contribution to all
irradiation devices manufactured by
S.C.K./C.E.N., mainly through inspection
and testing during manufacture, as well as
chemical cleaning of all components.

Experimenters who brought their own irra-
diation devices made wide use of the
Testing and Commissioning section for
supervision of the installation, for subse-
quent acceptance tests and for starting
operations.

7.2.4. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO OTHER
S.C.K./C.E.N. DEPARTMENTS AND PRO-
GRAMMES

The T&C section was asked to give assis-
tance to many other projects being carried
out at S.C.K./C.E.N.

TABLE 7.2.1.
Main new devices which went through Testing and Commissioning in 1980

Type of device

In-plle sections for loops

Instrumented fissile
material rigs

Non-instrumented fissile
material rigs or capsules

Instrumented rigs for
material Irradiations

Cobalt in control rods

Iridium capsules

Various isotope capsules

Fissile material capsules
for DGR

Transuranium elements
production capsules

Total

Manufactured by

S.C.K./C.E.N.
only

1

2

2

-

14

-

-

-

-

19

Customer
only

-

1

-

1

-

39

10

58

113

Jointly

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

1

3

2

1

14

39

10

58

4

132
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7.3. OPERATION AND UTILIZATION OF THE BR2 REACTOR

(J. Archambeau, J-M. Baugnet, A. Beeckmans de West-Meerbeeck, W. 3oeykens, G. Bossi",
N. Ceurvels, J-M. Corbisier, P. Deckx, M. Dehu, J. Dierckx, J-M. Gandolfo*, E. Greiner*,
E. Koonen, H. Lenders*, F. Leonard, H. Massage, L. Morlion, M. Noel, H. Nosbusch*, P. Palen-
berg*, J. Schutyser, J. Steylemans, V. Stulens, M. Van den Berg*, M. Van Loven, J-P. Wannyn)

7.3.1. BERYLLIUM MATRIX REPLACEMENT

7.3.1.1. General

The beryllium matrix, located in the cen-
tral active region Z the reactor pressure
vessel, both acts as a moderator and helps
to correctly position all fuel elements,
control rods, beryllium plugs and experi-
mental devices. Its shape is cylindrical,
A3" (1100 mm) diameter and 36" (914 mm)
high.

It is an assembly of prismatic irregular
hexagonal bars, each with a cylindrical
channel in the core region. The central
200 mm diameter channel is vertical. All
other beryllium bars are inclined and form
a hyperboloidical arrangement around the
central hexagon.

The matrix comprises :
- 64 standard channels, diameter 3.5"

(84.2 mm);
- 5 large channels, diameter 8" (203.4 mm);
- 10 small channels, diameter 2" (50.1 mm).

In March 1974 during a scheduled shut-down,
the beryllium matrix was examined by means
of a TV camera; 29 of the 79 matrix chan-
nels showed signs of cracks. These were not
observed during the previous examination in
October 1971.

During an evaluation which followed, it was
concluded that continuation of reactor
operation was possible, without undue risk
to the health of the operators or the pub-
lic and that the reactor programme was not
affected by the cracks observed. This con-
clusion was valid so long as no further
significant changes appeared. It was de-
cided, therefore, to continue reactor oper-
ation while at the same time, proceeding
with a surveillance programme and preparing
for the replacement of the matrix.

Since then, regular examinations have been
carried out. The observations did not in-
dicate any abnormal evolution of the
cracks. During the inspection carried out
in November 1978, cracks were observed in a
total of 59 channels. It was decided to
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stop the reactor operation at the end of
1978 and to proceed with the replacement of
the complete beryllium matrix.

The main stages of work in 1979 were
chronologically nuclear measurements at low
power, unloading of all tha experiments,
fue.1 elements and control rods, visual
inspection and dimensional measurements on
the old beryllium matrix, removal of reac-
tor internal parts and top cover, unloading
of the old beryllium, followed by cleaning
and non-destructive inspection of the reac-
tor vessel. In parallel with this, at the
Technology and Energy department, all the
pieces of the new matrix were received,
checked, assembled and loaded into a 3R2
vessel mock-up in order to check their
proper mounting into the core array and to
test tooling and working procedures de-
veloped for their remote loading into the
BR2 vessel. In addition, various measuring
devices were designed, constructed and
tested.

7.3.1.2. Work at BR2 in 1980

The new beryllium matrix was loaded in BR2
from the 14th to the 24th January I960. The
loading operation went smoothly. It was not
necessary to unload the existing S-filler
pieces.

After loading of the matrix, the top cover
was provisionally put on the reactor vessel
for measurement of the channel alignment,
by means of a laser beam. These measure-
ments, carried out with the help of the
Technology and Energy department, were
performed on two opposite 3 V channels (L
240 and K 49) and showed no significant
discrepancies from the measurements made on
the old matrix. No further measurements
were decided necessary on any other reactor
channels.

The position of the top flange of the reac-
tor vessel was measured with respect to
fixed points on the pool walls. No signifi-
cant difference was found when compared
with the previous measurements, carried out
before the removal of the old matrix.

By the beginning of May, the reactor inter-
nals and the reactor top cover have been
replaced : the reactor control room was
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tested and recomiaissioned and the primary
circuit could be operated again.

During May, the general operation programme
on the 3R2 included :
- operation of the BR2 reactor at low power

(less than 2.5 MW) in order to complete
the nuclear measurement programme necess-
ary to evaluate the influence of the
beryllium matrix replacement on the ir-
radiation conditions;

- operation of the primary circuit, in
order to get it again at its nominal
operating conditions;

- measurement of the leak rate of the
reactor containment building (see par.
7.3.4.).

On the 12th May 1980, BR2 went critical for
the first time following the beryllium
replacement.

The nuclear measurement programme at low
power ended on the 24th June. After re-
loading of the earlier experiments and the
loading of new experiments, routine oper-
ation of the reactor was resumed on the 7th
July. The power was increased progressively
in order to carry out various checks. The
reference power level, of 75 MW, was
reached on the 9th July.

7.3.1.3. Physical control

The beryllium matrix replacement operation
did not give rise to either major health
physics problems or problems arising from
beryllium toxicity. Special precautions
were taken to avoid excessive exposure or
dispersion of contamination. The operation
was carried out with only minor exposure of
the operators, the total dose received by
all the personnel involved was only 1.4
time the dose received during an equivalent
routine reactor operation period.

The safety aspects of the reactor operation
after the replacement of the beryllium
matrix were discussed by the advisory com-
mittee on the prevention of nuclear acci-
dents (CCPAN/RKVKO) on 30th June and 4th
July 1980. On the basis of the conclusions
drawn at these meetings, the operation of
BR2, at nominal power level, was granted.

7.3.2. REACTOR OPERATION

7.3.2.1. Operation characteristics

The operation period 1980 ran from 24th
June 1980 to 12th January 1981. The nominal
duration of the operating cycle was four
weeks : 7 days shut-down and 21 days oper-

ation, giving a theoretical operating coef-
ficient of 75 %. The 202.5 days, making up
the operating period 1980, would have per-
mitted 7 cycles, but there were, in fact,
only 5 cycles as two cycles were cancelled
due to extensions of scheduled shut-downs
and time lost by operating incidents (as
explained in par. 7.3.3.). The overall
distribution of the reactor operation time
is as follows :

- in operation
- scheduled shut-downs
- extensions of sched-

uled shut-downs
- operating incidents

(unscheduled shut-
downs)

110.2 days
35.0 days

54.* %
17.3 %

42.5 days 21.0 %

14.8 days 7.3 %

202.5 days 100 %

The reactor was operated using several
variants of the core configuration 9. As
examples, Fig. 7.3.1. and 7.3.2. show the
distribution of the fuel elements and con-
trol rods in the beryllium matrix for the
variant 9K, used during cycle 3/80 (Mol 7C3
campaign), and the variant 9A, used at the
end of the year, respectively Tables 7.3.1.
and 7.3.2., give a typical set of nuclear
characteristics for the variant 9A. In the
other variants, the irradiation conditions
were almost identical, since the fuel load-
ing was altered appropriately.

Nominal power ranged from 78.5 MW to
99.5 MW, depending on the variant of the
core configuration used. During each cycle,
however, the power level was adjusted to
give optimum irradiation conditions for the
entire experimental load, while still re-
specting the various power limits imposed.
This being so the actual power level varied
between 74.6 MW and 99.5 MW. In addition,
at each start-up, the power was increased
step-wise, with halts at least at 1 %,
40 Z, 60 % and 80 % of nominal full power.
This was done to carry out various checks,
to choose the optimum full-power level, and
to find the best distribution of the con-
trol rod heights to meet the various ex-
perimental specifications.

During the year, the total integrated power
reached 8,713 MWd, corresponding to a con-
sumption of 10.5 kg 2 3 5U. A total number of
58 fresh standard fuel elements were used.
In addition, 1 SVIs driver element was used
for the loop Mol 7C3. The highest rated
element (a standard cermet type containing
400 g 23:>U) attained a mean burn-up value
of 60 Z, corresponding to 72 % at its hot
plane. All the fuel elements loaded were of
cermet type with burnable poisons.

Table 7.3.3. gives the main operating para-
meters for 1980.
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Fig. 7.3.1. BR2 Configuration 9 K.

Fig. 7.3.2. BR2 Configuration 9 A.
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TABLE 7.3.1.
Nuclear characteristics of the BR2 configuration 9 A

A. Fuel element channels

Power = 33 MV Conditions at start
of cycle 5/80

Reactor
channel

A 30
A 90
A 150
A V.
A 27 J
A 330

3 0
B 60
3 120
S 300

C 41
C 79
C 139
C 161
C 199
C 221
C 259
C 281
C 341

D 0
D 60
D 120
D 180
D 240
D 300

E 30
E 330
7 14
F 106
? 194
F 346

G 120
G 240
H 23
H 337
X 191

a 4

Fuel

Type

6NG
6NG
6VG
6NG
6NG
6NG

6NG
6NG
6NG
6HG

5NG
6NG
6MG
6NG
6NG
6HG
6NG
6NG
6NG

6NG
6NG
5NG
6NG
SNG
6SG

6NG
6NG
6N'G
5NG
6NG
6NG

6NG
6N'G
5NG
6IG
5NG

10SG

elenents

Average
burn-up

et

39
21
22
32
22
22

32
39
39
20

0
0
44
0
0
0
0
44
0

0
0
0
19
0
34

28
19
0
19
17
S

15
15
22
14
42

25

Maxiauo flux (1)
1 0 ^ n/cm2.s

Thermal (2)

3.7
2.9
2.9
3.5
3.0
3.1

3.4
3.4
3.2
2.3

2.1
1.9
3.0
2.0
2.3
2.2
2.0
3.0

E > 0.1 MeV

6.0
6.2
6.1
6.3
6.4
6.6

6.3
5.5
5.2
6.5

5.8
5.5
4.4
5.6
6.9
6.2
5.7
4.5

2.1 6.8

2.0
1.3
1.7
2.3
1.9
2.3

2.2
2.0
1.6
1.6
2.1
1.7

1.3
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.7

-

6.0
4.9
5.1
5.2
5.4
4.1

4.3
4.3
4.4
3.0
4.9
4.7

2.8
3.6
2.3
3.1
2.5

-

5 Fast

i Thenaal

1.6
2.1
2.1
1.8
2.1
2.1

1.9
1.6
1.6
2.3

2.8
2.8
1.5
2.8
3.0
2.8
2.8
1.5
3.2

3.0
2.7
3.0
2.3
2.8
1.3

1.9
2.2
2.8
1.9
2.3
2.3

2.2
2.1
1.9
2.2
1.5

-

Maxinua
nuclear

heating (3)
fW/g Al)

13.2
13.4
12.9
13.5
13.6
14.7

14.8
13.8
12.2
14.0

13.4
12.5
10.8
12.5
15.4
14.9
12.3
11.0
15.4

14.1
11.6
11.0
12.2
12.9
9.1

10.0
10.4
10.6
7.2
11.3
U.3 ;

6.6
8.2
6.6
7.3
5.3

5.5

G Canet fuel clement 400 g 23-U type (60 ag 235ü/ca:)

(1) Neutron flux at 50 =m below reactor mid plane Q -
(2) unperturbed neutron flux on the centre line of the fuel element (n)0'~ Vo at

2200 m/s
(3) Muclear heating of an aluainium saaole, placed on fuel elesent axis at posi-

tion of aaxinum flux.
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TABLE 7.3.2.
N'uclear characteristics of the BR2 configuration 9 A

B. Reflector channels

Power 83 MW

Reactor
channel

F 46
F 166
F 314

G 60
G 300

H 37
H 323

H 1-0
H 1-120
H 1-240
H 2-90
H 2-210
H 2-330
H 3-30
H 3-150
H 3-270
H 5-30
H 5-150
H 5-270

K 11
K 49
K 109
K 169
K 251
K 311
K 349

L 0
L 60
L 120
L 180
L 240
L 300

N 30
N 330
P 19
P 41
P 101
P 161
P 199
? 259
P 319
P 341

Maximum unperturbed flux
1014 n/cm2.s

Thermal

3.3
3.6
3.6

2.7
3.0

2.5
2.4

8.0
8.4
8.7
1.4
3.0
2.5
2.6
1.4
3.0
2.7
3.1
1.4

2.3
2.2
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.5

2.1
1.6
1.6
1.8
2.0
1.7

1.6
1.7
1.6
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.8
1.4
1.5
1.6

E > 0.1 MeV

1.3
1.0
0.9

1.2
0.5

0.7
0.8

1.7
1.7
1.4
0.1
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.1
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.1

0.6
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.7

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.1

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.3

Maximum nuclear
heating

W/g AI

4.6
4.1
3.6

2.5
2.1

2.6
2.7

6.3
5.9
5.7
0.4
2.8
2.4
2.8
0.4
2.5
1.9
2.6
0.3

2.9
1.2
2.2
1.2
2.1
1.1
3.0

1.4
0.6
1.3
1.4
2.2
0.4

1.3
1.4
1.3
0.6
0.5
0.4
2.0
0.5
0.6
1.4
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TABLE 7.3.3.

BR2 - Operating parameters 1980

Reactor operating characteristics

Power rating, nominal

Total operating time

Average operating time per cycle

Total energy dissipated

Average energy dissipated per cycle

Fissile charge at start of cycle ( U)

78.5 to 99.5 MW

110.2 d

22.0 d

8,713 MWd

1,743 MWd

12.0 to 13.2 kg

Circuit characteristics

Flow (m3^"1)

Inlet temperature (°C)

Inlet pressure (kg.cm" )

Ap across pressure vessel (kg.cm"2)

pH
Resistivity (Q.cm"1)

Flow in purification line (m3.h )

Activity ßy (uCi.cm"3)

Primary

6,700-7,000

40 - 50

12.5

2.8
5.3 - 7.0

2-6xlO6

20 - 30

< 10"1

Secondary

4,000-5,000

20 - 30

-

-

5.5 - 6.5

10s

100

< 10"6

Pool

400

35 - 45

-
-

5.5 - 6.5

106

20

< lO"4

Fuel elements

Maximum nominal temperature at hot spot (°C)
for inlet temperature of 40°C

Heat flux maximum (W.cm-^) : nominal

admissible

Water velocity between plates (m.s )

131 - 147

365 - 446

600
9.4

Liquid effluent

Cold

Warm

Hot

production

< 10-5

10-5

IQ"2

uCi

to

.cm"3

•cm"3^

1

5

,036

,959

524

m3

m3

in3

Gaseous effluents

Ventilation of containment 38,000 m 3^" 1

building

Ventilation of machine hall 83,000 n^.h"1

Radioactivity at chimney 5xl0"a pCi.cm"3

Consumption

Electricity 13.4 x 106 kWh

Demineralized water 209,665 m3

Uranium-235 10.5 kg
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7.3.2.2. Calculation of the reactor loading

Due to the presence of highly absorbing
rigs, the loading of several sets of ex-
perimental devices denanding identical
conditions, the routine use of elements
containing burnable poisons and the use of
different absorbing plugs, reactor loading
determinations have become so complex that
simple calculation procedures are no longer
feasible. Consequently, for the calculation
of the load and the main characteristics of
the core channels, a computer programme,
previously adapted to the S.C.K./C.E.N. IBM
370 - 148 computer, was routinely used. In
addition, to improve the determination of
irradiation conditions in the reflector
channels, a new calculation code has been
developed on the basis of neutron transport
theory.

To illustrate the difficulties encountered
in reactor loading calculations, the fol-
lowing examples may be cited. During 1980,
there were 10 start-ups, which involved
putting into service 201 instrumented rigs
(145 in the core, 56 in the reflector) of
which 7 were started up for the first time.
In one case, the irradiation conditions did
not satisfy certain experiments and the
reactor had to be shut down and the loading
modified, according to the observations
made. However, to fulfil the often opposing
demands fron the various experiments, it is

usually necessary to modify the reactor
power during the cycle, and on some
occasions to finish a cycle with one or
more control rods partly inserted. Advan-
tage was taken during several unscheduled
shut-downs, to modify reactor loading, in
order to obtain better irradiation condi-
tions for some rigs.

7.3.2.3. Evolution of reactor operation

Regular operation of the BR2 reactor, with
an experimental load, began in 1963. Tables
7.3.4. to 7.3.6. give a general review of
the evolution of the operating parameters
since that time. It should be noted that
through a continued effort to optimize fuel
loading, according to the needs of the
experiments, fuel consumption was success-
fully maintained at a remarkably low level-
In 1980, the specific fuel consumption was
7 standard elements per 1000 MWd compared
with an average of 6, before shut-down of
the reactor for beryllium matrix replace-
ment, 12.3 in 1971 (first routine utiliz-
ation of cermet type fuel elements) and 23
at the beginning of reactor operation (with
alloy type fuel elements).

For the future operations, an attempt will
be made to adapt the irradiation capacity
and the operating conditions of BR2 accord-
ing to the experimental loading planned.

TABLE 7.3.4.
Evolution of the operating parameters of the BR2 reactor

A. General data since date of comnissioning

Year

1963
1964

1°65

1966

1967

1963

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1030*

Total

Configuration

5

6

7

8

5
5

and 6

6
6

6
6
6

and 7

7
7

and 8

3
8

and 9

9
9

Number or

days ooeraced

154.5

226.5

13".8

219.8

174.-

213.9

229.3

218.0

203.9

230.4

248.7

217.3

213.3

235.8

240.0

193.0

110. 2

3,524.3

Nominal

(XV)

17 -

34

3-* -

57
57 -

58.5 -

66.5 -

67 -

70
70 -

70 -

70 -

74.5 -

74.5 -

77 -

33 -

78.5 -

power

34

57

63
67
71
70

73.5

73.5

80

80.5

79.5

100

106

99.5

Energy produced

("Wd)

3,292

7,595

3,599

12,576

10,56»

13,168

15,155

15,057

14,478

17,568

2O,6»3

16,320

16,437

17,373

19,533

16,477

8,713

233,643

* shut-down of the reactor during 1979 and the first part of 1980 for the

reDlacenient of Che bervlliun aatrix.
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TABLE 7 . 3 . 5 .
Evolution of the operating parameters of the BR2 reactor

B. Operating analysis 1975 - 1980

REACTOR STATE

Operat ional

Routine shut-downs

Extension of rou t ine shut-downs

Unscheduled shut-downs

Large-sca le maintenance work*

Total

OPERATING COEFFICIENTS

Theore t ica l

Actual

1975

days

218.8

70.0

44.1

31.6

364.5

Z

60.0

19.2

12.1

8.7

100

75

60.0

1976

days

235.8

77.0

32.5

24.9

370.2

Z

63.7

20.8

B.8

6.7

100

75

63.7

1977

days

240.0

77.0

51.4

29.4

397.8

X

60.3

19.4
12.9
7.4

100

75

60.3

1978

days

193.0
56.0
55.8
23.3

328.1

Z

58.8
17.1
17.0
7.1

100

75
58.8

1980

days

110.2
35.0
42.5
14.8

_*

202.5

Z

54.4
17.3
21.0

7.3

100

75
54.4

* shut-down of the reactor during 1979 and the f i rs t part of 1980 for the replacement
of the beryllium matrix

TABLE 7 .3 .6 .
Evolution of the operating parameters of the 3R2 reactor

C. Reactor power and uranium consumption

COP" CONFIGURATION

POWER (1)
- nominal
- In tegra ted

URANIUM CONSUMPTION

- mass of 2 3 5!J (2)

- number of e lements

(MM)
(MWd)

g
"alloy"

"cera-r"

- average a p p a r e n t burn-up (3) ( » )

- s p e c i f i c ( 3 ) ( e l e m e n t s / 1 0 3 MWd)

7

70
16

19

132

1974

and 8

to 80
,320

,630
1
+ 6 I l l s

+ 2 XIIIs
34.9

8.7

1975

8

74.5 to 80.5
16,487

19,873
-

86 + 6 I l l s

+ 2 XIIIs
53.2

5.8

1976

8

74.5 to 79.5
17,373

20,896
-

80 + 18 I l l s
+ 1 XIIIs

62.2

5.1

1977

8 and 9

77 to 100
19,583

23,554
-

115 * 2 Xs
+ 1 Vis

49.1
6.2

1978

9

83 tc
16

19

63 +

73
4

106
477

819

2 Xa

9

1

1980*

9

78.5 to 99.5
8,713

10,481
-

58 + 1 Vis

42.9

7.0

(1) Read from *̂ N measuring chain

(2) Thermal balance

(3) Fresh elements loaded In standard channels

* shut-down of the reactor during 1979 and the f i r s t part of 1930 for the replacement of the beryllium matrix

The various points now under investigation
are :
- the possibilities of irradiating, in BR2,

fissile or structural materials for fis-
sion and fusion reactors in such a way
that irradiation effects will correspond
to those expected in such reactors;

- the irradiation conditions which can be
obtained under cadmium or other screens,
in tue central H 1 channel or the outer
200 mm channels, depending on whether the
rig is surrounded by a driver fuel el-
ement or not;

the increase in the maximum hot spot
specific power from the present 470 W/cm2

level to 550 or 600 W/cm ;
the reactor core configuration variants
which will allow the simultaneous irradi-
ation of several large loops;
an improved flow distribution of the
reactor primary circuit water coolant in
order to avoid difficulties when more
power has to be dissipated;
measures to enhance the thermal neutron
flux in the beam tubes;
special campaigns of short duration (less
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than the normal cycle of 21 days) in
order to carry out safety experiments;

- intermediate shut-downs during each cycle
in order to unload some of the FAFNIR
simulators (loaded at the beginning of
the cylce for load equilibrium and reac-
tivity control) with the view to decrease
the fuel consumption and to increase the
operating coefficient.

7.3.3. OPERATING INCIDENTS

The difference between the theoretical
value of the operating coefficient (75 %)
and the value of 54.4 % actually attained,
was due to the loss of 57.3 days operating
time. This was caused by extension of rou-
tine shut-downs and by operating incidents
leading to unscheduled shut-downs.

Routine shut-downs were extended by 42.5
days, as follows :

- loading of the MOL 7C3 sodium 41.5 %
loop, loading of a new in-pile
section for the GSB helium loop,
reloading of the HELM 3 fuel
assembly into the GSB loop, in-
stallation of the DGR device and
a special campaign for the MOL
7C3 experiment;

- physics measurements at low power 10.8 %
- neutron flux distribution,
- beryllium plug reactivity

measurements;

check of BR2 fuel elements (fis-
sion product release);

15.6 %

- control rods 11.0 %
- replacement of neutron absorb-
ing parts,

- reactivity effect measurements;

- various operations 17.5 %
- inspection of the new beryllium
matrix;

- repair of the transfer device
between the BR2 pool and storage
channel;

- repair of the P 161 channel
(after the jamming of an irra-
diation plug);

- leak test of the reactor primary
cooling circuit.

There were 5 unscheduled shut-downs, which
involved a loss of 354.3 h (14.8 d) . Table
7.3.7. gives details.

During several cycles, abnormal fission
product releases by the BR2 fuel elements
were observed; one unscheduled shut-down
was due to these releases. The defective
fuel elements included elements delivered
by FBFC, NUKEM and CERCA. The situation was
discussed with the suppliers (NUKEM and
CERCA) and a programme of non-destructive
examination of the plates of 3 defective
fuel elements (FBFC, NUKEM, CERCA) is in
preparation. This is in order to try to
find the source of the fission product
releases.

7.3.4. REACTOR EQUIPMENT

In addition to the beryllium matrix re-
placement, various tasks were carried out,

TABLE 7.3.7.
BR2 - Operating incidents (unscheduled shut-downs)

Tvpe of Incident

Control rod fai lures

Fission products In the
primary c i rcu i t

Other reactor equipment
fa 1 lures

Human errors

Experiments
- Irradiation conditions

not sat isfactory
- rig or out-of-pt le

equipment failure

Total

1975

Number

-

3

1

2

3

2

11

Duration
(h)

-

281.5

0.3

300.7

105.9

70.2

758.6

1976

Number

1

1

3

2

5

12

Duration
(h)

0

136.4

129.8

75.7

255.9

597.8

1977

N<imber

4

1

4

3

5

3

20

Duration
(h)

151.1

215.6

44.0

46.1

201.3

47.2

705.3

1978

Number

2

2

1

5

3

3

16

Duration
(h)

0.3

171.0

50.0

52.6

163.3

121.2

558.4

1980*

Number

-

1

2**

-

1

1

5

Duration
(h)

-

79.9

151.4

-

56.9

66.1

334.3

* shut-down of the reactor during 1979 nnd the f i r s t part of 1980 for beryllium matrix replacement
** failure in the reactor compressed a i r aysten ACI, failure in the rejctor control l inear chamber s
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either to facilitate the use of the reactor
installation by the experimenters and to
inprove the performance, safety and knowl-
edge of the operating characteristics of
the reactor. The most important tasks were
the following :
- continuation with the modernization and

improvement of the reactor control in-
strumentation and health physics equip-
ment; as example we may cite :
- installation of two new start-up cham-
bers (D3 and D4),

- development of two new reactor power
measuring channels (Al and A2),

- installation of 10 new gamma radiation
monitoring channels;

.- inspection and overhauling of the reactor
primary circuit, in particular the pumps,
their motors and the block valves;

- replacement of the reactor control rod
guide tubes;

- study of mobile FAFN'IR simulators;
- beginning the installation of a data
acquisition system for monitoring the BR2
installations (reactor, process, ventila-
tion system, diesel, hot cells);

- development of data handling programmes
for several experiments irradiated in
BR2.

Inspection of the cover bolts and nuts
after loading the new beryllium matrix and
reinstallation of the reactor top cover,
showed deterioration effects possibly due
to, or able to initiate, stress corrosion
or hydrogen embrittlement. Several nuts
were replaced and the bolts were rema-
chined.

During a pressure test of the reactor pri-
mary circuit, in mid March 1980, a leak was
detected on the flanges of the primary by-
pass valve, ABV 4-1301, which is located in
the reactor pool. During rescrewing of the
nuts, to eliminate the leak, several nuts
ruptured. The nuts of these flanges were
replaced and new bolts and nuts were
ordered for all the primary flanges located
in the reactor pool.

Examination of the defective nuts indicated
that stress corrosion was the reason for
the failure of these nuts. As a primary
water leak in the reactor pool can be eas-
ily detected, and since the rupture of all
the nuts of a flange at the same time is
considered to be very unlikely, it has been
proposed to restart the BR2 reactor with
the bolts and nuts in their actual state
and to replace them during future routine
shut-downs.

Between the 13th and 19th May 1980, the
reactor containment building was isolated
and maintained in under-pressure conditions
in order to measure the containment build-
ing leak rate ay absolute pressure measure-
ments.

The leak rate is found to be (0.2 t 0.2) x
lO^.d"1. The minimum observation time
necessary is 2 days. This corresponds to 4
days of unaccessibillty of the reactor
containment building. The accepted leak
rate in the BR2 safety report for the same
building internal pressure (~ 300 mbar) is
2.5 x lO-^d"1-

TABLE 7.3.3.
BR2 - Average distribution in the use of the channels

Purpose

Studv ot the ra.il.iclon effects
- fuel and fuel plna
- s t ructura l materials

Transmutation programmes
- production of actinium

and tr.msplutonlum elements
- cobalt-60
- various radlol30topes

Multl-p'irpone equipment
(rabbit , »elf-servlce thimble)

Peasurinj; prob«»q ind mock-ups

3erylllim matrix 3amplp3

2. Outside the pressure vessel
Fundamental pnvslcs research

Multi-purpose equipment
(pool tubes, neutron-radiography,
gamma Irradiat ion)

Total

1974

I«
5

I

3
2

3

16

6

A

2

68

Number

197"

25
9

3
3

2

15

5

7

2

71

of channels occupied

1976

26
3

U
3

2

18

f>

7

3

77

1977

23
4

5
4

2

19

B

7

i

75

1978

21

<>
:,

2

23

7

-t

>>

7«

1980

15
2

1

5
2

•>

17

12

7

3
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Fig. 7.3.3' BR2 - Average nwrbev of veactov channels occupied.

7.3.5- REACTOR UTILIZATION

An average of 67 reactor channels were
occupied by experimental equipment, com-
pared with an average of 74 during the last
years, before the reactor shut-down for the
beryllium matrix replacement (Fig. 7.3.30-
Th e average distribution of use of the
channels is given in Table 7.3.8.

Fig. 7.3.4. shows the relative importance
of the various types of irradiations which
took place in the core and reflector, ex-
cluding the multipurpose devices, measuring
probes, beryllium matrix samples and the
dummy FAFNIR rigs necessary to balance
reactor loading.

This distribution is based on the fast
irradiation units (U.I.R.) produced. A
U.I.R. is defined as the product of a unit
of volume (1 en3) multiplied by an inte-
grated dose of fast neutrons (E > 100 keV)

= ISSP.E WATEBIALS

Fig. 7.3.4. Utilization of t>.& 3R2 reactor
ir. 1980.
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of 1020 n/cm2. The fast flux is used be-
cause utilisation of the reactor is mainly
directed towards irradiation programmes
requiring fast neutron fluxes. In 1980,
irradiations for the sodium-cooled fast
reactor programme accounted for 51 % of
reactor utilization and irradiations for
the gas-cooled fast reactor and high tem-
perature gas reactor programmes for 36 %.

Fig. 7.3.5. shows the evolution of reactor
use from 1963 to January 1981. They show :

- the total number of channels occupied
during each cycle, in the core, the re-
flector and the pool;

- the hourly production in the core and in
the reflector (excluding the hydraulic
rabbit, the DGR device, the self-service
thimbles DG 36, the measuring probes, the
beryllium samples and the FAFMIR models);

- the annual production in the core and in
the reflector (on the same basis as the
hourly production).

7.4. HOT LABORATORIES

7.4.1. VERY HIGH ACTIVITY CELLS (60,000 Ci
- 3 MeV)
(A. Geoffroy, F. Leonard, J-M. Gan-
dolfo*)

The utilization factor of the cells was
similar to that reached in previous years,
as indicated in Table 7.4.1.

Table 7.4.1.
Evolution of hot cell occupation

- Dismantling cell
- occupation (h)
- utilization factor (2)

- Observation cell
- occupation (h)
- utilization factor (S)

1976

117:
58

784
39

1977

1282
65

1034
52

1978

1165
58

1133
57

1979

1147
59

1001
51

1980

1353
71

912
it

- irradiated fuel assemblies from the BR3
reactor;

- reloading of fuel pins into irradiation
rigs;

- recalibration of thermocouples;
- handling of aluminium capsules containing
cobalt grains or discs, irradiated in BR2
control rods or in standard irradiation

r i g s ; sn
- transfer and disposal of ouCo sources.

The main tasks carried out in the observa-
tion cell were related to non-destructive
measurements on irradiated fuel pins and
BR2 beryllium matrix samples, e.g. visual
inspection with photography, dimensional
measurements, weight measurements, auto-
gammagraphy and leak test (dry sipping).
The auto-gammagraphies were carried out by
means of a Ge-Li detector and with the
support of the Reactor Physics department.

Several times, cell operation was inter-
rupted for decontamination, maintenance
work and improvement of the equipment, such
as :

The main tasks carried out in the dis-
mantling cell were :
- dismantling of
- in-pile sections of gas or sodium loops
such as the MOL 7D loop;

- sodium or NaK filled rigs containing
fuel pins or structural material
samples;

- baskets for the irradiation of fuel
pins, directly cooled by the ER2 pri-
mary cooling water;

- baskets containing pressure vessel
steel surveillance samples from power
station reactors;

* EURATOM

- installation of a new heavy telemanipu-
lator (Vickers type);

- removal of the lead shielded window D
111-6;

- overhaul of the GAAA dismantling machine;
- overhaul of the dimensional measurement

equipment.

7.4.2. MEDIUM ACTIVITY LABORATORY

The work carried out in the medium activity
laboratory (L.M.A.) has been described in
previous chapters and in par. 8.4.
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7.5. REACTOR PHYSICS STUDIES IN SUPPORT OF THE IRRADIATION PROGRAMME AND
OF REACTOR OPERATION

(J. Debrue, Ch. De Raedt, L. Fouarge, N. Maene, R. Menll, Y. Bortels, P. Vanmechelen, J.
Vincent)

The Reactor Physics department contributed to the design of irradiation devices and to the
operation of the reactor with a number of theoretical and experimental studies :
- reactivity measurements on irradiated BR2 beryllium plugs in the BRO2 critical assembly;
- computer calculations and measurements in BRO2 for the MOL-3L, VIC, and PAHR programmes;
- three low-flux measurements in BR2 before the first reactor cycle following reactor start-

up with the new beryllium matrix.

The existing equipment was also modernized. A new control system, based on integrated cir-
cuits, was installed at the BR02 reactor. The borated polyethylene strips inserted between
the BR02 fuel plates to simulate the burn-up in BR2 fuel were replaced. New modules were
added to the gamma counting equipment. Work is in progress to fit the sample changer, used
for routine integrated neutron flux measurements, with an automatic system directly linked
to a computer through a CAMAC interface. The positioning mechanism is also being improved.

7.5.1. IRRADIATION DEVICES

In connection with the PAHR experiments
(par. I.A.) calculations were made leading
to the determination of fission and gamma
heating levels and radial distributions in
the fuel particle bed. This was part of a
more general feasibility study undertaken
by S.C.K./C.E.N. on the possibilities and
advantages of increasing the diameter of
the central HI channel. The neutronic cal-
culations indicate that the reactivity ef-
fect of such a major core modification is
acceptable and that good performances may
be expected in a large PAHR particle bed.

A new series of calculations started for a
VIC (Variable Irradiations Conditions)
device with one fuel pin cooled by sodium,
irradiated under a cadmium screen in a
standard BR2 reactor core channel. This
allowed to determine the water gap thick-
ness inside the screen, leading to an ac-
ceptable power level and maximum power
cycling capacity by 3He pressure variation,
without a too large radial power density
depression in the fuel pin. The strong
anti-reactivity of the rig necessitated a
special core loading study in BRO2 (see
par. 7.5.2.). Steps are being taken to
carry out an experimental study in 1981.
The power cycling characteristics of VIC
will be tested in a 3R02 mock-up. The JHe
screen will be simulated by a boron-con-
taining plastic. The change in the incident
neutron flux will be observed with a fis-
sion chamber. This will avoid the use of
fuel pins in the mock-up.

A mock-up of the M0L-3L capsule was irradi-
ated in the BRO2 reactor in order to deter-
mine the absolute value and the azimuthal

variation of the fast neutron flux in two
different channels. In D300 the azimuthal
variations are about 20 % above and below
the average value. This amounts to about
twice the variation measured in B300.

Measurements in 3R02 are being prepared on
the FARFADET/FARFADEL rig. The mock-up is
being designed and actions were taken to
obtain fuel pellets having the correct
uranium and plutonium enrichment.

The possibility of irradiating 2u2Pu, 21*3Ani
and commercial Pu in BR2 for the production
of 21*4Pu is being studied. 244Pu yields
were calculated for irradiation campaigns
of various lengths, in vprlous BR2 irradi-
ation conditions.

7.5.2. REACTOR OPERATION

In the central Be channel HI (0°) of BR02
configuration 12Q3, the anti-reactivities
of 16 irradiated BR2 beryllium plugs were
measured with reference to a fresh plug.
The results were normalized with respect to
the anti-reactivity caused when unloading a
fresh plug. The beryllium is replaced by
water. These measurements, first performed
in September 1979, were repeated in Febru-
ary 1980. The increase of anti-reactivity
is due to the decay of 3H into 3He in high-
ly irradiated beryllium. From the two
series of measurements, extrapolated values
were derived at the start-up of BR2.

Before the start-up at full power, three
runs were carried out at low power. The
first two runs were needed so as to obtain
a complete neutron flux map in the un—
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perturbed reference configuration D/80,
which had also been investigated with the
old beryllium matrix. In the third run, the
loading was identical to that of cycle 1/80
which followed immediately afterwards. The
main goal was to obtain estimates of the
thermal neutron flux level in the re-
flector, with all perturbations included.
The results of ten channels were needed
before the start-up. This required special
measures to speed up the counting and the
data treatment on the PDP-11/34 computer.
The axial distributions of the thermal and
epitherraal neutron flux were determined in
eighty channels, which required the count-
ing of nearly one thousand -obalt foils in
the dosimetry laboratory.

A set of related core configurations were
assembled in BRO2 with fuel elements con-

taining new borated epoxy strips between
the fuel plates. The old strips were too
brittle and had to be replaced. In con-
figuration 17R, with the GSB loop in HA,
tests were carried out to find out how the
adapted core loading could accommodate the
VIC irradiation rig, for example, in
channel A30. This rig is equipped with a
double neutron absorbing screen (̂ He gas
and Cd) which is very anti-reactive. With
two such rigs, the neutron flux equilibrium
can be maintained easily; however, for a
single rig, the problem has not yet been
solved. A configuration 18A was realized
with additional fuel elements away from HA,
in order to compensate the flux tilt. It
may, however, be necessary to irradiate VIC
in another core channel or even in channel
HI. These solutions will be studied in the
future.

TYPE 210 FUEL ELEMENT

VIC MOCK-UP
GSB HELIUM LOOP MOCK-UP

quoy
QI0IQO2

cacao
DETO

DEPLETED FUEL ELEMENTS

CONFIGURATION I7R CONFIGURATION ISA

Fig. 7.S.I. Adaptation of the cove loading to the VIC rig.
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Chapter 8

SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

8.1. REACTOR PHYSICS AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS

8.1.1. THE BR1 REACTOR
(J. Debrue, R. Menil, J. Va • Dijck)

During 1980, the reactor was in operation
for 950.5 h, at power levels ranging from
10 W to 3.2 MW depending on the neutron
flux level required for the experiments and
the different irradiations of the samples
loaded. The reactor was started 291 times
and the maximum thermal fluence reached
6.36 x 1017n.cn~2, corresponding to a total
energy production of 453 MWh.

The irradiation channels and the rabbits
were used for neutron analysis on the re-
quest of industry, universities and S.C.K./
C.E.tl. department users.

In particular, the following irradiations
can be highlighted.
- Due to the large section of the Y 6 chan-
nel (square with a 24 cm side) , 1950
samples, taken from various locations of
an agricultural test zone, have been
simultaneously irradiated in a thermal
flux gradient of less than 10 %. This
work was carried out on behalf of the
"Faculte des Sciences Agronomiques de
l'Etat de Geabloux". The neutron activa-
tion analysis carried out on scandium
(used as a tracer) will provide informa-
tion on the dispersion of products
sprayed on fields, as a function of
spraying conditions. In the other chan-
nels, 485 samples were irradiated for
routinemeasurements-

- During a special run at 3.2 MW (with two
main fans in operation), Al-Co alloy
wires were irradiated in the rabbit sys-
tem. This was done to determine the abso-
lute Co content by the activation tech-
nique. The Al-Co alloy was used as neu-
tron dosimeter in pressure vessel sur-
veillance programmes for power plants.
In the framework of these programme^, two
steel capsules containing such dosimeters
were also irradiated at lower power to
investigate the influence of the cadmium
covers on the neutron dosimeters, placed
in the neighbourhood.

- Measurements on the colliiuated neutron
beam of channel DY 38 have been carried

out by Ghent University, for the calibra-
tion of a measurement device used in the
study of photofission and spontaneous
fission in 21)CIPu.

- The collimated neutron beam of channel
BZ 59 has been used by CBNM for non-des-
tructive quantitative assay of boron
samples and for testing neutron detec-
tors.

- Quality control on BR3 fuel pins was
carried out by means of the neutron
radiography installation at channel DX
25.

- The fast rabbit was used for the study of
the isomerical states of a3Se.

- In the framework of the studies of vana-
dium as a superconductor, irradiations on
small plates of this material by fission
products, issuing from a highly enriched
uranium plate, are currently being pre-
pared.

Spectrometry measurements and fast flux
measurements using P.I.N. diodes were con-
tinued in the uranium-iron assemblies and
in the fission neutron spectrum, in the
cavity of the vertical thermal column.
These irradiations were performed in sup-
port of :
- the fast reactor physics programme;
- the pressure vessel surveillance program-
me : calibration for fast neutron meas-
urements in the damage energy range of
interest at the Pool Critical Assembly in
Oak Ridge.

The following items may be mentioned in
relation to the maintenance and safety
aspects of reactor operation.
- Three nê « linear instrumentation channels
of the reactor control system were put
into operation; also a new regulation
device for automatic control of the reac-
tor power has been tested and is now in

operation. This completes the renewal of
the neutronic reactor control.

- The fuel cladding failure detection sys-
tem has been recalibrated.

- Two new graphite temperature recorders
have been installed and a better picture
of the temperature distribution through
the core is now provided.
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8.1.2. THE THETIS REACTOR AT R.U.GENT
(J. Debrue, R. Menil, J. Schutyser)

Various aspects of the next refuelling op-
eration have been examined. The present
core loading has been in operation since
September 1976 and has now reached an oper-
ation time of about 3200 h, at a nominal
power rating of 250 kW. Refuelling is
scheduled for April 1981. A special fuel
assembly, designed to accept additional
fuel pins and a fast pneumatic rabbit, has
been manufactured at the R.U.G. and com-
missioned at S.C.K./CE.N.

After refuelling, a complete renewal of the
reactor control instrumentation will take
place. S.C.K./C.E.N. is in charge of the
final commissioning of the new installation
and of the power calibration, and will
ensure that the operation and safety char-
acteristics remain unchanged. This work has
been prepared mainly to define the testing
procedure.

8.1.3. THE TR1GA MARK II REACTOR AT CREN-
KIN'SHASA
(A. Daneeis, M. De Proost, L. Leen-
ders)

A technical mission went to CREN-K for the
annual maintenance of the TRIGA Mark II
reactor. This was the second mission within
the framework of a three-year contract
between S.C.K./C.E.N. and the Belgian Gov-
ernment, in fulfilment of an agreement
between the Republic of Zaire and Belgium
for technical and scientific co-operation,
signed in 1979.

The reactor became operational for opera-
ting in stable mode, up to 1 MW, and in
pulsing mode, up to 1000 MW. However, due
to lack of time, the last mode was not
checked cut. Eesides reactor maintenance,
the fuel elements were inspected and the
spare annular irradiation device ("Lazy
Sunan") was repaired.
During this mission, the actions for 1980
were discussed with the staff of CREN-K.

to be replaced rather frequently. Tests
carried out in the wooden dosimetry tower

at Mol with an improved BF3 counter with an
inner graphite coating at 30 R.h~- showed
that it could only operate satisfactorily
for a day or so under permanent high vol-
tage conditions. A long period of recovery
is needed to restore the counter to its
original characteristics.
On the basis of these experiments, and of
the available bibliographical information,
it was concluded that the counters in power
plants mostly suffer because the high vol-
tage has to be switched on for operational
reasons, after a reactor scram, when the
gamma level is still very high.

8.1.5. INFORMATICS
(J.F. De Greef)

Support was given to other activities by
computer services and mathematical an-
alyses. Computer services include both
hardware and software services within the
following main computer applications :
- installation, programming and maintenance
of Computersystems for on-line data ac-
quisition and processing;

- operation of the IB.-i 370/148-168 computer
network;

- programming and implementation of com-
puting programmes;

- stoiage and retrieval of scientific,
technical and administrative data;

- implementation of simulations on an AD511
hybrid computer system.

Mathematical analysis, as support to the
research programmes, mainly consists of
mathematical modelling for simulation of
problems and for analysis of experimental
data.

8.1.5.1. Computer services
(F. Bosmans, 5.. Caron, H.R.
Deckers, L. De Corte, J.F. De
Greef, H. Depuydt, G. Peper-
straete, R. Schoonlau, J. Vander-
vee, G. Van Roosbroeck)

Hardware services

8.1.4. OUT-OF-VESSEL NEUTRON INSTRUMENTA-
TION IN POWER PLANTS
(N. Maene)

The highly neutron sensitive BF3 chambers,
used to monitor the refuelling and start-up
operations in the DOEL and TIRANGE power
plants remain in the vicinity of the reac-
tor pressure vessel during the reactor
cycle at full power and consequently have

Installation, maintenance, design and ope-
ration services were provided for several
on-line process minicomputers and their pe-
ripheral equipment. The same services were
provided for the data communication lines
of the computer network.

Software services

Software services, including the mainte-
nance of basic and application software,
were provided for several projects and
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tasks. Programming support was given in
particular for the following items :
- detailed and general purpose procedures
and routines for VM 370 users;

- implementation of large nuclear safety
computer codes;

- real-time computers for nuclear meas-
urements;

- real-time computer control for air pollu-
tion measurements and data banks;

- accountancy of fissile materials;
- accountancy and conservation of energy;
- implementation of the BR2 computer con-

trol system.

C o m p u t e r n e t w o r k equ i pt :nt

In 1980, the only major change concerned
the increase by 1 Mbytes of the core memory
of the IBM computer.

The actual equipment of the network com-
prises :
- an IBM 370/148 with 2 Mbytes of core
memory;

- a disk storage (3340/3344) of 1240
Mbytes;

- a line printer 3202 of 1100 1/m.;
- a card reader punch of 1000 c/m. and 300
c/m.;

- a link to the IBM 370/168 of CIV, CTI,
Brussels;

- an RJE terminal DATA 100 linked to the
370/168;

- several display stations, typewriters and
a TEKTRONIX graphical display on-line
with the computer;

- a plotting device VERSATEC.

8.1.5.2. Mathematical support
(G. Cocquyt, J.F. De Greef, G.
Spauwen, J. Van der Parren, G. Van
Roosbroeck)

Mathematical support was given for simula-

tion and analysis for the following top-
ics :
- air pollution;
- economic feasibility of energy systems;
- geothermal energy;
- energy conservation;
- nuclear power plant simulation;
- waste disposal in clay formation;
- statistics in nuclear safety;
- seawater desalination.

Details are reported in the relevant chap-
ters of the present report.

8.1.5.3. Software for industry
(G. Peperstraete)

In 1980, industry requests for software
applications were investigated. A strong
market for administration software was
observed for small companies.

Consequently, a software package has been
developed and offered for purposes e.g. in
garages. Several orders have been received
and partly carried out.

8.1.5.4. Simulator
(J.F. De Greef)

The final programming of the computer
models on the Hybrid Computer System for
the simulation of a F*R power plant was
continued in 1980.

The first and most important pnrt consists
of the simulation of the WA. full power
operation, the programmation of which is
finished and under test.

The two other parts, the operation of the
start-up of a PWR and the control of xenon
oscillations, will be made available in the
course of 1981.

TABLE 8.1.1.
Utilization of computers

Support tasks
Reactor development
Fuel cycle R&D
Basic research
Non-nuclear research
Protection
Administration
Third parties

Total (Z)

Total CPU-time

Internal computer
IBM 370/148

Z time

19.1
7.2
0.7

44.9
21.0
2.2
4.9
-

100.0

2000 h

External computer
IBM 370/168

X time

1.2
90.2
-
5.2
-
-
-
3.4

100.0

77.5 h
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3.2. METALLURGY AND FUEL GROUP

8.2.1. METALLURGICAL SERVICES
(J. Pelsmaekers)

X-ray analysis
(J. Buttiens, J. Dresselaers, J. Pels-
maekers)

Contributions have been made for the fol-
lowing programmes and studies :
- canning materials : studies on mechanical
alloying, cold working, ferritic steels
and Ni-alloys;

- corrosion related to the conditioning of
cladding waste, corrosion of steels in
lithium, corrosion in clay;

- analysis of FLK incinerator granular
slags and of glassy waste products.

S c a n n i n g e l e c t r o n m i c r o s c o p y
(L. Knaepen)

The scanning electron microscope, with
energy dispersive analyser, contributed to
the following projects :
- powder preparation and fabrication of

ferritic steels; powder dispersions in
materials;

- corrosion behaviour of alloys in lithium;
- corrosion study of materials for geologi-

cal waste disposal;
- qualitative control and characterization

of glassy waste products;
- analysis of electrode materials for fuel
cells;

- analysis of superconductor materials;
- bending tests of steels;
- a number of analyses on behalf of exter-
nal organizations.

Electron microprobe
(A. Cools)

The electron microprobe investigations
contributed to the following programmes and
studies :
- sodium and lithium corrosion of steels;
- study of the phases formed in Nb-Sn su-

perconductors;
- examination of different materials in

contact with clay;
- qualitative analysis of deposits on grids

(hydrogen and fuel cell programmes);
- reactions between different steels and

lead;
- examination of glassy waste products;
- analysis of a corroded bolt from BR2;
- diffusion of Al-Ge in Nb and Ni-Ge in W;
- study of materials from Doel II;
- a number of analysis has been performed

for various external organizations.

Optical microscopy
(L. Driesen)

The laboratory examined 2971 metallographic
samples, from which 5010 micrographs have
been taken.
Co-operation has been given to the studies
of :
ferritic steels :

grain size determination;
X~phase and dispersions;
microhardness of powders;
failure analysis;

corrosion and interaction of materials
with clay.

A u g e r e l e c t r o n s p e c t r o s c o p y
( J . Pe l smaekers )

Auger electron spectrcmetric analysis has
been done for the study of glassy waste
products; for lithium and sodium corrosion
studies on metals and alloys, and on mem-
branes and electrodes for electrolytic
hydrogen production.

Depth profiling measurements have been mode
on oxide layers on collector plates for
solar energy and on surfaces of corroded
metals.

8.2.2. PLUTONIUM LABORATORIES
(A.J. Flipot)

F i s s i l e m a t e r i a l a c c o u n t a n c y
(G. Vers tappen , H. Deckers)

Prior to 1978, the plutonium laboratories
of the Fuel Group formed one MBA (material
balance area = a Euratom accountancy unit)
with the Belgonucleaire plant at Dessel and
Belgonucleaire assuming the responsibility
of the fissile material management. For a
number of reasons, it was desirable to
spli: up this MBA into two independent
MBA's, S.C.K./C.E.N. taking over the re-
sponsibility of the daily fissile material
management of the Pu laboratories. During
this period, a new Euratom Commission regu-
lation 3227.76 became operative. For these
reasons, the Fuel Group developed a new
accountancy system. This system is based or.
two real-time computer programmes. PU3 and
SPLIJT. PUB controls all proposed fissile
material movenents in connection with the
S.C.K./C.E.N. safety regulations. SPLIJT
manages the fissile material stock and
prepares the monthly declaration to Eura-
tom. These programmes have run satisfactor-
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ily, on the IBM 370 computer, since March
1978.

Since mid 1980 the Fuel Group has been
furthermore involved in the analysis and
development of the new accountancy system
for fissile material at S.C.K./C.E.N. For
this project, the experience gained and
operational means developed up to now will
be used.

P l u t o n i u m h a n d l i n g by means of
v a r i a b l e dead-t ime counter (VDC)
(R. Carchon)

To determine with great reliability the Pu
content in waste drums from the Pu-labora-
tories, a VDC has been made available.

The VDC allows the measurement of the spon-
taneous fission neutrons for the even num-
bered Pu-isotopes and hence allows a deter-
mination of the Pu content in waste if the
isotopic composition of the Pu is known.
The apparatus has been made operational and
an interface between a CBM computer and the
VDC has been developed. Three software
routines have been written to control the
complete measuring cycle and to perform
data analysis and storage.

D a t a a c q u i s i t i o n s y s t e m f o r t h e
P u t h e r m a l a n a l y s i s l a b o r a t o r y
( G . V e r s t a p p e n , R. G i l i s s e n )

An independent data acquisition system has
been developed for the thermal analysis
laboratory and has been operational since
the end of 1979. The system is composed of
a 20 channel HP scanner-multiplexer and a
high quality Solartron digital multimeter,

controlled by a CBM computer through an
IEEE bus interface. Data from the high-
temperature dilatometer, the thermal bal-
ance, DTA and DTG are registered on files.
Computer programmes have been developed for
the automatic data handling of these files

with a PDPII minicomputer. Final results
are transferred to the IBM 370/148 control
computer where diagrams are drawn using the
Versatec plotter.

Controls
(P. Diels, R. Lecocq, F. Luyckx)

Besides the regular *-ork within the fast
reactor programme, the Fuel Group control
service has given support in the following
fields.
- Services to Belgonucleaire :
• SEM observations and microprobe ana-

lyses on weld seams of TIG welds and
spot welds of fuel assembly grids;

° X-ray fluorescence determination of the
Pu/U+Pu ratio of six pellet batches;

• determination of chlorine content in a
PuO2 powder batch by pyrohydrolysis.

- Support to basic studies on ceramic waste
forms :
• characterization of FLK-60 granules by

ceramography, microprobe analysis and
scanning electron microscopy;

• homogeneity determinations on glasses;
• cutting and polishing of Pu containing

glasses, in view of Soxhlet leach tests
and ceramographic and alpha-autoradio-
graphic examination of these samples.

- Various photographic services.

T h e r m a l a n a l y s i s l a b o r a t o r y
(R. Gilissen)

Besides the regular work within the fast
reactor programme, a series of sintering
experiments has been performed with the
high-temperature dilatometer combined with
thermogravimetric determinations, in order
to elucidate some abnormal sintering be-
haviour of a ÜO2 batch on behalf of Belgo-
nucleaire.

Support was also given to the study of
glassy waste forms by a series of dilato-
metric measurements.

8.3. SUPPORTING CHEMICAL SERVICES

(L.H. Baetsle)

8.3.1. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
(F. Lievens)

8.3.1.1. Analyses

The analytical chemistry laboratory has
received 3830 samples and carried out
18,512 determinations with the method

listed in Table 8.3.1. These analyses were
carried out as support to the following
programmes :
* nuclear fuels (379)
* alkali metal coolants (246)
* various gases for chemical and isotopic
composition (1258)

* services to nuclear industry (1460)
* services to non-nuclear industry (307)
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TABLE 8.3.1.
Chemical analyses carried out in 1980

Emission spectronetry
X-ray fluorescence
Inductively coupled plasma torch
Atomic absorption spectrometry
Wet chemical methods
Physico-chemical methods
Gas chromatography
Mass spectrometry (gases)
Spark source mass spectroraetry

Samples

867
50
53

1231
1099
949
255
9A
78

Determinations

7152
161
263

4749
3199
1264
270
972
462

* ferritic steels (601)
* reactor cooling waters (4861)
* various leach solutions (4648)
* environment waters (2111)
* FLK incinerator (124)
* miscellaneous aqueous solutions (1050)

and miscellaneous materials (1467).

Optical fluorimetry was introduced for
measurements at the ppb level. It was suc-
cessfully used for the measurement of lu-
bricant contamination in mixed oxide fuel
fabrication process, and for cesium deter-
mination in leach solutions.

8.3<li2> Atomic absorption
(J. Remy-Defraigne)

spectrometry

The A.A.S. instrument has been operated
throughout the year, for 4456 determina-
tions of impurities on 944 non-plutonium
bearing samples. To realize such a high
rate of measurement all similar determina-
tions were grouped together. This resulted
in a longer time needed for the completion
of all determinations on each sample. This
increased delay created troubles within
many programmes of the S.C.K./C.E.N. and so
actions are planned to avoid this next
year.

8.3.1.3. Ion chromatography
(J. Remy-Defraigne)

Ion chromatography is a recently developed
method in analytical chemistry. It sepa-
rates the ions on an appropriate ion ex-
changer column and measures them by elec-
trolytical conductivity. The eluent signal
is depressed by removing its ions on a
second air exchanger column placed before
the detector.

The I.C. instrument installed in September
1980, gave good results for F~, Cl~, N02~,
N03~ and SOt, • Simultaneous determination
of all these anions is possible. Results
accurate to i 1 % can be obtained, provided
a good calibration is made to compensate
for matrix effects. Detection limits are
close to 0.1 ppm. For these reasons, the
use of I.C. is now preferred to spectro-
photometric and ion selective electrode
techniques whenever possible.

8.3.1.4. Analytical support to BR2
(L. Vandevelde)

During the replacement of the beryllium
matrix, smear tests for beryllium contami-
nation of the pool have been routinely
carried out. The final 199 samples in a
series of 729 were analysed, to survey the
amount of suspended particulates in the
primary cooling circuit.

8.3.1.5. Analytical support to PAMELA
(L. Vandevelde)

Chemical analyses have been carried out on
2 LEWC (Low Enriched fuel high level Waste
Concentrate) solutions from Eurochemic. The
high sensitivity of atomic absorption spec-
trometr/ with electrothermal atomization
alloveo the samples to be diluted suffi-
ciently to be manipulated in glove-boxes
without special shielding. Eight elements
were determined by this method with a pre-
cision of - 5 %• The analysis of mercury
was made possible by the construction of a
cold vapour atomic adsorption cell adapted
to the spectrometer. Nitrate contents have
been determined by Nessler spectrophoto-
metry of the Kjeldahl distillate, after
Devarda reduction. Fluoride was measured
with an ion sensitive electrode.
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8.3.1.6. Spark source mass spectrometry
(T. Rymen)

The infrastructure modifications to the
laboratory and to the mass spectrometer,
necessary for the analysis of plutonium
bearing samples, have been completed (Fig.
8.3.1.). The instrument has been used al-
ready for the determination of the rare
earths Dy, Eu, Gd, Sm at the sub ppm level
in mixed oxide fuels. Thirty-six other
impurities were measured on the same spec-
trograms .

The ability of SSMS to determine all the
elements of the periodic table, from
lithium to plutonium, was used for a com-
plete panoramic impurity survey of several
materials such as lithium, sodium, phos-
phate and identification of alloys. Advan-
tage was taken from the fact that SSMS
requires only small samples and sample
consumption to use this instrument for the
determination of P, Cu and As on reactor
vessel materials, without having to deal
with high radiation levels and cumbersome
shielding problems. Small parasitic depos-
its, poisoning the electrodes of fuel
cells, were identified and analysed. Par-
ticulate suspended matter in cooling cir-
cuits of nuclear reactors were analysed and

contributed to the study on the migration
of radioactivity in reactor cooling cir-
cuits.

8.3.1.7. Inductively coupled Plasma Torch
(I. Delespaul)

ICPT is a new type source to be used for
emission spectrometry (Fig. 8.3.2.). The
sample, in solution, is atomized in a
stream of argon and carried through the
control channel of a 27 MHz radio frequency
excited plasma discharge. The atomic arc
excited during this transit time and the
subsequent emission of light is analysed
with an optical spectrometer. Light emis-
sion in such a source is low and needs an
appropriate spectrometer. However back-
ground emission is very low and detection
limits for the elements of 0.01 ppm are
common. Reproducibility of readings is
about 9 %, and the linearity of the cali-
bration mostly covers A decades. Some ma-
trix effects have been cbserved in the
presence of organics of high salt concen-
trations .

The analysing spectrometer is a monochro-
mator Czerny-Turner from Jobin-Yvon, and is
linked to a Z8OACPU computer with 64 K

Fig. 8.3.1. Spark source mass spectrometer
equipped for the analyses of
alpha~aetive samples.

Fig. 8.3.2. Inductively coupled plasma
torch.
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bytes and double drive disks of 138 K bytes
each. With this set-up, a great versatility
In analytical programming is obtained. Up
to 40 lines at random in the spectrum can
be scanned in one run at a rate of less
than one line per minute. Because of this
versatility, the start-up of the equipment
has been very difficult and slow and a lot
of work was required, to obtain smooth
running programmes and a high reliability.

8.3.2. RADIOCHEMISTRY

8.3.2.1. Radiochemical services
(R. Boden, P. Huys, M. Monsecour,
P. De Regge)

Complete characterization of liquid high-
level waste samples has been done for the
PAMELA project. Separation and purification
methods for Mo, Ru and Ce have been adapted
to the characteristics of those samples.
Procedures for isotoplc dilution aiass spec-
troraetric analysis for Mo, Ru, Ce and Cs
have been developed. The characterization
of the solutions involved :

* the determination of density-free acid
and insoluble content in the hot cell;

* the determination of Sr, Ba, Ag, Zr, Mg
by emission spect.'ometry;
the determination of Na, Fe, Mn, Cr, Al,
Hg, Zn, Ni and do by atomic absorption
spectrometry;

* the determination of the anions, sul-
phate, fluoride, nitrate and phosphate by
different wet chemical methods;

* the determination of concentration and
isotopic composition of I), Pu, Mo, Ru,
Nd, Cs and Ce by mass spectrometric iso-
topic dilution;

* the identification and determination of
alpha emitting isotopes of Pu, Am, Cm and
gamma emitting isotopes of Cs, Eu, Rn and
Ce;

* the determination of the beta activity;
* the detailed investigation of the resi-
dues observed involving analysis of most
of the items given above by similar tech-
niques.

From the results obtained, the concentra-
tions of all fission products could be
calculated by using their respective fis-
sion yields. The difference between the
calculated and the actual values in solu-
tion for some of the elements allowed an
estimation of the composition and quantity
of the sludges in the tanks. Differences
between actual reprocessing wastes and the
Eurochemic wastes are due to the chemical
decladding operations and solvent regenera-
tion procedures resulting in quantities of
Na, F, Zr, Hg .and Al. On the other hand
phosphates have not been detected in sig-
nificant quantities either in the residues,

or in the solutions.

A study has been made on the diffusion of
tritium through the cladding of the fuel
pin of the GSB experimental rig. Due to
considerable difficulties in obtaining
reproducible results, the experiments were
stopped. According to the results observed,
the diffusion parameters are not constant
as a functior of time, as expected for
chemical reactions occurring at the sur-
face. A detailed study and interpretation
of all available data is being done.

Tritium has been determined in 23 water
samples from the GSB experiment and a large
number of gas samples, from different re-
search programmes (post-irradiation work,
tritium distribution in Zircaloy cladding,
tritium getter studies, etc.).

Plutonium and americium have been deter-
mined in 35 samples from various research
projects and BelgoNucleaire.

8.3.2.2. Mass spectroraetry of solids
(R. Boden)

A total of 1680 measurements were carried
out on 360 samples, including burn-up de-
terminations and services for various re-
search projects and for the nuclear indus-
try.

Procedures for accurate isotopic measure-
ments were developed or adapted for Ce in
the range 20 to 50 ng and for heavy metal
pollutants. V, Pb and Th can be measured at
filament loadings of 100 to 200 ng. For Ni
'or Fe, about 5 ug is necessary to be free
of isobaric interferences. No measurements
could be obtained on Sb.

A systematic investigation of potential
sources of natural Nd in the procedure for
burn-up determination has been carried out.
The results for the "blanks" varied from
8 10~9 g for a calibrated flask to about
100 10~9 g for a flask kept in boiling 8 M
HNO3 during 8 h. Chemical preparations and
mass spectrometric measurements are carried
out for the first part of the isotopic
dilution analysis experiment IDA-80. The
purpose of the experiment, which involves
the participation of 37 laboratories
worldwide, is to define the state of the
art for isotopic analysis and concentration
determinations of fissile material on
reprocessing input solutions.

8.3.2.3. Automation of analytical methods
(F. Ven)

By using two amplifiers simultaneously, thê
dynamical range of the automated microden-'
sitometer has been extended. The software
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has been modified accordingly.

Automatic data reduction and interpretation
of the gas mass spectrometer ?MR has been
installed and programmed. A new multiple
spectrometer system Tu-4000 has been in-
stalled and tested. The software has been

studied and the parameters of the detectors
used have been implemented into the peak
location and analysis programmes.

About 50 major services for repairs or con-
structions of small electronic or electric
modules have been carried out.

8.4. LABORATORIES FOR HIGH AND MEDIUM ACTIVITIES (LHMA)

(A.C. Demildt, P. Beullens, A. Daniels, A. Gijs, J. Ketels, C. Lambiet, J. Van de Velde,
J. Vandersteene, C. Van Loon, T. Van Ransbeeck)

8.4.1. MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES

In addition to services rendered to R&D
programmes reported elsewhere, LHMA has
been involved in the following activities.

tion of samples for mechanical and physical
experiments, including electron microscopy
and dosimetry.

8.4.2. DISMANTLING AND DECONTAMINATION

Examination of a flow stabilizer
tube for the KEMA suspension reactor

In 1979, an investigation of a flow stabi-
lizer tube installed in the KEMA homogene-
ous suspension reactor was started. This
investigation included visual inspection,
photography, weighing, metallography, hard-
ness tests, microprobe and SEM examina-
tions-
In 1980 a second contract was concluded
with KEMA. Under this contract, the fol-
lowing analyses were carried out :
- metallographic examination of the Zir-

caloy stabilizer tube;
- microprobe analysis of the radial distri-

bution of the fuel components U and Th
and of the corrosion products-

Examination of the pressure
of the GSB-experiment

tubes

In the framework of a surveillance program-
me for the pressure tubes of the GSB exper-
iment, LHMA has been asked to carry out
tensile tests on specimens out of both the
outer- and inner tube containment tubes of
the in-pile section. Samples had been cut
at ATHA/BR2 and machined remotely at LHMA.

A first batch of inner- and outer tube
samples have been submitted to tensile
tests at different temperatures.

8.4.2.1. Dismantling
stallation

of the actinium in-

Dismantling and waste operations were car-
ried out as summarized in Table 8.4.1. The
most important difficulties were encoun-
tered in the basement of the 1000 Ci-cell.
A najor area of rh? concrete floor and
walls had to be -antled and renewed.
The final deconf -Ion operations, in
order to re-use thj.<~ c.ll, will be carried
out in 1981.

The ventilation infrastructure, such as
ventilators, filter boxes and ventilation
ducts have been dismantled. The ventilation
corridors, in which the a-ventilation ducts
were mounted, have been completely decon-
taminated and repainted.

The renewal of the liquid low-active waste
system of tha building, mounted in the
basement, has been prepared. The major
contaminated spots have been decontaminated
and the piping discarded as radium-actinium
contaminated waste. A completely new set of
liquid waste ducts have been installed.
During this time the floor of the basement
has been decontaminated and treated with a
varnish to facilitate future decontamina-
tion operations. The pumping station and
the associated pipes in the basement have
been decontaminated and overhauled.

Chemical operations
prepara cion

for sample

Chemical support for fuel dissolution,
electrochemical treatment and decontamina-
tion operations was given for the prepara-

8.4.2.2. Interventions at hot cells

The interventions in the framework of the
post-irradiation examinations have been
carried out without incident. These inter-
ventions were necessary to repair and over-
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TABLE 8.A.I.
Operations for the dismantling of the actinium installations

Period

03.01.80
to

12.02.80

21.02.80
to

23.02.80

01.03.80
to

09.03.80

10.03.80
to

01.04.80

03.04.80
to

29.06.80

02.07.80
to

11.07.80

01.12.80
to

22.12.80

Description of
the operations

Conditioning
of ventilation
pipes

Dismantling of
PVC ventilation
pipes

Decontamination
of the ventila-
tion

Decontamination
of the Ac-ven-
tilation room

Dismantling of
the low-active
waste system

Pre-conditioning
of the waste
pipes

Conditioning of
the waste pipes
in drums with
concrete

Number of interventions
of 2 persons for 2 h

21

24

12

22

6

12

14

Quantity of
evacuated waste

19(400 1) drums
of solid waste

34(200 1) drums
of solid waste

-

3(400 1) drums
of solid waste

-

-

25(400 1) drurai
of solid waste

haul the equipment installed in the hot
cells. Table 8.4.2. gives a summary of
these operations.

8.4.3. TECHNICAL SUPPORT

8.4.3.1. HERMES project

In the framework of the HERMES project
(cfr. par. 4.1.) a 1/1 mock-up of the C2 a-
chamber has been constructed in wood, iron
and PVC. In this mock-up, manipulators,
lead glass windows and simulated equipment
have been installed. The major piping to
complete this simulation will be installed
later.

8.4.3.2. Simulation cell and interventions

A universal simulation cell has been de-
signed, constructed and installed. It
enables the testing of manipulations or
installations of equipment in difficult
conditions in a-tight shielded cells. The
repair of many manipulators has been car-
ried out. On these and many interventions
using plastic tents, also on behalf of
other S.C.K./C.E.N. laboratories and third
parties, a small special workshop has been
set up.

8.4.3.3. Infrastructure and equipment for
the surveillance of PWR vessel
steel

The 10 t capacity tensile apparatus, the
instrumented impact test equipment and the
profile projector have been installed, in
the 1000 Ci hot cell, after adaptions for
remote handling and preliminary laboratory
tests. The mechanical system for the dis-
placement of the furnace and cold chamber
for the tensile apparatus has been made
operational.

The pneumatic-hydraulic system for charpy-V
specimen positioning was accepted and fully
tested in the laboratory.

8.4.3.4. New metallurgical cells

Equipment for p o s t - i r r a d i a t i o n
work

The first metrology bench (y-scanning-,
eddy current- and stereo-visual techniques)
has been delivered as has also been the
table of cell Ml.

In-cell mounting will start early in 1981.
The 7-scanning system, including detector
unit, amplifiers, multichannel analyser and
mini-computer, has been delivered and re-
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ception tests have been made. Part of the
processing unit for this first bench has
also been tested.

The second metrology bench (dimensional
measurements) is under construction, and
files for the third bench (X-ray examina-
tions) have been prepared.

Cell infrastructure

- The fuel rod storage system has been
constructed and delivered. Acceptance

tests are planned for 1981.
In-cell cranes have been installed in
both cells.
The vertical and horizontal tables for
cell M2 have been designed and are pres-
ently under construction.
A lot of attention has been given to the
preliminary design of an a-p-y transport
cask, for long fuel rods. Contacts with
manufacturers have been made and an order
has been placed.

The design of special transfer systems
for cells Ml & M2 were made and construc-
tion of the system is in progress.

TABLE 8.4.2.
Interventions at hot cells in LHMA

Period

March-April

April

April-May

May-Juno

June

June

August

September

Sept.-Oct.

December

Cell No.

16

04

41

16

01-02
(1000 CD

. 41

01-02
(1000 C D

01-02
(1000 C D

11

Hall
(Intervention

tent)

Description of the Intervention

Modification of the equipment In the cell

Modification of the cell

Modification of the work-table

Decontamination of the cell and modification
of the lead walls

Repair of the crane and connection of the
cell with the ventilation circuit

Installation of the process apparatus in
the cell

Final decontamination and clean-up

Installation of new equipment

Repair of the cooling circuit of the furnace

Decontamination of measurement equipment

8.5. RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

(N. Van de Voorde, J. Claes, G. Duraont, D. Hennart, H. Spriet, A. Taeymans, R. Anderlin, W.
Balleux, G. Geenen, L. Krieckemans)

The most important assignments fulfilled by the S.CK./C.E.N. Radioactive Waste disposal
department are : collection, transport, processing, interim and ultimate storage of radio-
active wastes. In addition, the department is entrusted with the routine as well as the
emergency decontamination of nuclear facilities, laboratories, equipment and work clothing,
both inside and outside S.C.K./C.E.N.

The department also operates the S.C.K./C.E.N. drinking and demineralized water production
plant.

Global operational statistics can be summarized as follows :
- initial stock of stored or processed waste on 01.01.1980 : 2,988 m3;
- total waste volume delivered in 1980 : 204,040 m3 (199,550 m3 in 1979);
~ total waste volume processed in 1980 : 202,990 m3 (199,341 m3 in 1979);
- final stock of unprocessed or disposable waste on 31.12.80 : 4,038 m3.
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8.5.1. RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE TREATMENT River dis posal

Detailed operational statistics for 1979
and 1980 are as indicated in Table 8.5.1.

Warm liquid waste

A volume of 12,530 m3 warm liquid waste
(13,800 mJ in 1979) was released into the
intermediate level liquid waste treatment
after sufficitnt decay and periodic moni-
toring.

Radioactive sludges

Dry concentrates of filtered radioactive
sludges resulting from liquid waste treat-
ment amounted to 35,646 kg (51,158 kg in
1979), which were homogeneously dispersed
into hot bitumen. The ultimate volume of
70.9 m3 stabilized sludge/bitumen mix was
finally conditioned in 599 steel drums of
standard type or in concrete lined drums
whenever the specific activity of sludges
required a supplementary shielding.

Total reduction factor resulting from
radioactive liquid waste processing

An average volume of 2,653 mJ cold suspect
and intermediate level liquid waste have
been processed per m3 sludge/bitumen mix.

The total radioactivity released into the
Nete river by discharging 237,453 m*
(219,000 m3 in 1979) specifically treated
and duly monitored liquid waste amounted to
13,705 mCi, representing 25.4 % of the
total weighted radioactivity release per-
mitted in one year.

8.5.2. RADIOACTIVE SOLID WASTE TREATMENT

Operational statistics for 1979 and 1980
(expressed in m^) are as follows :

Total delivered waste volume (m3)

1979

- combustible waste
- compressible waste
- incompressible/incombus-

tible waste
- medium and high-level

solid waste

Total volume processed
Sea disposal
Final volume unprocessed
or disposable waste at
the end of the year

1980

1,140 1,129

484 573

519 5S1

6 6

2,149 2,289

1,829 1,801

511 1,760

2,488 2,874

TA3LE 8.5.1.
Statistics for liquid waste treatment

Cold suspect liquid waste
- total volume delivered
- dry sludge production
- average radioactivity (fCi
a
ß~t
3H

Intermediate level liquid waste
- total volume delivered
- dry sludge production
- average radioactivity (\tCL
a
(J-y
5l3Sr

131X

Average decontamination
(X Initial radioactivity removed)
- a
- fl-y
- °Sr

(m3

(k(?
.ml"'

(ra3

(kg
.ral"T

)

)

)
)
)

1979

•/,

4.6 x
0.6 x
5.0 t

45.4 x

98,
19.

6.3 x
5.3 x
4.4 x
0.05

95
90
93

577
686

10"8

10"6

10-8

10"6

599
157

lO-5

10-"
io-5

x 10"3

.78

.36

.75

1

101
7

3.2
1.5

12.7
7.3

86
18

4.8
7.6
3.8
2.8

93.
92.
95.

980

,420
,980

x lO"9

x 10"6

x 10"8

x 10-8

,777
,811

x lO-5

x 10-"
x ID"5

x 10"6

45
48
65
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Specific treatment results are summarized
below.

Combustible waste :
480 m3 low-level beta-gamma combust-
ible waste was incinerated and gave
rise to a final volume of 7.5 m3

radioactive ashes.

Compressible waste :
812 m3 incombustible and alpha-con-
taminated combustible waste was
baled and conditioned in the alpha
treatment plant.
Reduction factor : 2.32 (2.18 in

1979).

Incombustible/incompressible waste :
509 m3 miscellaneous waste was in-
corporated in bitumen or concrete
and ultimately conditioned in steel
drums.

Medium and high-level dry storage :
6 m medium and high-level radio-
active waste packed in standard
containers was delivered and brought
the total volume stored on 31st
December 1980 up to 132 m3.

The total amount of stored radioactivity
was :
- 195,018 Ci a-ß-y (166,724 Ci in 1979)
- 73.45 Ci Pu ( 65.5 Ci in 1979)
- 45.06 kg natural U( 42.4 kg in 1979).

Interim storage site I

In view of ultimate disposal, 2,521 steel
drums and 261 concrete containers (2,363
metric tons) of insolubilized solid waste
were stored on the site of the Waste dis-
posal plant on 31.12.1980.

The disposable radioactivity stored a-
mounted to 20.9 Ci a, 803.3 Ci ßy, 39.8 Ci
226Ra and 55.9 Ci 3H.

.5.3. DECONTAMINATION
LAUNDRY

- INTERVENTION -

Decontamination and intervention teams
carried out the routine cleaning of warm
and hot laboratories, reactor facilities
and equipment, as well as special dis-
mantling operations in highly contaminated
facilities inside or outside S.C.K./C.E .N.
A total of 28,130 hours was devoted to this
type of operations.

Laundry decontamination teams treated
32,978 kg (34,495 kg in 1979), monitored
22,088 kg (21,604 kg in 1979) and ironed
11,614 kg (11,647 kg in 1979).

8.5.4. WATER PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY

The water production plant treated and sup-
plied 266,900 m3 drinking water (272,800 m3

in 1979) and 215,170 mJ demineralized water
(14,900 m3 in 1979).

8.5.5. ULTIMATE DISPOSAL OF PROCESSED AND
CONDITIONED RADIOACTIVE WASTE
SEA DISPOSAL

An internationally supervised disposal of
solidified low-level radioactive waste was
carried out under OECD/NEA control in June
1980. With the technical assistance of
S.C.K./C.E.N. Health Physics teams, the
Waste Disposal Department ensured the safe
conveyance of 3,512 metric tons (5,099
containers) from the interim storage Site I
at S.C.K./C.E.N. Mol, to Zeebrugge harbour,
where the cargo was loaded on a Dutch ship.
The sea-dumping phase was completed within
a duly selected zone where the Atlantic
ocean is about 4,500 m deep.
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8.6. PROTECTION

(R. Boulenger*, G. Fieuw)

8.6.1. HEALTH PHYSICS
(J.P. Deworm, P. Govaerts, J. Mar-
lein, Th. Zeevaert)
(J. Colard, J.P. Culst*, J. Dulcino,
L. Ghoos*, C. Hurtgen, G. Koch, G.
Penelle*)

8.6.1.1. Monitoring of personnel, installa-
tions and transport

External dosimetry

About 32,000 films have been analysed in
connection with the routine monitoring of
about 1450 permanent workers at S.C.K./
C.E.N. Another 6000 films were put at the

* Corapro

disposal of visitors and occasional workers
in controlled _reas. The decrease, as con-
pared with previous years, was mainly due
to the change in dosimeter-periodicity in
sone laboratories.

The total collective dose reached 224.3
man-rem, the lowest value for over five
years (Table 8.6.1.). A significant in-
crease was noticed for the Waste Depart-
ment, however, which was due to the impor-
tant dismantling operations of Ra-installa-
tions at MHO-Olen (31.4 man-rem).

The number of weekly doses exceeding 100
mrera totalled 428, similar to last year's
hours. A further improvement in the total
dose distribution, particularly in the
higher range, was achieved, as illustrated
by Table 8.6.2.

TABLE 8.6.1.
Annual total collective dose for workers at S.C.K./C.E.N. (1976-1980)

Break-down in different facilities and exposure levels. () number of workers monitored
(1 man-Sv : 100 nan-rem)

Installations

BR2
- administration
- operating personnel
- hot-cell facilities
- contractors experiments
- technology department ln-pile loops

BR3

Waste treatment

Isotope production (IRE)

(U,Pu) mixed oxide fuel laboratories

Health Physics department
- Health Physics staff
- Administration
- Corapro

LHMA

Low risk of exposure
Very low risk of exposure
(administrative staff)

Total number S.C.K./C.E.N. staff

Non-S.C.K./C.E.N. staff
- trainees
- contractor workers

Total

1976

man-Sv

0.024
0.271
0.142
0.025
0.002

1.277

1.343

0.638

0.308

0.229
0.002
0.008

0.452

0.228
0.014

0.025
0.384

5.370

(24)
(104)
(10)
(35)
(45)

(62)

(87)

(42)

(36)

(34)
(43)
(8)

(103)

(209)
(445)

(1337)

(10)
(80)

(1427)

1977

man-Sv

0.001
0.233
0.128
0.018
0.006

0.041

0.728

0.874

0.283

0.107
0.001
0.030

0.136

0.044
0.013

0.024
0.070

2.796

(24)
(104)
(10)
(32)
(44)

(63)

(80)

(36)

(71)

(33)
(42)
(8)

(100)

(212)
(494)

(1353)

(9)
(82)

(1444)

1978

man-Sv

0.004
0.165
0.157
0.015
0.009

0.671

0.787

0.303

0.184

0.124
0.001
0.012

0.094

0.108
0.006

0.011
0.165

2.816

(25)
(105)
(10)
(32)
(44)

(62)

(88)

(17)

(66)

(34)
(42)
(8)

(106)

(206)
(512)

(1357)

(3)
(103)

(1469)

1979

man-Sv

0.001
0.267
0.157
0.007
0.002

0.847

0.598

0.147

0.118

0.092
0.001
0.013

0.065

0.084
0.004

0.011
0.179

2.593

(23)
(105)
(9)
(30)
(45)

(63)

(90)

(13)

(62)

(34)
(42)
(8)

(108)

(207)
(531)

(1370)

(9)
(132)

(1511)

1980

man-Sv

0.002
0.278
0.132
0.010
0.002

0.406

0.864

0.055

0.113
0.032
0.015

0.037

O.o89
0.007

0.002
0.199

2.243

(21)
(108)
(10)
(24)
(47)

(65)

(98)

(54)

(35)
(43)
(8)

(109)

(204)
(535)

(1361)

(5)
(142)

(1508)
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TABLE 8 .6 .2 .
Total dose d i s t r i bu t i on

^^~^-~-^^^ year

Dose in rarem ~̂~̂ ~̂ ~̂ __̂ ^

250 - 1250
1251 - 2500
2501 - 5000
> 5000

Max. total dose (in raren)

1975

224
77
48
1

9150

1976

132
9A
79
-

4878

1977

122
44
31
1

5043

1978

150
60
20
-

3939

1979

145
59
12
-

3267

1980

153
35
14
-

3971

No finger over-exposures were recorded by
TL-dosimeters.

All administrative and technical prepara-
tory actions were completed with a view to
switching over from the film- to the TLD-
system for personnel monitoring fron 1st
January 1981.

Incidents and health physics safety
evaluat ions

54 incidents of minor importance were re-
gistered : only 6 persons were checked and
treated in the decontamination facility.

Transport

744 applications for transport authoriza-
tion of radioactive materials were intro-
duced.

Approval by the Physical Control

During 1980, 92 approvals for new manipula-
tions and experiments, exploitation of new
installations or extension of existing
installations were give.i after examination
of the safety reports.

Sea disposa1

A sea disposal campaign was carried out in
the period from the 21st May until the
15th June. 5099 drums representing a total
weight of 3512 tons weie transported to
Zeebrugge, loaded on the Dutch m.s."Andrea
Smit" and finally dumped in the Atlantic
Ocean.
During loading operations, an estimated
total dose of about 10 man-rem for 40
workers in Mol and 15 man-rem for 85
workers in Zeebrugge was recorded.

BR2

The first part of 1980 was devoted to the
loading of the new beryllium matrix (Jan-
uary 1980), the inspection of the primary
circuits and physical tests preparing the
operation of the reactor after the long
shut-down period 1979 - 1980.

The beryllium loading was carried out with
only minor exposure to the operators. The
inspection of the primary circuit outside
the reactor vessel caused the major dose
burden (about 30 man-rem or 0,'i man-Sv).
Hot spots up to 20 R/h at the external
surfaces of some components appeared after
draining the primary water. The reactor
went critical with the new matrix on 12th
May 1980.

The operation at nominal power was author-
ized on the basis of the conclusions of the
S.C.K./C.E.N. advisory committee on the
prevention of nuclear accidents. Reactor
operation had to cope with fission product
release of the fuel elements.

The 131I concentration was controlled to a
level well below the safe derived working
limit. The special attention of the health
physics team was needed during the irradia-
tion of Mol 7C 3 after the test phase and
the interventions on the VNSl-circuits
highly contaminated with 3H. The collective
dose received by BR2-workers in 1980 added
up to 27.8 man-rem (0.278 man-Sv). The part
received during the reactor operation
period was limited to 5.1 man-rem (0.051
man-Sv). The average burden during an
equivalent reactor operation period, ob-
served from 1965 to 1978, is 16 man-rem
(0.16 man-Sv).

The radiation exposure at the hot cells was
reduced by decontamination of the liquid
effluent pipes and modification of the
ventilation circuits. The hot-cell workers
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received a global dose of 13.2 man-rem
(0.132 man-Sv) during 1980. The average
annual dose for the period 1969 - 1979 was
11.8 nan-rem (0.118 nan-Sv).

BR3

Until the end of September 1980, the reac-
tor was in service for the Core 4B cam-
paign. The operation had to be interrupted
a few times to repair small leaks in some
circuits connected to the main coolant.
Those leaks caused a rise of the 1I-con-
centration in the reactor building and in
the gaseous effluents. The release of 131I
remained, however, far below the guide
level for routine releases. At the end of
the campaign, the fission product contami-
nation in the main coolant increased sud-
denly, due to cladding defects. The most
important rise was observed for 133Xe
(abou: a factor 200) and for 131I (about a
factor 6).

During the cooling-down period after the
reactor stop, the 131I concentration rose
to a level 40 times higher than during
reactor operation. The activity in the main
coolant and the liquid waste system caused
several airborne contaminations, which
hampered the interventions during the first
weeks of the defuelling period. Those oper-
ations were characterized by the tradi-
tional health physics problems of interven-
tions at high radiation exposure levels.
The collective doses to the BR3-workers
during 1980 added up to 40.6 man-rem (0.406
man-Sv). About 75 % of this dose was re-
ceived after the reactor stop. The average
annual dose since the initial start-up of
the reactor, amounts to about 100 man-rem
(1 man-Sv). The S.C.K./C.E.N. advisory
committee on the prevention of nuclear
accidents, reviewed the status of the reac-
tor vessel on the basis of new information.

teorological conditions such as an inver-
sion, the PCS 5 is influenced by the
radon emanated by Waste drums stored in
the vicinity.

- The environmental dosimeters (TLD),
placed at and around the S.C.K./C.E.N.
sii.e and changed every three months,
showed an annual background radiation of
about 38 mrad.a"1 (Table 8.6.3.). A mini-
mum dose rate level of 20 mrad.a"1 was
recorded above the water of the Miramar
lake and a maximum of 1170 mrad.a-i at
PCS 5, near the eastern storage field of
the Waste Disposal Plant.

- The 13 enviranmental dosimeters placed
around the nuclear power plant at Tihange
revealed dose rate levels between 47
mrad.a"* and 65 mrad.a" , with a mean
value of 56 mrad.a"1 (Table 8.6.3.).

- The 10 environmental dosimeters placed
around the nuclear power plant at Doel
showed dose rate levels between 34
mrad.a"1 and 53 mrad.a"1 with a mean
value of 46 mrad.a"1 (Table 8.6.3.).

- The procedures for estimating the quan-
tities of long lived a- and B-emitters
and of 1 3 1 I , discharged with the gaseous
effluents from the S.C.K./C.E.N. stacks
have been modified in order to obtain
more accurate and reliable results.

TABLE 8.6.3.
Mean dose rate levels in airad.a"' at Doel,

Tihange and S.C.K./C.E.N.

1978

1979

1980

Doel

51

46

46

Tihange

63

53

56

S.C.K./C.E.N.

42

40

38

8.6.1.2. Environmental monitoring

Site survey

- The monitoring programme within the vi-
cinity of S.C.K./C.E.N. was continued.
Measurements on samples taken twice a
month from twenty different wells and
ponds, revealed no abnormal values.

- A helicopter flight in the surroundings
and up to a distance of about 11 km from
the S.C.K./C.E.N. was organized. The
helicopter was equipped with a 4"x4" Nal
crystal and the background was measured
at a height of about 100 m.

- The klA plume, discharged from the BR.1,
is regularly registered when passing the
different PCS, depending on the wind
direction. In case of unfavourable me-

The increase in sensitivity of the meas-
urements and the important reduction in the
measured values of the discharges (espec-
ially of the ß-emitters) , have proved the
usefulness of this modification.

Neet River basin

- The total weighted radioactivity of the
liquid effluents released by the Waste
Disposal Plant into the Mol Neet during
1980, and determined by using the formu-
la :
5(total a) -r total p + 30 ('°Sr) +
3 (131I) + 300 (226Ra) + 0.001 (3H)
reached 25 Z of the maximum permitted
value (4500 mCi/month). The releases were
due mainly to 9uSr-activity and the total
ß-activity, contributing 45 % and 42 %,
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respectively, to the total radioactivity
released. Further analysis showed a high
contribution of 60Co (57 %) and 137Cs
(12.4 %) to the total ß-activity. Pu
( K nly *39Pu) a n d ^ (mainly Z^Am) g a v e

the most important contribution to the
total a-activity, with 63 % and 19 %,
respectively.

- Continuous sampling at ten stations in
the Mol Neet river basin was continued so
as to evaluate the contribution of the
liquid effluents from the Waste Disposal
Plant to the total radioactivity of the
Neet water. No abnormal values were reg-
istered. Table 8.6.4. summarizes the
activity discharged into the Neet river.

- 16 environmental dosimeters placed on the
banks of the Mol Neet, Grote Neet, Witte
Ntet and Kleine Neet were used to monitor
the external radiation due to sediments,
contaminated by the liquid effluents re-
leased from the Waste Disposal Plant.
The dose rate levels varied between 220
mrad.a"1 (contaminated sediment - Mol
Neet) and 20 mrad.a"^ (non-contaminated
sediment - Witte Neet).

8.6.1.3. Emergency Plan Organization

- The organization has been reviewed in
particular with regard to the maintenance
of the equipment.

- The bi-annual review of the laboratory-
files was carried out.

- An exercise "Phase Amber" was organized.

8.6.1.4. Testing of air filters

In situ testing of HEPA filters

The efficiency of the HEPA filter banks is
routinely checked in situ once a year and
after replacement of the filters. In total,
175 filter banks were tested in different
S.C.K./C.E.N. laboratories. 13 of them
showed unacceptable penetration (> 0.1 % ) .
Table 8.6.5. zhows the number of tests and
results for the past 3 years.

In facilities outside S.C.K./C.E.N., 60
HEPA filter banks were tested; corrective
measures were takrjn at 18 banks (30 Z).

Testing of charcoal filters

forA methyliodide generator was used
testing the charcoal filters in :
- the "scrubber" at BR2, where all fil-

ters were replaced, and showed an effi-
ciency of 99.6 % decreasing to 95.6 %
after 7 weeks;

- the chemical laboratories, which showed
efficiencies between 96 % and 99.3 %;

- a glove-box exhaust at BR3, 'which
showed an efficiency of 99.95 %.

An elemental iodine generator was used
for testing the new charcoal filters in
the "scrubber" of BR2. An efficiency
> 99.96 % was obtained.

TABLE 8.6.4.
Activity discharged into the Neet river (weighted activity in inCi)

Year

1978

1979

1980

226Ra

126

114

57

Total a

310

325

193

90Sr

3144

11044

6103

1 3 1 X

810

526

1437

3H

745

458

223

Total ß

5456

5251

5689

Total

10591

17718

13702

Percentage of the
maximum allowed

20

33

25

TABLE 8.6.5.
Statistics on testing of air filters

Year

1978

1979

1980

Number of filter banks
tested at S.C.K./C.E.N.

225

186

180

Unsatisfactory filter banks
(penetration > 0.1 X)

Number

17

21

13

Percentage

7.6

11.3

7.2
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Respiratory cartridges BR1

- Checking of a total of 399 respiratory
cartridges yielded only 6 cartridges
(1.5 %) with DOP-penetrations higher than
0.05 %, which were no longer suitable for
use in air-contaminated areas.

- Three cartridges filled with activated
coal and used during an incident, were
tested with methyliodide. These tests
revealed efficiencies > 99.97 %.

Respiratory masks

- About 300 faceraasks in use in the differ-
ent laboratories were tested on leaks.

- A facenask-fitting test system was assem-
bled. Leak tests on face masks by means
of polydisperse DOP, showed higher pro-
tection factors for the full face than
for the half facemasks and important
leaks for both types of masks if the
person is wearing a beard.

8.6.2. SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES AND ANALYSES
(J. Dulcino, C. Hurtgen, G. Koch)

8.6.2.1. Monitoring of personnel, installa-
tions and transport
(J. Baton, J. Govaerts, K. Hof-
kens, A. Lacroix*, J. Luysterborg,
F. Verhoeven, J. Vynckier)

Excreta measurements

Weekly samples of water from the hydraulic
canal were checked for a and p global ac-
tivity.

BR2 and associated facilities

Monthly samples of BR2 waters were checked
for a global activity, Pu activity and
tritium activity.

BR3 and associated facilities

Weekly samples of BR3 waters were checked
for a global activity, Pu activity and
tritium activity.

Was te

Weekly samples of effluents were checked
for Pu, U, Am, 9uSr, 3H and global a and ß
activity.
Four daily samples were checked for tritium
activity.
Monthly samples were checked before treat-
ment for Pu, U, Am, 90Sr and 3H activity.

Sewers

A total of 1,300 a and ß global activity,
25 3H, 94 l4C and 125 9uSr measurements
were carried out as a routine control of
the sewers of S.C.K./C.E.N.

During 1980, more than 3000 radionuclide
determinations were carried out in urine,
the most important found were 233Pu (180),
239Pu (1,145), 2l<0Pu (72), 241Pu (85),
nat.U (783), 235U (150), 2l4lAm (166), 232Th
(27), 226Ra (69), 1UC (31), 3H (247), 237Np
(24).
Furthermore, 181 determinations of total a
activity in nose blow samples, and 6 deter-
minations of Pu and 7 determinations of
tritium in fecal samples were carried out.

A great part of these determinations con-
cerned the routine bio-assay programme of
the S.C.K./C.E.N. Support was also provided
for bio-assay measurements at request of
other institutions such as Belgonucleaire,
F.B.F.C, EURATOM, the Belgian universi-
ties, Union Miniere and M.H.O.-Olen.

8.6.2.2. Environmental monitoring
(J. Baton, A. Lacroix*, J. Mer-
cians, F. Verhoeven, J. Vynckier)

Survey

540 samples of surface water from the site
of the S.C.K./C.E.N. (12 samples every 14
days) were checked for tritium.

Neet river basin

468 samples were checked for a and ß global
activity, 3H, 90Sr, 226Ra.

* Deceased * Deceased
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8 . 6 . 3 . SAFETY DEVELOPMENT WORK AND SUP-
PORTING STUDIES
(J . Colard, J . Dulcino, C. Hurtgen,
G. Koch)

8 . 6 . 3 . 1 . Radiophysical inventory .
(J . Baton, K. Hofkens, A. La-
croix*, J . Luysterborg, W. Sie-
gers , F. Verhoeven, J . Vynckler)

G e n e r a l
Belg ium

r a d i o a c t i v e f a l l - o u t in

As in previous years, airborne dust and
rainwater were sampled on a daily basis on
the S.C.K./C.E.N. site at Mol, and at five
places outside S.C.K./C.E.N. (Brasschaat,
Kleine Brogel, Koksijde, Schaffen and Flo-
rennes). The total a and ß activities were
measured after a five-day delay.

In addition, the activity of 90Sr was meas-
ured in both dust and rainwater samples
bulked for one month.
No abnormal activity levels were found.

In dust samples, the mean monthly a activ-
ities varied between 16 and 30 p.Bq.m~3, the
monthly p activities between 0.4 and 2.2
mBq.m"3 and the monthly 90Sr activities
between 3.7 and 105 uBq.m"3.

In rainwater, the mean monthly a activities
varied between 7.4 and 635 mBq.l"1, the
monthly ß activities between 370 and 2200
mBq.l"1 and the monthly 90Sr activities
between 2.2 and 25 mBq.l"1. These values
are very similar to those measured during
1979 and the activity levels at Mol were
not significantly higher than those ob-

* Deceased

served in other places in Belgium.

Alimentary chain
(Contract with the Ministry of Public
Health)

90Sr and 137Cs a c t i v i t i e s were measured in
samples taken from a l l over Belgium by the
I.H.E. Limits of 90Sr contamination in some
foods are given in Table 8.6.6.

S p e c i a l i n v e n t o r y - B i o l o g i c a l
c y c l e

22oRa was measured in samples originating
from different s i t e s .

S p e c i a l M e a s u r e m e n t s of 2 2 2Rn

Measurements of 222Rn were carried out in
air samples for radiobiological studies and
also in samples from industrial factories.

The system for testing 222Rn leaks from
drums containing 226Ra waste is now opera-
tional. 189 determinations were carried
out.

Special JH measurements

Tritium has been measured in various sam-
ples after combustion and collection of
tritiated water. The tritium content of
samples coming from pin punctures carried
out in LMA was also determined.

At the request of the Ministry of Public
Health, the campaign undertaken in 1971 for
tritium determination in the Neet river and
its environment has been continued.

TABLE 8.6.6.
Limits of 90Sr contamination of the alimentarv chain

Type of food

Milk

Eggs

Meat

Vegetables

Fruit

Potatres

Maximum

mflq.l"'
or kg"'

220

190

70

750
leek

370
orange

HO

values

mBq.g-'Ca

220

500

1,800

5,400
leek

4,900
banana

2,400

Minimum values

mBq.l-1

or kg"'

130

150

37

130
cauliflower

80
apples-pears

100

MBq.g-lCa

120

290

820

360
salad

590
oranges

1,700
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S p e c i a l 1 4C m e a s u r e m e n t s

Our laboratory has been asked to assume
the role of secretary of a contact group
founded by .NTWO/F.VRS, in order to co-ordi -
nate the various datat ion problems in Bel-
gium. This group held a plenary meeting in
June.

M e a s u r e m e n t s of 1 3 1 in milk

The routine radiochemical detection method
vith a lower detection limit of 0.3 pCi.l-*
was applied weekly on the milk in the vi-
cinity of S.CK./C.E.N. and also on the
milk samples collected by I.R.E. - Fleurus

(Gerpinnes, Ciney, Waremme).
338 samples have been measured.

8.6.3.2. Standardization of radionuclides
(C. Ballaux*, P. Willeborts)

The efforts have been continued to refine
the three applied methods for standardiza-
tion of radionuclides. Details of the pro-
cedure for source preparation, counters,
electronic instrumentation and computing
methods are given in Tables 8.6.7., 8.6.8.,
8.6.9. and 8.6.10.

* Corapro

TABLE 8 .6 .7 .
Di lu t ion and source preparat ion

source mount

backing

seeding agent

range of source mass

balances

balance room

uncertainty of (poly-

ethylene) plcnometer

technique

buoyancy correction
<~ 0.1 X)

2 7i a

Al-Ag-S.S...

discs (sourcei
prepared by elec-
trolysis, elec-
trode position
or repetitive
painting)

4 1 (PC)-Y (4 u ß)

S.S. 40 x 16 x 0.1 ran

- 20 ug.cm"2 vyns foils, coated
with 1-2 layers of - 20 4g.cm~2Au
(Speedlvac 6E2 coating unit, 12A,
< 0.2 um Hg, Mo spiral)

10-1* Ludox SH (~ 20 ul)

5-20 og (dried at 21.5'C)

4 i, T [Nal(Tl)]

perspex box, 1 mm

wall thickness,

10-16 mm *

2-70 mg

- Hettler ME 22 ralcrobalance connected to
a Date! DPP 7 printer

- Sartorlus 2474 analytical balance

10 m3, 21.5°C (± O.5-C/24h), 60 Z
(t 4 Z/24 h)

< 4 ug

Fortran IV programme BALANS

R.H.

TABLE 8 .6 .8 .
Deta i l s on proport ional counters

Wall material

Height of each half (mm)

Anode

Distance anode-source (mm)

Operating characteristics
- Gas
- Operating voltage (kV)
- Gas/gain
- Dlscrimatlon le\el (keV)
- Slope (Z/100 V) of plateau

Background (•»"')

AI

83

2 1 a

50 um •> S.S., 65 mm

circumference

32

CH,
+ 2.
5 x
18
< 0.

- 0.

(99.95 Z)
5
103

02 (2ulAm)

1

4 *

brans,

20

50 um

11

CH,,
+ 3.2
7 x 10
0.3
< 0.02

(PC)-Y (4

Au coated

J> S.S., 50

A

5
0
3

- 0 . 7

cm

.CH
2.

X

.1

.6

ß)

long

„ (9/1)
1
105

(5"Mn)
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TABLE 8.6.9.
Details on Nal(Tl) detectors

i x H (run)

Well : 6 x H

Resolution : 3 ?Cs)

Peak-to-valley (60Co)

Background (s~*)

HV power supply

102

8

A

3

+

6

6

A

A

X

-

h

(0

1100

- (PC)-Y

102

.55-1.55 MeV)

V

A -

126.80 x

20 x 70

7.5 %

3.9

Al above

+ 750 V

[üal(Tl)]

126.85

22.1 keV

TABLE 8.6.10.
Details on electronic instrumentation

HV power supoly

Preamplifier

Amplifier

(Timing) SCA

Pefld tine

Coincidence unit
with delay and
resolving time
control

Sealer timer

Printer

Ancillary
equipment

2 n a

ORTEC 459

S . C . K . / C . E . N . N"
1- mixer Nucl . S[

ORTEC 485

"1 C/I 1431

NE 4 6 1 2 - 4 6 1 3

ANADEX

1O99A

4 a (PC)-Y (4 •! fl)

ORTEC 459-C/I 3002

copies CBNM/ORTEC

? % C/I 1411 A(DDL) 1 \is
pulse width

"I 2 i C/I 2035 A
J (with delay)

NE 4651

ORTEC 776-778

ORTEC 777A

O s c l l l o B c o p e TEKTRONIX 465B
Pulse generator BNC PB-4
2 x time marker EL15T1 (+ OR gate)
Tlme-to-araplltude converter C/I 1443A*
Delay amplifier C/I 1457
MCA C/I series 40 IK with 5411 d ig i t a l cassette

4 r

ORTEC

T [Ndl(Tl)]

456

modif ied ORTEC 4890

ORTEC

ORTEC

ORTEC

recorder

416

775

777A

* Typical d i s t r i b u t i o n s : 60Co (CH,,) : FWHM - 92 ns FWTM - 158 ns
51<Mn (A/CH,,) : 22 ns - 55 ns

Fortran IV programmes

- BACKUP : scattering correction in 2n ac-
counting as a function of cc-particle
energy and source thickness and the na-
ture and thickness of the counting gas
and backing material*

- COINC : calculation of activity in A ^
(PC)—y counting by Smith's approximation
of the Cox-Isham theory (to Ath order in
dead times and 3rd order in resolving
time).

- POLFIT : polynomial fitting of efficiency
function in coincidence measurements;

1st - 2nd and 3rd order; chi-square test.

WELL : calculation of efficiency curve of
k-x Y[NaI(Tl)j as a function of the dimen-
sions of the detector and the hole,
taking into account the presence of con-
struction materials and source backing.

EFNAI : calculation of total efficiency
in AT y counting as a function of decay
scheme parameters and the efficiencies
for X-y-ß~-ß+-rays and conversion elec-
trons (uncertainty decreases with in-
creasing complexity of decay scheme).

Uncertainties are given in Table 8.6.11.
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TABLE 8 .6 .11 .
Uncer ta int ies (99.7 % leve l )

Dead time (fis)^~2)

Resolving time ((is)

Timing %

Delay mismatch at input
coincidence circuit

Background

5

<

2 n a

55 ± 0.08

0.01

-

Efficiency curve for mono-energetic
nuclides with simple decay scheme

(1) two oscillator method
(2) souvce-pulser method

A

XPC

TY
XR

< 0

TI (PC)-y

= 2.37 ±

= 2.A8 ±

= 1.008A

001

< 25 ns

normally < 0.

y-rays or

(mainly non-extended type)

(A it 3)

0.06

0.08

± 0.0008

01 %

A TI y

A.128

[Nal(Tl)]

± 0.002

< 0.001

< 50 !
> 100

-

ceV 15-5 %
keV 1-2 Z

1 3 4 C s I n t e r n a t i o n a l c o m p a r i s o n
o f a c t i v i t y m e a s u r e m e n t s
( r a p p o r t B I P M - 8 0 / 2 )

The unweighted mean of the results from
the 24 laboratories was calculated to be
830.0 ± 1.4 Bq.mg"1 (0.17 %-st.dev.) on
the reference data. Our results, obtained
with the 4 u(?C)-> and 4 i y[NaI(Tl)]
methods were 828.19 ± 0.38 and 829.10 :
0.97 Bq.mg"' (total uncertainty).

60Co and 5t|Mn sources, prepared at the
BIPM, were also measured in the 4 7i(PC)-y
system, so as to check it at high count
rates. The results were 0.22, 0.06 and
0.21 %, respectively, higher for 14, 34
and 49 kBq 6üCo and < 0.01 % lower for 35
k3q 5M Mn. Ge(Li) and̂  Si(Li) spectrometry
have shown that the 34Mn sources contain
0.01 % 60Co, 0.03 % 65Zn and 1.6 % 55Fe.

Solutions of 2**Na, 32P. 5 rCr. 5l*Mn, 56Co,
5 9Fe, 6 0Co,
124<

6 5
Zn,

4Sb, ^ 3Sb, W 3 I , 133Ba, 1 3 7Cs, 152Eu,
192Ir, 198Au and 2Q1+T1 have been stand
ardized by means of the 4 n 6-, 4 T;(PC)-Y
and/or 4 TI y[NaI(Tl)] methods. A total of
132 standardized sources in various geo-
metrical forms has been issued, among
which are included 2 3 5U, 235Pu and 52
237Np sources, standardized by means of
2 TI a-counting.

ICRM a c t i o n s ( I n t e r n a t i o n a l Com-
m i t t e e fo r R a d i o n u c l i d e M e t r o l o g y )

Following the annual meeting in June, the
r e s u l t s of ehe in te rna t iona l radionuclide
usage survey were communicated to 20 Bel-
gian labora tor ies for nuclear medicine.
These labora tor ies have also been informed
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that they may participate in an interna-
tional comparison of ^^'in and 201Tl via
the SIR system of BIPM.

The results of the survey of Ge spectro-
meter systems have been reviewed. The
decision was taken to repeat this survey
within 3 years.

The S.C.K./C.E.N. laboratory was charged
to collect the information concerning
4 TI y[NaI(Tl)J system in use at various
laboratories* and to present a report at
the next 1981 meeting at Warsaw.

8.6.3.3. Health physics instrumentation
(M. Lamproye, M. Loos)

Normal routine work has been carried out
including the maintenance and calibration
of instruments for radiation control and
meteorological measurements. The following
instruments have been developed :

- A HP31GB survey-dose and dose-rate meter.
The ranges of the instrument are from 0-1
to 0-300 mR and mR/h.

- A new dual-phosphor windowless detector

IRK : Institut fUr Radiumforschung und
Kernphysik, Vienna, Austria

LMRI : Laboratoire de Metrologie des
Rayonnements Ionisants, Saclay,
France

NBS : National Bureau of Standards,
Washington D.C., U.S.A.

PTB : Physikalisch-Technische Bundes-
anstalt, Braunschweig, Federal
Republic of Germany

UVVVR : Ustav pro vyzkum, vyrobu a vyuzi-
ti radioisotopu, Prague, CSSR



type HP2AB for the simultaneous detection
of a- and ß-contaiüination.

- A temperature regulated heating element,
added to a 12T2 a-monitor to prevent
condensation of water in the monitor when
it is used for critical applications.

A new alarm system for the radiation
monitoring units of 3R3. The control of
this system is centralized in the radiation
control roon.

8.7.1. TECHNICAL SERVICES
(J. Van der Auwera)

8.7.1.1. Mechanical service
(E. Collignon, J. Colsoul, P. De
Meyer, A. Francart, K. Mertens, P.
Verjans)

During 1980, 1,992 orders have been
treated. These may be described as follows:

- design and drawing office
- manufacture by outside firms
- main workshop
- assembly and maintenance
- specialized workshop

The main jobs were :

74
70

711
537
600

for LMA : the construction of a carbon
steel mock-up cell for laboratory 61;
for LHHA (LMA extension) : the study and
design of the HERMES chemical cells, as
reported in par.4.1.3.;
for the FLK incinerator (Waste depart-
ment) : the complete assembling of the
ventilation circuits and the electric
installation, "he construction and as-
sembling of different elements for the
gas purification line, adaptation works
for the operation of the installation
with a contaminated waste, the super-
vision of the painting and floor
covering;
for the liquid effluents treatment plant
(Waste department) : the construction and
installation of the ventilation circuits;
for the 3R2 reactor : the construction of
a sampling station for the primary water,
a platform for manipulation of reactor
tubes and a collimator for neutron radio-
graphy;
for the 3R3 reactor : the stud-' and con-
struction of an irradiation basket;
for the Metallurgy department : the in-
stallation of induction heating equipment
for treatment of ferritlc steel tubes;
the study of an installation for corro-
sion experiments in clay, the study and
construction of a suction box for working
with metallic powders;
for reactor physics studies : a hoisting
device for the 3AT?SCAN installation;

- for neutron physics studies : the con-
struction of a flight path installation
for a spectrometer at the ORPHEE reactor;

- for the Chemistry department : the con-
struction of glove-boxes for gravimetry
experiments and equipment for the instal-
lation of a stereoscope NIKON, process
equipment for the HERMES project and the
arrangement of new Pu laboratories.

8.7.1.2. Electrical service
(H. 3eckx)

During 1980, the service received 271 or-
ders and carried out the normal m£ ntenance
on and repairs to electrical and telephone
installations.

The most important jobs were :

- the installation of the feeders (2 x 630
kVA) for the ground work for construction
of an underground laboratory (HADES pro-
ject);

- the adaptation of the electric installa-
tion of the laboratories previously oc-
cupied by IRE;

- the installation of new electronic equip-
ment for the registration of working time
and entrance control of the personnel;

- the lighting installation around 3R2 and
the Pu installations;

- the electric installation for the FLK-
incinerator.

8.7.1.3. Civil engineering and maintenance
(J. Schoofs)

The service treated 837 orders and carried
out normal maintenance and repair work.

The most important jobs were :

- the supervision of the construction works
of a guard-room and protection Carriers
for the area control around BR2 and the
Pu installations;

- the preparation of a platform for testing
solar energy panels;

- the construction of new stables at the
farm site;

- the installation of a dark room on the
sixth floor of the BR2 reactor building;

- the installation of a new irrigation
system on the tennis courts;

- the modification of a ventilation room in
a workshop in the LMA building.

The following major maintenance work can be
cited :

- the laboratories previously occupied by
IRE have been repainted and re-equipped
tor the Reactor physics department;

- the renewal and adaptation of the drain
pipes of the LHMA laboratories;
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- the painting of the window franes of
dormitories 3 and 4 of the Residential
Area.

3.7.2. ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTATION
(L. Binard, E. Musyck)

8.7.1.4. Ventilation and central heating
(E. Neeskens)

The service received 72 orders.

The main jobs included the following :

- the supervision of the installation of
the heating and ventilation equipment of
the a. hall (FLK incinerator) and the
liquid effluents treatment plant at the
Waste department;

- the study and supervision of the instal-
lation of a dust-free room in the Physics
building;

- a study on the heating installations of
the LMA workshop, Waste garages and Waste
storehouses;

- a study on the heating and ventilation
installation of the extension of the Pu
laboratories;

- a study of a distribution network for the
district heating of greenhouses by geo-
thermal energy;

- the installation of thermostatic valves
in the Mathematics building, the Main
workshop, Dormitory 3 and in the Family
apartments.

A few years ago, a recovery heat circuit,
for energy saving, was installed in the
LMA building. In the period 1979-80, about
2000 MWh thermal energy has been recovered
and recycled by this system. This is about
50 1 of the total needs of this building
and after subtraction of the electrical
energy of the recuperation circuit, it
represents a saving of 320.000 BF.

8.7.1.5. Energy measurements
(H. Van Den Bergh)

The team for energy measurements in indus-
try has made an energy survey of the Bel-
gian paper industry concerning their elec-
tricity consumptions and about the thermal
balances of their equipment. Development of
on-line steam flow measurements is planned
for 1981, possibly followed by measuring
campaigns. In the chemical and petrochemi-
cal sectors, the effort was concentrated on
the study of the high temperature patterns
in the reactors for which the appropriate
apparatus was purchased. Other important
fields are : evaluation of air compressors,
thermal balances of painting works, the
construction of calibration stands.

The instrumentation bank is kept continu-
ously up to date.

During 1981, the team is on stand-by for
the energy-bus audit campaign.
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8.7.2.1. Studies
(L. Binard, E. Musyck, G. Cocquyt,
J. Lauwers, R. Colson, R. De
Clerck, J. Roge, F. Geyzen)

A control rod regulator type EL19H1 has
been developed and is to be incorporated in
the new automatic pilot chain of the Bill
reactor. The circuits of this apparatus are
adapted to the kinetics of the reactor and
also to the mechanics of the control bars
in order to obtain an optimum response of
the servo-mechanism.

The module Exp. Lin Reactor Power Con-
troller type EL19N3 and the unit EL19M15
have been developed. Together with the
amplifier SA 100 of the BR2 regulation
circuit, they control the power-up of the
reactor.

In the field of the geothermal project, a
study was conducted to increase the capa-
city of a geothermal heat generato by
energy accumulation. Another study which
required mathematical modelling was devel-
oped which allowed the computation of the
control modes for branching a user to a hot
water grid; s simulation of the process was
performed on a microcomputer.

In collaboration with the "Low Level Radio-
activity Measurement Section" a micropro-
cessor controlled 8 channel sealer/timer
EL17T4 has been developed.

A new Amplifier/HV Supply type EL4N7 has
been developed. It has been built into a
single width NIM module.

Several PET microcomputers have been
equipped with additional parallel I/O
facilities.

On request of different departments of
S.C.K./C.E .N. , a technical and commercial
market study has been carried out in view
of the acquisition of a computer controlled
data handling system : for LMA, Solid State
Physics, Geotechnology and Elenco. In the
latter case, the development of the necess-
ary application programmes has also been
started-

A Weld-Meter, type EL18T9, was developed
and constructed for use with high current
resistance apparatus for the welding of
nuclear fuel rods. It measures and displays
the displacement, acceleration and speed of
displacement parameters, of the plus on a
tube curing the weld, which lasts two mains
half-cycles.

The new electronic modules for the 3R1
"sniffer" system have been installed and



tested (EL1R6 Power Supply, EL18N2 In-
tegrator, EL19R11 Programmer, EL16R9
Switching Unit).

8.7.2.2. Quality control
(S. Vandevijvere,
ven)

D. Van Beckho-

Reliability tests were made on 135 instru-
ments or prototypes built by S.C.K./C.E.N.;
commissioning of 55 pieces of industrial
apparatus, delivered by external companies,
was carried out. Characteristics of sever-
al components were checked under different
conditions of temperature and mains power
supply. A 16 channel Relay Interface ELI7M9
was built for use with the Mine Digital
output module. The electronic components
market was closely followed and the elec-
tronics store catalogue has been updated.

8.7.2.3. General instrumentation
(H. Van Trappen, G. De Wilde)

Among the 108 tasks which were carried out,
the most important were the following.

- A programmed Temperature Controller, type
EL19RIO, was constructed. It consists of
the command section of an oven. The pro-
grammer type EL19R8 which was previously
constructed is intended for the control
of a process over many small steps.

- Two counters have been constructed for
counting blood cells viewed on a screen.
They consist of five push-button actuated
electronic counters with a display. A
separate display is also available
showing the total counts of the five
counters.

- The final installation of a radio alarm
system was realized in the framework of
the physical protection scheme.

8.7.2.4. Construction
(A. Lambert)

77 instruments were constructed for various
internal departments, industrial companies
and public organizations.

8.7.2.5. Repair work
(J. De Footer, H. Van Trappen)

265 repairs were carried out on pieces of
apparatus of various kinds. The maintenance
of about 100 electromechanical peripheries
was carried out.

8.7.2.6. Relations with industry and with
public and private institutes

In the field of industrial microprocessor
developments, a microprocessor controlled
system for the measurement of temperatures,
velocity and mechanical stresses in a test
car has been developed. This instrument has
recently been delivered to FORD-LOMMEL.

A Versatile Interface Card (S.C.K./VIC-l)
compatible with all versions of the popular
CBM microcomputer has been developed on
request of several departments of
S.C.K./C.E.N. Both the hardware and soft-
ware features of this card have received
much favourable attention from outside
agencies. In view of this, the fabrication
of a series of 50 cards has been started
and are selling well.

Two apparatus for measuring radioactive
contamination at very low levels were
delivered to GEVAERT S.A.

Four sealer-printers, type EL5T3, have been
delivered to the Ministry of Public
Health.

8.8. TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPORT

8.8.1. PROJECT "ERASMUS 2" - A LOW-ASPECT-
RATIO TOKAMAK FOR PLASMA PHYSICS
RESEARCH
(F. Mathieu*, A. Falla, J. Parent)

In 1979, ERM/KMS (Ecole Royale Militaire -
Xoninklijke Militaire School) and S.C.K./
C.E.N. agreed to collaborate on the con-
struction of ERASMUS 2, a tokamak plasma
physics device designed for the following
purposes :

* EURATOM

- to provide a test facility for the inves-
tigation of high power ion-cyclotron
resonance plasma heating (ICRH);

- to test the favourable confinement pro-
perties of low-aspect-ratio tokam?ks
under conditions which will allow an
extrapolation of the results to the
operation of the Joint European Torus
(JET).

The particular aspects to be developed by
S.C.K./C.E.N. are ":

- mechanical
tokamak;

and thermal design of the
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- proposal for the implementation of the
power supply hardware for the ohmic
heating system.

The main engineering characteristics are as
follows :

- major radius of the torus : 625 mm;
- cross-section of the vacuum chamber :
square 600 mm x 600 mm;

- aspect ratio : 2.13;
- plasma current : 150 kA;
- pulse frequency : one per 4 minutes;
- toroidal field :

«> field magnitude on the axis of the
plasma : IT;

• maximum coil current : 25 kA;
o number of pan-cake coils distributed
around the torus : 24;

• maximum energy delivered per pulse :
5.2 MJ;

- ohmic heating transformer :
• type : air core
• magnetic flux swinging : + 0,3 Vs to -
0.3 Vs;

• total swinging time : approaching
100 ms;

• naximum coil current : 15 kA;
• maximum energy delivered per pulse :
800 kJ.

An exploded view of the tokamak is shown in
Fig. 3.8.1. A descriptive report of the
mechanical and thermal design of the ma-
chine was published [468}.

Electrical aspects for the construction of
the tokamak were further investigated. For
the capacitor banks, drawings of the main
components have been made and an estimation
of the overall cost including capacitors,
frames, bus bars and other auxiliary com-
ponents has been carried out.

The project ERASMUS 2 was interrupted in
March 1980.

8.8.2. HIGH TEMPERATURE BRAZING
(J. Parent, R. Meier*)

Whilst no particular difficulties have been
encountered with classical high temperature
vacuum brazing, a new solution has been
developed for special problems where copper
conductors are used. For such problems it
is not possible to work in the traditional
way without special precautions, because
the copper melting temperature is lower
than the normal brazing point temperature.

The copper conductors under consideration
are isolated with MgO and sheethed in

Fig. 8-3.1. : Exploded view of ^i
SRASMUS 2

toKama<

stainless steel cr inconel. Their
diameter can be as small as 0.3 mm.

outer

The most reliable solution, adopted for a
specific application, consists in using
Nicrobraz 50 in place of Nicrobraz 30, be-
cause its melting point is lower (96O°C).
This temperature is maintained in such a
way that the erosion risk to the sheath by
Nicrobraz 50 is negligible.

3razing according to this procedure gives
excellent results with no obvious erosion
effects.

8.8.3. H4 WATER LCOP
(J. Parent, F. Mathieu*)

The main programmes, which were continued
in 1980, on the H4 water loop are :

- critical heat flux measurements in stag-
nant water annul! under fixed and varia-

* EURATOM
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ble temperatures
developmenc of
niques, namely :
• rotating machinery

surveillance;
• boiling detection
heated test channels;

o hydraulic circuit diagnostics
controlled thermal fluctuations.

flows or pressures;
early detection tech-

(vibration) signal

in electrically

using

In addition, the H4 water loop has been
used for endurance tests on equipment for
BR2, as well as to permit the sodium exper-
iments in BR2 (VIC for instance) which are
tested under out-of-pile conditions.

8.8.4. LASER WELDING
(M. Decreton, W. Schubert*)

The development of the pulsed Nd-glass
laser welding programme has been oriented
towards an improvement in welding speed and
accuracy, as well as towards extending its
field of application.

In particular, the construction of small,
high temperature, coil resistances (plati-
num wire on alumina support) has been suc-
cessfully completed. The welding of refrac-
tory metals such as niobiun, was also
studied. Small niobium pieces have been
successfully assembled.

8.8.6. REAL-TIME DATA ACQUISITION AND PRO-
CESSING SYSTEMS
(R. Meier*, F. Mathieu*)

Computer controlled real-time data acquisi-
tion and processing equipment has been
further developed in order to establish a
multipurpose general system. It consists of
a master computer, in the Technology and
Energy Department, and a secondary computer
in the BR2 containment building. Each unit
is attached to a complete peripheral equip-
ment for data collection, processing and
editing.

The two linked computers together form the

embryo of a network presently in the assem-
bly stage. Besides the general system, some
small scale data processing units are in
operation :

- a data logger for the Li2 loop, in the
Department of Technology and Energy;

- a data logger for the VIC irradiation
loop;

- a Fourier analyser system;
- a high-speed data acquisition sytem for

fast transient recording. This system has
been put into operation for the MOL 7 C
experiment.

During 1980, particular emphasis has been
placed on the easy and rapid graphic re-
presentation of collected data using, for
instance, 4 colour plotters.

Software developments have been focussed on
processor programming, file transfer,
three-dimensional plotting techniques and
high-speed data acquisition.

8.8.7. FAST FOURIER ANALYSER SYSTEM
(R. Meier*, F. Mathieu*, J. Parent)

A specialized processor, the 4 channel
Fourier Analyser with its peripheral equip-
ment has been put into operation in 1980.

This system, with its high capability for
analysis of random signals, and which uses
a Fast Fourier Transform-type (FFT) al-
gorithm, appears very useful in such pro-
blems as :

- examination of critical heat flux meas-
urements;

- early detection of boiling in a water
loop;

- analysis of noise thermometer signals;
- shock resistance tests on fuel assembly
grids;

- correlation measurements between weak
flow signals.

First tests were also started with a spe-
cial device for modal analysis of rod vi-
bration.

* EURATOM * EURATOM
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Appendix 1

PUBLICATIONS

NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

[I] «Disposal in argillaceous formations»
L H. BAETSLE, M MITTEMPERGHER
Proc of the Conference on Radioactive Waste Management and disposal. Luxembourg, 20-23.5.1980, EUR 6871,
442-467 (1980)

!2] «Radionuclide migration in geological formations»
A. BARBREAU, R HEREMANS, B. SKYTTE-JENSEN
Proc of the Conference on Radioactive Waste Management and disposal, Luxembourg, 20-23.5.1980, EUR 6871,
515-530 (1980)

[3] »Remplacement de la matrice en beryllium du reacteur BR2»
«Vervanging van de berylliummatnx van de BR2-reaktor»
J M BAUGNET
Consensus, 1980/4, 97-100

[4] «The BR2 reactor and its associated facilities - Annual Progress Report 1979»
J M BAUGNET, J.M GANDOLFO, W. BOEYKENS

71/JMB/RH/336'80e

[5] «Methods of isotopic correlation analysis
C BEETS
International Working Group Reprocessing Plant Safeguards. Vienna, 22-26 9.1980, Appendix, Topic 3C. AG 372,
96-119 (1980)

[6] «Recommended use of H.E. ICT by IAEA»
C BEETS, RA SCHNEIDER
International Working Group Reprocessing Plant Safeguards. Vienna. 22-26.9 1980. Appendix, Topic 3 AG 372,
120-127 (1930)
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Proc. of the 2nd Annual Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Material Management, Edingburgh (Scotland),
25-23 3 1980, 347-352(1980)
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Proc of a Symposium on the underground disposal of radioactive wastes, OTANIEMI (Finland), 2-6 7 1979.
Vcl II, 41-58 (1980)

[9] «Separation of tritium from reprocessing effluents»
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L.H BAETSLE
Proc. of the Conference on Management of gaseous wastes from nuclear facilities. Vienna, 18-22 2.1980. STI/PUB/561.
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no] The ELEX process for tritium separation from aqueous effluents
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Tritium, Proceedings tritium technology in fission, fusion and isotopic applications, Dayton, USA. 28 4-1 5.1980,
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[II] Corrosion of Materials in a clay environment
F CASTEELS, H TAS, J. NAETS, M. BRABERS

ProK. «Symposium on Scientif ic Basis for Nuclear Waste Management», Boston (U.S A ) , 26-30 11 1979 385-393 (1980)

[12] «Ontmoetingsplaats of stnjdtoneel? - The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)»
«Forum ou champ de bataille? - The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)»
H CEU.EMANS, S. AMELINCKX
Concensus 1980/2-3. 53-60



[13] "Overview of management ol medium level wastes«

J CLAES K BRODERSEN
Proc of the Conference on Radioactive Waste Management and disposal Luxembourg EUR 6371 20-23 5 1930,
279-301 (1930)

[14! «Operational experience with a 25 m-.h simulated dissoiver off-gas purification loop»
G E R COLLARD. PJ VAESEN, W R.A GOOSSENS LH BAETSLE
Proc of the Conference on Management of gaseous wastes from nuclear facilities, Vienna, 18-22 2 1980, STI/PUB.551.
IAEA-SM-245 49. 481-494 (1930)

[15] «Neutrographie: princtpes de base et applications»

J DEBRUE
Revue-M-Tijdschnft, 26. 1-11 (1980)

[16] Differential Neutron Spectrometry Measurements in the SCK/CEN Iron Shell Benchmark Neutron Fields at E3R1 and in the
ORNL LWR-PV Simulator Mock-up at the Pool Critical Assembly
G DE LEEUW-GIERTS, S DE LEEUW
Proc of the Third ASTM-EURATOM Symoosium on Reactor Dosimetry Dosimetry methods for fuels cladding and
structural materials, Isrjra (Varese). Italy, 1-5 10 1979 EUR 6813 EN-FR. 2 971-979 (1980)

[17] Measurement of the Neutron Spectrum of the Big Ten Critical Assembly by Lithium-6 Spectrometry
G DE LEEUW-GIERTS S DE LEEUW G E HANSEN H H HELMICK
Proc of tne Third ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry Dosimetry methods for fuels, claddinc and
structural materials. Ispra (Varese) Italy. 1-5 10 1979 EUR 6813 EN-FR 2 993-1003(1980)

[18] Report on Session L - Workshop on Dosimetry Techniques

G DE LEEUW-GIERTS, VV VERBINSKI
Proc of the Third ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry. Dosimetry methods for fuels, cladding and
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[19] Si Reactor Damage Monitors and their Application
S. DE LEEUW, A FABRY, R MENIL, H TOURWE
Proc of the Third ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry Dosimetry netpods for fuels clacd.ng and
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reactor. Comparison with experimental results
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[21] Calculation Methods applied to BR2 Irradiations
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[22] Nuclear Characterization of Spent Fuel by Non-Destructive Examinations at SCK/CEN
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[23] The destructive analytical methods and their relation to international safeguards

P DE REGGE
2ist annual meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management. Palm Beach. Florida (USA), 30 6-2 7 1980
501-513 (1980)

[24] Dissolution of mechanically mixed UO2-PuO2and insoluble residue characteristics
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Proc of a symposium on Fast Reactor Fuel Reprocessing. (SCI UKAEA). THURSO Dounreay (U..K ). 15-18 5 1979.
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[25] Release of Experimental Data for the Validation of the PCA Blind Test Calculations

A FABRY, E D McGARRY
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[26] Towards an Adequate Evaluation of LWR Pressure Vessel Steel Exposure Data
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[29] Development of a pilot research facility for FBR fuel reprocessing
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[307] A hierarchy ol molecular theories

L LATHOUWEPS
5th Congress of the International Radiation Protection Society. JERUSALEM (Israel), 9-14 3.1980
[308] «Radiobiological and radioecological studies with the unicellular marine algae Acetabularia, Batophora and Dunaliella»

S BONOTTO, A LUTTKE. S STRACK, R KIRCHMANN. D HOURSIANGOU, S PUISEUX-DAO
[309] «Excretion of organic and Inorganic tritiated compounds in cow's milk after ingestion of tritium oxide»

J VAN DEN HOECK. G B GERBER, R KIRCHMANN
Workshop organized by the C.E A. Group «Defauts dans les Matenaux», GRENOBLE (France) 10-12.3 1980
[310] "Interatomic potentials from phonon spectra»

J CORNELIS. A 3R0SENS. J DEVREESE, J NIHOUL
Reunion ISO-TC 158 - WG 3, BERLIN (F.R. Germany), 11-12.3.1980
[311] "Evaluation des caracterisliques des analyseurs - Definition et estimation des coefficients d'interferences proposees»

H PEPERSTRAETE
International Conference on the Ecological Impact of Acid precipitation, SANDEFJORD (Norway), 11-14.3 1980
[312] "Effect of acid pH on sodium and chloride balance in inhabitants of acid freshwaters»

J VANGENECHTEN O VANDERBORGHT
[313] «Acidification of Belgian moorland pools by acid sulphur-rich rainwater»

J VANGENECHTEN, O VANDERBORGHT
Sanibel Symposium. Palm Coast, Flonde (USA), 12 3 1980
[314] A hierarchy of molecular theories

L LATHOUWERS
Reunion annuelle du Groupe d'etudes des Retrovirus, PRA-LOUP (France). 16-21.3.1980
[315] «Cinetique de la propagation d'un virus d'origine murine (C57BL) dans le Systeme lymphoide et dans la moelle osseuse

du rat (etude au microscope electronique)"
L de SAINT-GEORGES. L BAUGNET-MAHIEU M JANOWSKI. U. VAN GORP J R. MAISIN

[316] «Biologie et Serologie de derives du RadLV-Rs»
M. JANOWSKI. L BAUGNET-MAHIEU, J MEREGAERT. L de SAINT-GEORGES. A SASSEN, J R MAISIN

XXXe National Conference on Nuclear Spectroscopie, LENINGRAD (U.S.S R.). 18-21 3.1980
[317] «Recommended standards for gamma ray energy calibration»

R.G. HELMER, P. VAN ASSCHE. C. VAN DER LEUN
International Conference - On-line VM/CMS (Progressing with IBM Conference Series), FRANKFURT (F R.
Germany), 19-20 3 1980
[318] «VM/CMS in a small-medium system environment»

H DECKERS
Belgiscne Veremging voor Elektronenmikroskopie, BEERSE (Belgium), 21 3 1980
[319] «Structure determination ol the AuisMg.i phase by high resolution electron microscopy and electron diffraction»

G VAN TENDELOO M VAN SANDE. S AMELINCKX
[320] «Stacking fault behaviour in trochloroethane oxidized silicon wafers»

H BENDER, J VAN LANDUYT S AMELINCKX C CLAEYS. G DECLERCK R VAN OVERSTRAETEN
Meeting on the Behaviour of Transuranics in the Aauatic Environment and Sediment-Water Exchanges; Techniques
tor identifying the Soeciatton ISPRA (Italy). 24-28 3 1980
[321] Radioecological study ol a river receiving radioactive liquid wastes containing actinides: I first results

M METAYSR-PRET R KIRCHMANN. K HOFKENS J COLARD L FOULOUIER
[322] «Behaviour of transuranics in the aquatic environment and sediment-water exchanges; techniques for identifying speciation»

O VANDERBORGHT
2nd Annual Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Material Management. EDINBURGH (Scotland), 26-28.3.1980
[323] «Head-end fissile material balance of a reprocessing campaign: An on-site evaluation procedure»

C BEETS P EEMELMANS F FRAMSSEN. S SChOOF
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[324] "Experience with an accoustic technique (or liquor level determination»
F VEN. P DE REGGE

Instituto Supenore de Sanita, ROME (Italy), 27-28.3.1980

[325] Harmonization ol methods (or measurements of NO»
H PEPERSTRAETE

Invited lecture, Centre d'Etudes Nucleates de Bordeaux, Bordeaux (France), 4.4.1980
[326] Etude de I'influence de I'energie d'excitation sur certaines caracteristiques de la lission

C WAGEMANS
International Symposium on the Properties and Applications of Metal Hydrides. COLORADO SPRINGS ( U S A ) ,
7-11.4.1980
[327] «Hydrogen motions in cerium hydrides - A neutron spectroscopy study»

P VORDERWISCH. S HAUTECLER, W WEGENER
Summer School on «New crystal lographic perspectives in materials science», ERICE (Italy), 8-21 4.1980
[328] «Lattice imaging in crystals»

G VAN TENDELOO

1980 Annual Conference on the condensed matter division, ANTWERPEN, 9-11 4 1980

[329] «Determination of elfoctive valence and energy wave number characteristic from phonon spectra»
J CORNELIS. J NIHOUL, F BROSENS, J DEVREESE

[330] «N-lype conduction in chalcogenide glasses of the Ge-Se-Bi system»
S VIKHROV P. NAGELS, PK. BHAT

[331] «Final address of the 1980 conference of the condensed matter division of the European Physical Society»
J. DEVREESE

Ispra Course: «Evaluation methods of internal radioactive contamination», ISPRA (Italy), 14-18 4 1980
[332] «Assessment of radioactive burdens in human body by direct methods»

J COLARD, R LEDUC

2nd International Conference on Mult iphoton Processes, BUDAPEST (Hungary). 14-18 4 1980

[333] «Effect of gas pressure on the isotopic selectivity of IR laser photodissociation of SFc»

M NEVE de MEVERGNIES

[334] «Isotopically selective IR multiphoton dissociation of CFsBr»
M NEVE de MEVERGNIES. P del MARMOL

Symposium «Analysis of high temperature materials», PETTEN (The Netherlands), 15-17.4 1980
[335] «Chemical and crystallographic analysis in the TEM»

J VAN LANDUYT
Second International Conference on Liquid Metal Technology in Energy Production RICHLAND ( U S A )
20-24.4 1980
[336] «Transfer of interstitials in dynamic sodium»

F CASTEELS. H TAS
[337] «Experimental (acuities at SCK/CEN for Li-technology»

M SOENEN Ja DEKEYSER
Studiedag Belgisch Instituut voor Regeltechniek en Automatizenng, BRÜSSEL, 22 4.1980, Microprocessoren
Mogehjkheden en impact
[338] «A decentralized approach to the computer activities in the scientific laboratory»

R COLSON
European seminar on radioactive releases and their dispersion in the atmosphere fol lowing a hypothetical reactor
accident. RISO (Denmark), 22-25 4.1980
[339] «Dispersion estimates for short or long-term releases based upon the immission frequency distribution model (IFDM)

of the SCK/CEN Mol»
J KRETZSCHMAR. J VANDERVEE. G DE BAERE

[340] Evaluation du risque maximal de persistance de la direction du vent dans la couche de frottement

L M MALET H BULTYNCK

Immission measurements. ISO TC 146/SC3, Stockholm (Sweden), 23-26 4.1980
[341] «Determination of NO» by chemiluminescence»

H PEPERSTRAETE

Reunion de la R C P. 'Joints mtergranulaires et interphases solides», CARRY-LE-ROUET (France), 24-25 4 1980

[342] «Une methode pratique de caractensation de joints en coincidence»
G L BLERIS S HAGEGE G NOUET Tn KARAKOSTAS P DELAVIGNETTE

Xth Hungarian Diffraction Conference. BALATONALIGA (Hungary). 25-30 4 1980
[343] «The imaging of real crystals»

J VAN LANDUYT
[344] «Diffuse intensity contours observed in electron diffraction patterns from substitutionally disordered binary compounds:

a thermodynamical and structural interpretation»
R DE RIDDER

APEC-course «Handing or Dangerous Goods in the Ports». Antwerpen, 25 4 1980 and 1.12 1930
f345] The transport of radioactive and fissile materials

G FIEUV/
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[346] Radioactivity - Risks - Radioprotection
G FIEUW

Topical Meeting -Tritium technology in fission, fusion and isotopic applications», DAYTON, Ohio (USA),
29 4-1.5 1980
[347] «The ELEX process for tritium separation from aqueous effluents"

A ERUGGSMAN. W DOYEN. R LEYSEN P MEYNENDONCKX. M MONSECOUR. W GOOSSENS, L BAETSLE
[348] Transport of tritium from GCFR fuel bundles tested in the Helium Loop Mol"

RJ CAMPANA. H EURINGER. W KRUG, P VANDER STRAETEN
29th Jahretagung der Schutzkommission. JULICH (F R. Germany), 2-3.5.1980
[349] «Zur Erholungsfahigkeit neugeborener Mäuse»

G GERBER
14eme Colloque IRCHA sur les atmospheres polluees, PARIS (France), 5-8.5.1980
[350] «Random sampling against continuous monitoring for air quality monitoring networks»

G KRETZSCHMAR. G COSEMANS
Universite de Nantes. LA BAULE (France), 6-8.5.1980
[351] "Physicochemical structures, associated pollutants and behaviour of radionuclides»

O VANDERBORGHT
Workshop OECD/NEA on Boreholes and shaft plugging, COLUMBUS. Ohio (USA), 7-9.5 1980
[352] «Ebauche d'un programme experimental en vue du colmatage d'une installation d'enfouissement pour dechets radioactifs

conditionnes dans une formation d'argile plastique en Belgique»
R HEREMANS, P MANFROY. R. FUNCKEN M MAYENCE

«Symposium über das Strahlenrisiko im Vergleich zum biologischen und chemischen Risiko», HAMBURG
F.R Germany). 8-10 5.1980

[353] "Genetic hazards of low doses of ionizing radiation to man and its relation to spontaneous genetic diseases"
A LEONARD

KVIV-Studiedag «Recente microprocessor ontwikkelingen OD software gebied», ANTWERPEN, 9 5.1980
[354] "Database management in het licht van de nieuwe microprocessoren»

R COLSON
Workshop c-gamzed by the C E A Group »Alltages Ordonnes», SAINT ETIENNE (France) 12-13.5 1980
[355] "Etude par dilfraction electronique et haute resolution des phases mPbS-nBi2S3»

D COLAITIS. D VAN DYCK P DELAVIGNETTE. S AMELINCKX
UCL: Sürete fiabilite et environnement des installations nucleates. LOUVAIN-la-NEUVE. 13 5 1980
[356] «Le stockage a long terme des dechets de haute activite»

P DEJONGHE
International Conference on Post-irradiation examination, GRANGE-OVER-SANDS (U K.), 13-15 5 1980
[357] «Pressure vessel surveillance specimens evaluation techniques»

J VAN DE VELDE AC DEMILDT
[358] "Hot cell installation for biaxial creep and burst testing of cladding specimens»

J VAN DE VELDE, A C DEMILDT
E.C Contract meeting. Stevenage (U.K.), 19-20.5 1980
[359] Intercalibralion of NO« measuring equipment

H PEPERSTRAETE
Conference on «Radioactive waste management and disposal», organized by the C.E C, LUXEMBOURG
20-23.5 1930
[360] «Disposal in argillaceous formations»

L BAETSLE M MITTEMPERGHER
[361] "Radionuclide migration in geological formations»

A BARBREAU R HEREMANS B SKYTTEJENSEN
[362] "Overview of management of medium level wastes»

J CLAES. K BRODERSEN
[363] "Thermal aspects associated with the disposal of waste in deep geological formations»

R HEREMANS A BARBREAU P BOURKE. H GIES
[364] "Tritium management»

H A C McKAY A BRUGGEMAN
[365] «Packaging of alpha waste for final disposal»

D POTTIER N VAN DE VOOP.OE
[366] «Management of fuel cladding wastes»

C SOMSRET G BOEHME J BROOTHAERTS. I J JENKINS
PCA Blind Test Meeting, WASHINGTON (USA), 22-23 5 1980
[367] «Neutronic computations of the Pool Critical Assembly Pressure Vessel Facility (PCA-PVF)»

G MINSART
Institute of Physics. DORTMUND (F R. Germany). 23 5.1980 Invited lecture
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[368] «Polarons. bound and tree»
J. DEVREESE

Kontaktgroep «Puntfouten en hun agglomeraten in knstallijne Stoffen», Instituut voor Nukleaire Wetenschappen,
R.U. GENT, 23.5 1980
[369] «The influence of composition, fabrication method and helium concentration on the void swelling of some ferrilic alloys

irradiated in a HVEM»
M SNYKERS

[370] «Determination of effective valence and energy wave number characteristic from phonon spectra»
J CORNELIS

International Course in Environmental Science and Technology, TM Delft (The Netherlands), 27-28 5 1980 and
5-6.6.1980
[371] Air Pollution Monitoring, Interpretation and Simulation

J G. KRETZSCHMAR

Max Planck Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg (F R. Germany), 28.5 1980

[372] The nuclear Sp (2.IR) model

F ARICKX

International Symposium on -Modelling, policy and decision in energy systems, MONTREAL (Canada) 28-30 5 1980

[373] «Migration of radionuclides in clay: a sensitivity analysts»
A. BONNE. M PUT, R HEREMANS L H. BAETSLE

EULEP bone group workshop, HARWELL (U.K.). 29-30 5.1980
[374] A morphometric experience: comparison of measurements with Quantimet-720 and with MOP-AMO3. performed in

sections of different mouse bones
G SCHOETERS-DE MEY

Economie d"energie dans I'habitat Journees d'etudes organisees par le SPPS (Service de Programmation de
la PoNtique Scientifique), WEPION (Belgium), 29-30 5 1980
[375] «Undeep storage of heat underground»

G. BLONDEEL. G MALCORPS. C BULENS
[376] Development of High Efficiency flat plate solar collectors and their related Systems

P VANDEPLAS. S HEUSDAINS L KINNAER
Reunion Scientif ique Generale de la Societe Beige de Physique - Algemene Wetenschappelijke Vergadering
van de Belgische Natuurkundige Vereniging, Universite de l'Etat a Liege, 29-30 5.1980
[377] Ontwerp en toepassing van een stuureenheid met logaritmische tijdschaal bij de Studie van microseconde isomere

toestanden»
E ALLAERT, B PROOT. J UYTTENHOVE

[378] «Magnetizatie en pinkrachtmetingen aan type-ll supergeleidend vanadium»
F DE SCHUTTER. Y. BRUYNSERAEDE. J CORNELIS A VAN DEN BOSCH

[379] «The decay of ' Pd»
H GOKTURK. N K ARAS. P. WETTWEIS, P del MARMOL. J VANHORENBEECK K CORNELIS

[380] «Fysische basis voor de 1979 gamma-energie standaards»
R G. HELMER. P h.M VAN ASSCHE, C VAN DER LEUN

[381] «Effets isotopiques dans la photodissociation mullipholonique de CFsBr
M. NEVE de MEVERGNIES P del MARMOL

[382] «Bereiding en elektrische eigenschappen van gesubstitueerde polyacetylenen»
M ROTTI P NAGELS. L. VAN GOOL

[383] "Structure determination of the order-disorder system Li2ND»
L TIELEMANS. F LEGRAND. L VAN GERVEN

[384] «Magnetizatiemetingen aan supergeleide niobium aluminium germanium komposietmaterialen»

A VAN DEN BOSCH, J VAN SUMMEREN, R DE BATIST, H. OOMS

[335] «De struktuur en de chemische stabiliteit van ijzerhoudende anorganische glazen,bestemd voor het inbouwen van actmiden»

P VAN ISEGHE.V1. W TIMMERMANS, E DE GRAVE D CHAMBAERE R DE BATIST

Journee de travail dans le cadre de la collaboration CEN-ISPRA. Umversiteae Caen, CAEN (France). 30.5-3.6 1980
[386] «La determination au microscope electronique de joints en coincidence»

G NOUET, S HAGEGE G L BLEPIS Th KARAKOSTAS. P DELAVIGNETTE
Colloque -Expression differentielle des genes chez les vegetaux et regulation de cette expression», ORLEANS
(France), 31 5.1930
[387] «Heterogeneite de capacites de Synthese de DNA dans la population plastidale chez I'Acetabulana mediterranea»

D HOURSIANGOU-NEUBRUN S BONOTTO S PUISEUX-DAO. A LUTTKE

Reunion de la Societe de Biologie, BRUXELLES, 31.5.1980

[388] "Anomalies chromosomiques induites par les rayons X dans les lymphocytes du gorille»
D DECAT. A LEONARD W DE MEURICHY

[389] «Cinetique de la propagation d'un virus d'ongine murine (C57/B1) dans le Systeme lymphoide et dans la moelle osseuse
du rat (etude au microscope electronique)..

L de SAINT-GEORGES. L BAUGNET-MAhlEU. M. JANOWSKI, U VAN GORP. J R. MAISIN

.'390) «Caracterisation ultrastructurale d'un retrovirus (BL/F) produisant une leucemie chez le rat»
L de SAINT-GEORGES. D P EYDEN. L BAUGNET-MAHIEU M JANOWSKI. U VAN GORP J R MAISIN
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[391] «Relation entre l'induction de micronoyaux dans les cellules de la moelle par les sels de chrome et leurs pouvoir cancérigène»
L FABRY

[392] "Biologie, sérologie et biochimie de virus leucémogènes dérivés d'une tumeur radioinduite de la souris CS7B1»
M JANOWSKI. L BAUGNET-MAHIEU, J. MERREGAERT, L. de SAINT-GEORGES, A. SASSEN, J N IHLE, J R. MAISIN

International Workshop «The GCM Applied to Molecular Dynamics», S.C.K./C.E.N., Mol, 2-4.6.1980
[393] The GCM as a decription of molecules beyond the adiabatic approximation

P VAN LEUVEN
[394] Discretisation as an algorithm to treat the generator coordinate method

F. ARICKX
[395] The 3-body problem with Coulomb interaction as an application ol GCM

E DEUMENS, F. ARICKX
[396] A hierarchy of molecular approximation schemes

L. LATHOUWERS
Jaarvergadenng Centrum voor Bosbiologisch onderzoek, Genk (Belgium), 3.6.1980
[397] Het probleem Luchtverontreiniging

J. KRETZSCHMAR
20ème Colloque de la Société Française de Microscopie Electronique, POITIERS (France), 4-6.6.1930
[398] «Sensibilité différentielle des cellules globales dans divers types d'intoxication à faibles doses»

E GIANFELICI DE REYNERS, H. REYNERS, J R MAISIN
[399] «La détermination au microscope électronique de joints en coïncidence»

G NOUET, S HAGEGE, G L. BLERIS, Th KARAKOSTAS. P DELAVIGNETTE

[400] -Analyses de défauts dans le composite carbure de tungstène-cobalt»
G. NOUET, S HAGEGE, J, VICENS, F. OSTERSTOCK. J L. CHERMANT, P. DELAVIGNETTE

9th liquid metal boiling working group meeting (LWBWG), ROME (Italy), 4-6.6 1980
[401] «Comparison of two models for steady and unsteady thermohydraulics calculations in a sodium cooled single fuel

pin channel»
В ARIEN, J M. BAIJOT, A SIEBERT2

[402] «A collocation method applied to unsteady thermalhydraulic problems in annular geometry»

В ARIEN J DANIELS, A. SIEBERTZ

[403] «P.A.H.R. problems in LMFBR's»

С JOLY, A SIEBERTZ. A DELBRASSINE

Gas Cooled Fast Reactor - Program Technical Review, San Diego (USA), 4-6.6 19S0
[404] «Results of the irradiation testing of GCFR test fuel bundles Helm 1-3»

W KRUG, H EURINGER. S В KRAWCZYNSKI. W JUNG. ° VANDERSTRAETEN, R.J CAMPANA. D D. JENSEN

3rd Col loquium on dust measuring technique and strategy. CANNES (France), 10-12 6 1980

[405] «Measurements of asbestos in ambient air with transmission electron microscopy»

J.P. DEWORM, J.B. PAUWELS

KVIV-Studiedag «Géothermie», DOEL, 11.6.1980

[4C6] «Technische aspekten bij de produktie en verdeling van geolhermische warmte»

G. VAN ROOSBROECK, P. DIRVEN. G COCQUYT

University of Paderborn, PADERBORN (F.R. Germany), 12.6.1980 Invited lecture

[407] «Optical and transport properties of polarons»
J. DEVREESE

Groupe de contact FNRS «Archéométrie», BRUXELLES, 14.6.1980
[408] < Possibilité d'enrichissement de la teneur en UC par photodissociation de CFsBr ou CF3CI, induite par laser CO2 puise»

P. del MARMOL. G. KOCH. M. NEVE de MEVERGNIES

Latin American School of Physics, Cocoyoc (Mexico), 17.6.1980

[409] The Sp (2.IR) nuclear model

J BROECKHOVE

Bijeenkomst Nationaal Comité voor Kristallografie, MOL, 18.6 1980

[410] «The determination of magnetic structures by neutron diffraction»
E LEGRAND

International Symposium for Environmental Protection, Low cost storage & Energy savings, (Rockstore '80),
STOCKHOLM (Sweden), 23-27 6 1980
[411] «Experimental programme during the construction of an underground laboratory in a plastic clay layer at 215 m depth»

R FUNCKEN, R HEREMANS, P. MANFROY M MAYENCE. R VANHAELEWYN
3rd World Hydrogen Energy Conference, TOKYO (Japan), 23-26.6.1980
[412] «Recent developments on I.M.E.-alkaline water electrolysis»

H VANDENBORPE. L. 3AETSLE, W HEBEL. R LEYSEN. H NACKAERTS. G SPAEPEN
International Energy Aaency - Meeting Annex IV «Advanced alkaline and solid polymer water electrolysis»,
TOKYO (Japan). 27-30.6 1980
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[413] «Recent developments in the belgian advanced alkaline electrolysis programme based on inorganic-membrane-electrolyte-
electrolysis»
H VANDENBORRE

Advanced alkaline and solid polymer water electrolysis development, International Energy Agency, Task IV,
Tokyo (Japan), 30.6.1980
[414] The Belgian electrolytic hydrogen production programme

H VANDENBORRE
21st Annual meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, PALM BEACH, Florida (U.S.A.), 30.6-2.7 1980
[415] ••The destructive analytical methods and their relation to International safeguards»

P DEREGGE
7th European Thermophysical Properties Conference, ANTWERPEN, 30 6-4.7.1980
[416] «Influence of tungsten and tantalum on the vaporization of rare earth oxides»

F. CASTEELS, M. BRABERS, J. CAERS
[417] «High temperature measurements by noise thermometry»

M. DECRETON, L BINARD, C DELREZ, W HEBEL, W SCHUBERT
International Conference VM/CMS, LONDON (U.K.), 1-2.7.1980
[418] «VM in a small/medium system environment»

H DECKERS
26th International Geological Congress, PARIS (France), 1-17.7.1980
[419] «Fault tree analysis for probabilistic assessment of radioactive waste segregation: An application to a plastic clay

formation at a specific site»
M d'ALESSANDRO, A. BONNE

Technical University Eindhoven, EINDHOVEN (The Netherlands), 3.7.1980
[420] «New insight into the plasmon dispersion of the electron gas»

J DEVREESE
Second International Congress on Toxicology, BRÜSSEL. 6-11.7.1980
[421] «Lead encephaiopathy in the adult monkey: An ultrastructural approach»

H. REYNERS, E.G. de REYNERS. P. TACHON, A. LASCHI, J.R MAISIN
[422] «Is the skeleton the final safe deposit for lead?»

O VANDERBORGHT, G HUYBRECHTS
[423] «Studies on the potential clastogenicity of alclofenac dihydroxyalclofenac and alclofenac epoxida»

L. FABRY, A. LEONARD
Universitad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico D F. (.Mexico), 18.7.1980
[424] Invited lecture: The Sp (2,IR) model and the use of coherent states

E DEUWENS
6th European cristallographic meeting, BARCELONA (Spam), 28.7-1.8 1980
[425] "Characterization of a CSL and the determination of deviations of CSL orientations»

S. HAGEGE. G. NOUET, G L BLERIS, Th KARAKOSTAS, P. DELAVIGNETTE
Workshop «Ecologie», St. GERMAIN de CALBERTE (France), 9-23 8.1980
[426J "Ekologische gevolgen van het gebruik van fossiele brandstoffen»

O VANDERBORGHT
[427] «Biologische cyclus van probleem-isotopen»

O. VANDERBORGHT
[428] «Biologische implikaties van kernenergie» ,

O VANDERBORGHT
Xth International Seaweed Symposium, GÖTEBORG (Sweden), 11-15.8 1980
[429] «Cellular biology of Acetabularia»

S BONOTTO, A. LUTTKE
[430] «Modulation of the heterogeneous chloroplast population in X-irradiated Acetabularia»

A. LUTTKE, S BONOTTO
Internationale Post-Universitaire Cursussen, UlLg, Liege (Belgium), 18-23.8.1980
[431] Air Pollution: Emission, Dispersion, Immission, Transfer and Effects

J.G KRETZSCHMAR
UNIDO Training Program on Environmental Control in Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industries, R.U. Gent
(Belgium), 19 8 19S0
[432J Some Topics on Air Pollution

J G. KRETZSCHMAR
7th Annual Meeting of the European Geophysical Society, BUDAPEST (Hungary), 24-29.8 1980
[433] »A statistical method for deriving vertical temperature profiles in the atmospheric boundary layer from surface observations»

S CIESLIK. H. BULTYNCK
7th European Congress on Electron Microscopy. THE HAGUE (The Netherlands). 24-29.8.1980
[434] «A method for the recognition of CSL's using transmission electron microscopy»

G. BLERIS. S. HAGEGE. G NOUET, J ANTONOPOULOS, Th KARAKOSTAS. P DELAVIGNETTE



[435] «Two layer systems related to partial order and deviation of the stoichiometry»
D COLAITIS, P. DELAVIGNETTE, D. VAN DYCK, S. AMELINCKX

[436] «Long period structures in the Au-Mg system»
G VAN TENDELOO

[437] «On the nature ol low temperature phase transition in alpha MnSe»
J. VAN LANDUVT, S. AMELINCKX

13th Meeting of the Federation of European Biochemical Societies (FEES), JERUSALEM (Israel), 24-29.8.1980
[438] «Chromosomal proteins in normal and neoplastic murine lymphoid tissues»

L. BAUGNET-MAHIEU, W. 8AEYENS. J R MAISIN
[439] «Presence of donor DNA sequences in the genome of corrected Arabidopsis mutants»

P. CHARLES, J. REMY
International Conference on Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California (U.S.A.), 24-30.8.1980
[440] Decay of 9;Pd and investigation of levels in odd-A Rh isotopes

H GOKTURK, N.K ARAS, P. FETTWEIS, P. del MARMOL, J VANHORENBEECK, K CORNELIS
15th Meeting of the European Society for Radiation Biology, Medical Faculty of the Erasmus University.
ROTTERDAM (The Netherlands), 25-29.8.1980
[441] "Influence of dose fractlonation on life shortening and causes of death of mice exposed to ionizing radiation»

J.R MAISIN, A WAMBERSIE, M. LAMBIET-COLLIER, G MATTELIN, J GUELETTE
[442] «Early versus late effects of X-irradiation in the brain»

H. REYNERS, E, GIANFELICI de REYNERS. J.R MAISIN
[443] «2:6Ra induced changes in haemopaetic cells of different marrow sites related to the surrounding bone structure and

the absorbed radiation energy»
G. SCHOETERS-DE MEY, O VANDER8ORGHT

Second International Congress on cell biology, BERLIN (F.R. Germany), 31 8-5.9.1980
[444] «Chloroplast DNA of Acetabularia mediterranea: heterogeneous distribution and synthesis»

A LUTTKE. D HOURSIANGOU-NEUBRUN S. PUISEUX-DAO. S BONOTTO
Vlth International Conference on High Voltage Electron Microscopy, ANTWERP 80 HVEM, ANTWERPEN (Belgium),
1-3.9.1980
[445] «The influence of helium on the void swelling of a ferritic <_lloy irradiated in a HVEM»

M. SNYKERS
[446] «Radiation ordering in alloys: in situ observations»

«Ordering of Ni-Mo alloys under electron irradiation»
G. VAN TENDELOO

[447] «Observation of stacking fault behaviour in trichloroethane oxidized silicon wafers by means of high voltage electron
microscopy»
H BENDER. J VAN LANDUYT, S. AMELINCKX, C. CLAEYS, G. DECLERCK, R VAN OVERSTRAETEN

[448] «Radiation ordering in alloys: in situ observations»
G VAN TENDELOO, J VAN LANDUYT, S AMELINCKX

[449] "The use of electron diffraction and HREM in the study of order-disorder phenomena in alloys»
J. VAN LANDUYT, G. VAN TENDELOO, S. AMELINCKX (Invited lecture)

CSNI Specialist Meeting on safety aspects of fuel behaviour in off-normal and accident conditions, ESPOO,
HELSINKI (Finland), 1-4.9.1980
[450] "Compact pressurized water loop for disturbed fuel rod operation in the BR2 reactor»

W. HEBEL. H. NACKAERTS. W. DETAVERNIER
15th International Conference on the Physics of Semiconductors, KYOTO (Japan), 1-5.9.1980
[451] "Theory of streaming motion in hot polarons in silver halides»

J DEVREESE
International seminar on nuclear reactor safety heat transfer, DUBROVNIK (Yugoslavia), 1-5.9.1980
[452] «Pre-boiling state in Post Accident Heat Removal situation: 1D and 2D theoretical approaches including natural convection

effects»
C BENOCCI. J M BUCHLIN, C. JOLY. A. SIEBERTZ

University of Ljubljana and Jozef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana (Yugoslavia), 5-24.9.1980
[453] Flow patterns of nuclear rotation

M BOUTEN. P. VAN LEUVEN
International Workshop on Morphogenesis in Acetabulana, BERLIN (F.R. Germany), 6-9.9.1980
[454] «Multi-element determination in Acetabularia cells grown in the laboratory or collected in the Mediterranean Sea»

F BODARD, G NUYTS. S. BONOTTO. G. CARRARO
[455] «Morphogenesis in normal and X-irradiated Batophora oerstedii»

S. BONOTTO, A LUTTKE. A. BOSSUS. R KIRCHMANN
[456] «Chloroplast DNA of Acetabularia mediterranea: heterogeneous distribution and morphology»

A. LUTTKE. S BONOTTO
13th European Meeting of Statisticians, BRIGHTON (U.K.), 8-12.9 1980
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[457] «Robust estimation ol the mean for samples ol lour from a normal distribution with unknown at most singly contaminated
by a distribution of arbitrary shape»
J VAN DER PARREN

Reunion de travail sur les scenarios de liberation de radionucleides ä partir de depots situes dans des formations
geologiques, AEN(OCDE), Paris (France), 8-12.9.1980
[458] Scenarios devolution geologique lente, appliques au site argileux de Mol

N VANDENBERGHE, A BONNE, R. HEREMANS
Europhysics Conference on Computing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Bologna (Italy), 10.9 1980
[459] A computer programme for tnaxial projected Hartree Fock calculations

E FLERACKERS
Convegno di Radioecologia Agraria, PIACENZA (Italy), 10-11.9.1980
[460] «Determinazione di van' elementi in campioni biologici mediante I'analisi per attavazione fotonica»

G. CARRARO, F. BODARD, S BONOTTO
10th Annual Meeting of the Environmental Mutagen Society, ATHENS (Greece), 14-19.9 1980
[461] «Comparison of different mitogens for the lymphocyte test»

Gh DEKNUDT
[462] Mutagemcity tests with chromium salts in mouse

A LEONARD. Gh. DEKNUDT
EULEP meeting on «the metabolism and toxicity of tritium», LONDON (U.K ), 15-16.9.1980
[463] «Considerations regarding the modelling of tritium in the environment»

G.B GERBER
[464] «Incorporation and turnover of tritium activity in new born mice after feeding tritiated thymidine»

G B GERBER, J MAES
[465] «Transfer of tritium in the human foodchain»

R KIRCHMANN, R VAN BRUWAENE
[466] "The metabolism and Toxicity of Tritium»

R VAN BRUWAENE
International Seminar «Energy conservation and the use of solar and other renewable energies in Agriculture,
Horticulture and Fishculture, LONDON (U.K.), 15-19.9.1980
[467] «Study of the use of geolhermal energy and heat pumps for greenhouse heating in Belgium»

P DIRVEN, G COCQUYT, G VAN ROOSBROECK, W SCHIETECATTE
11th Symposium on Fusion Technology, OXFORD (U K ), 15-19.9 1980
[468] «Design of the ERASMUS 2 tokamak»

VP BHATNAGAR, G BOSIA M EVRARD, R KOCH, A M MESSIAEN, J M NOTERDAEME. R.R WEYNANTS A FALLA.
F MATHIEU. J PARENT, J. VAN DER AUWERA

[469] ..Radiation damage simulation experiments on a Mn-Cr austenitic stainless steel in a HVEM»
M SNYKERS. E. RUEDL

European Meeting on Molecular Genetics and Biology of Unicellular Algae, LIEGE (Belgium), 16-19.9.1980
[470] «Model for the distribution of DNA in relation to chloroplast division in Acetabulana mediterranea»

A LUTTKE, S. BONOTTO
Vormingscentrum voor gemeentelijke ambtenaren en mandatanssen, ARENDONK (Belgium), 17.9.1980
[471] «Natuurbehoud en verblijfsrecreatie»

O VANDERBORGHT
ESARDA: 1st seminar on containment and surveillance techniques for international safeguards. ISPRA (Italy)
17-19.9.1980
[472] "Considerations on electronic seals»

E. MUSYCK
International Symposium: Recent developments in filter media and their applications, BRUGGE (Belgium),
18-19.9 1980
[473] «The use of expanded metals and metal fibers as filter media for the high gradient magnetic separation of primary nuclear

reactor coolant»
R VANBRABANT, P. DE REGGE

SEAS Aniversary meeting 1980, BEITO (Norway), 21-26 9.1980
[474] «Experience with DMS/CMS»

H. DECKERS
Vortragstagung Kern- Radio- und Strahlenchemie, Julich (F R. Germany), 22-26 9.1980
[475] Radiochemical analysis methods for burn-up determination in irradiated fuel

P DE REGGE, D HUYS R BODEN
31st Meeting of the International Society of Electrochemistry (ISE), VENICE (Italy), 22-26.9.1980
[476] «Active electrodes to be used in advanced alkaline water electrolysis»

H VANDENBORRE, R LEYSEN
International Working Group Reprocessing Plant Safeguards, VIENNA (Austria), 22-26 9.1980
[477] «Methods of isotopic correlation analysis»

C BEETS
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[478] "Recommended use ol H.E. ICT by IAEA»
С 3EETS. R A SCHNEIDER

23rd Meeting of the NEA Reactor Physics Committee. ANL. Idaho (USA). 22-26 9.1980
[479] Reactor Physics Activities in Belgium - Progress report to the NEA Committee on Reactor Physics

J. DEBRUE
[480] Progress Report on the Belgian Contribution to the USNRC Neutron Transport Theory Blind Test in a LWR Pressure
Vessel Benchmark - NEACRP-A-403

A FABRY. G. DE LEEUW-GIERTS. S DE LEEUW G MINSART
KVIV-Studiedag. Microprocessoren. hardware, interface en penfene, Antwerpen (Belgium), 1.10.1980
[481] Microcomputerverbindingen met de buitenwereld: interface-technieken

R COLSON
Ipformatievergadermg over studie aangaande de mogelijkheden van berging van geconditioneerd radioactieve
afval in de geologische formaties, MOL, 3.10.1980
[482] «Veiligheidsstudie - Probabilistische aspecten»

A BONNE
[483] «Korrosie van metalen en legeringen in klei»

r CASTEELS. H TAS, M BRABERS
[484] "Le programme de R & D du CEN/SCK en matière d'évacuation de déchets radioactifs conditionnes en lormations

géologiques. Retrospective - Conclusions provisoires - Programme futur»
R. HEREMANS

AIME Fall Meeting, PITTSBURG, Pensylvama (USA.), 5-9.10.1980
[485] "A new ods material for low or intermediate temperature rotating parts in gasturbines»

M LAMBERIGTS. V LEROY. L HABRAKEN, J J HUET. C. DRIESEN
Troisième journée d'information sur le programme européen d'intercomparaison de dosimetres utilises en
radioprotection, GRENOBLE (France), 6-8.10.1930
[486] ••Problems encountered in beta-dose assessment»

L GHOOS
Journées d'études sur la fission organisées par le С Е A., L'ALPE d'HUEZ (France), 6-10 10 1980
[487] Multiplicités gamma dans la fission pour le système P 60 MeV - Bi: Comparaison avec les collisions entre ions lourds

L NOWICKI, M BERLANGER В BORDERIE. P de MARMOL. Y EL MASRY G GREGOIRE, F HANAPPE С NGO
В TAMAIN

[488] «Distributions énergétiques et probabilités d'émission des particules légères émises pendant la tripartition»
С WAGEMANS. P DHONDT. A DE CLERCQ. E ALLAERT. G BARREAU, A. DERUYTTER

International Symposium on the impact of radionucltde releases into the marine environment, VIENNA (Austria).
6-10 10 1980
[489] "10 years of investigations on the radioactive contamination of the marine environment: incorporation of H and of tne

other radionuclides, present in the effluents of nuclear or industrial origin, by several algae and animals»
S BONOTTO. G CARRARO S STRACK, A LUTTKE J COLARD. G KOCH. R KIRCHMANN

Séminaire. Recuperation et utilisation des energies résiduelles et fatales. BRUXELLES, 7.10.1980
[490] "Valorisation des immondices broyées a Meise (Haviland)»

F DECAMPS
Studiedag «Energiebesparende uitrusting», BRUSSEL, 7.10.1980
[491] "Een kijk op de Amenkaanse technische tentoonstellingen: verslag over een bezoek aan "The 7th Energy technology

conference and exhibition» te Washington, maart 1980»
G SDAEPEN

Openingsplechtigheid Industriel Hogeschool van het Rijk Hasselt-Mol. Hasselt. 7.10 1930
[492] Energie en Leelmilieu

JG KRETZSCHMAR
26th Plenary Meeting of the «Irradiation Devices working group- (EURATOM), GEESTHACHT (F R. Germany),
8-10 10 1980
[493] "La procedure d'approbation des expériences au reacteur BR2»

J M BAUGNET
[494] "Thermodynamic design of a calorimetnc temperature controlled fuel pin capsule»

W DETAVERNIER, VV HEBEL
[495] 'Gamma irradiations at the BR2 reactor»

JM GANDOLFO VI BOEYKENS VV HEBEL. F MOONS, M SOENEM
[496] "Remplacement de la matrice beryllium du reacteur BR2» :

A FALLA. F LEONARD
[497] "Disturbances from in-pile environment on sell-powered neutron detector output»

F MOONS. J DEKEYSER. W HEBEL \ j
[498] "Experimental results of the helium loop irradiation campaigns for the GSB-experiment» •

? VANDERSTRAETEN G VANMASSENHOVE. H EURINGER. W KRUG j
EULEP workshop on radiation-induced leukemogenesis, BORDEAUX (France), 8-11.10.1980 ,
[499] 'Cellules cibles pour la manipulation des virus de la leucémie radioinduite» j

L de SAINT-GEORGES. M JANOWSKI J R MAISIN
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[500] «Early appearance ol retroviral particles in hemopoietic cells after inoculation of leukemogenic virus into rats»
L de SAINT-GEORGES. M. JANOWSKI, L BAUGNET-MAHIEU, A SASSEN

[501] «Restriction enzyme analysis of DNA from spontaneous and radiogenic thymic lymphomas of AKR and C57B1 mice, and
from MuLV-lnfected rat cells»
M JANOWSKI

[502] »Preleukemic cells and radioinduced thymic lymphoma in C57B1 mice»
J R. MAISIN, A LEONARD, G. MATTELIN

VDVHB Vormingskursus «Meten en Detekteren 1980», Mol, 10.10.1980
[503] Luchtverontreiniging: Detekteren. Interpretern en simuleren

J G KRETZSCHMAR
International conference on water chemistry of nuclear reactor systems, Bournemouth (U.K.), 13-17.10 1930
[504] Characterization of the corrosion products in primary reactor water of PWR during normal operation and transient phases

R VANBRABANT, P DE REGGE
KVIV - Studiedag «Snelheidsregeling van motoren», St. NIKLAAS (Belgium), 15.10 1980
[505] «interpretatie van instelling van regelaars längs stochastische weg»

G COCQUYT
Workshop on Peripheral hemodynamics, SIENA (Italy), 16-18.10.1980
[506] «The effects of biogenic amines on vascular reactivity in normal and X-irradiated rats»

R. TIMMERMANS, G GERBER
Reunion de la Societe Beige de Biochimie, LIEGE (Belgium), 18 10.1980
[507] "R-plasmid mediated chromosome mobilization in Pseudomonas fluorescens 6.2.»

P LEJEUNE, M. MERGEAY
International Conference on Coal Conversion and the environment, Chemical. Biomedical and Ecological
Consideration, RICHLAND (USA), 19-23.10.1980
[508] Recent acidification of Moorland Pools by Sulphur-Rich Rainwater

J VANGENECHTEN. O.L J. VANDERBORGHT
IAEA Specialists meeting «Les Facteurs ambiants provoquant des fissures dans les conduites et une degradation
des composants des systemes primaires. Vienna, 20-22.10.1980
[509] A Case Study: «External Corrosion of Primary Tubing»

H. TAS. F CASTEELS, A. MARCHAL
16th DOE Nuclear Air Cleaning Conference, SAN DIEGO, California (U.S.A ), 20-23 10 1980
[510] «Experimental development and design aspects of a "krypton removal distillation unit»

G COLLARD. L GEENS, P. VAESEN. W. GOOSSENS
[511] «Iodine trapping and conditioning in the Mercurex system»

G COLLARD. D HENNART. J. VAN DOOREN. W GOOSSENS
[512] «New trends in the Belgian programme on nuclear air cleaning technology»

W GOOSSENS
International Conference on Amorphous Semiconductors, KISHINEV (USSR), 20-24 10 1980
[513] «Electrical conductivity and thermopower in amorphous, partly crystallized and crystalline GeisTesiAS4»

P NAGELS. S. VIRKHROV
[514] «Electronic transport properties of glasses in the Ge-Te-ln system»

S VIKHROV, P NAGELS
5th International Clean Air Congress, BUENOS AIRES (Argentina), 20-25 10.1980
[515] «Primary standardization with ambient level nitrogen oxides Intercalibralion of measuring equipment»

HJ PEPERSTRAETE. A.J APLING. F. MAGDONELLE
Fusie, een energiebron van de toekomst? Invited lecture, DIEPENBEEK, Universitaire Campus, 22.10 1980
[516] «Materiaaltechnische Problemen»

M SNYKERS
1980 Powder Metallurgy Group Meeting, BRISTOL (U.K.), 27-29.10.1980
[517] ••Preparation and properties of oxide dispersion strengthened ferntic alloys»

W VANDERMEULEN, L COHEUR
Eighth Safety Research Information Meeting, GAITHERSBURG. Maryland (U S.A.), 27-31.10 1980
[518] «Results and implications of the initial neutronic characterization of two Heavy Section Steel Technology (HSST)

irradiation capsules and of the PSF simulated LV7R pressure vessel irradiation facility»
A FABRY. F COPS, S. VAESSEN. F B K KAM. C BALDEWIN E EASTHAM
«LWR Pressure Vessel Surveillance Dosimetry Improvement Program. NRC Metallurgy and Materials Research Branch
LWR-PV Surveillance Dosimetry Improvement Program Review Graphics»
W N McELROY and al

VDVHB Vormingskursus «Meten en Detekteren 1980», Brüssel. 29 10 1980
[519] loniserende stralingen - Normen - Detektie - Reglementering

G FIEUVV
University of Chicago, Chicago (USA). 30.10.1980
[520] Invited lecture: The generator coordinate theory of nuclear motion

L LATHOUWERS
Institut des Sciences Nucleates. Grenoble (France), 5 12.1980
[521] Invited lecture: Flow in rotating nuclei

M BOUTEN
EULEP Meeting, MOL, 12.11.1930
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[522] Early RX ellects in ral brain
H REYNERS. EG de REYNERS. J R MAISIN

Seminaire et mise au point d'une collaboration sur un nouveau programme avec I'lnstitut de Biologie de
I'Universite de Munich, MUNICH (F R. Germany), 13-14.11.1980
[523] «Modifications at the provirus level in association with radiation-induced leukemia in C57BL mice»

M JANOWSKI, J R. MAISIN
[524] «Viral genes involved in leukemic genes is by murine type-C RNA viruses»

J. MERREGAERT
Quadrilateral Symposium on Reprocessing, LENINGRAD (URSS), 17-21.11.1980
[525] Experimental study on the dissolution behaviour of mechanically mixed UO2-PUO2 fuels

P DE REGGE, D. HUYS, J. KETELS, L H. BAETSLE
Trilateral seminar on reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and associated radioactive waste, Leningrad, 17-21.11.1980
[526] Cleaning of head-end off-gases. Operational experience gained from tests in simulated conditions

W RA GOOSSENS
[527] Five years R & D work on geological disposal in Belgium

R. HEREMANS
EEC Seminary. LONDON (U.K.), 18.11.1980
[528] Pb/Pb-Zn/Cd & Tl in developing brains. Morphological studies

H REYNERS. EG. de REYNERS, J R MAISIN, P TACHON, G WINNEKE
KVIV - Studiedag. Personal Computers: toepassmgen in de industrie, KMO's en onderwijö, Antwerpen, 19 11.1980
[529] Uitbreiding van de CBM-computer met ruime interfacemogelijkheden voor toepassingen van technische en administratieve

aard
R COLSON

Meeting at the Universität Hannover, HANNOVER (F.R. Germany), 21.11.1980
[530] «About the simulation and control of a greenhouse heated via a heat exchanger»

G. COCQUYT
Preparation and definition of calibration gases, ISO/TC 158/SC 1, Paris (France), 24-25.11.1980
[531] Definition et estimation des coefficients d'interferences - Caracteristiques des analyseurs

H PEPERSTRAETE
11th NATO/CCMS International Technical Meeting on air pollution modelling and its applications, AMSTERDAM
(The Netherlands), 24-27.11.1980
[532] «A statistical approach for estimating atmospheric stability classes from near-ground meteorological observations»

S. CIESLIK. H. BULTYNCK. J G KRETZSCHMAR
International Symposium on Developmental effects of prenatal irradiation, NEUHERBERG (F R Germany),
26-28 11.1980
[533] «Radiosensitivity of hemopoietic stem cells during fetal and early postnatal development»

G B. GERBER, J. MAES
[534] Studies on the sensitivity of the mouse egg to low doses of X-irradiation

P JACQUET, L. DE CLERCQ. G. KERVYN
Jaarvergadermg Studiekern Aerosolen, UTRECHT (The Netherlands), 2.12.1980
[535] Lage druk kaskade impaktor voor o.a. emissiemetingen

J.B PAUWELS
[536] Testen van tandem HEPA-filters met laserspektrometrie

W. SLEGERS
Studiedag: Rationeel energieverbruik in de Industrie, MOL, 10.12.1980
[537] «Rationeel verlichten»

J.P DEWORM
[538] «De energieman: roi en betekenis»

P DIRVEN
[539] «Perslucht en energieverbruik»

J. VAN DER AUWERA
Centre de Philosophie des Sciences Ethique et Genetique, UCL. LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE, 12.12.1980
[540] Invited lecture: Incidence de la civilisation industrielle sur le patrimoine genetique humain

A LEONARD
Vergadermg van de Belgische Vereniging voor Biochemie, LEUVEN, 13 12.1980
[541] «Viral genes involved in leukaemogenesis by murine type-C RNA viruses»

J MERREGAERT, M BARBACID. A AARONSON
TIHANGE (Belgium), 13.12.1980
[542] Invited lecture: Effets genetiques pouvant resulter du developpement de l'energie nucleaire

A LEONARD
Postuniversitaire cyclus «Vervoer er, Energie», RUCA, ANTWERPEN, 13.12.1980
[543] «Zonne-energie en vervoer»

P NAGELS
Chelsea amorphous and liquid semiconductors meeting, LONDON (U K.), 16-17.12 1980
[544] «N and p type conduction in Bi-doped Ge-Se and Ge-Se-Te glasses»

P NAGELS S VIRKHROV
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Appendix 3

THESES

[545] Determination des parametres caracterisant la capacite diffusive de la couche limite planetaire ä l'aide d'observations
meteorologiques de surface

H BULTYNCK
Dr en sciences - Universite de PAU
January 1980

[546] Studie van de elektrische eigenschappen van haifgeleidende polymeren
R COLSON
Doctor in de Wetenschappen - V U. Brüssel
January 1980

[547] Fysiko-chemisch onderzoek van de verzuring in Kempische oppervlaktewaters en invloed van de zuurtegraad op de
ionenregeling van waterwantsen
J H D VAN GENECHTEN
Doctor in de Wetenschappen - U I. Antwerpen
June 1980

[548] Nuclear Structure in lcBe and =B
E. FLERACKERS (Associatie SCK/CEN - LUC )
Doctor in de Wetenschappen - V U. Brüssel
January 1980
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Appendix 4

PATENTS APPLIED FOR AND GRANTED IN BELGIUM
AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES

A. PATENTS APPLIED FOR

- Werkwijze voor de vervaardiging van een membraan bestaande uit polyantimoonzuurpoeder en een organisch bindmiddel
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
R. LEYSEN, P. VERMEIREN. L BAETSLE, G. SPAEPEN, J. VANDENBORRE
Canada (Applied for on 11.03.1980. No. 347.443)
Germany (Applied for on 20 03.1980. No. P3010753 0)
France (Applied for on 18 03.1980, No 80060 67)
Great Britain (Applied for on 17.03 1980, No. 80/08909)
Italie (Applied for on 18 03.1980, No 48198 A/80)
Japan (Applied for on 19 03.1980, No. 35712/1980)
The Netherlands (Applied for on 14 03 1980. No. 80 01542)
Norway (Applied for on 12 03 1980, No. 80/0704)
USA (Applied for on 13 03 1980, No 06/130131)
Zaire (Applied for on 19.03 1980. No NP/29/INT)

- Methode de localisation d'un barreau fuyard d'un assemblage de combustible nucleaire
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
L LEENDERS
Europe (Applied for on 01.07 1980. No 80 200622 1)
Japan (Applied for on 04.07 1980, No 92179/80)
USA (Applied for on 03 07.1980. No 165 812)

- Procede d'extraction de Xenon et/ou de Krypton d'un gaz porteur
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
G COLLARD, P VAESEN, J STEVENS
Europe (Applied for on 16 01.1980, No. 80 200040 6)

-Werkwijze voor de afscheiding van tritium uit waterige effluenten
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
A. BRUGGEMAN, R LEYSEN, P. VERMEIREN. M. MONSECOUR
Belgium (Applied for on 31 07.1980. No 2/58680)

- Draagbare beta-gamma stralingsdebietmeter HP 30 G6
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
M LAMPROYE
Belgium (Applied for on 15 01 1980. No PV 0/198969)

- Procede permettant I'extraction des ions fluorure des solutions de retraitement de combustibles nucleaires
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
L VANDEVELDE, L BAETSLE, D HUYS
France (Applied for on 08 04 1980. No 80 07836)

- Sceau electronique

Patent aDplied for by SCK/CEN
E MUSYCK
Luxembourg (Applied for on 15 09 1980. No 82770)

B. PATENTS GRANTED

- Meetkop voor straling

M LAMPROYE
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
The Netherlands (Granted on 17.06 1980, No. 163 057)
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• Werkwijze voor de vervaardiging van een membraan bestaande uit polyantimoonzuurpoeder en een organisch bindmiddel

R LEYSEN, P VERMEIREN, L BAETSLE G SPAEPEN, J VANDENBORRE
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
Zaire (Granted on 19 03 1980. No 80/2437)

• Procede d'extraction de Xenon et/ou de Krypton d'un gaz porteur
G COLLARD.P VAESEN J STEVENS
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
Luxembourg (Granted on 16 12.1980. No 81.226)

• Werkwijze voor de afscheiding van tritium uit watcrige eltluenten
A BRUGGEMAN R LEYSEN. P VERMEIREN, M MONSECOUR
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
Belgium (Granted on 14 08 1980, No 884.563)

• Draagbare beta-gamma stralingsdebietmeter HP 30 GB

M LAMPROYE
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN
Belgium (Granted on 15 02 1980, No 881436)

- Perfectionnements aux alliages metalliques et traitement y applique
L HABRAKEN, V LEROY. M. MEULEMANS. F CASTEELS
Patent applied for by SCK/CEN and CRM
The Netherlands (Granted on 16 08 1980. No 163 568)
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Appendix 5

SEMINARS HELD AT SCK/CEN

MATERIALS RESEARCH

By guest speakers

-16.1.1980
«Alternative energy sources»
R. VAN GEEN (Vrije Universiteit Brüssel, Faculteit van de Wetenschappen)

-21.1.1980
«Recent studies of dislocation drag mechanisms»
J.M GALLIGAN (Dept. of Metallurgy. Univ. of Connecticut, Storrs. USA)

-24.1.1980
«Studies of the precise energies of K X-ray - Transitions with a bent crystal spectrometer»
G BORCHERT (CERN KFA. Julien)

-13.21980
«Photo-induced change in amorphous chalcogenides»

K BHAT Pawan K (Institute of Applied Physics. Technical Univ VIENNA, AUSTRIA)

-14.2.1980
«Neutron physics with a proton spallation source»
M S MOORE (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, U.S A )

-25.3.1980
«Elements finis et calcul numerique des reacteurs»
.I P HENNART (Prof Institut de Recherches en Mathematiques Appliquees et Systemes Chef Dept Analyse Numenque
de l'Universite Nationale du Mexique (MEXICO)

- 10.4.1980
"Peculiarities of low temperature plasticity»
Y ESTRIN (Institut fur Allgemeine Metallkunde und Metallphysik. Techn Hochschule, AACHEN. F.R Germany)

NUCLEAR AND NEUTRON PHYSICS

By SCK/CEN speakers

SCK/CEN - LLB. Saclay - Belgian Universities: Collaboration in the field of neutron diffusion :

-27.2.1980
De vliegtijdspektrometer gebouwd door het SCK/CEN: karakteristieken, stand van zaken en vooruitzichten
E. LEGRAND, S HAUTECLER

-23.4.1980
Investigation of molecular systems by neutron scattering: introduction
S HAUTECLER

-23.4.1980
Investigation of molecular systems by neutron scattering: studies performed in Mol or planned for the near future
W WEGENER

-8.5.1980
Recent ternary fission and (nth,cr)-resuits obtained at the Grenoble High Flux Reactor
C. WAGEMANS

International Seminar on the Generator Coordinate Method in Molecular Physics
-2-3-4.6.1980

The GCM as a description of molecules beyond the adiabatic approximation
P VAN L5UVEN
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Varlational discretisation as a new algorithm (or the Generator Coordinate Method
F ARICKX

The 3-body problem with Coulomb interaction as an application of GCM
E. DEUMENS
A hierarchy of molecular approximation schemes
L LATHOUWERS

•27.11.1980
Flow In rotating nuclei
M.BOUTEN

-4.12.1980
Photodissociation of CF3Br and CF3CI under CO2 laser pulses, and possible application to nC and JC enrichment
M NEVE c'e MEVERGNIES

By guest speakers

SCK/CEN • LLB, Saclay - Belgian Universities: Collaboration in the field of neutron diffusion :
•27.2.1980

Neutron scattering and magnetic resonance studies of molecular tunneling motions
S. CLOUGH (University of Nottingham)
Diffusion des neutrons aux petits angles. Application ä l'etude de la conformation des polymeres
B. FARNOUX (Lab Leon Bnllouin, Saclay)

•24.4.1980
Neutrons in Astrophysics
M ARNOULD (U L Bruxelles)

-2-3-4.6.1980
International Seminar on the generator coordinate method in molecular physics
Contributions by J L CALAIS (Uppsala), D.M BISHOP (Ottawa) RD PUSHUSTA (Washington), RL LO2ES (Florida)
N H F BEEBE (Florida), R M DREIZLER (Frankfurt), R S BERRY (Chicago), O GOSCINSKI (Uppsala)

-17.6.1980
Neutron scattering and dynamics of hydrogen in metals
J M ROWE (N B.S , Washington DC)

•3.9.1980
Liquid-liquid extraction research at Brooklyn College
H.L FINSTON (Brooklyn College of the City University of New York)

-30.10.1980
New model of order-disorder ferroelectrics: NaNOj
K MICHEL (U I Antwerpen)

- 14.11.1980
The hybrid thermonuclear reactor-tokamak (HTRT) project
V V. KOTOV (Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute. Moscow)

- 21.11.1980
The relativistic electron beam, hybrid pulsed fusion-reactor pro|ect
S L NEDOSEEV (Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute. Moscow)

RADIOBIOLOGY

By SCK/CEN personnel

- 2=1.1 1980
•iHistoire d'orge»
P CHARLES

-7.2.19S0
..Quelques aspects morphologiques de la propagation d'un virus d'origine murine (C57B1) chez le ral»
L de SAINT GEORGES

- 14.2.1980
«Cellules preleucemiques et thymone radioinduit»
J R MAISIN

- 6.3.1980
»Effets des rayons X sur la differenciation morphologique des algues marines unicellulaires Acetabularia et Batophora»
S BONOTTO



-17.4.1980
«Effets des radiations sur le tissu connect!!»
G. GERBER

- 22.4.1980
«Compte rendu "5th Congress of International Radiation Protection Association"»
S. BONOTTO

-22.5.1980
«Verband tussen de geabsorbeerde dosis in verschillende beenderen na 226Ra besmettlng en de lokaal waargenomen schade
aan de bloedvorming»
G. SCHOETERS-DE MEY

- 3.7.1980
«Experimented toediening van industrieel plutoniumstof aan muizen»
J.B PAUWELS, O. VANDERBORGHT

-14.10.1980
"Viral genes involved in leukemogenesis»
J. MERREGAERT

-28.10.1980
«Génétique du Pseudomonas fluorescens»
Ph. LEJEUNS

-18.11.1980
«Remaniements du DNA de cellules thymiques en relation avec la leucemogenese radioinduite chez la souris C57B1»
M JANOWSKI

-Z12.1980
«DAPI» puts it in the light: Morphology and distribution of chloroplast DNA in Acetabularia mediterranean
A. LUTTKE

By guest speakers

-3.1.1980
«Etudes sur les mutants biochimiques induits par les agents mutagènes chez la drosophile et la souris»
D CHARLES (Institut fur Genetik, MUNCHEN)

-17.1.1980
«Les propriétés particulières des interactions entre deux boucles d'acides nucléiques: Etude par relaxation chimique»
H. GROSJEAN (Service de Biochimie, U L B.)

-31.1.1980
«Incompatibilité sexuelle chez les angiospermes»
D de NETTANCOURT (CEC)

-31.1.1980
Effecten van Cd, Cu en Zn op enkele fysiologische parameters van qarnalen (bijv. ademhalen, Oîconsumptie, hartfrekwentie)
R F UGLOW (Dept. of Zoology, University of Hull, U.K )

-14.2.1980
«Chelation and radiation protection against internal emitters»
R. BULMAN (National Radiological Protection Board, HARWELL, U K.)

-27.3.1980

«Analyse des genomes de retrovirus leucemogènes de souris AKR»
J ROMMELAERE (Service de Radiobiologie, Université Libre de Bruxelles)

-24.4.1980
«Etude du contrôle génétique du métabolisme des hydrocarbures chez Pseudomonas»
J SHAPIRO (Univ. Chicago, Inst Pasteur, PARIS)

- 14.5.1980
Recent results about liposomes
M В YATVIN (University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA)

-4.6.1980

«The subcellular distribution of actinide elements in liver and other tissues: Results and reflections»
D M. TAYLOR (Institut fur Toxikologie von Spaltstoffen. KfK, Karlsruhe, F.R Germany)

-6.6.1980

«Bases radiobiologiques de l'utilisation de neutrons rapides en thérapie anticancéreuse. Notre experience a CYCLONE»
A WAMBERSIE, UC L
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-12.6.1980
„Presence d'anticorps neutralisants de la transcriptase inverse sur les membranes de cellules leucemiques hutnaines»
P JACQUEMIN, Laboratoire de Genetique Moleculaire, U.C.L.)

-17.9.1980

»Some aspects of the research on lung collagen after internal irradiation developed at IPSN»
N. METIVIER. CEA. Departement de Protection, Montrouge (France)

-25.11.1980

«Metabolisme et mutagenicite des monomeres»
F. PONCELET, U.C.L.

-16.12.1980

«EBR des neutrons rapides de 1 ä 600 MeV chez la souris»
di Paola, Laboratoire de Radiopathologie, Rome (Italy)

MISCELLANEOUS

By SCK/CEN personnel

-7.1.1980

"Energiebesparing in de industrie en verantwoorde keuze van de energiebronnen»
G. SPAEPEN

-27.2.1980

«Digital real time simulation of nuclear reactor start-up on a microcomputer»
G COCOUYT, J VANOPPEN

-25.6.1980

Studiedag Tak 4 R & D Programma Leefmilieu-Lucht, SCK/CEN
De verdeling van Sb-emissie over hoge en läge bronnen
I. MERTENS

Problemen i.v.m. het valideren van het IFDM model op de testzone, Gent 1978
G. COSEMANS
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Appendix 6

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

As mentioned in the related chapters, many SCK/CEN pro-
grammes or activities are carried out in an international frame-
work or in close collaboration with external organizations
The most important examples are:
- R & D for sodium-cooled fast reactors in the framework of

the DeBeNe-SNR project, which is part of the DeBeNe/France
collaboration on advanced reactor systems,

-fuel development work in collaboration with Belgonucleaire:
- development of dispersion-strengthened steels in collabora-

tion with CRM-Liege and Usines Emile Henncot,
-fast reactor safety work, co-ordinated by various European

working groups and in collaboration with JRC-lspra.
ULBruxelles and KfK-Karlsruhe,

- the GSB experiment in BR2 in collaboration with KFA-Julich:
-various irradiation experiments in BR3 on behalf of foreign

fuel companies,
- PWR pressure vessel studies on behalf of the utilities and

in collaboration with American laboratories and Cockenll,
-contract work with the C.E C and DWK on conditioning

and disposal of radioactive waste,
- the Safeguards project in the framework of ESARDA;
- R & D on lithium technology and radiation damage in

materials for fission reactors which is being co-ordinated
in a European framework and partly covered by agreements
between USA, Japan and the European Community.

- basic research on materials, neutron physics and radio-
biology in collaboration with the Belgian universities, inter-
national organizations or foreign institutes.

-contract v/ork on pollution and waste handling on behalf
of various governmental services,

-development of fuel cells for Elenco N V and of electrolysis
systems for the production of hydrogen on behalf of the
C E C :

-operation of the BR2-reactor in the framework of an
agreement with KfK-Karlsruhe and KFA-Julich;

-service work for conditioning ari disposal of radioactive
wastes for universities, nuclear industries, utilities etc .

- various services on benalf of industry, government agencies,
international organizations and foreign companies

In addition, SCK/CEN participates in the activities of various
working groups set up by national authorities and international

organizations such as CEC, NEA, IAEA. IEA and EAES
With regard to the activities of the International Fuel Cycle
Evaluation, co-ordinated by the IAEA, SCK/CEN continued
its participation

Three staff members have been on a technical assistance
assignment in Mali, Morocco and Zaire
SCK/CEN hosted, in April 1980. the International Workshop
on the Generator Co-ordinate Method Applied to Molecular
Dynamics; in June 1980, the 7th European Thermophysical
Properties Conference and, in September 1980, the NEA ad
hoc meeting on the co-operation activities of radioactive
waste disposal in geological formations
In connection with the implantation of a United Nations
Development Project for the development of nuclear techno-
logy in Romania, the post-irradiation experiments on the
LWR fuel rods fabricated in INPR and irradiated in BR2, as
well as the interpretation of results were continued The final
report will be forwarded to IAEA in 1981
As part of the agreement for technical and scientific co-
operation between the Republic of Zaire and the Belgian
Government in the field of the peaceful utilization of nuclear
energy and the contract between the SCK/CEN and the
Commissariat General a I'Energie Atomique of Zaire (CGEA),
the technical co-operation between the two organizations
was continued, in particular, the operation and maintenance
of the TRIGA Mkll reactor. This co-operation is financed by
the ABOS/AGCD

In the scope of the Agreement between the USSR, the
Netherlands and Belgium, SCK/CEN participated in a tripartite
symposium on the reprocessing of spent fuel and the treatment
of radioactive waste, held in Leningrad in October 1980
In September 1930. three Russian scientists visited SCK/CEN
for discussing studies on controlled thermonuclear fusion and
plasma physics. Also the exchange of different scientists
was continued under this agreement

During 1980. 313 students or qualified scientists (of which
<16 foreign coming from 20 different countries) received
further training at SCK/CEN 23 of them are currently working
towards their doctor's degrees in Mol.
Finally, in 1980 SCK/CEN received more than 2.000 visitors
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Appendix 7

PERSONNEL OFFICE

Table 1 gives a survey of personnel on 31" December 1980.
The figures between brackets represent the changes com-
pared with 31" December 1979.
The average age on 31" December 1980 was 43 02 years

TABLE 1

CLASS SCK/CEN" BR2 reactor and
associated facilities

Professional staff 375 (-6) 51 (-1)

Technical and administrative staff 1043 (-51) 176 (—1)

SCK/CEN personnel working at other centres or agencies 10 (—1)

TOTAL 1428 (-56) 227 (- )

' Total BR2 personnel included

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

95 persons were recruited during the year, among these, There were 25 internal transfers, of which 16 involved scientists
68 persons of the waste treatment department were trans- or technicians and 9 administrative personnel
ferred from Belgonucleaire to SCK/CEN on 1" April 1980 m ^ 7 9 these figures were 16 6 and 10 respectively
39 persons left SCK/CEN 4 deaths from natural causes 6 3 6 m | S S | O n s w e f e 0 e d t 0 2 5 d l f f e r e n t c o u n t r i e s , t h i s

5 retirements and 23 resignations and the expiration of s h o w s a d e c r e a s e of 84 compared with 1979
7 temporary contracts
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Appendix 8

FINANCE

ACCOUNTS ON 31st DECEMBER 1980
in Belgian Francs (FB)

A. ORDINARY INCOME

Grants

1 Financing of the institute

INCOME

1,767,800.000

Operating income

2 Contracts

3 Miscellaneous

4 BR2 income

4 1 Foreign customers

4 2 Belgian customers

4 3. Grants for EURATOM personnel

5 BR3 income

5 1 Energy

5 2 Irradiation and training

5 3 Studies and services

120,602.987

181,327,717

120.083.531

8,301,390

34.709.399-

50,107,180

11.360,734

9 908,137

536.401.015

B. SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS

6 Subsidy for capital expenditure

7. Income for the construction of laboratory

for geologic disposal of waste

276,433,630

42.359,300

TOTAL INCOME

318,792.930

2.622,993,945

' Amount reimboursed by the Belgian State to EURATOM
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EXPENDITURE

A. OPERATING EXPENDITURE

1 Personnel

1 1 SCK/CEN

1.2 EURATOM

1 3 Belgonucleaire Waste

1.4 Others

1,913,492.172

34.474,727

20,310.191

238,236

1,968,515,326

2. £dministr?tion

2 1. Computer rent

2.2. External services

2.3. Communications

2.4 Insurance and taxes

2.5. Missions, documentation

2.6. Other administration expenses

32,371,885

10,557,426

20,401,742

14,016,168

14,013,001

11,388.455

102.748,677

3. Materials, energy and services

3 1 Materials and supplies

3 2 Fissile materials and fuel cycle expenditure

3.3 Energy

3.4 Work entrusted to outside firms

184.518.294

60.315.606

62,823,592

145.978.459

4 Financial expenses - loans

453.635,951

645.000

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE 2,525,544,954

B. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

1 Equipment

1 1 Ordinary equipment

1 2 Particular equipment

Infrastructure

2.1 Ordinary infrastructure

2 2. Particular infrastructure

74,504.089

37,648.643

10.549,956

187,233,077

TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 309,935,765

TOTAL EXPENDITURE A - i - B 2.835,480,719
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Appendix 9

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ANS
ASL
BNFL
CBNM
CEA
CEC
CFR
CNEN
CREN
CORAPRO
DFR
DOE
DRAGON
DSM
DWK

E3R
ECN
ELENCO
ENI
ENS
ERM/KMS
EULEP
FF7F
FNRS
FRAMATOME
GCFR
GfK
GSB
GWK

HDL
HLSW
HLW
IA
IAEA
ICWB/CIPS

IEA
IIKv 'IISN

ILL
IRE

American Nuclear Society
Analytical Sodium Loop, SCK/CEN
British Nuclf Fuels Ltd, Risley (United Kingdom)
Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements, EURATOM, Geel (Belgium)
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (France)
Commission of the European Communities
Commercial Fast Reactor (United Kingdom)
Comitato Nazionale per I'Energia Nucleare (Italy)
Centre Regional d'Etudes Nucléaires de Kmsnasa (Zaire)
Contrôle Radioprotection (Belgium)
Dounreay Fast Reactor (United Kingdom)
Department of Energy (USA)
High Temperature Reactor, Winfrith (United Kingdom)
De Staatsmijnen (The Netherlands)
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstoffen GmbH. Hannover
(Federal Reoubhc of Germany)
Experimental Breeder Reactor, Idano Falls (USA)
Energie Centrum Nederland (The Netherlands)
Electrochemische Energieconversie N V , Mol (Belgium)
Electro-Navale & Industrielle, Aartselaar (3elgium)
European Nuclear Society
Ecole Royale Militaire / Koninklijke Militaire Scnool (Belgium)
European Late Effects Project GrouD
Fast Flux Test Facility. Hanford (USA)
Fonds National de la Recherche Scientifique (Belgium)
Société Franco-Américaine de Constructions Atomiques (France)
Gas Cooled Fast Reactor
Gesellschaft fur Kernforschung moH, Karlsruhe (Feceral Republic of Germany)
Gasgekuhlte Schnelle Brutreaktoren
Gesellschaft zur Wiederaufarbeitung von Kembrennstoffen mbH, Leopoldshafen (Feaeral
Republic of Germany)
Hanford Engineenng and Develooment Laooratory (USA)
High Level Solioified Waste
High Level Waste
Interatcm (Internationale Atomreaktoroau GmbH) (Fece'al Repualic of Germany)
International Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria)
Interministériels Commissie voor Wetenschaosbeleid ,' Commission Interministérielle pour
la Politique Scientificue (Belgium)
International Energy Agency, Paris (France)
Interumversitair Instituut vocr Kernwetenscnapoen / Institut lntsruniversitaire aes Sciences
Nucléaires, Brussel (Belgium)
Institut Laue Langevm, Grenoola (France)
Institut National des Radioéléments. Fleurus (Belgium)
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IUPAP
IWG-RPS
К FA
KfK
KNK
KUL
LASL
LHMA
LMA
LMFBR
LUC
LWR
NBS
NEA
OECD
ORNL
ORR
PFR
PNS
PWR
RAPSODIE
RECYTEC
RSIC
RUCA
SEMO
SENA
SERENA

SNEAK
SNR
TNO
TUV
UCL
UKAEA
UL3
VUB

International Union of Pure and Apolied Physics, °ans (France)
International Working Group - Reprocessing Plant Safeguards
Kernforschungsanlage, Julich (Federal Republic cf Germany)
Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe GmbH (Federal Repualic of Germany)
Kompakte Natnumgekuhlte Kernenergieanlage, Karlsruhe (Federal Republic of Germany)
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium)
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (USA)
Laboratory for Hign and Medium Activities (SCK/CEN)
Laboratory for Medium Activities (SCK/CEN)
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
Limburgs Universitair Centrum, Diepenbeek (Belgium)
Light Water Reactor
National Bureau of Standards (USA)
Nuclear Energy Agency, Pans (France)
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris (France)
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA)
Oak Ridge Research Reactor (USA)
Prototype Fast Reactor, Dounreay (United Kingdom)
Pulsed Neutron Source
Pressurized Water Reactor
Experimental Fast Reactor, Cadarache (France)
Recyclage Technologie, Brussel (Belgium)
Radiation Shielding Information Center, ORNL (USA)
Rijksuniversitair Centrum Antwerpen (Belgium)
Société Belgo-Française d'Energie Nucléaire Mosane
Société d'Energie Nucléaire Franco-Belge des Ardennes Chooz (France)
Société Européenne pour la P'omoticn des Systèmes des Reacteurs Rapides a Sodium
(France)
Schnelle Nullenenergie-Anorcnung, KfK, Karlsruhe (Federal Republic of Germany)
Snelle Natnumgekoelde Kweekreactor (Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor)
Orgamsatie voor Toegeoast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek (The Netherlands)
Technische Ueberwachungs-Verem, Baden-Bacen (Federal Republic of Germany)
Université Catholique de Louvam (Belgium)
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Autnonty (United K:ngoom)
Université Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium)
Vnje Universiteit Brussel (Belgium) Q
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